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General introduction
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It is well understood that play is a natural activity for children that is essential
for their wellbeing and for the development of cognitive, language and
social abilities (Lifter, Foster-Sanda, Arzamarski, Briesch, & McClure, 2011;
Lillard, Pinkham, & Smith, 2011). Play is an important area of participation
for children that allows them to practice with language and social relations,
İĔĆÕĴ ²čÑ ËĔčŤõËļĴʣ ÑÑõļõĔč²ĆĆŘʞ õļ ĭİĔČĔļÕĴ ²č ŁčÑÕİĴļ²čÑõčë Ĕê õÑÕ²Ĵʞ
beliefs and thoughts of other children (Roe, 2008). However, without
the ability to see, children with visual impairments (VIs) lack important
information about their surroundings, people and objects that is crucial
for early development and participation. Especially pre-schoolers with VIs
ŖÕİÕ êĔŁčÑ ļĔ ÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕ ĴõëčõţË²čļ ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ Ŗõļñ ÊĔļñ ĭñŘĴõË²Ć ²čÑ
ĴĔËõ²Ć²ĴĭÕËļĴĔêĭĆ²ŘʰÕĆÕĴļÕʞɿɽɽʃʨ:İ²õÊÕİëʞɾʆʄʄʨAŁëñÕĴʞ"ĔļÕʴSŖ²čʞ˯
Dolendo, 1998; Preisler, 1993; Rogers & Puchalski, 1984; Tröster & Brambring,
1994). It can be particularly challenging for children with VIs to join peer
groups and to start and continue playing with others in an unstructured
ĭĆ²Ř ËĔčļÕŗļ ʰÕĆÕĴļÕʞ ɿɽɽʃʨ &čëÕĆʴ§ÕëÕİ ˯ A²ČÕÑʴ"²ñÕİʞ ɿɽɾʀʨ SÕăÕĆõĴʞ
1992; Preisler & Palmer, 1989; Roe, 1998). As opposed to children with VIs,
sighted children move around frequently, use non-verbal communication
and spontaneously engage in play (Brambring, 2001; Roe & Webster, 2002).
Multiple observational studies reported children with VIs demonstrate more
solitary play (i.e., playing alone) and fewer instances of cooperative peer play
(i.e., actively playing together with peers) than sighted children do (Celeste,
2006; Erwin, 1993; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000; Schneekloth, 1989; Tröster &
Brambring, 1994). Instead of directing their interactions to other children,
they tend to direct interaction bids to adults, who better understand their
čÕÕÑĴ ²čÑ Ë²č ÕŗĭĆ²õč Ŗñ²ļ õĴ ñ²ĭĭÕčõčë ʰİĔËăÕİ ˯ cİİʞ ɾʆʆʃʨ SÕăÕĆõĴʞ
1992; Preisler, 1993). Also, children with VIs need to gather information and
form concepts about their surroundings through touch or hearing, which
takes time and requires several behavioural adaptations (Roe & Webster,
ɿɽɽɿʨİĝĴļÕİ˯İ²ČÊİõčëʞɾʆʆʁʱʣEļË²čÊÕÑõêţËŁĆļêĔİļñÕĴÕËñõĆÑİÕčļĔ
understand functions of objects and to adequately integrate them in play,
which limits possibilities to use toys in free play and sports or as a learning
ČÕÑõŁČʰAŁëñÕĴÕļ²ĆʣʞɾʆʆʅʨSñ²Ñă²ʞŘ²čʞ\²İëİ²õčʞ¥ĔĔÑñĔŁĴÕʞ˯"²ŕõÕĴʞ
2012; Lewis, Norgate, Collis, & Reynolds, 2000; Tröster & Brambring, 1994).
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As a result, play behaviour of children with VIs can be underdeveloped or
altered compared to sighted children (Bishop, Hobson, & Lee, 2005; Hughes
et al., 1998; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Skellenger, Rosenblum, & Jager, 1997;
Tröster & Brambring, 1994). This limits their opportunities to practice social
behaviours during peer interaction and to form friendships (de Verdier, 2016).
Ĵ²İÕĴŁĆļʞËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²İÕ²ļİõĴăêĔİĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʞ
which might become more prominent as the gap between their social skills
and that of sighted peers increases (Hestenes & Carroll, 2000; Ozkubat &
Ozdemir, 2014). Indeed, quality of life and adaptive behaviours appeared to
be reduced in school-aged children with VIs compared to sighted children
(Bathelt, de Haan, & Dale, 2019; Metsiou, Papadopoulos, & Agaliotis, 2011).
Eč ²ÑÑõļõĔčʞ ĴĔËõ²Ć ĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔč ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʞ ĴČ²ĆĆÕİ ĴĔËõ²Ć čÕļŖĔİăĴ ²čÑ
ĆĔčÕĆõčÕĴĴŖÕİÕêĔŁčÑļĔÊÕĭİĔČõčÕčļõč²ÑĔĆÕĴËÕčļĴŖõļñ¤EĴʰSÕêʞAĔŗʞ˯
Habekothe, 2000).
In order to maximize social participation of children with VIs, early support
should be provided aimed at peer communication, shared attention and
Ć²čëŁ²ëÕõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʰ"²ĆÕʞ²ÑõÌʞ˯ĔčăĴÕčʞɿɽɾʁʨ;ÕčĴÕ˯;ÕčĴÕʞ
2005; Greenaway & Dale, 2017). Although adults can assist children with
VIs during peer play, they can also be too controlling during activities and
get in the way of social interaction among children (Hestenes & Carroll,
ɿɽɽɽʨSñ²Ñă²Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʨĔÕʞɿɽɽʅʨ²ÑõÌʞAŁčÑļʞSÕÕĆÕŘʞ˯²ñõʞɿɽɾʂʱʣñõĴ
emphasizes the need for a medium that children with VIs can use together
with peers, without the necessity of adult support. Interactive technology,
such as augmented play environments or mobile games, could assist children
with VIs within the play context (Buzzi, Buzzi, Leporini, & Senette, 2015;
Drossos, Zormpas, Giannakopoulos, & Floros, 2015; Jeon, Winton, Yim, Bruce,
˯¥²ĆăÕİʞɿɽɾɿʨĔčëʞS²İõČõʞ˯SõČʞɿɽɾɾʱʣŁÑõļĔİŘËŁÕĴ²İÕĴļİĔčë²ļļÕčļõĔčʴ
getters and provide information additional to the visual cues that children
with VIs often miss out on (Bishop, 2004; Sahin & Yorek, 2009; Yuill, Hinske,
Williams, & Leith, 2014). Previous studies showed that sound-augmented
toys encouraged peer play and promoted learning in typically developing
children and those with VIs or autism (Antle, Wise, & Nielsen, 2011; Farr, Yuill,
˯AõčĴăÕʞɿɽɾɿʨAõčĴăÕʞV²ČĭÕʞ|İõËÕʞ§ŁõĆĆʞ˯V²čëñÕõčİõËñʞɿɽɾɽʨS²Ê³ļĔŕ³ʞ
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Q²ĶăĔŕ³ʞVÕËăŜʞ˯V²ĶĶ³ăĔŕ³ʞɿɽɾɿʨVĔş²čĔʞ|ÕčõËñÕļʞVÕĭĔİõčõʞ˯:Õİč²čÑĔʞ
ɿɽɾʅʨ³čËñÕşʞ²Õčşʞ˯;²İİõÑĔʞɿɽɾɽʨ§ŁõĆĆÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾʁʱʣŘ²ÑÑõčëč²İİ²ļõŕÕĴʞ
music and scripts to play materials, sound-augmented toys could encourage
shared attention, peer interaction and object-exploration in children with
VIs. Additionally, these toys provide children with VIs with an interesting
new play context, since most play materials and games for school-aged
children are visually stimulating, but lack auditory or tactile features (Lozano
et al., 2018; Tröster & Brambring, 1994).
The present project focused on the facilitation of play in primary school²ëÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʣñÕĔÊāÕËļõŕÕĔêļñõĴĭİĔāÕËļŖ²ĴļñİÕÕʴêĔĆÑʝļñÕţİĴļ
aim was to facilitate peer play in dyads of children with VIs and playmates
by means of sound-augmented toys. Even though multiple studies in preschoolers with VIs (up to age 4) indicate a problematic development of play
and interaction, research on peer play in the primary school-ages is scarce.
Therefore, the second aim was to gain insight in the demonstration of play
behaviour, the nature of individual variability and associations with individual
characteristics in school-aged children with VIs. Finally, since children with
VIs are restricted in their use of motivating learning materials or educational
games, the third aim was to encourage informal, playful learning in children
with VIs by means of sound-augmented toys.
This introductory chapter provides an overview of theoretical concepts and
research on the development of play behaviour and social interaction in
children with VIs. Furthermore, background information on the play context
and augmented play materials is given. Finally, the research aims of the
current project and the outline of this thesis are given.

"ÕţčõļõĔč²čÑĭİÕŕ²ĆÕčËÕĔêŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļõčËñõĆÑİÕč
The current research project focused on children with visual impairments,
ŖñõËñ õĴ ² İ²ļñÕİ ÊİĔ²Ñ ÑÕţčõļõĔč ļñ²ļ İÕįŁõİÕĴ êŁİļñÕİ ËĆ²İõţË²ļõĔčʣ 
ŕõĴŁ²Ć õČĭ²õİČÕčļ õĴ ČĔĴļ ĔêļÕč ËĆ²ĴĴõţÕÑ Ê²ĴÕÑ Ĕč ļñÕ ŕõĴŁ²Ć ²ËŁõļŘ Ĕê
ļñÕŁč²ËËĔČČĔÑ²ļÕÑÕŘÕ²čÑļñÕŕõĴŁ²ĆţÕĆÑŖõļñĭİÕĴÕčļõčëËĔİİÕËļõĔč
for refraction errors as measures of visual functioning. Normal visual
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acuity is referred to as 1.00 (or 6/6): a visual acuity of 0.1 (or 6/60) would
indicate the ability to see objects at a distance of 6 meter, which a person
with normal visual acuity would be able to see at a distance of 60 meter. In
²ÑÑõļõĔčʞčĔİČ²ĆČĔčĔËŁĆ²İŕõĴŁ²ĆţÕĆÑõĴ²ÊĔŁļɾʃɽÑÕëİÕÕĴñĔİõşĔčļ²Ćʞ²čÑ
ÊõčĔËŁĆ²İ²ÊĔŁļɾʅɽÑÕëİÕÕĴʰVŁÕËăʞɿɽɽʁʱʣŕõĴŁ²ĆţÕĆÑĆÕĴĴļñ²čʀɽÑÕëİÕÕĴ
ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘõČĭ²õİĴ²ĭÕİĴĔčʿĴŕõĴŁ²ĆêŁčËļõĔčõčëʰVõČÊŁİëʞɿɽɽʄʱʣËËĔİÑõčë
to the World Health Organization (2018), four different levels of distance
visual impairment can be distinguished (see Table 1), with categories 1 – 3
ÊÕõčëİÕêÕİİÕÑļĔ²ĴʾĆĔŖŕõĴõĔčʿʣĭÕİĴĔčʿĴÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕ²čÑŕõĴŁ²ĆêŁčËļõĔčõčë
comprises many other functions (such as light sensitivity, colour vision, eye
movements, etcetera), but these are not used to classify visual impairment
(Lueck, 2004).
Table 1: Categories of distance visual impairment
Category

Visual acuity

1 Mild visual impairment

< 0.5 (6/12) - > 0.3 (6/18)

2 Moderate visual impairment

< 0.3 (6/18) - > 0.1 (6/60)

3 Severe visual impairment

< 0.1 (6/60) - > 0.05 (3/60)

4 Blindness

< 0.05 (3/60) – no light perception

Note.²ļÕëĔİõÕĴÊ²ĴÕÑĔčEčļÕİč²ļõĔč²ĆĆ²ĴĴõţË²ļõĔčĔê"õĴÕ²ĴÕĴɾɾʰE"ʴɾɾʨ¥ĔİĆÑ
AÕ²Ćļñcİë²čõş²ļõĔčʞɿɽɾʅʱʣ|İÕŕõĔŁĴĆŘʞʾĆĔŖŕõĴõĔčʿĔčĆŘËĔČĭİõĴÕÑË²ļÕëĔİŘɿ²čÑ
3, but category 1 was included as part of the transition from ICD-10 to ICD-11.

Childhood visual impairment is rare, especially in the Western world.
Unfortunately, no accurate population-based data regarding the prevalence
and causes of low vision in children are available in the Netherlands
(Boonstra et al., 2012). The prevalence of blindness in Dutch children aged
0 – 14 years is estimated at 0.3 / 1000 children, and low vision (in this case
visual acuity < 0.3) is estimated to occur in 0.6 / 1000 children (Boonstra et
al., 2012; Limburg, 2007; Rainey, van Nispen, & van Rens, 2014). This is equal
to approximately 2500 children in a population of 2.8 million Dutch children
younger than 15 years (CBS, 2019). Cortical visual impairment (CVI), albinism
and nystagmus are the most common diagnoses in Dutch children and
adolescents with a visual impairment (Rainey et al., 2014). Additionally, more
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than half of the children and adolescents with a visual impairment have cooccurring mental or motor impairments (Boonstra et al., 2012). Two regional
institutions, namely Royal Dutch Visio and Bartiméus, offer special education
and rehabilitation for people with visual impairments in the Netherlands.
About 75% of the children attend mainstream education (Smeets & de
Boer, 2017). Children that attend special education for individuals with a
visual impairment (i.e., Cluster 1) often have co-occurring socio-emotional,
cognitive or behavioural problems (Inspectie van het Onderwijs, 2010).
EčļñÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘʞ²ŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļõĴÑÕţčÕÑ²Ĵ²ÑõĴļ²čËÕŕõĴõĔč
impairment that includes blindness and severe, moderate, or mild visual
impairment (see Table 1). Furthermore, this study merely focused on children
who have a visual impairment as their primary disability: participants did
not have co-occurring mental or physical disabilities. The onset of the
visual impairment was not considered in this thesis, so both children with a
congenital visual impairment as well as children with an early onset visual
impairment could participate. Several inclusion criteria were employed, and
children were approached for participation if they: a) had a visual impairment
and received treatment or rehabilitation at Royal Dutch Visio or Bartiméus,
b) had an IQ-score above 70, c) were free from hearing impairments, d) were
²ÊĆÕļĔĭĆ²ŘĔčļñÕŤĔĔİŖõļñĴČ²ĆĆĔÊāÕËļĴʞÕʱĴĭĔăÕļñÕ"ŁļËñĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²Ĵ
ţİĴļĆ²čëŁ²ëÕʣ

"ÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļĔêĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõĔč²čÑĭĆ²ŘõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ
The foundations of social play are laid in infancy, when sighted infants start
smiling, eye gazing and reaching to interact with their caregivers. These
behaviours are mainly vision-induced and less frequently demonstrated
by infants with VIs (Tröster & Brambring, 1992; Warren, 1994). Between 9
and 12 months, sighted infants learn to follow and alternate the gaze of
their caregivers to objects or events and share attention with them, which
is referred to as joint attention. Through joint attention, infants learn to
communicate their desires by reaching or pointing at objects and by
vocalizing to get the attention of their caregiver. This is thought to be a
prerequisite for social interaction and language development (Baldwin, 1995;
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Dale & Salt, 2007; Mundy & Sigman, 2006; Tomasello & Carpenter, 2007; Toth,
Munson, Meltzoff, & Dawson, 2006).
ĆÕ²İĆŘʞõļõĴÑõêţËŁĆļêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴļĔÕčë²ëÕõčāĔõčļ²ļļÕčļõĔčʣñÕŘ
²İÕŁč²ÊĆÕĔİËñ²ĆĆÕčëÕÑļĔêĔĆĆĔŖ²čĔļñÕİĭÕİĴĔčʿĴë²şÕļĔÑõĴļ²čļĔÊāÕËļĴ
²čÑñ²ŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļŘŁčÑÕİĴļ²čÑõčëļñ²ļļñÕõİĔŖčĔÊāÕËļÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕË²čÊÕ
shared with others (Bigelow, 2003). Especially children with total blindness
were found to show reduced joint attention with parents (Dale et al., 2014).
Instead, these infants have to rely on touch, auditory cues or repetitive
vocalizing games to share experiences with others, which is associated with
limited social play at age 2 and 3 (Dale & Salt, 2007; Norgate, Collis, & Lewis,
1998; Pérez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden, 1999).
As sighted toddlers become more focused on others in the second year of life,
their play shifts from solitary to parallel play, where children play alongside
adults or peers with similar toys and observe and imitate them (Howes &
Matheson, 1992; Rubin, Watson, & Jambor, 1978). Concurrently, sighted 20- to
24-month-olds engage in short reciprocal peer interactions (such as giveand-take), which is essential for the commence of cooperative peer play
around 30-35 months (Fromberg & Bergen, 2012; Howes & Matheson, 1992).
During cooperative peer play, children actively involve peers in their play
as they pursue shared play goals, which becomes the dominant type of play
around age 4 in free play situations (Parten, 1932; Rubin, Maioni, & Hornung,
1976).
Due to the lack of eye contact, joint attention, communicative gestures
and possibilities for observation and imitation, social communication and
play are compromised in toddlers with VIs (Dale et al., 2014; Norgate et al.,
1998; Preisler, 1993). Both 24- to 48-month-old and 49- to 72-month-old
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴŖÕİÕêĔŁčÑļĔÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕĴõČĭĆÕ
solitary play (e.g., exploring objects or making noises) than sighted children.
ñÕ²ČĔŁčļĔêËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘõĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘİÕÑŁËÕÑõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ
VIs (Celeste, 2006; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000; Tröster & Brambring, 1994).
Children with blindness often demonstrate aberrant behaviours such as
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mannerisms (e.g., body rocking) or echolalia, that is, the repetitive use of
meaningless words or phrases (Hobson & Bishop, 2003; Molloy & Rowe, 2011;
|²İİʞ"²ĆÕʞñ²êêÕİʞ˯²ĆļʞɿɽɾɽʱʣĆļñĔŁëñļñÕĴÕËĔČČŁčõË²ļõŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ
ĴñĔŖ²ĴõëčõţË²čļĔŕÕİĆ²ĭŖõļñļñ²ļĔê²ŁļõĴļõËËñõĆÑİÕčʰİĔŖčʞAĔÊĴĔčʞVÕÕʞ
& Stevenson, 1997), it is stated that children with VIs are generally socially
responsive and motivated to participate in peer interaction (Peterson,
Peterson, & Webb, 2000). Still, their opportunities to practice with social
İÕĆ²ļõĔčĴʞİĔĆÕĴ²čÑËĔčŤõËļĴʞĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²čÑĭÕİĴĭÕËļõŕÕļ²ăõčëÑŁİõčëĭÕÕİ
ĭĆ²Ř²İÕĆõČõļÕÑÑŁÕļĔŕõĴõĔčʴİÕĆ²ļÕÑÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʰĔÕ˯¥ÕÊĴļÕİʞɿɽɽɿʱʣñõĴ
is also thought to impede theory of mind (ToM) development, or the ability
to impute mental states like intentions, beliefs and desires to the self and
others. Underdeveloped ToM is likely to hinder social interaction and play
with peers (Brambring & Asbrock, 2010; Green, Pring, & Swettenham, 2004;
Peterson et al., 2000; Pring, 2008). Consequently, children with VIs are often
experienced as less socially competent than sighted children (Ozkubat &
Ozdemir, 2014).

"ÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļĔêËĔëčõļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ
Whereas social play represents the level of involvement with others,
cognitive play represents the type of play that children demonstrate, for
Õŗ²ČĭĆÕŖõļñĔÊāÕËļĴʣEčļñÕţİĴļŘÕ²İĔêĆõêÕʞËĔëčõļõŕÕĭĆ²Řñ²Ĵ²ĴļİĔčë
exploratory nature. Manipulative play (i.e., active exploration of objects
ĔİÊĔÑŘʴĭ²İļĴʱĭİĔČĔļÕĴõčê²čļĴʿŁčÑÕİĴļ²čÑõčëĔêĔÊāÕËļĭİĔĭÕİļõÕĴ²čÑ
helps them to acquire an understanding of goal-directed behaviour (Piaget,
1962; Piaget & Cook, 1952). Sighted infants actively manipulate their bodyparts and nearby objects by mouthing, banging, shaking and looking at
them. They learn that objects have permanence and still exist when they
are out of sight (Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991). With the achievement of motor
developmental milestones, infants are able to explore more and more of
their surroundings. This allows sighted children to use toys according to
their functions during so-called functional play in their second year of life.
Children learn to comprehend object functions and how objects relate to
actions or other objects (e.g., a cup is for drinking and a spoon can be used
with a cup). After children acquire this conceptual knowledge, they begin
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to display self-directed symbolic (i.e., pretend) actions with play materials
(e.g., pretending to drink from a toy cup; Belsky & Most, 1981). Subsequently,
children learn to substitute objects in an imaginative way by pretending an
ĔÊāÕËļİÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴ²čĔļñÕİĔÊāÕËļʰÕʣëʣʞ²ĴļõËăõĴŁĴÕÑ²Ĵ²Ë²İʱʞŖñõËñİÕŤÕËļĴ
both symbolizing ability as well as conceptual knowledge (Lewis, Norgate,
et al., 2000). Symbolic play is one of the earliest manifestations of the ability
ļĔČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļÕĔčÕʿĴĔŖč²čÑĔļñÕİĴʿĭİõČ²İŘİÕĭİÕĴÕčļ²ļõĔčĴĔêËĔčËÕĭļŁ²Ć
ăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕʞŖñõËñ²ĆĴĔİÕŤÕËļĴÕ²İĆŘĔ\ʰVõĆĆ²İÑʞɿɽɽɾʨ]õÕĆĴÕčʞɿɽɾʂʱʣEč
sighted children, symbolic actions are increasingly observed throughout
the second year of life and are thought to support language development
and ToM development (Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Pring, 2008). Around age
3.5, sighted children demonstrate role enactment by attributing pretend
roles, characteristics or identities to themselves or others. Symbolic play
is most frequently demonstrated between the ages of 4 to 6, although the
complexity and coherence of role enactments increases throughout the
primary-school ages (Fromberg & Bergen, 2012). This strengthens cognitive
skills, such as narrative competence, creativity and perspective taking, and
also has implications for social development (Lillard et al., 2011; Nielsen, 2015).
Role enactments are mostly performed together with peers during social
pretend play and are characterized by frequent verbal interactions and social
reciprocity (Fromberg & Bergen, 2012; Rubin et al., 1978). Social pretend play
is an important way to form intimate friendships for children in the primaryschool ages (Howes, Unger, & Matheson, 1992). Next to pretending, schoolaged children often engage in games with rules or team activities together,
such as hopscotch, ball games, board games or video gaming (Fromberg &
Bergen, 2012).
The development of cognitive play in children with VIs is delayed or altered
ÑŁÕ ļĔ ŕõĴõĔčʴİÕĆ²ļÕÑ ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣ Ečê²čļĴ Ŗõļñ ÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴ Ĕİ ĆĔŖ ŕõĴõĔč
demonstrate fewer exploratory behaviours related to objects than sighted
infants, since they need to touch or hear objects to acknowledge their
presence (Sonksen, 1983). They show signs of delayed understanding of object
permanence and until they acquire this understanding, infants with VIs tend
to lie passively (Fraiberg, 1977; Warren, 1994). In the absence of vision, the
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development of motor skills related to self-initiated mobility, locomotion and
manual functioning shows delays up to two years (Bouchard & Tetreault,
2000; Brambring, 2006, 2007; Haibach, Wagner, & Lieberman, 2014). As a
result, young children with VIs begin to explore their surroundings and to
manipulate objects at later ages than sighted children. While manipulative
play decreases after 12 months of age in sighted children, children with VIs
aged 32 – 52 months actively manipulate objects most of the time (Hughes
et al., 1998). They do so by touching objects with various body-parts and by
mouthing them, whereas the latter levels off around 16 months in sighted
children (Belsky & Most, 1981). Extensive object manipulation is an important
way for children with VIs to retrieve information about object characteristics
in the absence of vision. As such, this can be interpreted as a necessary
adaptation to the impaired visual functioning (Roe & Webster, 2002; Warren,
1994). However, the play behaviour of pre-schoolers with blindness often
ñ²Ĵ²İÕĭÕļõļõŕÕĔİĴļÕİÕĔļŘĭÕÑč²ļŁİÕÊÕË²ŁĴÕĔêÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴļĔõčļÕëİ²ļÕ
toys in more sophisticated types of cognitive play, including functional or
symbolic play (Rettig, 1994; Tröster & Brambring, 1994). Pre-schoolers with
VIs demonstrate less frequent and less complex functional and symbolic
play than sighted peers do (Ferguson & Buultjens, 1995; Hughes et al.,
1998; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Tröster & Brambring, 1994). Vision is the
prominent sense to perceive object functions or causal relations between
objects and events and to form corresponding concepts. Since touch and
hearing cannot provide equally detailed information, the lack of visualperceptual experiences interferes with a complete understanding of object
functions, appearances and uses (Linders, 1998; Vervloed, Loijens, & Waller,
ɿɽɾʁʱʣĔčĴÕįŁÕčļĆŘʞĭĆ²ŘË²čÊÕËĔČÕİÕĭÕļõļõŕÕ²čÑţŗ²ļÕÑŁĭĔčĴĭÕËõţËļĔŘ
êÕ²ļŁİÕĴõčĴļÕ²ÑĔêļĔŘêŁčËļõĔčĴʰŕĔčAĔêĴļÕčʞñĆõëʞÑÕĆĆʞ˯SĔËñŁăñĔŕ²ʞ
2009). Incomplete primary representations of objects are also thought to
limit the understanding that conceptual knowledge can be manipulated
during symbolic play. In sum, restricted concept formation, caused by a lack
of visual access, is thought to underlie delays in functional and symbolic play,
language use and ToM understanding (Lewis, Boucher, Lupton, & Watson,
2000; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Linders, 1998; Pérez-Pereira & ContiRamsden, 1999; Rettig, 1994).
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EčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ćŕ²İõ²ļõĔč
Even though initial play delays are likely to be caught up in the primary
school-ages, some children with VIs seem to be at-risk for persistent play and
ĴĔËõ²ĆËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʰõĴñĔĭÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʂʨ;İÕÕč²Ŗ²Ř˯"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾʄʨ
Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Pijnacker, Vervloed, & Steenbergen, 2012). This
underlines the importance of a thorough investigation of individual variation
within the population of children with VIs, which is heterogeneous regarding
visual functioning, aetiologies and co-occurring disabilities (Hatton, Bailey,
Burchinaland, & Ferrell, 1997; Roe & Webster, 2002; Warren, 1994). Warren
ʰɾʆʆʁʱČ²ÑÕ²ÑõĴļõčËļõĔčÊÕļŖÕÕčĴļŁÑõÕĴêĔĆĆĔŖõčë²ʾËĔČĭ²İ²ļõŕÕ²ĭĭİĔ²Ëñʿʞ
which merely focus on comparing behaviours or developmental pathways
of children with VIs to those of sighted children, and research following a
ʾÑõêêÕİÕčļõ²Ć²ĭĭİĔ²ËñʿʞŖñõËñÕŗ²ČõčÕĴÊĔļñļñÕč²ļŁİÕĔêŕ²İõ²ÊõĆõļŘŖõļñõč
the population of children with VIs as well as potential explanations for
variability. He argued that a more detailed understanding of within-group
differences allows for a more adequate adaptation of treatment or support to
ļñÕõčÑõŕõÑŁ²ĆčÕÕÑĴĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʰ²ËăĴʞSÕăÕĆõĴʞ˯;²ŘĆĔİÑʴĔĴĴʞɾʆʆɿʨ
¥²İİÕčʞɾʆʆʁʱʣEčÑÕÕÑʞİÕËÕčļİÕĴÕ²İËñõčÑõË²ļÕĴļñ²ļĴõëčõţË²čļõčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ć
variability regarding social communicative skills and play is present within
the population of children with VIs (Greenaway & Dale, 2017). This most
likely results from an interplay between factors related to the VI and other
child characteristics, such as language ability or social competence. For
example, the complexity of symbolic play appears to be positively associated
to both receptive and expressive language use of children with VIs (Ferguson
& Buultjens, 1995; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Rogers & Puchalski, 1984).
Also, symbolic play complexity of 5- to 9-year old children with blindness
varied as a function of their social competence. Children with blindness that
had poor social skills showed less advanced symbolic play than those with
good social skills and sighted children (Bishop et al., 2005). Furthermore,
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñČĔİÕĭİĔêĔŁčÑ¤EĴ²ĭĭÕ²İÕÑļĔñ²ŕÕČĔİÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖõļñ
pragmatic language use (i.e., appropriate language use in social contexts) and
non-verbal communication than children with less severe VIs (Greenaway &
"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾʄʨ²ÑõÌʞ|İõčëʞ˯"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾɽʱʣ¥õļñİÕë²İÑļĔĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõĔč²čÑ
play with peers, little is known about variability and associations with child
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characteristics, especially in the case of children in the primary school ages.
To adequately support children with VIs it is crucial to gain more insight
in the demonstration of peer play and interaction in school-aged children
with VIs, whilst considering individual characteristics that might play a role.

ñÕĭĆ²ŘËĔčļÕŗļ²čÑ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑĭĆ²ŘÕčŕõİĔčČÕčļĴ
Both the social setting as well as the physical play context that children
are exposed to determines their play opportunities and level of social
participation. Since children with VIs have limited visual access to what
is happening in their surroundings, they have fewer opportunities for
incidental learning and social skills practicing (Roe & Webster, 2002). Not
only does this require the child to make behavioural adaptations (e.g.,
prolonged manipulation of objects), but it also underlines the importance
of adapting characteristics of the play context to their needs (de Verdier,
2016; Roe, 2008; Skellenger et al., 1997). Younger children and the ones with
more severe visual losses need more time to familiarize themselves with
their surroundings and other children and are more likely to play repetitively
ĔčļñÕõİĔŖčʰĔÕ˯¥ÕÊĴļÕİʞɿɽɽɿʱʣ¥ñÕİÕ²ĴõļõĴÑõêţËŁĆļêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ
VIs to join and maintain peer interaction when peers are able to move in
and out play areas, an established small group of children in a single play
area can promote social play between children with VIs and peers (Roe,
1998; Roe & Webster, 2002; Sacks et al., 1992). Opportunities to interact with
peers should be embedded in everyday classroom activities and support
should be unobtrusive (Buultjens, Dallas, & Stead, 2002; Roe, 2008; Sacks
˯¥ĔĆêêÕʞɿɽɽʃʱʣĆĴĔʞĆ²İëÕŁčĔİë²čõşÕÑĭĆ²Ř²İÕ²ĴĆõČõļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĭĆ²Ř
opportunities, because the lack of visual access to the lay-out of an area
restricts a complete understanding of spatial properties and object locations.
EļõĴÕ²ĴõÕİêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴļĔţčÑĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕİõ²ĆĴ²čÑļĔËĔČĭİÕñÕčÑ
the layout of an area in a structured and organized play environment. This
õčËİÕ²ĴÕĴļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴĔĭĭĔİļŁčõļõÕĴêĔİõčÑÕĭÕčÑÕčËÕ²čÑĴĔËõ²Ćĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔč
(de Verdier, 2016; Roe, 2008). Finally, play materials that contain auditory
features are more interesting and meaningful for children with VIs than toys
that are only visually stimulating, which can discourage social interaction
with peers (Roe, 1998; Tröster & Brambring, 1994). Not only does this restrict
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toy use in the free play context, but also in the educational context. Preschoolers and primary-grade children often use skill-development toys
(e.g., puzzles), science toys (e.g., prisms) and computers or tablets to play
educational games on, which all require the use of vision. For children with
VIs, both the play context as well as the educational context should contain
ĴŁêţËõÕčļČ²ļÕİõ²ĆĴļñ²ļË²čÊÕÕŗĭĆĔİÕÑÊŘļĔŁËñĔİļñ²ļ²İÕĴŁĭĭĔİļÕÑÊŘ
audio input (Sahin & Yorek, 2009; Song et al., 2011).
In order to promote social development of children with VIs, support and
experiences should be offered that take the above-mentioned context factors
into account (Roe, 2008). Individual or small-group sessions can focus on
social skills training during games, storytelling or group discussion. However,
this does require a transfer of skills learned in the training sessions to daily
life settings (Roe, 2008), which can be of temporary nature (van Beek, 1988).
It is important that social behaviour is practiced in a frequently occurring,
natural context involving peers (Sacks & Wolffe, 2006), such as during peer
play. For example, integrating sighted children in special education for
children with VIs and implementing cooperative learning strategies led to
õčËİÕ²ĴÕÑĭÕÕİõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÑŁİõčëêİÕÕĭĆ²Řʰ"ʿĆĆŁİ²ʞɿɽɽɿʱʣcļñÕİ²ÑŁĆļʴ
implemented modelling and prompting interventions have also been found
to increase play in pre-schoolers with disabilities (Barton & Wolery, 2008).
This does require extensive teacher training, whereas a lack of time is often
one of the factors that limits teachers to focus on social skills development
of children with VIs (Sacks & Wolffe, 2006). By offering sound-augmented
toys as a play context for children with VIs and peers, children could practice
social interaction in a meaningful and structured play setting, without the
need for adult presence. Additionally, sound-augmented toys could be
offered as educational toys to children with VIs.
Augmented toys (i.e., tangibles) combine physical play materials with
technology, prompting various digital events such as sounds, vibrations, or
visual effects (Hinske et al., 2010; Price, Rogers, Scaife, Stanton, & Neale, 2003;
Yuill et al., 2014). This allows for novel types of object interaction, creating
innovative and motivating ways for children to play and learn collaboratively
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(Hinske et al., 2010; Price et al., 2003; Rogers et al., 2004; Yuill et al., 2014). The
²ÑÑÕÑÊÕčÕţļĔê²ŁëČÕčļÕÑČ²ļÕİõ²ĆĴñ²ĴĔêļÕčÊÕÕčĴļŁÑõÕÑõčļñÕËĔčļÕŗļ
of learning, from the perspective that hands-on activities or exploration of
ĭñŘĴõË²ĆČ²ļÕİõ²ĆĴÊÕčÕţļĆÕ²İčõčëʰAŁ²čëʞñÕčʞ˯ñĔŁʞɿɽɾʃʨVĔş²čĔÕļ²Ćʣʞ
2018; Marshall, 2007). Through the novel possibilities for object interaction,
children can relate newly discovered information to former experiences
or to their existing understanding of concepts. Also, augmented materials
can be used to externalize ideas in expressive activities (Marshall, 2007).
Interaction with augmented materials is assumed to be a natural activity
that is accessible to young children or children with disabilities (Dourish,
ɿɽɽɾʨ\Ë\²ñĔčʞõñ²ăʞ¥İõëñļʞ˯ÕĆĆʞɿɽɾʃʨ®ŁËăÕİČ²čʞ|İĔţĆÕʞ®ŁËăÕİČ²čʞ
Arida, & Resnick, 2005). As such, augmented toys can facilitate participation
during collaborative activities (Price et al., 2003).
ñÕ²ÑÑÕÑÊÕčÕţļĔê²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴñ²Ĵ²ĆĴĔÊÕÕčĴļŁÑõÕÑŖõļñõčļñÕĭĆ²Ř
ËĔčļÕŗļʣŘ²ŁëČÕčļõčë²|Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆSčõëñļʿĴ²ĴļĆÕŖõļñļÕËñčĔĆĔëŘļñ²ļ
Õč²ÊĆÕÑĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴļĔĭİĔÑŁËÕĴĭÕÕËñʞč²İİ²ļõŕÕĴ²čÑČŁĴõËʞËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕ
play increased in small peer groups of typically developing children. Auditory
stimuli are particularly capable of coordinating attention in small play
groups, fostering shared attention (Yuill et al., 2014). The predictable cause
and effect of auditory cues also encouraged children with autism to focus
on peers during play (Farr et al., 2012). Children with autism are impaired
õčļñÕõİ²ÊõĆõļŘļĔĴñ²İÕÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĴŖõļñĔļñÕİĴ²čÑļĔŁĴÕĔÊāÕËļĴŤÕŗõÊĆŘ
in social and imaginary situations (Williams, Costall, & Reddy, 1999). When
triads of children with autism played with a similar sound-augmented castle,
solitary play decreased and children observed their playmates more often
ļñ²čŖõļñ²čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑË²ĴļĆÕʰ:²İİÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʱʣñÕĴÕţčÑõčëĴĴñ²İÕ
promising implications for the effectiveness of sound-augmented toys to
facilitate peer play and collaborative learning.

ÕĴÕ²İËñ²õČĴĔêļñÕËŁİİÕčļĴļŁÑŘ
In sum, children with VIs often experience vision-related social
ËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔč ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ ²čÑ ²İÕ Ëñ²ĆĆÕčëÕÑ ļĔ Õčë²ëÕ õč ĭÕÕİ ĭĆ²Řʞ
which limits their opportunities for social participation and social skills
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practicing (Bishop et al., 2005; Fraiberg, 1977; Hughes et al., 1998; Lewis et
al., 2000; Preisler, 1993; Roe, 1998, 2008; Rogers & Puchalski, 1984; Tröster &
Brambring, 1994; de Verdier, 2016). In order to increase their opportunities
for social participation and for practicing social behaviours, it is important
to provide adequate support during peer play (Roe, 2008). The primary aim
of this thesis is to examine whether sound-augmented toys could be an
effective medium to promote peer play in 4- to 12-year-old children with
VIs. In the absence of vision, auditory cues could provide children with VIs
with more detailed information about object characteristics and functions.
:ŁİļñÕİČĔİÕʞ²ŁÑõļĔİŘËŁÕĴËĔŁĆÑËĔĔİÑõč²ļÕ²ËñõĆÑʿĴ²ļļÕčļõĔčļĔļñÕõİ
ĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕ ²čÑ õčËİÕ²ĴÕ ļñÕ ŁčÑÕİĴļ²čÑõčë Ĕê ļñÕ ĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕĴʿ ²ËļõĔčĴʣ Ĵ
such, sound-augmented toys could be useful to facilitate object interaction,
shared attention and social play in children with VIs. Furthermore, individual
variability regarding play behaviour is present within the population of
children with VIs, but research on this topic is scarce, especially in the
primary school-ages. The second aim of this thesis is to examine associations
ÊÕļŖÕÕč ĭĆ²Ř ²čÑ ĴĭÕËõţË ËñõĆÑ Ëñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴʣ :õč²ĆĆŘʞ ĭĔĴĴõÊõĆõļõÕĴ êĔİ
incidental learning are restricted in children with VIs and few educational
play materials with audio features are available. Children with VIs are
benefited by hands-on experiences and auditory information in the
educational context (Lozano et al., 2018; Robb, 2003; Sahin & Yorek, 2009;
³čËñÕş˯&Ć÷²ĴʞɿɽɽʄʱʣĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴËĔŁĆÑĭİĔČĔļÕõčËõÑÕčļ²Ć
learning by offering novel ways to explore materials and relate discovered
information to former experiences or existing concepts. The ţč²Ć²õČ of this
thesis is to explore the potential of sound-augmented toys as educational
tools to encourage playful learning in children with VIs.
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cŁļĆõčÕĔêļñõĴļñÕĴõĴ
ñõĴļñÕĴõĴËĔčĴõĴļĴĔêļŖĔĭ²İļĴʝļñÕţİĴļĭ²İļÑÕĴËİõÊÕĴļñÕÕêêÕËļĔêĴĔŁčÑʴ
augmented play materials on peer play in dyads of children with VIs and
(sighted) peers, whilst addressing individual variability and associations with
child characteristics. The second part addresses the potential of soundaugmented toys to be an effective playful learning context for children with
VIs.
ñÕţİĴļĭ²İļĔêļñõĴļñÕĴõĴËĔČĭİõĴÕĴļñİÕÕËñ²ĭļÕİĴʣñ²ĭļÕİɿʼñÕŁĴÕ
of sound-augmented toys to facilitate play in school-aged children with
visual impairments”, describes the effectiveness of sound-augmented toys
to promote social and cognitive play in dyads of children with VIs in special
ÕÑŁË²ļõĔčʣEčñ²ĭļÕİʀʼ:²ËõĆõļ²ļõčëĭĆ²ŘõčĴËñĔĔĆʴ²ëÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ
and sighted peers by means of augmented toys”, the effectiveness of soundaugmented toys is studied with a similar experimental design as explained
in Chapter 2, but this chapter focuses on children with VIs in mainstream
ÕÑŁË²ļõĔč ļñ²ļ ĭĆ²Ř Ŗõļñ ĴõëñļÕÑ ĭÕÕİĴʣ ñ²ĭļÕİ ʁ ʼñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴ Ĕê
peer play in children with visual impairments” discusses associations
ÊÕļŖÕÕčĭÕÕİĭĆ²Ř²čÑĴĭÕËõţËËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴʞč²ČÕĆŘļñÕĆÕŕÕĆļñÕ
visual impairment, age, gender, language ability, social competence and
temperament.
ñÕĴÕËĔčÑĭ²İļĔêļñõĴļñÕĴõĴËĔčĴõĴļĴĔêĔčÕËñ²ĭļÕİʣEčñ²ĭļÕİʂʼ|Ć²ŘêŁĆ
learning with sound-augmented toys: a comparison between children with
and without visual impairments”, the effectiveness of augmented toys as
playful learning medium is explored in school-aged children with VIs and a
sighted comparison group.
:õč²ĆĆŘʞõčñ²ĭļÕİʃʼ;ÕčÕİ²ĆÑõĴËŁĴĴõĔčʽʞļñÕČĔĴļõČĭĔİļ²čļţčÑõčëĴĔê
this thesis will be summarized and discussed, and theoretical and practical
implications will be given.
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Abstract
Children with visual impairments (VIs) face challenges in social play activities,
which limits their opportunities to practice social skills. We investigated
whether augmented toys were effective to facilitate play in 52 children with
VIs (M²ëÕ˃˘˃ʆʣɿɿŘÕ²İĴʞ"˃˘˃ɿʣɽʄʱŖñĔ²ļļÕčÑÕÑĴĭÕËõ²ĆĴËñĔĔĆĴêĔİĴļŁÑÕčļĴ
with visual impairments and blindness. In dyads, participants played three
times with both an augmented and a non-augmented toy. A Playmobil®
ăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕŖ²Ĵ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑŖõļñ²ÑõĔ:İÕįŁÕčËŘEÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčʰ:E"ʱ
ļÕËñčĔĆĔëŘʞ ĴŁËñ ļñ²ļ Õ²Ëñ ĭĆ²Ř ţëŁİÕ ĭİĔÑŁËÕÑ ²ŁÑõĔ êÕÕÑÊ²Ëă ÑŁİõčë
play. The RFID-technology could be activated and deactivated. Social and
cognitive aspects of play were coded from video and data were analysed
using multilevel logistics. Results indicated that participants showed less
disengagement and more parallel play, but less cooperative play when
they used the augmented versus the non-augmented castle. This pattern
persisted after repeated play sessions with both toys. It can be concluded
that the addition of sounds to physical toys increased shared attention
between children with VIs during the exploration of play materials, yet
interfered with social interaction during peer play.
SÕŘŖĔİÑĴʝchildren with visual impairments, augmented toys, social play,
cognitive play, joint attention
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Introduction
Play is an important context through which children acquire various cognitive,
language, and social abilities (Bergen, 2002; Lillard et al., 2013). Some even
consider play to be a separate developmental domain (Lifter, Foster-Sanda,
Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɾʱʣñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļĴʰ¤EĴʱ²İÕËñ²ĆĆÕčëÕÑļĔÊÕčÕţļ
êİĔČĭĆ²ŘõčĴõČõĆ²İŖ²ŘĴ²ĴĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčÑŁÕļĔÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖõļñĭÕÕİ
interaction and necessary behavioural adaptations to the visual impairment
(Celeste, 2006; Fraiberg, 1977; Hughes et al., 1998; Preisler, 1993; Rettig,
1994; Sacks et al., 1992). Typically developing young children are known to
carefully observe and imitate their caregivers and peers. In this way social
aspects of play (e.g., the level of social involvement) evolve from solitary,
ļĔĭ²İ²ĆĆÕĆʞ²čÑţč²ĆĆŘļĔËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘʞŖñÕİÕËñõĆÑİÕč²ËļõŕÕĆŘõčļÕİ²Ëļ
and pursue shared goals within the play context (Howes & Matheson, 1992;
Parten, 1932). Whereas sighted children spontaneously imitate behaviour and
share experiences and non-verbal interactions with adults and peers during
play, children who are blind or visually impaired are challenged to engage in
these joint attention behaviours (Mundy & Sigman, 2006; Pring, 2008). They
experience an inability to respond appropriately to non-verbal interaction
ÊõÑĴĔêĔļñÕİĴʞŖñõËñĆÕ²ÑĴļĔÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖñÕčÕčļÕİõčëĔİăÕÕĭõčëŁĭŖõļñ
peer play (Warren, 1994; Wolfberg & Schuler, 1993). Children with VIs tend
to play alone often at ages when cooperative play is considered common
in sighted children (Celeste, 2006; Erwin, 1993; Howes & Matheson, 1992;
Sacks et al., 1992; Skellenger et al., 1997; Sleeuwenhoek, Boter, & Vermeer,
1995; Tröster & Brambring, 1994). Especially children with blindness are
at risk for peer rejection, because they show less distinguishable facial
expressions to convey emotions and intentions (Galati, Miceli, & Sini, 2001;
Roch-Levecq, 2006) and frequently demonstrate awkward behaviours such
as mannerisms1, often perceived as symptoms of autism (Roe & Webster,
2002). Although adults can create positive social experiences for children
with VIs by assisting them during peer play (Pérez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden,

1

Mannerisms or stereotypical behaviours in children with blindness are often referred to as blindisms
(Leonhardt, 1990).

2
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1999), adult support has also been found to induce passiveness in children
with VIs and feelings of dependency and helplessness (Roe & Webster, 2002).
Social aspects of play are intertwined with the development of cognitive
aspects of play (i.e., the way a child plays and uses toys). Cognitive play
develops from simple object manipulation to the appropriate use of toy
functions and to complex forms of symbolic or pretend play (Belsky &
Most, 1981; Howes & Matheson, 1992; Rubin et al., 1976). This increase in play
complexity occurs parallel to the developmental transition from solitary to
social play (Pellegrini, 1982; Rubin et al., 1976). Especially symbolic play has
many social elements and is often demonstrated during peer play (Howes
& Matheson, 1992). It is positively correlated with aspects of early language
development (Elias & Berk, 2002; Lewis, Boucher, et al., 2000; Pizzo & Bruce,
2010), Theory of Mind development (Astington & Jenkins, 1995; Lillard, 1998;
Youngblade & Dunn, 1995), and social skills development (Doyle & Connolly,
1989; Doyle, Doehring, Tessier, de Lorimier, & Shapiro, 1992; Howes, Unger,
& Matheson, 1992). However, in pre-schoolers with VIs the transfer from
object manipulation to functional and symbolic play can be delayed up
to two years compared to their sighted peers (Fraiberg, 1977; Hughes et
al., 1998; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Rogers & Puchalski, 1984; Tröster &
İ²ČÊİõčëʞɾʆʆʁʱʣñÕĆ²ËăĔêÕŘÕĴõëñļČ²ăÕĴõļÑõêţËŁĆļêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ
VIs to form concepts of objects and to understand how toys can be used
according to their functions, especially if a multiplicity of objects is available
(Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Pérez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden, 1999; Recchia,
ɾʆʆʄʱʣĭÕËõţË²ĆĆŘËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñËĔčëÕčõļ²ĆÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴļÕčÑļĔŁĴÕ²ĆõČõļÕÑ
amount of toys and their play can be of a repetitive or stereotypical nature
(Brown et al., 1997; Rettig, 1994; Skellenger et al., 1997). A study of Bishop
²čÑĔļñÕİĴʰɿɽɽʂʱĴñĔŖÕÑļñ²ļÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖõļñļñÕŁĴÕĔêĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²Ř
were still present in 5- to 9-year-old children with congenital blindness,
but only for those who also showed low social competence and autistic
êÕ²ļŁİÕĴ ²ËËĔİÑõčë ļĔ ļñÕõİ ļÕ²ËñÕİĴʣ ñõĴ ĴŁëëÕĴļĴ ļñ²ļ ĭĆ²Ř ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ
can be persistent into middle childhood in some children with VIs, limiting
their possibilities to practice social skills and roles that are necessary in
interaction. It can also be challenging to form and maintain friendships with
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peers, a fundamental developmental task for children (Guralnick, Connor, &
Hammond, 1995). For example, social support is known to predict wellbeing
õč²ÑĔĆÕĴËÕčļĴŖõļñ¤EĴʰAŁŁİİÕʞSĔČŁĆ²õčÕčʞ˯İĔʞɾʆʆʃʨSÕê˯"ÕăĔŕõÌʞ
2004). Several studies showed that adolescents with VIs received less social
support from peers than sighted adolescents. Whereas adolescents with VIs
mostly received parental support, it was peer support that predicted their
wellbeing. The researchers concluded that adolescents with VIs desired to
ţļõč²čÑÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕÑ²čÕÕÑêĔİõčÑÕĭÕčÑÕčËÕêİĔČļñÕõİĭ²İÕčļĴʰAŁŁİİÕ
Õļ²ĆʣʞɾʆʆʃʨSÕê˯"ÕăĔŕõÌʞɿɽɽʁʱʣEļļñÕİÕêĔİÕĴÕÕČĴĔêŕõļ²ĆõČĭĔİļ²čËÕ
that peer play is facilitated in children with VIs, without the need for adult
assistance.
An alternative for adult support is the use of augmented toys to support
peer play. This turned out to be successful in children with autism, who
²ĆĴĔÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴļĔĴñ²İÕ²ļļÕčļõĔč²čÑĔÊāÕËļĴõčõčļÕİ²ËļõĔč
Ŗõļñ ĭÕÕİĴ ʰ:²İİ Õļ ²Ćʣʞ ɿɽɾɿʨ :²İİʞ §ŁõĆĆʞ ˯ ²êŤÕʞ ɿɽɾɽʱʣ ŁëČÕčļÕÑ ļĔŘĴ
consist of physical play materials enhanced with technology, creating
possibilities to add new features to toys. They are designed to offer novel
experiences to children that stimulate engagement and motivation, and
to promote playful learning and collaborative exploration (Hinske et al.,
2010). In their study, Farr et al. (2012) used a Playmobil® castle that was
²ŁëČÕčļÕÑŖõļñİ²ÑõĔʴêİÕįŁÕčËŘõÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčʰ:E"ʱļ²ëĴʞÕč²ÊĆõčëĭĆ²Ř
ţëŁİÕĴļĔĭİĔÑŁËÕĭİÕʴĭİĔëİ²ČČÕÑĴĔŁčÑĴŖñÕčĭŁļĔčĴĭÕËõţËĆĔË²ļõĔčĴ
in the castle (Farr et al., 2012; Lampe & Hinske, 2007). Results indicated that
triads of children with autism demonstrated less solitary play while using
ļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕËĔČĭ²İÕÑļĔ²ËĔčÑõļõĔčõčŖñõËñļñÕŘĭĆ²ŘÕÑ
Ŗõļñ²čĔİČ²ĆăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕʣ|²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ²ĆĴĔŁĴÕÑČĔİÕŖ²ŘĴļĔëÕļêİĔČ
solitary to social play (Farr et al., 2012). When children with autism used
Topobo, a construction toy augmented with programmable movement, they
demonstrated less disengagement and solitary play and more parallel play
than while using Lego® (Farr et al., 2010). This suggests that the addition of
sounds or movement facilitates shared play experiences and may support
more pathways to social interaction (Farr et al., 2012), at least in children
with autism.

2
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|İÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘ
The present study examined the effect of augmented toys on the play
behaviour of children with VIs. The following research question was
formulated: What effect do augmented toys with sounds have on the
social and cognitive play behaviour of dyads of children with VIs? Similar
ļĔţčÑõčëĴõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ²ŁļõĴČʞŖÕñŘĭĔļñÕĴõşÕÑļñ²ļÕčİõËñõčëļĔŘĴ
with auditory cues will facilitate shared experiences and joint attention in
children with VIs. Joint attention is a prerequisite for social interaction to
occur (Mundy & Sigman, 2006). In the absence of vision, sounds and music
²İÕÕŗĭÕËļÕÑļĔõčËİÕ²ĴÕ²ËñõĆÑʿĴ²ļļÕčļõĔč²čÑ²Ŗ²İÕčÕĴĴĔêñõĴʩñÕİĭĆ²Ř
ĭ²İļčÕİʿĴ ²ËļõĔčĴ ²čÑ ļñÕİÕêĔİÕ ĴŁÊĴļõļŁļÕʞ ²ļ ĆÕ²Ĵļ ĭ²İļõ²ĆĆŘʞ čĔčʴŕÕİÊ²Ć
ÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİ²ĴļñÕõčÑõË²ļĔİĔêļñÕõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčĭ²İļčÕİʿĴêĔËŁĴĔê²ļļÕčļõĔč
(Robb, 2003). Sounds are therefore expected to act as a compensatory
mechanism for the lack of vision. Playmobil® toys are designed primarily
to elicit functional and symbolic play, making them suitable for both solitary
use as well as peer play. However, similar to the majority of toys, Playmobil®
objects are small and visually but not tactually stimulating, making them less
interesting for children with VIs to play with (Tröster & Brambring, 1994).
ĔŁčÑ²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčËİÕ²ļÕĴĔĭĭĔİļŁčõļõÕĴļĔê²ËõĆõļ²ļÕļñÕõÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčĔê
ĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴĔİĆĔË²ļõĔčĴŖõļñõčļñÕ|Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆ˳ăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕ²čÑ²ÑÑĴĭĆ²Ř
ĴŁëëÕĴļõĔčĴļñ²ļ²İÕİÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔĴĭÕËõţËļĔŘĴʣ¥ÕļñÕİÕêĔİÕñŘĭĔļñÕĴõşÕÑļñ²ļʞ
ËĔČĭ²İÕÑļĔļñÕčĔİČ²ĆăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕʞĭĆ²ŘõčëŖõļñļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑË²ĴļĆÕ
will facilitate both social and cognitive play in dyads of children with VIs.
Children with VIs need a substantial amount of time to manipulate objects
in order to familiarize themselves with the toys and to be able to use them
in functional or symbolic play. It is therefore anticipated that multiple play
sessions with an augmented toy are needed to facilitate more complex forms
of both cognitive and social play. In addition, multiple play sessions provide
the opportunity to distinguish between long lasting or temporary effects of
adaptive behaviours. Participants in the current study thus played multiple
ļõČÕĴŖõļñļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕ²čÑČŁĆļõĭĆÕļõČÕĴŖõļñ²čĔİČ²Ć
castle.
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Method
|²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ
Parents of 153 school-aged children with a VI as their primary disability
received a letter of informed consent through two national organizations
for people with a visual impairment (Royal Dutch Visio and Bartiméus). All
children visited special elementary education for visual impairment and
blindness and were approached if they met the following inclusion criteria:
a) between 4 and 12 years of age; b) an IQ-score above 70; c) no hearing
õČĭ²õİČÕčļʨÑʱ²ÊĆÕļĔĭĆ²ŘĔčļñÕŤĔĔİŖõļñĴČ²ĆĆĔÊāÕËļĴʨÕʱ"ŁļËñ²ĴļñÕ
ţİĴļ Ć²čëŁ²ëÕʣ  ļĔļ²Ć Ĕê ʃɾ ËñõĆÑİÕč ʰİÕĴĭĔčĴÕ İ²ļÕʝ ʁɽ˫ʱ ŖÕİÕ ëİ²čļÕÑ
permission to participate in our study. Participants were then randomly
assigned to dyads based on age (maximum age difference between two
children of 2.5 years) and the location of the special school they attended.
Three children had to be excluded because it was impossible to form a dyad
based on the formerly mentioned criteria. Three dyads refused further
participation during the study because they did not like the play materials
or they disliked their playmate.
The total sample consisted of 52 children (26 dyads; 25.3% girls) with a
mean age of 9.22 years ("ʲ˘˃ɿʣɽʄʱʣ"Ř²ÑĴŖÕİÕÑõŕõÑÕÑõčļĔļñİÕÕÑõêêÕİÕčļ
age groups: 4- to 7-year-olds (n˃˘˃ʁʱʞʄʴļĔɾɽʴŘÕ²İʴĔĆÑĴʰn˃˘˃ɾʀʱʞ²čÑɾɽʴļĔ
13-year-olds (n˃˘˃ʆʱʣñÕİÕŖÕİÕɾʄÊĔŘʴÊĔŘÑŘ²ÑĴʞʂëõİĆʴëõİĆÑŘ²ÑĴ²čÑʁ
mixed dyads. The mean visual acuity of the participants was .21 ("ʲ˘˃ʣɿɽʱʞ
suggesting participants on average had 21% residual vision. Based on criteria
of the World Health Organization (Revision 2006), the profoundness of the
ĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿ ŕõĴŁ²Ć õČĭ²õİČÕčļ ŖÕİÕ ËĆ²ĴĴõţÕÑ õčļĔ ļñİÕÕ Ë²ļÕëĔİõÕĴʝ ²
moderate VI (n˃˘˃ʀʁʱʞ²ĴÕŕÕİÕ¤Eʰn˃˘˃ʆʱ²čÑÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴʰn˃˘˃ʆʨE"ʴɾɽʞɿɽɾʂʱʣ
ñÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļĴŖÕİÕË²ŁĴÕÑÊŘ²ŕ²İõÕļŘĔêÑõêêÕİÕčļ
aetiologies that often co-occurred with each other. Out of the 28 different
diagnoses, a cortical visual impairment (CVI; čʲˆʲʅʱʞVÕÊÕİʿĴ²Č²ŁİĔĴõĴʰčʲ˘˃ʃʱ
and ocular albinism (čʲ˘˃ʂʱŖÕİÕČĔĴļËĔČČĔčʨčŘĴļ²ëČŁĴČĔĴļêİÕįŁÕčļĆŘ
co-occurred alongside other aetiologies (čʲ˘˃ɾɽʱʣñÕ&ļñõË²ĆĔČõļŘĔêļñÕ
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faculty of Social Sciences of the Radboud University gave ethical approval
êĔİļñÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘʰţĆÕčŁČÊÕİʝ&¥ʴɿɽɾʄʴɽʁɽʱʣ

\²ļÕİõ²ĆĴ
Augmented Knight’s Castle
An augmented castle similar to that of Lampe and Hinske (2007) was used.
ñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑË²ĴļĆÕËĔčĴõĴļÕÑĔê²ĭĆŘŖĔĔÑÊ²ĴÕ²čÑ²|Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆ˳ăčõëñļʿĴ
Ë²ĴļĆÕʞõčŖñõËñ:E"ʴİÕ²ÑÕİĴŖÕİÕõčļÕëİ²ļÕÑ²ļţŕÕÑõêêÕİÕčļĆĔË²ļõĔčĴõč
either the base or the castle (tower, courtyard, gate, cellar and in front of
ļñÕËÕĆĆ²İʱʣñõİļÕÕčĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴŖÕİÕÕįŁõĭĭÕÑŖõļñ:E"ʴļ²ëĴļñ²ļŖÕİÕ
detected when held at about 2 centimetres from the readers. The plywood
base contained a microprocessor that controlled the RFID-readers when
connected to a laptop via USB (see: Figure 1 and 2). Registration of a tag was
followed immediately by sound feedback from a speaker inside the base. The
ĴĔŁčÑĴŕ²İõÕÑ²Ĵ²êŁčËļõĔčĔêÊĔļñĆĔË²ļõĔč²ĴŖÕĆĆ²ĴĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕʞŖõļñ²ļĔļ²Ć
of 75 different sounds. Psychopy software was used to control and register
ļñÕĴĔŁčÑĴʣļļñİÕÕĆĔË²ļõĔčĴʰļĔŖÕİʞËĔŁİļŘ²İÑ²čÑë²ļÕʱĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴčĔļ
only produced sounds when they entered the location, but also when they
stood on the location for a minimum of 8 seconds. Similar to the study of Farr
Õļ²ĆʣʰɿɽɾɿʱʞļñİÕÕÑõêêÕİÕčļăõčÑĴĔêĴĔŁčÑĴŖÕİÕŁĴÕÑʝõÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčĴĔŁčÑĴ
ʰÕʣëʣʞʾE²ČļñÕăõčëʿʱʞļñÕČÕĴĔŁčÑĴʰÕʣëʣʞ\ÕÑõÕŕ²ĆČŁĴõËʞÊõİÑĴĔŁčÑĴʱʞ²čÑ
ĭĆ²ŘĭİĔĭĔĴ²ĆĴʰÕʣëʣʞʾñÕË²ĴļĆÕõĴŁčÑÕİ²ļļ²ËăʠʿʱʣĆĔëţĆÕĔê²ĆĆİÕëõĴļİ²ļõĔčĴ
ĔêļõČÕʞĭĆ²ËÕ²čÑĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕŖ²Ĵ²ŁļĔČ²ļõË²ĆĆŘĴ²ŕÕÑ²êļÕİÕ²ËñĭĆ²ŘĴÕĴĴõĔčʣ
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Figure 1.ñÕŁëČÕčļÕÑSčõëñļʿĴ²ĴļĆÕ

Figure 2. RFID-readers and microprocessor inside the base of the augmented castle.
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Social and cognitive play observation scales
In order to observe social aspects of play, a mutually exclusive observational
system was used that was based on the social play scale of Parten (1932),
Wolfberg and Schuler (1993) and Farr et al. (2012). For cognitive aspects of
play, a mutually exclusive observational system was used based on the play
observation schemes of Belsky and Most (1981), Wolfberg and Schuler (1993)
and the S.O.S.-Blind scale of van den Broek, Moleman, and Hellendoorn
ʰɿɽɽʂʱʣÕÕ²ÊĆÕɾêĔİĭİÕËõĴÕÑÕţčõļõĔčĴĔêĔÊĴÕİŕ²ļõĔč²ĆË²ļÕëĔİõÕĴʣEč
ĔİÑÕİļĔĔÊļ²õčĴŁêţËõÕčļõčļÕİʴİ²ļÕİİÕĆõ²ÊõĆõļŘʞļñÕĔÊĴÕİŕÕİĴŖÕİÕļİ²õčÕÑ
using eight video recordings of twenty minutes each from a pilot study.
Children in this pilot study did not participate in the current study. Interrater reliability regarding frequency and sequence of the codes yielded a
ĔñÕčʿĴă²ĭĭ²ĔêʣʅɿêĔİļñÕĔŕÕİ²ĆĆĴĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²ŘĴË²ĆÕ²čÑʣʅʃêĔİļñÕËĔëčõļõŕÕ
play scale. In addition, inter-rater reliability on a coding sample of 20% of
ļñõĴĴļŁÑŘʿĴŕõÑÕĔĴŖ²ĴĴŁêţËõÕčļĆŘñõëñêĔİļñÕĴĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²ŘĴË²ĆÕʰăʲ˘˃ʣʅɿʱ²čÑ
cognitive play scale (k˃˘˃ʣʄʆʱʣ
Table 1: Social and cognitive play observation scales
Social aspects of play

Cognitive aspects of play

Disengagement

Manipulative play

The child is not focused on playing

1) Object exploration, 2) sound

but looks around or talks about

ÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔčÊŘĭŁļļõčëĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴĔč

subjects unrelated to play.

readers, 3) listening to or observing
playmate during play.

Solitary play

Functional play

The child plays alone. He/she seems

Using play materials in ways they are

unaware of the playmate or may

supposed to be used (shooting a rock

deliberately choose not to engage

with the catapult; opening doors in the

with the playmate.

castle).
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Table 1 (continued): Social and cognitive play observation scales
Social aspects of play

Cognitive aspects of play

Parallel play

Functional play with pretence

Children are playing in close

Adding symbolic meaning to objects that

proximity of each other, look or

is highly related to the function of play

smile at each other, or imitate

materials (e.g., the swords of two knights

Õ²ËñĔļñÕİʿĴĭĆ²ŘʣñÕİÕõĴčĔËĆÕ²İ

are ticking together).

intention to play together.
Cooperative play

Symbolic play

Children are involved with each

1) An object is used as if it was

other and play together. They talk

another object. 2) pretend play where

about play-related subjects, help

characteristics or roles are added to

each other, and actively try to reach

ĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑČÕ²čõčëêŁĆ²ËļõĔčĴ²İÕ

shared goals during play.

carried out.
Games with rules
A game is made up that has clear rules or
²ĴĭÕËõţËĴļİŁËļŁİÕļñ²ļõĴăčĔŖčļĔÊĔļñ
children in a dyad.
Sensopathic play
Touching of objects or materials because
this gives the child a pleasant tactual
experience.
Repetitive play
Play that has a rigid nature and does not
belong in the context of other forms of
play.

Note. A category was coded when the concurrent behaviour was dominant within
a 10-second interval.

|İĔËÕÑŁİÕ
The study took place at six different special schools for children with a
visual impairment and blindness. A counterbalanced crossover repeated
measures design with six play sessions was used. Dyads were randomly
assigned to start playing in either the augmented condition (AC; 42.4%) or
normal condition (NC; 57.6%). During the same week, dyads played in both
the AC and NC with at least two days in between both sessions, meaning that
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participants were their own controls. This was repeated two times with test
weeks interspersed by one week. Each play session lasted thirty minutes.
ļļñÕÊÕëõččõčëĔêļñÕţİĴļĭĆ²ŘĴÕĴĴõĔčʞ²ĆĆļñÕĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑĔÊāÕËļĴ
belonging to the castle were introduced to the children before the actual
play session began. This warmup session was included to prevent biased
results due to exploratory or adaptive behaviours. A standardized instruction
²čÑÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļõĔčĔêñĔŖĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴËĔŁĆÑĭİĔÑŁËÕĴĔŁčÑĴŖ²ĴëõŕÕčļĔ²ĆĆ
dyads before the start of the augmented condition. A researcher was present
during the play sessions for video registration, in the meanwhile keeping the
amount of interaction between her and the children to a minimum.
In order to observe social aspects of play behaviour, 15-minute samples
were randomly selected from the 30-minute sessions to rule out possible
warm up effects, effects of fatigue or attention loss during the session. Start
times of 15-minute fragments were randomly selected between 120 and 720
ĴÕËĔčÑĴʞ²ĴļñÕţİĴļļŖĔČõčŁļÕĴĔêÕ²ËñŕõÑÕĔʴêİ²ëČÕčļŖÕİÕÕŗËĆŁÑÕÑêİĔČ
coding to allow children to adapt to the experimental setting (e.g., to the
ŕõÑÕĔË²ČÕİ²ĴʱʣñÕţİĴļɾɽČõčŁļÕĴĔêļñÕĴÕɾʂʴČõčŁļÕêİ²ëČÕčļĴŖÕİÕļñÕč
used to observe cognitive aspects of play. Coding was executed by researchassistants who received intensive observational training and who were blind
ļĔļñÕİÕĴÕ²İËñĔÊāÕËļõŕÕĴʣļţİĴļʞõļŖ²Ĵ²ļļÕČĭļÕÑļĔËĔÑÕÕŕÕčļĴõčĴļÕ²Ñ
ĔêõčļÕİŕ²ĆĴʞÊŁļõļ²ĭĭÕ²İÕÑļĔÊÕļĔĔÑõêţËŁĆļļĔİÕ²ËñĴŁêţËõÕčļõčļÕİʴİ²ļÕİ
reliability (Cohen, 1968) due to frequent changes between different types of
play. Therefore, the occurrences of one of four possible social aspects and
one of seven cognitive aspects of play were coded in consecutive 10-second
intervals, using Observer XT version 11.5 software of Noldus. If more than
one of the social or cognitive play behaviours was demonstrated during a 10second interval, the one that lasted the longest was coded. This resulted in
91 (for social aspects) or 61 codes (for cognitive aspects) per video-fragment,
for a total of 143 videos.

ļ²ļõĴļõË²Ć²č²ĆŘĴÕĴ
This experimental study investigated differences regarding social and
cognitive play behaviours between two play conditions and during three
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different measurement weeks. Multilevel logistic regression (MLR) was used
to analyse data. MLR predicts proportions of whether or not an event will
occur while dealing with dependency in the data (Sommet & Morselli, 2017),
in this case the nesting of participants within dyads and the autocorrelation
between repeated measurements. The dependent variables in this study (i.e.,
the play behaviours) consisted of non-negative counts ranging from 0 (the
play behaviour did not occur) to a maximum of 61 or 91. MLR is suitable for
the analysis of count data with a binomial distribution.
Data were analysed in SPSS version 23 by means of generalized linear mixed
models with dyad and individual as random intercept variables and relative
frequency of each social and cognitive aspect of play as dependent variables.
Before the MLR was executed, total social play frequencies were corrected
for the number of times that participants were unable to play together due
to external factors.
Firstly, the occurrences of each social and cognitive play behaviour relative
to total possible play behaviours (i.e., the number of successes) were entered
in the MLR model, together with the random intercept variables. Secondly,
dummy variables were created to model the measurement weeks (1 to
3), conditions (AC or NC) and the interaction between both and all were
õčËĆŁÑÕÑ²ĴţŗÕÑČ²õčÕêêÕËļĴõčļñÕ\VČĔÑÕĆʣ:õč²ĆĆŘʞÑŁČČŘŕ²İõ²ÊĆÕĴ
representing the three different age groups and those representing the
ĭİĔêĔŁčÑčÕĴĴĔêļñÕŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļŖÕİÕ²ÑÑÕÑ²ĴţŗÕÑÕêêÕËļĴÊ²ĴÕÑ
ĔčĭİÕĆõČõč²İŘËĔčĴõÑÕİ²ļõĔčĴŖõļñİÕë²İÑļĔļñÕõİĭĔĴĴõÊĆÕõčŤŁÕčËÕĔč
play behaviour (Howes & Matheson, 1992; Hughes et al., 1998). Because of
the dyad structure it was impossible to extend the random intercept model
Ŗõļñİ²čÑĔČĴĆĔĭÕĴʰS²ĴñŘ˯SÕččŘʞɿɽɾɾʱʣ
ĔÕĴļõČ²ļÕļñÕõčŤŁÕčËÕĔêİ²čÑĔČõčļÕİËÕĭļŕ²İõ²čËÕĴĔčļñÕÑÕĭÕčÑÕčļ
variables, median odds ratios (MOR) were computed using methods described
by Merlo et al. (2006). By transforming level-2 variances (of the dyad) into the
ĔÑÑĴİ²ļõĔĴË²ĆÕËĔČĭ²İõĴĔčĴŖõļñţŗÕÑÕêêÕËļĴĔÑÑĴİ²ļõĔĴÊÕËĔČÕČĔİÕ
natural. An odds ratio > 1 indicates a larger effect of a characteristic or
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a certain condition (for example the AC) on play behaviour than another
characteristic or condition (in this case the NC), whereas an odds ratio < 1
indicates a smaller effect. Comparable to the odds ratio, a MOR > 1 indicates
that the risk of a participant to demonstrate certain play behaviour will
increase if that participant would be part of a dyad with a higher probability
of showing this type of play.

Results
ĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²ŘÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴ
The MLR model produced random intercept variances and odds ratios of main
effects for each social play category, which are presented in Table 2. Figure 3
displays the predicted proportions of time that an average participant in an
average dyad spent on each social play behaviour. Regardless of condition or
measurement week, cooperative play was demonstrated most of the time and
disengaged behaviour the least, with average proportions of .56 (cooperative
play) and .04 (disengagement) respectively.
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Table 2: Random intercept variance for each social aspect of play.
σ²

MOR

Dyad level

2.75

4.88

Participant level

0.01

1.10

Dyad level

1.28

2.94

Participant level

0.07

1.29

Dyad level

1.28

2.94

Participant level

0.06

1.26

Dyad level

2.68

4.77

Participant level

0.04

1.21

Solitary

Parallel

Cooperative

Disengagement

Note. σʒ˃˘˃İ²čÑĔČõčļÕİËÕĭļŕ²İõ²čËÕʨ\c˃˘˃ČÕÑõ²čĔÑÑĴİ²ļõĔ

2

AC week 1

1.30*

0.95

0.49**

1.95**

categories

Disengagement

Solitary

Parallel

Cooperative

1.22*

0.65**

0.49*

1.00

AC week 2

NC week 2 vs.

1.59**

0.75**

0.56**

1.07

AC week 3

NC week 3 vs.

0.92

0.75**

0.69**

2.29**

NC week 1

NC week 2 vs.

1.47**

0.57**

1.31**

1.24*

AC week 1

AC week 2 vs.

Note. ʙ˃p˛ʣɽʂʨʙʙ˃p˛ʣɽɾʣ˃˃˘˃²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ]˃˘˃čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʣ

NC week 1 vs.

Social play

1.20**

0.97

0.98

1.05

NC week 2

NC week 3 vs.

0.92

0.84**

0.87

2.72**

AC week 2

AC week 3 vs.

Table 3: Odds ratios of condition (non-augmented toy vs. augmented toy) and measurement week for each social aspect of play

Figure 3. Predicted proportions of social play behaviours for both conditions and three measurement weeks. * p < .05. Error bars
İÕŤÕËļʆʂ˫ËĔčţÑÕčËÕõčļÕİŕ²ĆĴĔêļñÕČÕ²čĭİÕÑõËļÕÑĭİĔĭĔİļõĔčĴʣ
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Closer examination of differences between conditions, presented in Table 3,
õčÑõË²ļÕÑļñ²ļĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆÕĴĴĭ²İ²ĆĆÕĆĭĆ²ŘõčļñÕ
NC than the AC during all measurement weeks. Furthermore, disengagement
Ŗ²ĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘñõëñÕİÑŁİõčëļñÕ]ļñ²čļñÕêĔİļñÕţİĴļČÕ²ĴŁİÕČÕčļ
week, although it occurred infrequently compared to the other social play
behaviours (i.e., 5% of time at most). Furthermore, predicted proportions
of solitary play remained at similar levels (i.e., .05) for both conditions in
ļñÕţİĴļČÕ²ĴŁİÕČÕčļŖÕÕăʣEčļñÕĴÕËĔčÑ²čÑļñõİÑŖÕÕăĴʞĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²Ř
occurred less frequently in the NC than the AC. The increase in parallel play
in the AC compared to the NC mainly led to a decrease in the amount of time
spent in cooperative play. Predicted proportions for cooperative play were
ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘñõëñÕİõčļñÕ]ÑŁİõčë²ĆĆČÕ²ĴŁİÕČÕčļŖÕÕăĴʞİ²čëõčëêİĔČ
ʣʁʂļĔʣʂʀõčļñÕ²čÑêİĔČʣʃɽļĔʣʃʁõčļñÕ]ʣ]ÕõļñÕİĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļʿĴ²ëÕ
čĔİļñÕĭİĔêĔŁčÑčÕĴĴĔêļñÕŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļŖ²ĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ²ĴĴĔËõ²ļÕÑ
with the social aspects of play.

ĔëčõļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴ
Sensopathic play, repetitive play and games with rules occurred so
infrequently and were demonstrated by such a small number of participants
that it was irrelevant to include these play behaviours in further analyses of
group means. With regard to the analysis of manipulative play, a distinction
was made between manipulative play that included both general manipulative
behaviours as well as sound exploration on the one hand (from now on
İÕêÕİİÕÑļĔ²ĴʾļĔļ²ĆČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘʿĔİ\|ʱʞ²čÑëÕčÕİ²ĆČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕ
ĭĆ²ŘŖõļñĔŁļĴĔŁčÑÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔčĔčļñÕĔļñÕİñ²čÑʰʾÊ²ĴõËČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Řʿ
Ĕİ\|ʱʣ²čÑĔČõčļÕİËÕĭļŕ²İõ²čËÕĴʞČÕÑõ²čĔÑÑĴİ²ļõĔĴ²čÑĴõëčõţË²čļ
ţŗÕÑ ÕêêÕËļĴ ²İÕ ĭİÕĴÕčļÕÑ õč ²ÊĆÕ ʁ êĔİ Õ²Ëñ ËĔëčõļõŕÕ ²ĴĭÕËļ Ĕê ĭĆ²Řʣ
Similar to results on social play, predicted proportions of cognitive play are
shown in Figure 4 for each condition and measurement week.
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Table 4: ²čÑĔČõčļÕİËÕĭļŕ²İõ²čËÕʞČÕÑõ²čĔÑÑĴİ²ļõĔĴ²čÑĴõëčõţË²čļţŗÕÑÕêêÕËļĴ
for each cognitive aspect of play.
σ²

MOR

Dyad level

0.22

1.56

Participant level

0.16

1.46

Odds ratio

Basic manipulative play

Severe VI group¹

1.51*

Total manipulative play
Dyad level

0.27

1.64

Participant level

0.16

1.46

Dyad level

1.10

2.72

Participant level

0.08

1.31

Dyad level

0.24

1.60

Participant level

0.11

1.37

Functional play

Functional pretence

Blind group¹

0.67*

Symbolic play
Dyad level

1.76

3.55

Participant level

0.47

1.92

Note. * p < .05; σʒ˃˘˃İ²čÑĔČõčļÕİËÕĭļŕ²İõ²čËÕʨ\c˃˘˃ČÕÑõ²čĔÑÑĴİ²ļõĔʨʑ
İÕêÕİÕčËÕË²ļÕëĔİŘ˃˘˃ČĔÑÕİ²ļÕ¤EëİĔŁĭʣ

0.31**

0.99

1.41**

1.10

TMP

BMP

Functional

Functional
1.67**

1.00

1.36**

0.84*

0.39**

AC week 2

NC week 2 vs.

1.65**

0.91

0.94

0.59**

1.12

AC week 3

NC week 3 vs.

0.91

0.87

1.05

0.69**

0.73**

NC week 1

NC week 2 vs.

1.78**

0.96

1.09

0.81**

0.57**

0.63**
0.69**
1.35**
0.76**
0.97

0.94
0.92
0.94
0.69**
0.95

AC week 2

NC week 3 vs. AC week 3 vs.
vs. AC week 1 NC week 2

AC week 2

Note. * p < .05; ** p ˛ʣɽɾʣ˃˘˃²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ]˃˘˃čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ\|˃˘˃Ê²ĴõËČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘŖõļñĔÊāÕËļĴʨ
\|˃˘˃ļĔļ²ĆČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘõčËĆŁÑõčëĴĔŁčÑÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔčʣ

Symbolic

3.28**

AC week 1

categories

pretence

NC week 1 vs.

Cognitive play

Table 5: Odds ratios of condition (non-augmented toy vs. augmented toy) and measurement week for each cognitive aspect of play

Figure 4. Predicted proportions of cognitive play behaviours for both conditions and three measurement weeks. * p < .05. Error bars
İÕŤÕËļʆʂ˫ËĔčţÑÕčËÕõčļÕİŕ²ĆĴĔêļñÕČÕ²čĭİÕÑõËļÕÑĭİĔĭĔİļõĔčĴʣ
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From Figure 4 it can be observed that an average participant in an average
dyad demonstrated manipulative play and symbolic play most of the time,
depending on the condition children played in. In the AC, an average
ËñõĆÑĴĭÕčļ²ÊĔŁļñ²ĆêĔêļñÕļõČÕĔčČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘõčļñÕţİĴļĴÕĴĴõĔč
when exploration of the different sounds was included (TMP). Predicted
proportions decreased from .47 to .25 over the three measurement weeks,
yet TMP was still demonstrated most of the time compared to the other
ËĔëčõļõŕÕ²ĴĭÕËļĴĔêĭĆ²ŘõčļñÕʣEč²ÑÑõļõĔčʞ\|Ŗ²ĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘñõëñÕİ
in AC than in NC during all measurement weeks, suggesting that participants
kept on exploring the different sounds (see Table 5 for odds ratios). Second,
ļñÕ²ËļŁ²ĆŁĴÕĔêļĔŘĴõčêŁčËļõĔč²Ć²čÑĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²ŘĔËËŁİİÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ
less often in the AC than the NC. Although the proportion of symbolic play
õčËİÕ²ĴÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘêİĔČļñÕţİĴļļĔļñÕĴÕËĔčÑŖÕÕăõčļñÕʞõļŖ²ĴĴļõĆĆ
lower than in the NC, with proportions of .18 (AC) and .27 (NC), respectively.
Finally, the amount of time spent in functional play with pretence did not
differ between conditions.
ĴõëčõţË²čļÕêêÕËļĔêļñÕĭİĔêĔŁčÑčÕĴĴĔêļñÕŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļõčÑõË²ļÕÑ
that children with a severe VI demonstrated more BMP than children
with a moderate VI, whereas the BMP of children with blindness was not
ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÑõêêÕİÕčļêİĔČļñÕĔļñÕİëİĔŁĭĴʰĴÕÕʝ²ÊĆÕʁʱʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞËñõĆÑİÕč
with blindness did engage in less functional play with pretence than those
with a moderate VI. With regard to the effect of age, results showed a trend
for 4- to 7-year-olds to demonstrate more sound exploration than 10- to
ɾʀʴŘÕ²İʴĔĆÑĴʞc˃˘˃ɾʣʆʄʞʆʂ˫E˃˘˃ɽʣʆʅʳʀʣʆʅʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽʂʆʣ

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate whether toys with sound
augmentation would facilitate social and cognitive play in dyads of schoolaged children with visual impairments (VIs). The expectation that playing
with an augmented toy would facilitate social play was only partly supported.
In line with our main hypothesis, children with VIs showed parallel play more
often when sound augmentation was available, even after three opportunities
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to play with the augmented toy. This indicates that sounds indeed captured
ļñÕËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ²ļļÕčļõĔč²čÑê²ËõĆõļ²ļÕÑāĔõčļ²ļļÕčļõĔč²čÑ²Ŗ²İÕčÕĴĴĔê²
ĭÕÕİʿĴ²ËļõĔčĴÑŁİõčëĭĆ²Řʣ|²İ²ĆĆÕĆĭĆ²ŘõĴİÕë²İÑÕÑ²Ĵ²čõČĭĔİļ²čļÊİõÑëÕ
between different social aspects of play and essential for peer group
entry (Dodge, Schlundt, Schocken, & Delugach, 1983; Robinson, Anderson,
|ĔİļÕİʞA²İļʞ˯¥ĔŁÑÕčʴ\õĆĆÕİʞɿɽɽʀʱʣEčļñõĴİÕĴĭÕËļʞĔŁİţčÑõčëļñ²ļČĔİÕ
parallel play occurred in the augmented condition would suggest that sound
augmentation provided participants with possibilities to engage in peer play.
But results regarding cooperative play indicate otherwise. Cooperative play
Ŗ²ĴÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕĔêļÕčŖñÕčļñÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŁĴÕÑļñÕ
non-augmented toy and this was true for all play sessions. Although the
time spent in cooperative play did increase when children played with the
augmented toy for a second time, it remained lower than with the nonaugmented toy during all play sessions. Since cooperative play is the most
complex aspect of social play (Howes & Matheson, 1992; Parten, 1932) and
essential for the development of social skills and friendships (Lillard, 2001),
ļñÕĴÕţčÑõčëĴÑĔčĔļËĔčţİČļñ²ļĴĔŁčÑ²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčê²ËõĆõļ²ļÕÑĴĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²Ř
õčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʣ:ŁİļñÕİČĔİÕʞļñÕĴĔŁčÑ²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčÑõÑčĔļõčŤŁÕčËÕ
ļñÕ²ČĔŁčļĔêļõČÕļñ²ļĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴĴĭÕčļõčĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²ŘŖñÕčļñÕŘţİĴļ
used the augmented castle. The second session with the augmented castle
even led to a slight increase of solitary play, whereas it decreased when
participants used the non-augmented castle. Yet, the participant group
demonstrated solitary play very infrequently in either condition, as was the
case for disengaged behaviour.
Playing with the augmented castle also did not have the hypothesized
effects on the cognitive play of the participants. Whereas repeated use of
the augmented toy was expected to facilitate the integration of objects in
functional and symbolic play, it mainly facilitated manipulative play. When
ĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘêĔİļñÕţİĴļļõČÕʞļñÕŘĴĭÕčļ²ĆČĔĴļñ²Ćê
of their time in manipulative play, predominantly due to sound exploration.
During the second and third play session with the augmented toy, children
still showed manipulative play for most of the time and more often than
with the non-augmented toy. In contrast, participants engaged in symbolic
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play most of the time during all three sessions with the non-augmented
castle. This increase in manipulative play during the augmented condition
led to a decrease of the amount of time that children with VIs spent in
both symbolic as well as functional play compared to the non-augmented
condition. Surprisingly, sound augmentation did not have any effect on the
demonstration of functional play with pretence, where children add simple
pretend acts to the functional use of toys. According to Lewis, Norgate,
Õļ²ĆʣʰɿɽɽɽʱʞËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ²ĴÕŕÕİÕ¤Eñ²ŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖõļñļñõĴļŘĭÕĔê
ĭĆ²ŘʞÕČĭñ²ĴõşõčëļñÕčÕÕÑļĔţčÑŖ²ŘĴêĔİļñÕČļĔÑõĴËĔŕÕİñĔŖ²ŕ²İõÕļŘ
of objects can be involved in pretend acts. Results of the present study
õčÑÕÕÑõčÑõË²ļÕÑļñ²ļêŁčËļõĔč²ĆĭĆ²ŘŖõļñĭİÕļÕčËÕŖ²ĴÕĴĭÕËõ²ĆĆŘÑõêţËŁĆļ
for participants with blindness, since they demonstrated this type of play
ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆÕĴĴĔêļÕčļñ²čĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñ²ČĔÑÕİ²ļÕ¤EʣčêĔİļŁč²ļÕĆŘʞ
ĔŁİţčÑõčëĴĴŁëëÕĴļļñ²ļõčËİÕ²ĴõčëļñÕ²Ŗ²İÕčÕĴĴĔêļñÕČŁĆļõĭĆõËõļŘĔêĭĆ²Ř
ţëŁİÕĴÑĔÕĴčĔļčÕËÕĴĴ²İõĆŘõčËİÕ²ĴÕļñÕļõČÕļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴĴĭÕčÑ
in functional play (with pretence) or symbolic play. In conclusion, it appears
that sound augmentation of play materials can facilitate shared attention
and explorative behaviour in children with VIs, but can also interfere with
ļñÕËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĔŖčŕÕİÊ²Ćõş²ļõĔčĴ²čÑĭİÕļÕčÑ²ËļĴÑŁİõčëĭÕÕİĭĆ²Řʣ
ţİĴļİÕ²ĴĔčŖñŘļñÕĴĔŁčÑ²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčõčļÕİêÕİÕÑŖõļñËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕ²čÑ
symbolic play in particular is that the type of sounds might not have been
adequate to facilitate these play behaviours in children with VIs. The sounds
ÑõÑčĔļÕŗĭĆõËõļĆŘÕčËĔŁİ²ëÕļñÕËñõĆÑİÕčļĔËĔĔĭÕİ²ļÕʞÊŁļČÕİÕĆŘõÑÕčļõţÕÑ
characters or gave suggestions for fantasy play (e.g., ‘A dragon is attacking the
Ë²ĴļĆÕʿʱʣĆļñĔŁëñļñÕĭĆ²ŘĭİĔĭĔĴõļõĔčĴŖÕİÕÕŗĭÕËļÕÑļĔê²ËõĆõļ²ļÕĴŘČÊĔĆõË
play, they often interfered with the storylines that participants invented
themselves. This most likely had to do with the fact that participants in our
study had multiple opportunities to play with the toys and to extend the
storylines they made-up, whereas the sounds remained the same during
all play sessions.
ñÕ ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ ăčõëñļʿĴ Ë²ĴļĆÕ ÑõÑ ê²ËõĆõļ²ļÕ ĴĔËõ²Ć ĭĆ²Ř õč ËñõĆÑİÕč Ŗõļñ
²ŁļõĴČʞŖñĔĔêļÕčÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĴõČõĆ²İÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²ĴËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴÑŁİõčë
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peer play and symbolic play (Farr et al., 2012; Pring, 2005). Even though
the children with autism had only one opportunity to use the augmented
Ë²ĴļĆÕʞļñÕŘÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆÕĴĴĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²Ř²čÑĴõČõĆ²İ²ČĔŁčļĴ
of parallel and cooperative play as with the non-augmented castle. An
important difference regarding the design of both studies is that children
in our study participated in dyads, whereas children in the study of Farr et
al. (2012) played in triads. In a triad it is more likely that sound production
Ñİ²ŖĴĴĔČÕĔčÕʿĴ²ļļÕčļõĔč²čÑĴļõČŁĆ²ļÕĴĭÕÕİõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčļñ²čõč²ÑŘ²Ñʝ
if one child is focused on the exploration of the different sounds, the two
others can discuss what they just heard. But differences between both
participant groups with regard to the underlying mechanisms that cause
autism or visual impairments are also likely to play a role (Andrews & Wyver,
2005). Whereas children with autism often experience innate inabilities to
engage in social interaction in general, most children with VIs do have the
ability and need for social interaction, but conditions for interaction are
compromised because of the lack of sight (Cass, 1998; Warren, 1994). In this
respect, sound augmentation might have a different effect on play of both
groups of children and this remains a topic for further research.
A closer look at the time that participants spent on social play with the
non-augmented toy raises the question whether it was possible to facilitate
ĴĔËõ²Ć ĭĆ²Ř õč ļñÕ ţİĴļ ĭĆ²ËÕʣ cč ²ŕÕİ²ëÕʞ ļñÕ ĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ ²ĆİÕ²ÑŘ ĴĭÕčļ
more than half of their time playing cooperatively, whereas solitary play and
ÑõĴÕčë²ëÕČÕčļĭİ²ËļõË²ĆĆŘÑõÑčĔļĔËËŁİʣñõĴţčÑõčëõĴİ²ļñÕİĴŁİĭİõĴõčëʞ
given the fact that other studies described observations that led to
conclusions in the opposite direction for children with VIs (Celeste, 2006;
Erwin, 1993; Skellenger et al., 1997). The fact that most participants in our
ĴļŁÑŘñ²Ñ²ČĔÑÕİ²ļÕ¤EČõëñļñ²ŕÕĭĆ²ŘÕÑ²İĔĆÕʞ²ĴĴĔËõ²ĆÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²İÕ
reported more often in children with blindness (Hughes et al., 1998; Tröster
& Brambring, 1994). Since our participants played in dyads, the children with
blindness mostly participated together with a peer with a moderate VI that
could explain more about the toys or how to use them.
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However, even though the social play behaviour of children with VIs as
a group appeared to be very adequate, large individual differences were
observed between participants. Some dyads demonstrated cooperative
symbolic play almost all the time whereas others manipulated toys without
focusing on their playmate throughout the play session. Social aspects of
play did not differ as a function of the profoundness of the visual impairment.
ñÕĴÕţčÑõčëĴĴŁĭĭĔİļļñÕËĆ²õČļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴČõëñļÊÕ²ļİõĴă
êĔİĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²Ĵ²ëİĔŁĭʞÊŁļļñ²ļê²ËļĔİĴĔļñÕİļñ²čļñÕŕõĴŁ²Ć
impairment itself are more important predictors of persistent social play
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʰVÕŖõĴʞ]Ĕİë²ļÕʞÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽɽʨ¥²İİÕčʞɾʆʆʁʱʣ

VõČõļ²ļõĔčĴ
ţİĴļĆõČõļ²ļõĔčĔêļñÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘõĴļñ²ļļñÕĔÊĴÕİŕ²ļõĔč²ĆČÕļñĔÑĴČõëñļ
have led to an underestimation of the social interaction between children.
Some children would demonstrate four different types of social play within
ɾɽĴÕËĔčÑĴʞČ²ăõčëõļļĔĔÑõêţËŁĆļļĔİÕ²ËñĴŁêţËõÕčļõčļÕİʴİ²ļÕİİÕĆõ²ÊõĆõļŘ
when using event sampling. Therefore, interval sampling was used, although
ļñõĴĴõČĭĆõţÕÑļñÕÑ²ļ²ʣ
Secondly, participants were not included based on their visual acuity but
based on their attendance of special schools for the visually impaired and
blind. This resulted in four children having more than 30% residual vision
due to optical correction, which might have affected their play and that of
their playmate to some extent.
Furthermore, the mean age of our participants was relatively high, mainly
because 4- to 7-year-olds were underrepresented compared to the other
age groups in the present sample. The number of 4- to 7-year-old children
attending special education at the time of data collection appeared to be
smaller than expected, as most children with VIs in this age group were
õč Č²õčĴļİÕ²Č ÕÑŁË²ļõĔčʣ ĆļñĔŁëñ čĔ ĴõëčõţË²čļ ÕêêÕËļĴ Ĕê ²ëÕ Ĕč ĭĆ²Ř
behaviour were found, this might be due to the small group of 4- to 7-yearold participants. Since symbolic play delays have mostly been reported in
young children with VIs (Bishop et al., 2005; Hughes et al., 1998), augmented
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toys could be helpful for this group in particular, suggesting the need for
further research. Yet our sample is an adequate representation of the Dutch
population of children with VIs in special education and so far, few studies
focused on play behaviour in the elementary school ages.

:ŁļŁİÕÑõİÕËļõĔčĴ
Several other suggestions for future research are proposed. First, it would
ÊÕ õčļÕİÕĴļõčë ļĔ õčŕÕĴļõë²ļÕ ŖñÕļñÕİ ²ÑāŁĴļõčë ļñÕ ŤÕŗõÊõĆõļŘ Ĕê ĴĔŁčÑ
²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčļĔļñÕÑŘč²ČõËč²ļŁİÕĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĭĆ²ŘË²čê²ËõĆõļ²ļÕČĔİÕ
elaborate symbolic play. The sounds involving play propositions often
interfered with the storylines that participants invented when using
the augmented toy repeatedly. Some children tried to avoid these play
ĭİĔĭĔĴõļõĔčĴ ²Ĵ ² İÕĴŁĆļʞ ĔčĆŘ Ŗ²čļõčë ļĔ ĭİĔÑŁËÕ ĴĔŁčÑĴ ļñ²ļ õÑÕčļõţÕÑ
characters (such as the dragon roaring). In their study, Farr et al. (2012) added
ËĔčţëŁİ²ÊĆÕÕĆÕČÕčļĴļĔļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑăčõëñļĴʿË²ĴļĆÕʞĴŁËñļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕč
ËĔŁĆÑİÕËĔİÑļñÕõİĔŖčĴĔŁčÑĴêĔİĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴʣñÕËĔčţëŁİ²ÊõĆõļŘĆÕÑļĔ²č
increase in the amount of transitions towards cooperative play compared
ļĔ ļñÕ ʾčĔİČ²Ćʿ ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ Ë²ĴļĆÕ ²čÑ Čõëñļ ²ĆĴĔ ÊÕ ČĔİÕ ĴŁĭĭĔİļõŕÕ Ĕê
symbolic play.
Second, it would be relevant to also study the effect of sound augmentation
on play and interaction between sighted children and those with VIs. Even
ļñĔŁëñ²ĴõëčõţË²čļëİĔŁĭĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²ļļÕčÑĴĭÕËõ²ĆÕÑŁË²ļõĔčõč
the Netherlands, most of them attend mainstream education (Smeets & de
Boer, 2017). Former research shows that levels of peer interaction differed
between children with VIs attending special or mainstream education
ʰ;Łİ²ĆčõËăʞĔččĔİʞA²ČČĔčÑʞ;ĔļļČ²čʞ˯SõččõĴñʞɾʆʆʃʱʞĔİõêËñõĆÑİÕč
Ŗõļñ¤EĴĭĆ²ŘÕÑŖõļñĴõëñļÕÑĭÕÕİĴŕÕİĴŁĴĔļñÕİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʰ"ʿĆĆŁİ²ʞ
ɿɽɽɿʱʣEč²ÑÑõļõĔčʞĴĔËõ²Ćĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴÑŁİõčëêİÕÕĭĆ²ŘĴõļŁ²ļõĔčĴ
have been reported for children with VIs in regular education, underlining
the importance of adequate support during peer interaction in this setting
(Hestenes & Carroll, 2000). Further research is needed to investigate if
augmented toys can facilitate peer play in this context.
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Finally, our results indicate that characteristics other than the visual
impairment itself might be more important contributors to social play
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʣÕŕÕİ²ĆĴļŁÑõÕĴİÕĭĔİļÕÑļñ²ļŕÕİÊ²Ć²ÊõĆõļõÕĴʞ
social competence and the manifestation of autistic features predicted the
complexity of symbolic play in children with blindness or a severe VI (Bishop
et al., 2005; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Rettig, 1994). Further research is
needed to comprehend which factors increase the risk for persistent peer
ĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²čÑŖñÕļñÕİĴĔŁčÑ²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčĔê
toys might be useful for these children after all.

ĔčËĆŁĴõĔčĴ
In sum, the sound augmentation stimulated joint attention during parallel
play and explorative play behaviours in children with VIs as a group. Yet
this increase in joint attention did not lead to more cooperative play
between children when they used the augmented toy multiple times. The
ĴĔŁčÑĴ ĴÕÕČÕÑ ļĔ õčļÕİêÕİÕ Ŗõļñ ļñÕ ËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ ĔŖč ŕÕİÊ²Ćõş²ļõĔčĴ ²čÑ
with the dynamic nature of their symbolic play. However, large individual
differences were present between children that could not be explained by
the profoundness of the visual impairment.
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Abstract
Children with visual impairments (VIs) in mainstream education often
ÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĴĔËõ²Ćĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴÑŁİõčëĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘŖõļñĴõëñļÕÑ
children. It was investigated whether augmented toys were effective to
facilitate peer play and social interaction in 18 dyads of children with VIs
and their sighted classmates. Eighteen children aged 4-to-11 with a visual
impairment (M ²ëÕ˃ ˘˃ ʄʣʁʃʞ "ʲ ˘˃ ɿʣɾʆʱ ²čÑ ÕõëñļÕÕč ĴõëñļÕÑ ËĆ²ĴĴČ²ļÕĴ
(M ²ëÕ˃ ˘˃ ʄʣʂʃʞ "ʲ ˘˃ ɿʣɽʅʱ ĭĆ²ŘÕÑ Ŗõļñ ²č ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ ²čÑ Ŗõļñ ² čĔčʴ
augmented toy, using a counterbalanced crossover repeated measures
ÑÕĴõëčʣ|Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆ˳ăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕŖ²Ĵ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑŖõļñ²ÑõĔ:İÕįŁÕčËŘ
EÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčʰ:E"ʱļÕËñčĔĆĔëŘʞĴŁËñļñ²ļÕ²ËñĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĭİĔÑŁËÕÑ²ŁÑõĔ
feedback during play. Video fragments were coded for social and cognitive
aspects of play and peer directed interaction behaviours. Data were analysed
using multilevel logistic regression. Children showed more parallel play and
object exploration, but less cooperative play when they repeatedly used the
augmented castle compared to the non-augmented castle. Social interaction
behaviours did not differ as a function of play condition. No differences were
found between the play or interaction behaviours of children with VIs and
sighted classmates. The addition of sounds to physical toys increased shared
attention between children with VIs and sighted classmates, yet interfered
with cooperative peer play.
SÕŘŖĔİÑĴʝchildren with visual impairments, peer play, participation, social
interaction, augmented toys.
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Introduction
In the Netherlands, at least 75 % of children with visual impairments (VIs)
attend mainstream education (Smeets & de Boer, 2017). One of the main
reasons for parents to send their child with a disability to mainstream
settings is the opportunity for social participation (Scheepstra & Pijl, 1998).
Participation in peer activities provides children with impairments with
ĭĔĴĴõÊõĆõļõÕĴêĔİĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõĔč²čÑļñÕÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļĔêêİõÕčÑĴñõĭĴʰSõčë
et al., 2003). Peer relationships and friendships contribute to quality of life
and wellbeing and provide possibilities for social development and social
ĴŁĭĭĔİļʰ;ÕõĴļñ²İÑļʞİĔļñÕİĴĔčʞ˯ĔĔăʞɿɽɽɿʨ;Łİ²ĆčõËăÕļ²ĆʣʞɾʆʆʂʨSÕê˯
"ÕăĔŕõÌʞɿɽɽʁʱʣ
However, children with impairments in mainstream settings are often
perceived as less socially competent than their typically developing peers
(McConnell & Odom, 1999). Children with disabilities both initiated as well as
received fewer peer interactions (Guralnick & Groom, 1987; Guralnick et al.,
1996) and were less accepted by typically developing children (de Monchy,
Pijl, & Zandberg, 2004; Guralnick & Groom, 1987; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000;
Manetti, Schneider, & Siperstein, 2001; Place & Hodge, 2001; Solish, Perry,
& Minnes, 2010). In order to support these children, the present study
investigated whether augmented toys can facilitate peer play between
children with VIs and sighted classmates without the need for adult support.
Former research shows that children with VIs are challenged to engage in
peer play activities (Bishop et al., 2005; Celeste, 2006; Ferguson & Buultjens,
1995; Hughes et al., 1998; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Joao Roe, 2008; Tröster
& Brambring, 1994). Children with VIs in mainstream settings demonstrated
solitary play more often than sighted peers, whereas they engaged less in
cooperative peer play (Hestenes et al., 2000; Celeste, 2006). In a recent study,
teachers judged children with VIs as having poorer social skills than typically
developing children (Ozkubat & Ozdemir, 2014). In addition, children with
VIs attending mainstream education were judged to have better social skills
than children with VIs attending special education.
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Because of their compromised visual functioning, children with VIs do
not have the same opportunities as sighted peers to participate in social
activities. During peer play, they often miss out on gestures and non-verbal
interaction of others and are challenged to use non-verbal behaviours
themselves (Pérez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden, 1999; Roe & Webster, 2002).
EļõĴ²ĆĴĔČĔİÕÑõêţËŁĆļêĔİļñÕČļĔÕčë²ëÕõčāĔõčļ²ļļÕčļõĔčŖõļñĭÕÕİĴʞ
which is an important prerequisite for social interaction to occur (Mundy &
Sigman, 2006). In addition, they easily lose track of what playmates are doing,
especially if others do not verbally describe what is happening (Roe, 2008).
The impaired visual functioning also affects the way that children with
VIs play and handle toys (i.e. their cognitive play). Children with VIs need
²ĴõëčõţË²čļ²ČĔŁčļĔêļõČÕļĔÕŗ²ČõčÕčÕŖĔÊāÕËļĴĔİļĔŘĴÊÕêĔİÕļñÕŘ
understand its functions and use, and are subsequently able to integrate
toys into play (Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Roe & Webster, 2002). Since many
toys for children in the school ages are primarily visually stimulating (such
as miniature objects), they are often less interesting to play with for children
with VIs (Tröster & Brambring, 1994). Prior studies reported children with VIs
ļĔÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖõļñêŁčËļõĔč²ĆĭĆ²ŘʞĴŘČÊĔĆõËʰõʣÕʣʞĭİÕļÕčÑʱĭĆ²Řʞ
and with physical activities or gross motor play (Bishop et al., 2005; Houwen,
Hartman, & Visscher, 2009; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Schneekloth, 1989).
ĔĆĆÕËļõŕÕĆŘʞļñÕĴÕţčÑõčëĴĴŁëëÕĴļļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴõčČ²õčĴļİÕ²Č
ÕÑŁË²ļõĔč²İÕ²ļİõĴăêĔİĴĔËõ²Ćĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʞÕĴĭÕËõ²ĆĆŘõêļñÕŘ
do not receive adequate social and emotional support (Cosbey & Johnston,
2006). This underlines the need for tools that can facilitate peer interaction
and that children can use by themselves.
Several studies reported positive effects of augmented toys on peer play in
ÊĔļñËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñĴĔËõ²ĆÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²ĴŖÕĆĆ²ĴļŘĭõË²ĆĆŘÑÕŕÕĆĔĭõčëËñõĆÑİÕč
(Farr et al., 2012, 2010; Yuill et al., 2014). Augmented toys combine physical
materials with technology, creating additional toy features by means of
sounds, vibrations or visual cues (Lampe & Hinske, 2007). An important
advantage of augmented toys is that they are easily accessible, since children
can use them together without the need for adult assistance. Farr et al. (2012)
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found that children with autism demonstrated less solitary play when using
²ăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕŖõļñĴĔŁčÑ²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčËĔČĭ²İÕÑļĔ²čĔİČ²ĆļĔŘË²ĴļĆÕʣ
In addition, a group of 48 6- to 11 year-old typically developing children
showed more cooperative play and attention bids when using the augmented
castle (Yuill et al., 2014). A recent study with 26 dyads of children with VIs
in special education revealed that a similar augmented castle stimulated
the children to explore the sounds during parallel play, but interfered with
cooperative pretend play as a result (Verver, Vervloed, & Steenbergen, 2019a).
Notwithstanding, former research indicated that children with (visual)
disabilities who played with typically developing peers in mainstream
settings interacted more frequently than those playing together with other
peers with disabilities (Guralnick et al., 1996). Together with the notion that
children with VIs in Dutch special education often experience accompanying
social-emotional, behavioural and learning problems (Inspectie van het
Onderwijs, 2010), the sound-augmented castle might be able to facilitate
cooperative play between children with VIs and sighted peers in mainstream
education.

|İÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘ
The present study examined the effect of augmented toys with sounds on
play and peer-directed social behaviours in dyads of children with VIs and
ĴõëñļÕÑĭÕÕİĴõčČ²õčĴļİÕ²ČÕĆÕČÕčļ²İŘÕÑŁË²ļõĔčʣñÕţİĴļĔÊāÕËļõŕÕŖ²Ĵ
to compare social and cognitive play behaviours of children with VIs and
sighted classmates when they used a toy castle with and without additional
sounds. The stability of effects was examined by offering the toys multiple
times, since children with VIs need more time than sighted peers to explore
new objects or object-features (Roe, 2008). It was hypothesized that
social play would increase and that higher levels of cognitive play would
be demonstrated when participants used the augmented toy with sounds
İÕĭÕ²ļÕÑĆŘʣĔŁčÑĴ²čÑČŁĴõËŖÕİÕÕŗĭÕËļÕÑļĔÑİ²Ŗ²ËñõĆÑʿĴ²ļļÕčļõĔč
(Robb, 2003), thus facilitating joint attention between peers, by compensating
for the non-verbal interaction behaviours that children with VIs miss out on
during peer play. Sounds were also expected to provide children with VIs
with more information on toy characteristics or functions, making it easier
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for them to integrate a multiplicity of toys in their play. Based on former
research (Celeste, 2006; Hestenes et al., 2000; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000;
Roe & Webster, 2002), it was hypothesized that children with VIs would show
less adequate social and cognitive play than sighted children. Participants
with VIs were expected to engage in manipulative play more often and in
functional play less often than sighted participants. Also, it was expected
that they would show more solitary play and less cooperative play than the
sighted children.
The second objective was to compare social interaction behaviours between
both children in a dyad when they used the augmented versus the nonaugmented toy. It was hypothesized that both children within a dyad would
demonstrate more peer-directed social behaviours and reactions to social
bids of the peer when using the augmented versus the non-augmented
toy. Furthermore, results of Guralnick et al. (1996) showed that peerdirected interaction occurred more frequently and more adequately in
playgroups with typically developing children than in those with children
with impairments. It was thus hypothesized that sighted children would
demonstrate more peer-directed social behaviours than children with VIs.

Method
|²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ
A total of 110 children with VIs were approached for participation in this
study. All children were registered at a national organization for people
with VIs, namely Royal Dutch Visio or Bartiméus. Parents of 4- to 11-year
old children with VIs received an informed consent letter if the child: a)
had a visual impairment as their primary disability, b) attended mainstream
elementary education, c) had an IQ-score above 70, d) did not have hearing
õČĭ²õİČÕčļĴʞÕʱŖ²Ĵ²ÊĆÕļĔĭĆ²ŘĔčļñÕŤĔĔİŖõļñĴČ²ĆĆĔÊāÕËļĴʨêʱñ²ÑļñÕ
"ŁļËñĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²ĴļñÕõİţİĴļĆ²čëŁ²ëÕʣ²ĴÕÑĔčļñÕĴÕËİõļÕİõ²ʞ²ļĔļ²ĆĔêɿɾ
children (19.1%) with a VI participated. The parents of 92 sighted classmates
(at least four sighted children per child with a VI) were then approached with
informed consent letters via the schools and 46% was willing to participate.
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Teachers were instructed to approach both boys and girls and to not only
select friends of the child with a VI. If parents of more than one sighted
classmate gave permission for participation, the researcher randomly
assigned one of these children to participate their classmate with a VI. Two
children with a VI had to be excluded from participation because none of
their classmates were able to participate. Furthermore, one dyad refused
further participation during the experiment.
ñÕţč²ĆĴ²ČĭĆÕõčŕĔĆŕÕÑʀʃËñõĆÑİÕčʰM²ëÕ˃˘˃ʄʣʂɾŘÕ²İĴʞ"ʲ˘˃ɿʣɾɾʱʞŖõļñÕ²Ëñ
dyad consisting of one child with a visual impairment (N˃˘˃ɾʅʨM²ëÕ˃˘˃ʄʣʁʃʞ
"ʲ˘˃ɿʣɾʆʨʃʅ˫ÊĔŘĴʱ²čÑ²ĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑʰN˃˘˃ɾʅʨM²ëÕ˃˘˃ʄʣʂʃʞ"ʲ˘˃ɿʣɽʅʨ
32% boys). The maximum age difference between children within the same
dyad was 16.9 months. Dyads were divided in the following age groups: 4- to
6-year-olds (42.1%), 7- to 9-year-olds (39.5%) and 10- to 11-year-olds (18.4%).
The children with VIs had a mean visual acuity of .22 ("ʲ˘˃ʣɾɿʱʣ]ĔčÕĔê
the participants were blind according to the criteria of the World Health
Organization (2018). See Table 1 for a detailed description of participant
characteristics.
Potential differences between sighted participants and those with VIs
regarding verbal ability and social competence were evaluated (see Table
2), since both of these skills are related to play behaviour (Lewis, Boucher, et
al., 2000; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Lillard et al., 2011). Social competence
was administered with the Social Cognitive Skills Test (short version A; Van
Manen, Prins, & Emmelkamp, 2009) and verbal ability with the Vocabulary
subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–III (WISC-III) or
the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence-III (WPPSI-III;
AÕčÑİõăĴÕč˯AŁİăĴʞɿɽɽʆʨSĔİļÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʂʱʣ]ÕõļñÕİĔêļñÕĴÕĴăõĆĆĴÑõêêÕİÕÑ
ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÊÕļŖÕÕčëİĔŁĭĴʰĴĔËõ²ĆËĔČĭÕļÕčËÕʝļʲ˘˃ʣʄʄʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʁʁʆʨŕÕİÊ²Ć
ability: ļʲ˘˃ʴɾʣʂʁʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɾʀʂʱʣ
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Table 1: Participant age, gender and visual acuity for each dyad
Dyad

Participants with VI

Sighted
participants

Age

Gender

Visual

Aetiology

Age

Gender

acuity
1

4.58

M

.07

Oculocutaneous albinism

5.25

F

2

4.67

M

.40

Congenital cataract

4.50

F

3

4.92

F

.32

Congenital cataract

6.00

F

4

5.50

M

.32

Congenital nystagmus;

4.67

M

7.00

F

rightsided aphakia
5

7.83

M

.12

Oculocutaneous
albinism; nystagmus

6

6.25

M

.20

Retinitis pigmentosa

6.67

F

7

8.17

F

.06

Retinitis pigmentosa

8.92

M

8

9.17

F

.25

Retinitis pigmentosa

9.42

F

9

11.08

F

.08

Retinal dystrophy

9.67

F

10

7.08

M

.05

Steven Johnson

8.00

M

5.50

F

syndrome; damaged
cornea
11

5.75

F

.07

Congenital nystagmus;
achromatopsia; light
sensitivity

12

8.33

M

.25

Strabismus; nystagmus

9.08

M

13

5.42

M

.40

Congenital nystagmus

5.33

F

14

6.25

M

.30

Congenital nystagmus

6.00

F

15

10.58

M

.25

Retinal dystrophy

10.75

M

16

10.08

M

.30

Achromatopsia

10.17

F

17

8.67

M

.33

Congenital nystagmus

8.75

F

18

10.33

F

.20

Aniridia

10.00

F

Note.\˃˘˃\²ĆÕʨ:˃˘˃:ÕČ²ĆÕʨëÕõĴĭİÕĴÕčļÕÑõčŘÕ²İĴʣ
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Table 2: Social competence and verbal abilities of both participant groups
Visually impaired

Sighted

N

Mean

SD

N

Mean

SD

Social competence

16

11.19

3.51

16

12.88

2.75

Verbal ability

18

12.00

2.35

18

11.22

3.17

Note. A social competence score of 10 (SD˃˘˃ʀʣɽɽʱİÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴ²ŕÕİ²ëÕĴĔËõ²Ć
competence in the Dutch norm population; a verbal ability score of 10 ("ʲ˘˃ʀʣɽɽʱ
represents an average subtest score in the Dutch norm population. Social
competence could only be assessed in 16 participants per group: two children
with VIs could not complete the assessment due to their compromised visual
functioning and two sighted children had to leave the assessment early.

\²ļÕİõ²ĆĴ
Augmented Knight’s Castle
The present study used an augmented toy comparable to the Augmented
knight‘s castle of Lampe and Hinske (2007). It was also used to facilitate
peer play in children with autism (Farr et al., 2012) and in dyads of children
with VIs attending special elementary education (Verver et al., 2019a). The
²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘËĔčĴõĴļÕÑĔê²|Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆ˳ăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕĔč²ĭĆŘŖĔĔÑÊ²ĴÕ
ʰĴÕÕʝ:õëŁİÕɾʱʞõčŖñõËñ²ČõËİĔĭİĔËÕĴĴĔİ²čÑ²ÑõĔ:İÕįŁÕčËŘEÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔč
ʰ:E"ʱ İÕ²ÑÕİĴ ŖÕİÕ õčļÕëİ²ļÕÑ ²ļ ţŕÕ ÑõêêÕİÕčļ ĆĔË²ļõĔčĴʣ ñõİļÕÕč ĭĆ²Ř
ţëŁİÕĴŖÕİÕÕįŁõĭĭÕÑŖõļñ:E"ʴļ²ëĴʞ²ĆĆĔŖõčëļñÕČļĔĭİĔÑŁËÕ²ŕ²İõÕļŘĔê
sounds when placed on the RFID-readers. A total of 75 different sounds were
²ŕ²õĆ²ÊĆÕʞõčŕĔĆŕõčëõÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčĴĔŁčÑĴʰÕʣëʣʞʾE²ČļñÕįŁÕÕčʿʱʞļñÕČÕĴĔŁčÑĴ
(e.g., Medieval music) and play proposals (e.g., ‘The red knight challenges the
ÊĆ²ËăăčõëñļļĔ²ÑŁÕĆʿʱʣĔŁčÑĴÑõêêÕİÕÑ²Ĵ²êŁčËļõĔčĔêĆĔË²ļõĔč²čÑĭĆ²Ř
ţëŁİÕʞÊŁļŖÕİÕļñÕĴ²ČÕÑŁİõčë²ĆĆ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑĴÕĴĴõĔčĴʣ
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Figure 1. ñõĆÑİÕčĭĆ²ŘõčëŖõļñļñÕŁëČÕčļÕÑSčõëñļʿĴ²ĴļĆÕ

Social and cognitive play observations
In order to observe the social and cognitive aspects of play, a mutually
exclusive observational system was used (see Table 3 for a detailed
description of the play categories). Inter-rater reliability was trained using
Õõëñļ ɿɽʴČõčŁļÕ ŕõÑÕĔĴ êİĔČ ² ĭõĆĔļ ĴļŁÑŘʣ ñÕ ĔŕÕİ²ĆĆ ĔñÕčʿĴ ă²ĭĭ²
between two different coders was .82 for social play and .85 for cognitive
play, indicating good reliability. Inter-rater reliability was also calculated
êĔİɿɽ˫ĔêļñÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘʿĴŕõÑÕĔʴêİ²ëČÕčļĴʞİÕĴŁĆļõčëõč²ă²ĭĭ²Ĕêʣʅɿ
(social play) and .79 (cognitive play).
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Table 3: Social and cognitive play observation scales
Social aspects of play

Cognitive aspects of play

Disengagement

Manipulative play

The child is not focused on playing

1) Object exploration, 2) sound

but looks around or talks about

ÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔčÊŘĭŁļļõčëĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴĔč

subjects unrelated to play.

readers, 3) Listening to or observing
playmate during play.

Solitary play

Functional play

The child plays alone. He/she seems

Using play materials in ways they are

unaware of the playmate or may

supposed to be used (e.g., shooting a rock

deliberately choose not to engage

with the catapult).

with the playmate.
Parallel play

Functional play with pretence

Children are playing in close

Adding symbolic meaning to objects that

proximity of each other, look or

is highly related to the function of play

smile at each other, or imitate

materials (e.g., the swords of two knights

Õ²ËñĔļñÕİʿĴĭĆ²ŘʣñÕİÕõĴčĔËĆÕ²İ

are ticking together).

intention to play together.
Cooperative play

Symbolic play

Children are involved with each

1) An object is used as if it was

other and play together. They talk

another object, 2) Pretend play where

about play-related subjects, help

characteristics or roles are added to

each other, and actively try to reach

ĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑČÕ²čõčëêŁĆ²ËļõĔčĴ²İÕ

shared goals during play.

carried out.
Games with rules
A game is made up that has clear rules or
²ĴĭÕËõţËĴļİŁËļŁİÕļñ²ļõĴăčĔŖčļĔÊĔļñ
children in a dyad.

Note. A category was coded when the concurrent behaviour was dominant within
a 10-second interval. Social aspects of play are based on Parten (1932) and Farr et
al. (2012). Cognitive aspects of play are based on Belsky and Most (1981), Wolfberg
and Schuler (1993).
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Individual Social Behaviour Scale
Peer-related social behaviours between children within a dyad were observed
using the Individual Social Behaviour Scale (ISBS; Guralnick, Connor,
A²ČČĔčÑʞ;ĔļļČ²čʞ˯SõččõĴñʞɾʆʆʃʱʣñõĴĔÊĴÕİŕ²ļõĔč²ĆĴË²ĆÕÑÕĴËİõÊÕĴ
14 different categories of social behaviours between a child and its peer(s),
thus consisting of both peer-directed social behaviours and responses to
social behaviour of the peer. In the present study, eight of these categories
were coded for both children within a dyad (see Table 4). After observational
ļİ²õčõčëŖõļñɾɽŕõÑÕĔʴêİ²ëČÕčļĴʞĴŁêţËõÕčļõčļÕİʴİ²ļÕİİÕĆõ²ÊõĆõļŘĔêăʲ˘˃ʣʅɾ
was reached between two different coders for both frequency and sequence
ĔêļñÕËĔÑÕĴʣ"ĔŁÊĆÕËĔÑõčëĔêɿɽ˫ĔêļñÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘʿĴŕõÑÕĔêİ²ëČÕčļĴ
led to an inter-rater reliability of .80.
Table 4: Observed individual social behaviours
Peer-directed social behaviours

Reactions to social behaviours of peer

Leads peer in activities (positive/

Follows lead of peer Refuses to follow or

neutral/negative)
Uses peer as a resource
a)

Seeking information

b)

Seeking judgment in a dispute

c)

Seeking help with equipment

Takes unoffered objects

ignores lead of peer
Helps peer

Refuses to help or
ignores peer

Defends objects

Note. Based on the Individual Social Behaviour Scale (ISBS; Guralnick et al., 1996).

Background information
In order to assess social competence, a shortened version of the Social
Cognitive Skills Test was used (Van Manen et al., 2009). This test administers
social cognitive skills in 4- to 12-year-old children. Children are presented
with short stories and are asked questions that refer to several social
competence skills. A score of 10 (SD˃ ˘˃ ʀʣɽɽʱ İÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴ ²ŕÕİ²ëÕ ĴĔËõ²Ć
competence in the Dutch norm population. Reliability and validity of the
ļĔļ²ĆļÕĴļİ²čëÕêİĔČĴŁêţËõÕčļļĔëĔĔÑʰ&ëÊÕİõčăʞÑÕVÕčëʞ˯¤ÕİČÕŁĆÕčʞ
2009).
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Verbal ability was measured by administering the Vocabulary subtest of the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–III (WISC-III) for children aged 6
ļĔɾʄʰSĔİļÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʂʱʣ:ĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŘĔŁčëÕİļñ²čʃʞļñÕ¤ĔË²ÊŁĆ²İŘĴŁÊļÕĴļ
of the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence-III (WPPSIIII) was used (Hendriksen & Hurks, 2009). Scores range from 1 to 19 with
a score of 10 ("ʲ˘˃ʀʣɽɽʱİÕĭİÕĴÕčļõčë²č²ŕÕİ²ëÕĴËĔİÕõčļñÕ"ŁļËñčĔİČ
ĭĔĭŁĆ²ļõĔčʣĔļñõčļÕĆĆõëÕčËÕļÕĴļĴñ²ŕÕëĔĔÑļĔĴŁêţËõÕčļİÕĆõ²ÊõĆõļŘ²čÑ
validity (Egberink, de Leng, & Vermeulen, 2005; 2010).

|İĔËÕÑŁİÕ
Play sessions
ñÕ ĴļŁÑŘ ļĔĔă ĭĆ²ËÕ õč ² įŁõÕļ İĔĔČ ²ļ ļñÕ ĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿ ĴËñĔĔĆĴʣ 
counterbalanced crossover repeated measures design with two conditions
was used. During the same week, all children played with both an augmented
ăčõëñļʿĴ Ë²ĴļĆÕ ʰ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ ËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ ʱ ²čÑ ² čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ Ë²ĴļĆÕ
(non-augmented condition; NC). Ten out of eighteen dyads were randomly
assigned to start in the AC (55.6%) in order to control for possible ordereffects. After a week without measurements, 15 out of 18 dyads played in both
conditions again (i.e., four play sessions in total). Three dyads were unable to
participate in all play sessions due to absence of one of both children in the
second measurement week. The sessions lasted 20 minutes each and were
video-recorded. A brief demonstration of how to produce sounds was given
before the AC-session began.
Coding
Observations of the social and cognitive aspects of play were performed
in Observer XT version 11.5 of Noldus. Two coders received intensive
observational training and were blind for the research objectives. Social
play behaviour was coded for 15-minute fragments; 10-minute fragments
were used to code cognitive play. Start times of coding fragments were
İ²čÑĔČĆŘĴÕĆÕËļÕÑÊÕļŖÕÕčɾɿɽ²čÑʀɽɽĴÕËĔčÑĴʞĴõčËÕļñÕţİĴļļŖĔČõčŁļÕĴ
of each video-fragment were excluded from coding to allow children to
adapt to the experimental setting (e.g., to the video cameras). Interval
recording was used to code the predominant social and cognitive aspect of

3
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play in consecutive 10-second intervals of the video-fragments. If several of
the social or cognitive play behaviours were observed during a 10-second
interval, the one with the longest duration was coded. This resulted in 91
(social play) and 61 (cognitive play) codes per video, respectively.
ñÕËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĭÕÕİʴÑõİÕËļÕÑĴĔËõ²ĆÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴŖÕİÕËĔÑÕÑêĔİɾɽʴČõčŁļÕ
fragments, using a coding sheet of the Individual Social Behaviour Scale
(ISBS; Guralnick et al., 1996). Event coding was used, resulting in frequencies
of each behavioural category.

ļ²ļõĴļõË²Ć²č²ĆŘĴÕĴ
Social and cognitive play
Data were analysed using SPSS version 25 by means of generalized linear
mixed models. In order to control for the nesting of participants within
ÑŘ²ÑĴʰS²ĴñŘ˯SÕččŘʞɿɽɾɾʱʞČŁĆļõĆÕŕÕĆĆĔëõĴļõËİÕëİÕĴĴõĔčʰ\VʱŖ²ĴŁĴÕÑ
to analyse the effects of sound augmentation of toys on social and cognitive
play. Since all dyads participated in repeated measurements, both dyad and
autocorrelation of the individual were entered as random intercepts in the
three-level nesting MLR-model, with each aspect of social and cognitive
play as dependent variables. Social play frequencies were corrected for the
times that participants were unable to play together due to external factors.
Condition (AC or NC), measurement week (1 or 2) and visual ability (sighted or
ŕõĴŁ²ĆĆŘõČĭ²õİÕÑʱŖÕİÕ²ÑÑÕÑ²ĴţŗÕÑÑŁČČŘÕêêÕËļĴõčļñÕČĔÑÕĆʣÕË²ŁĴÕ
age is known to be an important predictor of play behaviour, this variable
Ŗ²Ĵ²ĆĴĔÕčļÕİÕÑõčļñÕČĔÑÕĆ²ĴţŗÕÑÑŁČČŘÕêêÕËļʰ²ëÕëİĔŁĭĴʝʁʴʃʨʄʴʆʨ
ɾɽʴɾɾʱʣñÕÊÕļ²ËĔÕêţËõÕčļĴļñ²ļİÕĴŁĆļÕÑêİĔČļñÕ\VŖÕİÕËĔčŕÕİļÕÑõčļĔ
odds ratios. An odds ratio >1 indicates that the dependent variable is more
likely to occur in a certain condition compared to another one (e.g., in the
AC versus the NC).
Individual social behaviours
Data were analysed in SPSS version 25. Non-parametric tests were
most appropriate because of the small sample size and non-normal data
distributions. Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests were used to analyse differences
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between conditions. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to examine differences
between sighted and VI-groups.

Results
ĔËõ²Ć²ĴĭÕËļĴĔêĭĆ²Ř
:ĔİÕ²ËñĔêļñÕĴĔËõ²Ć²ĴĭÕËļĴĔêĭĆ²ŘʞİÕĴŁĆļĴĔêļñÕÊÕĴļʴţļļÕÑČĔÑÕĆ²İÕ
presented in Table 5. Figure 2 shows proportions of each social aspect of play
after controlling for the nesting of participants in dyads and autocorrelation
Ĕê ļñÕ İÕĭÕ²ļÕÑ ČÕ²ĴŁİÕČÕčļĴʣ "Łİõčë ļñÕ ţİĴļ ŖÕÕă Ĕê ČÕ²ĴŁİÕČÕčļʞ
ĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴĴĭÕčļĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕļõČÕõčÊĔļñĭ²İ²ĆĆÕĆ²čÑĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²Řõč
the AC than in the NC. In the NC, more cooperative play was demonstrated.
ĆļñĔŁëñļñÕ²č²ĆŘĴõĴõčÑõË²ļÕÑļñ²ļÑõĴÕčë²ëÕČÕčļĔËËŁİİÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ
more often in the NC compared to the AC, predicted proportions equalled .02
in the NC and .01 in the AC. In the second week of measurement, both parallel
²čÑĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²ŘĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÑÕËİÕ²ĴÕÑõčļñÕʞŖñÕİÕ²ĴËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Ř
increased. Because of this, demonstrated solitary play no longer differed
between conditions. Parallel play was still demonstrated more frequently in
the AC and cooperative play occurred more often in the NC.
]ĔĴõëčõţË²čļÕêêÕËļĔêŕõĴŁ²Ć²ÊõĆõļŘĔčÕõļñÕİĔêļñÕĴĔËõ²Ć²ĴĭÕËļĴĔêĭĆ²Ř
Ŗ²ĴêĔŁčÑʣĴõëčõţË²čļÕêêÕËļĔê²ëÕŖ²ĴêĔŁčÑĔčËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Ř²čÑ
disengagement. For cooperative play this indicated that children aged
ʁʴļĔʴʃĴñĔŖÕÑĆÕĴĴËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Řļñ²čļñÕɾɽʴļĔɾɾʴŘÕ²İʴĔĆÑĴʞc˃˘˃ɽʣʁʁʞ
ʆʂ˫E˃˘˃ɽʣɿɿʳɽʣʆɽʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɿʂʣ"õĴÕčë²ëÕČÕčļĔËËŁİİÕÑČĔİÕĔêļÕčõčļñÕ
ŘĔŁčëÕĴļëİĔŁĭļñ²čõčļñÕʄʴļĔʆ²čÑɾɽʴļĔɾɾʴŘÕ²İʴĔĆÑĴʞʄʴʆʝc˃˘˃ʂʣʅʁʞ
ʆʂ˫E˃˘˃ɿʣɾʄʳɾʂʣʄʁʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɽɾʨɾɽʴɾɾʝc˃˘˃ɾɽʣʂɾʞʆʂ˫E˃˘˃ɿʣʂʁʳʁʀʣʂʂʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɽɾʣ

3

|İÕÑõËļÕÑĭİĔĭĔİļõĔčĴĔêÑõĴÕčë²ëÕÑÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİŖÕİÕčĔļĭİÕĴÕčļÕÑõčļñõĴţëŁİÕÊÕË²ŁĴÕõļĔËËŁİİÕÑļĔĔõčêİÕįŁÕčļĆŘʣ

ČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ]˃˘˃čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʣ&İİĔİÊ²İĴİÕŤÕËļʆʂ˫ËĔčţÑÕčËÕõčļÕİŕ²ĆĴĔêļñÕČÕ²čĭİÕÑõËļÕÑĭİĔĭĔİļõĔčĴʣ

Figure 2. Mean predicted proportions of social aspects of play during two conditions and two measurement weeks. * p˛ʣɽʂʣ˃˘˃²Łëʴ
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week 1

1.67**

0.78**

0.51***

1.96***

categories

Disengagement

Solitary

Parallel

Cooperative

1.15*

0.80**

˃ɽʣʆɽ

1.36*

week 2

NC week 2 vs. AC

0.98

1.07

0.69***

1.72***

week 1

NC week 2 vs. NC

AC week 2 vs. AC

1.66***

0.68***

0.55***

2.12***

week 1

ICC indiv.
.131
.000
.013
.019

ICC dyad
.132
.216
.127
.140

Note. ʙʙʙ˃p˛ʣɽɽɾʨʙʙ˃p < .01, * p ˚ʣɽʂʣ˃˃˘˃²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ]˃˘˃čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨEÑŘ²Ñ˃˘˃õčļİ²ʴËĆ²ĴĴËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔč
ĔêļñÕİ²čÑĔČÑŘ²ÑʴÕêêÕËļʨEõčÑõŕʣ˃˘˃õčļİ²ʴËĆ²ĴĴËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔčĔêļñÕİ²čÑĔČõčÑõŕõÑŁ²ĆʴÕêêÕËļʣ

NC week 1 vs. AC

Social play

Table 5: Odds ratios of condition and measurement week and random variance for each social aspect of play
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ĔëčõļõŕÕ²ĴĭÕËļĴĔêĭĆ²Ř
Only one dyad engaged in games with rules, so this aspect of cognitive
play was excluded from further analyses. As can be seen from Table 6 and
:õëŁİÕʀʞËñõĆÑİÕčÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕļĔļ²ĆČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Ř
²čÑĆÕĴĴêŁčËļõĔč²Ć²čÑĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²ŘŖñÕčļñÕŘţİĴļŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ
versus the non-augmented castle. This was due to the exploration of sounds,
ĴõčËÕčĔĴõëčõţË²čļÑõêêÕİÕčËÕĴÊÕļŖÕÕčËĔčÑõļõĔčĴŖÕİÕêĔŁčÑêĔİÊ²ĴõË
manipulative play. In line with our expectations, the amount of time spent on
ļĔļ²ĆČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÑÕËİÕ²ĴÕÑõčļñÕĴÕËĔčÑČÕ²ĴŁİÕČÕčļ
week, as children spent less time exploring sounds. However, manipulative
play was still demonstrated more often in the AC, whereas functional play
occurred more often in the NC. The amount of time spent in symbolic play
no longer differed between both conditions during the second measurement
week, because of an increase in symbolic play in the AC. Only functional
play with pretence did not differ between both conditions, although it did
ÑÕËİÕ²ĴÕĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘêİĔČļñÕţİĴļļĔļñÕĴÕËĔčÑŖÕÕăʣ
Contrary to our expectations, demonstrated cognitive aspects of play did
not differ between children with VIs and sighted children, although a trend
was found for children with VIs to demonstrate more manipulative play than
ĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʞc˃˘˃ɾʣʀʄʞʆʂ˫Eʝɽʣʆʅʳɾʣʆɾʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽʃʄʣĴõëčõţË²čļÕêêÕËļ
of age on functional play indicated that children aged 4-to-6 demonstrated
ČĔİÕêŁčËļõĔč²ĆĭĆ²Řļñ²čļñĔĴÕ²ëÕÑɾɽʴļĔʴɾɾʞc˃˘˃ɾʣʆʂʞʆʂ˫Eʝɾʣɽɿʳʀʣʄʀʞ
ĭʲ˘˃ʣɽʁʁʣ

the black bars of TMP in the augmented condition.

ĭĔİļõĔčĴʣ\|˃˘˃ļĔļ²ĆČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Řʨ\|˃˘˃Ê²ĴõËČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Řʣ|İÕÑõËļÕÑĭİĔĭĔİļõĔčĴêĔİ\|²İÕĭİĔāÕËļÕÑõčŖñõļÕĔŕÕİ

˃˘˃²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ]˃˘˃čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʣ&İİĔİÊ²İĴİÕŤÕËļʆʂ˫ËĔčţÑÕčËÕõčļÕİŕ²ĆĴĔêļñÕČÕ²čĭİÕÑõËļÕÑĭİĔʴ

Figure 3. Mean predicted proportions of cognitive aspects of play during two conditions and two measurement weeks. * p < .05.
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week 1

0.31***

0.87

1.20*

0.93

1.58***

categories

TMP

BMP

Functional

Functional pretence

Symbolic

1.15

0.90

1.26*

1.01

0.46**

week 2

NC week 2 vs. AC

0.93

0.77**

0.84*

0.91

0.78

week 1

NC week 2 vs. NC

AC week 2 vs. AC

1.27**

0.80**

0.79*

0.78*

0.64***

week 1

.286

.051

.027

.001

.017

ICC dyad

.076

.046

.060

.061

.058

ICC indiv.

Note. *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p ˛ʣɽʂʣ˃˘˃²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ]˃˘˃čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ\|˃˘˃ļĔļ²ĆČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Ř
õčËĆŁÑõčëĴĔŁčÑÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔčʨ\|˃˘˃Ê²ĴõËČ²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘʨEÑŘ²Ñ˃˘˃õčļİ²ʴËĆ²ĴĴËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔčĔêļñÕİ²čÑĔČÑŘ²ÑʴÕêêÕËļʨE
õčÑõŕʣ˃˘˃õčļİ²ʴËĆ²ĴĴËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔčĔêļñÕİ²čÑĔČõčÑõŕõÑŁ²ĆʴÕêêÕËļʣ

NC week 1 vs. AC

Cognitive play

Table 6: Odds ratios of condition and measurement week and random variance for each cognitive aspect of play
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|ÕÕİʣÑõİÕËļÕÑĴĔËõ²ĆÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴ
The total amount of refuses or ignores was calculated by totalling the
êİÕįŁÕčËõÕĴ Ĕê ʾİÕêŁĴõčë ļĔ êĔĆĆĔŖʿ ²čÑ ʾİÕêŁĴõčë ļĔ ñÕĆĭʿʣ "ÕĴËİõĭļõŕÕ
information about the demonstrated social behaviours can be found in Table
ʄʣ¥õĆËĔŗĔčĴõëčÕÑİ²čăļÕĴļĴñõëñĆõëñļÕÑčĔĴõëčõţË²čļÑõêêÕİÕčËÕĴÊÕļŖÕÕč
the AC or the NC with regard to both peer-directed behaviours as well as
responses of the peer. When differences between the social behaviours of
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²čÑĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčŖÕİÕÕŗ²ČõčÕÑʞļñÕĔčĆŘĴõëčõţË²čļ
ÑõêêÕİÕčËÕŖ²ĴêĔİʾļ²ăõčëČ²ļÕİõ²ĆĴʿÑŁİõčëļñÕʰZ˃˘˃ʴɿʣʁʄʨp˃˘˃ʣɽɾʁʱʣñõĴ
suggested that, while playing with the augmented toy, children with VIs
took materials from their sighted playmates more often than the other way
around. However, a closer look at Table 7 shows that this effect was a result of
changes in the sighted group rather than the VI-group: only one sighted child
took play materials during the AC, whereas six sighted children did so during
ļñÕ]ʣEčÑÕÕÑʞ²ĴõëčõţË²čļëİĔŁĭʙËĔčÑõļõĔčÕêêÕËļĔêʾļ²ăõčëČ²ļÕİõ²ĆĴʿ
indicated that sighted children took more materials of their playmate with
a VI during the NC than the AC (Z˃˘˃ʴɾʣʆʅʨp˃˘˃ʣɽʁʅʱʞŖñÕİÕ²ĴļñõĴÕêêÕËļŖ²Ĵ
čĔčʴĴõëčõţË²čļêĔİļñÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʣ

3

9

12

7

2

12

11

1

Uses as resource

Takes materials

Follows

Helps

Refuses/ignores

Defends materials

N

Leads

behaviours

Individual social

.07 (.26)

1.40 (1.88)

1.20 (1.08)

3.00 (3.51)

.73 (1.03)

3.00 (3.57)

2.67 (3.20)

M (SD)

VI

2

11

11

9

1

15

12

N

AC

two groups (visually impaired and sighted; N˃˘˃ʀɽʱ

.13 (.35)

1.33 (1.76)

2.27 (2.60)

1.87 (2.67)

.07 (.26)

1.80 (1.42)

3.80 (4.11)

M (SD)

Sighted

2

11

12

13

5

12

12

N

.20 (.56)

1.47 (1.55)

1.47 (1.30)

3.87 (4.12)

.67 (1.18)

3.33 (3.11)

3.53 (3.62)

M (SD)

VI

NC

3

15

11

12

6

13

13

N

.20 (.41)

1.33 (1.12)

2.67 (2.72)

2.87 (3.25)

1.06 (1.98)

1.73 (1.28)

5.00 (4.87)

M (SD)

Sighted

Table 7: Mean demonstrated social interaction behaviours during play with augmented toys (AC) and non-augmented toys (NC) for
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Discussion
The goal of the present study was to investigate whether sound-augmented
toys were able to facilitate peer play in dyads of elementary school-aged
children with VIs and their sighted classmates. To our knowledge, this
õĴ ļñÕ ţİĴļ ÕŗĭÕİõČÕčļ²Ć ĴļŁÑŘ ÑõİÕËļĆŘ õčŕÕĴļõë²ļõčë ļñÕ ÕêêÕËļ Ĕê ĴĔŁčÑ
augmentation on multiple aspects of peer play in children with VIs in
mainstream elementary education. The present study also provides relevant
insights in the play patterns and peer interaction behaviours demonstrated
by children with VIs in mainstream education.

3
We found that the augmented toy facilitated joint attention during parallel
play in children with VIs and sighted classmates, yet this occurred at the
expense of cooperative play. The sounds drew the attention of both children
to one another and to the toys as they explored the sound augmentation.
Contrary to our expectations, children demonstrated more solitary play
ŖñÕčļñÕŘţİĴļŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘ²čÑļñÕļõČÕĴĭÕčļõčËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕ
peer play decreased compared to the NC. Even though time spent in solitary
play decreased during the second measurement week, participants still
showed less cooperative play in the AC than the NC. It thus appears that
merely increasing joint attention between children with VIs and sighted
peers via augmented toys does not automatically lead to more active play
together or more frequent interaction. In our study, the sounds actually
seemed to interfere with peer interaction during play. Nonetheless, sound
²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčÑõÑčĔļõčŤŁÕčËÕļñÕļŘĭÕĔêĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõŕÕÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴļñ²ļ
children with VIs or the sighted children displayed. Participants tried to lead
their peer, ask for help or take toys just as often in the AC as in the NC and
also the responses to these behaviours were similar between conditions.
One of the causes for reduced cooperative play with sound augmentation was
that participants spent almost a quarter of their time exploring the variety of
²ŕ²õĆ²ÊĆÕĴĔŁčÑĴŖñÕčļñÕŘŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘêĔİļñÕţİĴļļõČÕʣñõĴ
led to a decline in functional and symbolic play compared to the NC. Since
symbolic play in particular has many social elements, whereas manipulative
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(i.e., explorative) play is often non-social (Lillard, 2001), this explains the
decrease of cooperative play and increase in solitary play. It remains unclear
why children still demonstrated less cooperative play when they used the
augmented toy repeatedly. It could be that the sounds constantly drew the
ËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ²ļļÕčļõĔčõčĴŁËñ²Ŗ²Řļñ²ļļñÕŘČõëñļñ²ŕÕÊÕÕčñ²İÑļĔõëčĔİÕʞ
especially when children were talking to each other. Another possibility
is that the children with VIs deliberately focused their attention on the
sound output instead of on the other peer, which would be supported by
the trend that children with VIs showed more sound exploration than sighted
participants. In the absence of vision, the audio feedback presumably was
more appealing to participants with VIs (Bishop, 2004), yet this assumption
is highly speculative.
Furthermore, the additional information that children with VIs received from
sound exploration was expected to facilitate functional play (with pretence)
and symbolic play. Yet even when the participants used the augmented toy a
second time, the additional object information did not lead to more functional
or symbolic play than with the non-augmented toy. Notwithstanding, time
spent on symbolic play was comparable between conditions during the
second measurement week, suggesting that participants both explored toys
and integrated them in pretend play.
Even though it was anticipated that children with VIs would experience
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ ÑŁİõčë ĭĆ²Ř ²čÑ õčļÕİ²ËļõĔč Ŗõļñ ĴõëñļÕÑ ĭÕÕİĴ ʰ;Łİ²ĆčõËă Õļ
al., 1995; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000; Ozkubat & Ozdemir, 2014), the present
study suggests that this might not be the case. Interestingly, the participants
with VIs showed comparable play and social interaction behaviours as the
ĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʣñõĴõĴõčĆõčÕŖõļñ²ĴļŁÑŘĔê"ʿĆĆŁİ²ʰɿɽɽɿʱļñ²ļêĔŁčÑčĔ
differences in the frequency of social interaction between pre-schoolers
with VIs and sighted peers in a reverse mainstream setting. The only
difference that we found was a trend indicating that children with VIs made
use of the sound augmentation more often than sighted children. In addition,
the type of play that the participants in the present study demonstrated
appeared to be relatively adequate compared to a study with 4- to 11-year-
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old typically developing children (Yuill et al, 2014). In our study, the most
complex forms of social and cognitive play – cooperative and symbolic play
– were demonstrated for the majority of time, independent of the type of
toys that participants used. With the non-augmented toy, cooperative play
was already demonstrated over 60% of time, whereas solitary play was
demonstrated less than 5% of time. Interestingly, demonstrated patterns
of social play were similar between participants with VIs in mainstream
education and those in special education (for more detailed information on
play behaviour in children with VIs in special education, see: Verver et al.,
2019a). In contrast, research of Yuill et al. (2014) showed that triads of typically
developing children demonstrated solitary play most of the time when using
a similar non-augmented castle, whereas cooperative play occurred the least
frequent. When these triads used the augmented castle, the time spent in
cooperative play doubled to approximately 40% of the total play session
(Yuill et al., 2014). This seems to imply that a ceiling effect of the augmented
toy on play behaviour occurred in our sample, because the participating
children with VIs already showed adequate peer play. Yet it should be noted
that Yuill et al. (2014) used event sampling as observational method, which is
a more precise observational method than the time sampling method used
in the present study (i.e., coding the most dominant play behaviour within
a 10-second interval).

VõČõļ²ļõĔčĴ
ÕŕÕİ²Ć ĆõČõļ²ļõĔčĴ ĴñĔŁĆÑ ÊÕ ČÕčļõĔčÕÑ ļñ²ļ Čõëñļ ñ²ŕÕ õčŤŁÕčËÕÑ ļñÕ
results of the present study. First of all, this study involved only a small
sample of children with VIs in mainstream education and it is possible
that sampling bias occurred. Convenience sampling was used in order to
õčËĆŁÑÕ²ĴŁêţËõÕčļčŁČÊÕİĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʞŖñõËñČÕ²čļļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕč
were approached if they received outpatient treatment. It appeared to be
ÑõêţËŁĆļļĔİÕËİŁõļ²ĴŁêţËõÕčļčŁČÊÕİĔêĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñ¤EĴ²čÑČ²čŘ
parents who refused participation mentioned that they believed it would be
too demanding for their child with a VI, who already had to participate in
mainstream education. This probably explains why most participants with
¤EĴñ²Ñ²ČĔÑÕİ²ļÕ¤EʰţŕÕËñõĆÑİÕčÕŕÕčñ²Ñ²ČõĆÑ¤EŖõļñ²ŕõĴŁ²Ć²ËŁõļŘ˚
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.30) and showed similar social competence and verbal ability as their sighted
classmates and as the norm group of Dutch typically developing children
of comparable ages. Although the latter made the comparison of play and
interaction behaviours between both groups of children increasingly reliable,
õļ²ĆĴĔõčêÕİĴļñ²ļļñÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘʿĴĴ²ČĭĆÕõĴĭİÕĴŁČ²ÊĆŘčĔļİÕĭİÕĴÕčļ²ļõŕÕ
for the population of Dutch children with VIs in mainstream education. In
addition, no children with blindness participated, while these children are
often challenged the most during peer play (Roe & Webster, 2002; Hughes
et al., 1998). A study with a larger sample, including children with VIs that
ŖÕİÕêĔŁčÑļĔÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²čÑ²İÕõččÕÕÑĔêĴŁĭĭĔİļʞ
õĴčÕËÕĴĴ²İŘļĔÊÕ²ÊĆÕļĔÑİ²ŖţİČËĔčËĆŁĴõĔčĴ²ÊĔŁļļñÕŁĴÕêŁĆčÕĴĴĔê
augmented toys for the population of children with VIs in mainstream
education.
Furthermore, the observational method that was used (i.e., time sampling)
resulted in a less precise measure of demonstrated play behaviour than
õê ÕŕÕčļ Ĵ²ČĭĆõčë ŖĔŁĆÑ ñ²ŕÕ ÊÕÕč ŁĴÕÑʣ čêĔİļŁč²ļÕĆŘʞ ĴŁêţËõÕčļ õčļÕİʴ
rater reliability could only be reached with time sampling because social
interaction bids were often very brief (e.g., two seconds) and dyads could
demonstrate as much as four different aspects of social play within ten
seconds. Because time sampling was used for a set period of time, an
increase in one aspect of play automatically led to the decrease of another.
Event sampling would thus give a more detailed impression of the effect of
augmented toys on play behaviours.
Finally, the small sample might have caused bias to the random variance
estimates. Multilevel modelling (MLM) ideally contains over 20 higher order
units (i.e., in this case the dyads) to avoid Type 1 errors (Heck, Thomas,
& Tabata, 2013), while our study involved 15 dyads that completed all
measurements. Small samples have been found to cause positive bias in the
intercept and slope variance estimates (Clarke & Wheaton, 2007; Mok, 1995).
However, studies consistently showed little to no bias in the estimates of
ţŗÕÑÕêêÕËļĴõčĴČ²ĆĆĴ²ČĭĆÕĴļŁÑõÕĴʰÕĆĆʞ:ÕİİĔčʞ˯SİĔČİÕŘʞɿɽɽʅʨĆ²İăÕ
& Wheaton, 2007; Maas & Hox, 2004). This study used a relatively simple
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MLM-model without random slope variances, therefore limiting the potential
bias to the random variance estimates (Heck et al., 2013). In addition, recent
research shows that incorrect conclusions are also reached if the nesting
of observations in higher-level groups is ignored during data analysis,
underlining the importance of MLM even for small samples or small ICCvalues (Musca et al., 2011).

:ŁļŁİÕÑõİÕËļõĔčĴ
Several implications can be mentioned regarding the use of soundaugmented toys as a tool to facilitate peer play in children with VIs in
mainstream education. An important advantage of sound-augmented toys
is that the audio feedback encouraged exploration and object-interaction in
children with VIs, also when they used the toys repeatedly. This suggests
that sound-augmented toys provide these children with an interesting play
context, as former research showed that children with VIs often use a limited
number of different toys and soon lose interest if toys are primarily visually
stimulating (Tröster & Brambring, 1994; Roe, 2008). Furthermore, children
can use the toys by themselves, without the need for adult presence. This is
an advantage especially in mainstream education, where teachers often have
little time to offer individual or small group assistance. However, it appears
ļñ²ļļñÕĴĔŁčÑĴõčļÕİêÕİÕÑŖõļñËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĔŖčŕÕİÊ²ĆŁļļÕİ²čËÕĴÑŁİõčë
cooperative play. Even though the participants in the present study already
showed high amounts of cooperation when they used the non-augmented
toy, it thus seems as if the sound-augmentation is less suitable for facilitating
cooperative play between children with VIs and peers, at least in a pretend
play context.
This study paves the way to more advanced studies examining the effect of
sound augmentation on the complexity of play. For example, in our study
it was observed that some children integrated the information they heard
from the sound augmentation into the fantasy stories that they were playing
during symbolic play. The present study only investigated the amount of
time that children spent in certain play aspects, whereas the complexity
ĔêĭĆ²ŘË²č²ĆĴĔÊÕÑÕţčÕÑÊŘļñÕļŘĭÕĔê²ËļĴļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčĭÕİêĔİČʰÕʣëʣʞ
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role play as part of symbolic play) or whether they often invent novel acts
or repeat similar acts (e.g., only repeating the scheme of knights attacking
each other versus elaborating on this scheme with novel storylines; Belsky &
Most, 1981; Lillard, 2001). In addition, Lewis, Boucher, et al. (2000) used two
standardized measures to assess the complexity of both symbolic play and
functional play with pretence in detail, namely the Test of Pretend Play and
the Symbolic Play Test (Lewis & Boucher, 1997; Lowe & Costello, 1988). Future
studies using these measures can explore whether the sound augmentation
õčŕĔĆŕõčëĭĆ²ŘĭİĔĭĔĴõļõĔčĴĔİÕŗļİ²õčêĔİČ²ļõĔč²ÊĔŁļĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴõĴ²ÊĆÕļĔ
facilitate play complexity.
Finally, this study examined the usefulness of augmented toys in one context
only (i.e., a pretend play context), suggesting that many other possibilities
for the use of augmented toys are still to be discovered. For example, gross
motor play and sports are also found to be challenging to participate in for
children with VIs in mainstream education (Brambring, 2006; Houwen et al.,
ɿɽɽʆʨSñ²Ñă²Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʱʣñÕĴÕĴĔËõ²Ć²ËļõŕõļõÕĴĔİêİÕÕĭĆ²ŘËĔčļÕŗļĴČõëñļ
better represent daily life settings than the structured play environment
that was offered in the present study, and might be more demanding of the
social skills of children with VIs. Additionally, since the sound augmentation
particularly increased exploration in children with VIs, augmented toys
producing informative sounds might also provide them with a playful
learning context. Former work of Hinske et al. (2010) already showed that
typically developing children implicitly gained knowledge when informative
sounds were available while using the augmented castle. Future research
that examines possibilities for augmentation of other settings or types of
(play) materials is therefore warranted.

ĔčËĆŁĴõĔčĴ
The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of sound-augmented toys
on peer play and interaction in dyads of 4- to 11-year-old children with VIs
and sighted peers. The results indicate that sound augmentation facilitated
both, joint attention during parallel play and the exploration of play materials.
However, this did not encourage social interaction or more complex play
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ÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴʣñÕţčÑõčëĴ²ĆĴĔĴŁëëÕĴļļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴĴñĔŖÕÑĴõČõĆ²İ
peer play and social interaction behaviours as the sighted children. In
addition, both cooperative play and symbolic play were demonstrated for
the majority of time by the dyads, independent of the type of toys they used.
This implies that children with VIs in mainstream education show adequate
peer play behaviour while playing within a dyad in a structured setting.
However, it is important to realize that this might exclusively be the case
for children with a moderate visual impairment that have good social- and
cognitive skills.

3
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Abstract
Although many studies report children with visual impairments (VIs)
ÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕ ĭĆ²Ř ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ ËĔČĭ²İÕÑ ļĔ ĴõëñļÕÑ ĭÕÕİĴʞ Ć²İëÕ ŕ²İõ²ļõĔč
is present within the group of children with VIs. First, the present study
investigated peer play variation in 72 elementary school-aged children with
VIs (M ²ëÕ˃˘˃ʅʨɾɾŘÕ²İĴʞ"ʲ˘˃ɿʣɿʂʱʞ²čÑÕŗ²ČõčÕÑŖñÕļñÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêêÕİÕÑ²Ĵ²
function of the level of VI. Results from binomial logistic regression analyses
indicated children with blindness engaged in fewer functional and functional
pretend play than those with low vision. Second, it was explored whether
ĴĭÕËõţËËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴËĔŁĆÑÕŗĭĆ²õčŖõļñõčʴëİĔŁĭŕ²İõ²ļõĔčĔêĴŘČÊĔĆõË
and cooperative play in a sub-group of participants. Age, language ability and
temperament were found to be positively associated with cooperative play.
:ŁİļñÕİČĔİÕʞëõİĆĴÕčë²ëÕÑõčĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²Řļñ²čÊĔŘĴʞ
and a trend indicated language ability was positively associated to symbolic
play. Third, it was examined how play materials with supportive auditory
cues affected social play in children with varying cooperative play skills.
Results indicated that auditory cues were particularly facilitative of social
play in children with VIs with low cooperative play capabilities. In sum, this
ÕČĭñ²ĴõşÕĴļñ²ļËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴĔļñÕİļñ²čļñÕ¤EË²čĭĆ²Ř²ĴõëčõţË²čļ
role during peer play and interaction, and that individual variation should
be considered when providing peer play support.
SÕŘ ŖĔİÑĴʝ children with visual impairments, social play, cognitive play,
individual variability, augmented toys.
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Introduction
The majority of studies that examined the developmental trajectory of play
behaviour in children with visual impairments (VIs) reports considerable
differences compared to that of sighted children of similar ages (Celeste,
2006; Ferguson & Buultjens, 1995; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000; Hughes et
al., 1998; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Preisler, 1993; Roe & Webster, 2002;
Rogers & Puchalski, 1984; Tröster & Brambring, 1994; Warren, 1994). Findings
indicate that children with VIs spend more time in solitary play and less time
in cooperative or group play than sighted peers and that they tend to direct
their interactions to adults instead of peers (Celeste, 2006; Crocker & Orr,
1996; Roe, 2008). Furthermore, children with VIs were found to demonstrate
less frequent and less complex functional play (i.e., using toys according
to their functions) and symbolic or pretend play than sighted peers (Lewis
Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɽɽʨAŁëñÕĴÕļ²ĆʣʞɾʆʆʅʱʣñÕŘĴĭÕčļ²ĴõëčõţË²čļ²ČĔŁčļĔêļõČÕ
not playing or in repetitive play and can show stereotypical behaviours,
especially in the case of children with blindness (Brambring & Tröster, 1992;
Brown et al., 1997; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000; Hughes et al., 1998; Roe, 1998).
ñõĴõĴ²ĴĴŁČÕÑļĔñ²ŕÕĴÕİõĔŁĴËĔčĴÕįŁÕčËÕĴêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĴĔËõ²ĆʴÕČĔļõĔč²Ć
development, friendship formation and social participation in mainstream
settings (de Verdier, 2016; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000; Recchia, 1997).
AĔŖÕŕÕİʞĴĔČÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²ĭĭÕ²İļĔñ²ŕÕËĔčĴõÑÕİ²ÊĆŘĆÕĴĴÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ
with social communication and play than others (Bishop, Hobson, & Lee,
2005; Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Verver, Vervloed, & Steenbergen, 2019a).
As an example, Lewis and colleagues (2000) revealed that as a group,
preschoolers with VIs showed less complex functional and symbolic play
than would be expected from sighted children of similar ages. However,
when four participants who met the diagnostic criteria for autism and
who demonstrated almost no play were excluded from the analyses, the
mean levels of symbolic play of the remaining participants were actually
age-appropriate. Furthermore, Bishop and colleagues (2005) found that 5
to 9-year-old children with blindness demonstrated les complex symbolic
play than sighted peers, but only if they had poor social skills. Owing to
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its heterogeneous nature regarding visual functioning, aetiologies, and cooccurring disabilities, it is evident that individual variation is substantial in
this population (Hatton, Bailey, Burchinaland, & Ferrell, 1997; Roe & Webster,
2002; Tadic et al. 2010; Greenaway & Dale, 2017). Comparing behaviours of
children with VIs to that of sighted peers to gain insight in developmental
trajectories has several drawbacks. First, developmental variability within
the population of children with VIs is neglected (Warren, 1994). The
ëÕčÕİ²Ćõş²ÊõĆõļŘĔêţčÑõčëĴĔêËĔČĭ²İ²ļõŕÕĴļŁÑõÕĴĔčÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļʞŖñõËñ
often involve small samples, is therefore debatable (Hatton et al., 1997).
ÕËĔčÑʞļñÕËĔČĭ²İ²ļõŕÕ²ĭĭİĔ²ËñõČĭĆõËõļĆŘ²ĴĴŁČÕĴ²ʼÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴ²ĴÑÕţËõļʽ
ČĔÑÕĆʝÑÕŕõ²ļõĔčĴêİĔČļñÕʾčĔİČ²ĆʿÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļĔêĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕč²İÕ
believed to be caused primarily by the absence of vision (Warren, 1994).
Additionally, it indirectly presupposes that altered developmental pathways
in children with VIs are a sign of problematic or abnormal development,
whereas in fact, they might represent adequate adaptations to function
optimally without vision (Perez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden, 2013; Roe &
Webster, 2002). This emphasizes the importance of studies examining both
developmental variation within the population of children with VIs as well
as the potential causes for this variation. The current study aims to clarify
which child characteristics affect peer play in school-aged children with VIs.
A more detailed understanding of within-group differences allows for a
more adequate adaptation of treatment or support to the individual needs
ĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʰ²ËăĴʞSÕăÕĆõĴʞ˯;²ŘĆĔİÑʴĔĴĴʞɾʆʆɿʨ¥²İİÕčʞɾʆʆʁʱʣ
When the effectiveness of interventions is only investigated in children
with VIs as a group, without taking individual variation into account,
ËĔčËĆŁĴõĔčĴČõëñļčĔļÊÕİÕĭİÕĴÕčļ²ļõŕÕêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñĴĭÕËõţËčÕÕÑĴ
for support. In two recent studies, Verver et al. (2019a; 2019b) examined
whether sound-augmented toys (i.e., play materials enriched with auditory
cues) could facilitate peer play in dyads of 4- to 12-year-old children with
VIs and playmates. Results of both studies indicated that, compared to a
ĴÕĴĴõĔčŖõļñčĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑʰõʣÕʣʞʾİÕëŁĆ²İʿʱļĔŘĴʞËñõĆÑİÕčÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑĆÕĴĴ
cooperative play while using sound-augmented toys, as the sounds drew
ļñÕõİ²ļļÕčļõĔčļĔĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑ²ËļõĔčĴĔêļñÕĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞ²Ĵ²
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group, children already played cooperatively most of the time with nonaugmented toys, which made the authors question whether a ceiling effect
ĔËËŁİİÕÑʣļļñÕĴ²ČÕļõČÕʞļñÕ²ŁļñĔİĴĴļ²ļÕÑļñ²ļĴõëčõţË²čļõčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ć
variation regarding peer play was present within the participant group,
suggesting that some children demonstrated less adequate play behaviours
than the average group. For these children it might be incorrect to conclude
that sound-augmentation of play materials does not facilitate peer play. In
the present study we therefore examined how peer play behaviour varied
ŖõļñõčĴËñĔĔĆʴ²ëÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʞŖñÕļñÕİĴĭÕËõţËËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴ
could explain this variation, and whether this affected previous conclusions
about the effectiveness of sound-augmented play materials to facilitate peer
play.

|Ć²Řŕ²İõ²ÊõĆõļŘ²čÑļñÕĆÕŕÕĆĔê¤E
Many studies have considered the role of the profoundness of the VI as
potential explanation for variability in play, since this can vary substantially
ŖõļñõčļñÕĭĔĭŁĆ²ļõĔčʣĔõĆĆŁĴļİ²ļÕʞ²ŕõĴõĔčõČĭ²õİČÕčļË²čÊÕËĆ²ĴĴõţÕÑ
as blindness (visual acuity < 3/60), severe (visual acuity < 6/60), moderate
(visual acuity < 6/18) or mild (visual acuity < 6/12; ICD-11, 2019). Although
ţčÑõčëĴ²İÕõčËĔčĴõĴļÕčļ²ËİĔĴĴĴļŁÑõÕĴʞļñÕĭİĔêĔŁčÑčÕĴĴĔêļñÕ¤E²ĭĭÕ²İĴ
to affect play behaviour only marginally. Children with blindness seem to
spend more time manipulating and exploring objects than those with some
residual vision (Hughes et al., 1994). They most likely need more time to
explore object-characteristics than children with some residual vision,
because they need to rely on sequential tactile and auditory cues. Results
also indicate they demonstrate less functional play (i.e., using objects
according to their common functions) compared to peers with low vision
(Hughes et al., 1994; Verver et al., 2019a), which suggests children with
ÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴñ²ŕÕČĔİÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴļĔĭÕİËÕõŕÕĔÊāÕËļʴêŁčËļõĔčĴ²čÑļĔĭĆ²Ř
ŖõļñļñÕČ²ËËĔİÑõčëĆŘʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞļñõĴŖ²ĴčĔļËĔčţİČÕÑÊŘ²ĴļŁÑŘĔêVÕŖõĴ
et al. (2000). Furthermore, evidence suggests that the level of the VI does
not explain within-group variation regarding the quantity or quality of both
early and more advanced symbolic (i.e., pretend) play (Celeste & Grum,
2010; Ferguson & Buultjens, 1995; Hughes et al., 1998; Lewis et al., 2000;
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Rogers & Puchalski, 1984; Verver et al., 2019a; 2019b). Only one study found
that children with some residual vision (referred to in their study as ‘visual
ĆÕ²İčÕİĴʿʱĴñĔŖÕÑČĔİÕĭİÕļÕčÑĭĆ²Řļñ²čËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñčĔİÕĴõÑŁ²ĆŕõĴõĔč
ʰĔİʾļ²ËļŁ²ĆĆÕ²İčÕİĴʿʨăÕĆĆÕčëÕİ˯AõĆĆʞɾʆʆʄʱʣñõĴĴŁëëÕĴļĴļñ²ļļñÕĔÊĴÕİŕÕÑ
symbolic play variability within the population is most likely the result of
other individual or environmental characteristics (Bishop et al., 2005; Lewis
et al., 2000; Rogers & Puchalski, 1984; Verver et al., 2019a). Since symbolic
play is considered to be a marker of cognitive functioning and language
ability and has many social elements that promote peer interaction (Bishop
et al., 2005; Lifter, Foster-Sanda, Arzamarski, Briesch, & McClure, 2011;
Nielsen, 2015; Uren & Stagnitti, 2009) it is important to better understand
causes of symbolic play variability in particular.
Furthermore, several studies indicated that children with VIs engage in
more solitary and less cooperative peer play than sighted children, but few
studies focused on individual variation of peer play within the population
of children with VIs (Celeste, 2006; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000). A recent
study of Verver et al. (2019a) in school-aged children with VIs described
that peer play variability could not be explained by the profoundness of the
¤EʣñÕİÕĴÕ²İËñÕİĴÑõÑčĔļţčÑ²čŘİÕĆ²ļõĔčĴñõĭÊÕļŖÕÕčĆÕŕÕĆĔê¤E²čÑ
social aspects of play. This indicates child characteristics other than the VI
likely play a role during play. Previous studies focused on associations with
language ability, cognitive development, social competence and age (Bishop
et al., 2005; Lewis et al., 2000; Rogers & Puchalski, 1984; Skellenger et al.,
1997; Verver et al., 2019b). Findings regarding these characteristics will be
ÑõĴËŁĴĴÕÑÊİõÕŤŘʣ

|Ć²Řŕ²İõ²ÊõĆõļŘ²čÑ²ĴĴĔËõ²ļÕÑËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴ
Language ability
Positive associations between symbolic play and both expressive and
receptive language abilities have been described in children with VIs
(Ferguson & Buultjens, 1995; Hughes et al., 1998; Lewis et al., 2000; Pizzo
& Bruce, 2010; Rettig, 1994; Rogers & Puchalski, 1984). Symbolic play
complexity and time spent in symbolic play were positively correlated to
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verbal comprehension and expressive language use in children with VIs
aged between 1.5 and 6 years old, even after controlling for age (Ferguson
& Buultjens, 1995; Lewis et al., 2000). Finally, Hughes et al. (1998) reported a
negative correlation between non-play and receptive language and a positive
correlation between total demonstrated cognitive play and expressive
language in children with VIs.
Social competence
A study of 13 children with congenital blindness (M age: 7.5 years) compared
symbolic play complexity between children with high social competence
(HS group) and those with low social competence (LS group; Bishop et al.,
2005). Children were matched on age and verbal ability. Results indicated
ļñÕ V ëİĔŁĭ ĴñĔŖÕÑ ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ ĆÕĴĴ ²ÑÕįŁ²ļÕ ²ļļİõÊŁļõĔč Ĕê ĴŘČÊĔĆõË
meaning and personal roles to play objects than the HS group. Additionally,
in a case-study it was reported a 4-year-old girl with congenital blindness
demonstrated solitary play most of the time in free play settings and
often failed to respond to communicative behaviours of peers and failed
to maintain interaction with them (Celeste, 2006). In typically developing
children, results about the association between social pretend play and social
competence are mixed (Li, Hestenes, & Wang, 2016; Lillard et al., 2013), with
some studies describing a positive correlation between the two (Connolly
& Doyle, 1984; Howes, Unger, & Matheson, 1992; Rubin, Maioni, & Hornung,
ɾʆʄʃʨİÕč˯ļ²ëčõļļõʞɿɽɽʆʱ²čÑĔļñÕİĴê²õĆõčëļĔţčÑ²ËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔčʰ;²ĆŘÕİ˯
Evans, 2001). Also, some studies reported group play involving both boys and
girls predicted social competence in girls but not boys (Colwell & Lindsey,
2005; Lindsey & Colwell, 2003).
Age
Previous studies in children with VIs show discrepancies regarding the
õčŤŁÕčËÕĔê²ëÕĔčĴĔËõ²Ć²čÑËĔëčõļõŕÕ²ĴĭÕËļĴĔêĭĆ²ŘʣĴêĔİĴĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²Řʞ
Ferguson and Buultjens (1995) reported a positive association between
collaborative play and age in preschoolers with VIs (Ferguson & Buultjens,
1995) and Verver and others (2019b) found a positive relationship between
cooperative play and age in elementary school-aged children with VIs
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attending mainstream education. In contrast, Hestenes and Carroll (2000)
described a negative association between social play and age in preschoolers
with disabilities (including VIs) in mainstream daycare settings and Verver
Õļ²Ćʣʰɿɽɾʆ²ʱÑõÑčĔļţčÑ²İÕĆ²ļõĔčĴñõĭÊÕļŖÕÕčËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Ř²čÑ²ëÕ
in elementary school-aged children with VIs attending special education.
With regard to cognitive play, a negative relationship between age and
explorative play has been described in preschoolers and elementary schoolaged children with VIs in special education (Ferguson & Buultjens, 1995;
Verver et al., 2019a). In children with VIs attending mainstream education,
a negative relation between age and functional play was reported (Verver
et al., 2019b), but no relation with explorative- or symbolic play was found.
Temperament and sex
ĆļñĔŁëñ čĔļ ŘÕļ õčŕÕĴļõë²ļÕÑ õč ËñõĆÑİÕč Ŗõļñ ¤EĴʞ ţčÑõčëĴ Ĕê ĭİÕŕõĔŁĴ
studies in typically developing children suggest temperament and sex are
associated to play. Studies on temperament and peer interaction during free
play reported that typically developing children with easy temperaments
ÑõĴĭĆ²ŘÕÑČĔİÕĴĔËõ²ĆĆŘËĔČĭÕļÕčļÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴļñ²čļñĔĴÕŖõļñʾĆÕĴĴʿÕ²ĴŘ
temperament, whereas aggression towards peers occurred more frequently
õčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñÑõêţËŁĆļļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļʰõĆĆČ²č˯\Ë"Õŕõļļʞɾʆʅɽʨ:²İŕÕİ˯
İ²čĴļÕļļÕİʞɾʆʆʁʨSĔËñ²čĴă²ʞɾʆʆʄʨ§ĔŁčëÊĆ²ÑÕ˯\ŁĆŕõñõĆĆʞɾʆʆʅʱʣñŁĴê²İʞ
the only studies that examined temperament in children with VIs focused on
õčê²čļĴ²čÑļĔÑÑĆÕİĴʰ"ĔļÕʴSŖ²č˯ñÕčʞɿɽɾɽʨ|Ć²ĴļĔčŁŕ²ʞɿɽɽɿʱʣ:õčÑõčëĴ
õčÑõË²ļÕÑļñ²ļõčê²čļĴŖõļñ¤EĴĔêļÕčĴñĔŖÕÑčÕë²ļõŕÕÕČĔļõĔčĴʞŖÕİÕÑõêţËŁĆļ
to distract and had little interest in toys (Plastunova, 2002). In addition,
toddlers with more profound VIs showed more withdrawal, negative mood
²čÑĆÕĴĴĭÕİĴõĴļÕčËÕļñ²čļñĔĴÕŖõļñĴĔČÕİÕĴõÑŁ²ĆŕõĴõĔčʰ"ĔļÕʴSŖ²č˯
Chen, 2010). With regard to sex, sighted girls were found to demonstrate more
pretend play than boys but equal amounts of cooperative play (Benenson,
Apostoleris, & Parnass, 1997; Jones & Glenn, 1991; Lindsey & Colwell, 2013).
It is most likely that the effect of such biological characteristics is similar in
all children, suggesting that sex is presumably a relevant predictor of play
in children with VIs too.
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|İÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘ
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether the level of VI
and the aforementioned child characteristics could account for the withingroup variation of play behaviour in 4- to 12-year old children with VIs. The
ţİĴļĔÊāÕËļõŕÕŖ²ĴļĔĔÊļ²õč²ČĔİÕÑÕļ²õĆÕÑŁčÑÕİĴļ²čÑõčëĔêļñÕ²ËļŁ²Ć
õčŤŁÕčËÕĔêļñÕ¤EĔčĴĔËõ²Ć²čÑËĔëčõļõŕÕĭĆ²Řʣ²ĴÕÑĔčĭİÕŕõĔŁĴĴļŁÑõÕĴ
it was hypothesized that children with blindness would demonstrate less
functional play than children with some residual vision. The level of VI was
expected to be unrelated to symbolic play and to social aspects of play.
The second objective was to examine the role of child characteristics other
ļñ²čļñÕ¤EĔčËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĴŘČÊĔĆõË²čÑËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘʣñÕĴÕ²İÕļŖĔĔê
the most complex forms of respectively cognitive and social play and can be
challenging for children with VIs (Bishop et al., 2005; Celeste, 2006; Howes
& Matheson, 1992; Lillard et al., 2011; Hughes et al., 1998). We hypothesized
that language ability would be the main predictor of symbolic play based
on previous studies in children with VIs and the compelling evidence in
typically developing children (Ferguson & Buultjens, 2000; Hughes et al.,
1998; Lewis et al., 2000; Lillard et al., 2013; Pizzo & Bruce, 2010; Rettig, 1994;
Rogers & Puchalski, 1984). Language ability was also expected to be the
most important predictor of cooperative play. Cooperative play involves
āĔõčļĭĆ²ččõčëʞčÕëĔļõ²ļõĔč²čÑËĔčŤõËļĴĔĆŕõčëʞŖñõËñİÕįŁõİÕĴĴŁêţËõÕčļ
language ability (Hoff, 2006; Roe, 2008). Furthermore, we hypothesized
social competence would be positively associated with both symbolic and
cooperative play. As participants ages ranged from 4 to 12, age was also
expected to be positively associated with both play behaviours. Girls were
hypothesized to show more symbolic play than boys, but similar instances of
cooperative play (Benenson et al., 1997; Jones & Glenn, 1991). Finally, children
ŖõļñʾĴĆĔŖʴļĔʴŖ²İČʴŁĭʿĔİÑõêţËŁĆļļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļĴļŘĆÕĴŖÕİÕÕŗĭÕËļÕÑļĔ
demonstrate less cooperative play than those with easy temperament. Since
participants of the present study did not have any cognitive disabilities, we
did not focus on associations between cognitive development and play.
Play behaviours and associations with the level of VI and other child
characteristics were studied in two play settings: one where dyads of
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children used a preselected set of Playmobil® toys that produced playrelated sounds (i.e., sound-augmented toys) and one in which dyads used a
similar toy set that did not produce any sounds (i.e., non-augmented toys).
Previous studies showed sounds interfered with cooperative play for children
Ŗõļñ¤EĴ²Ĵ²ëİĔŁĭʞÊŁļļñ²ļĴõëčõţË²čļŕ²İõ²ÊõĆõļŘŖ²ĴĭİÕĴÕčļʰ¤ÕİŕÕİÕļ
al., 2019a; 2019b). After having examined this variation and associated child
Ëñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴČĔİÕËĆĔĴÕĆŘʞļñÕţč²ĆĔÊāÕËļõŕÕĔêļñõĴĴļŁÑŘŖ²ĴļĔÕŗ²ČõčÕ
whether sound-augmented toys have a different effect on social play when
individual characteristics were considered. It was hypothesized that the
effect of sound-augmented toys on social play differed as a function of the
amount of cooperative play that children demonstrated with regular toys. In
other words, sound-augmentation of toys was expected to be less effective
in children that already showed much cooperative play with regular toys
than in those who did not.

Method
|²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ
Seventy-two children aged 4- to 12 years with a visual impairment
participated in this study (M²ëÕ˃˘˃ʅʨɾɾŘÕ²İĴʞ"ʲ˘˃ɿʣɿʂʨʃʆʣʁ˫ÊĔŘĴʱʣĆĆ
children were registered with either Royal Dutch Visio or Bartiméus, two
national organizations for people with a vision impairment. Staff of Royal
Dutch Visio and Bartiméus ascertained that children met the following
inclusion criteria before they were approached for participation: a) IQ-score
˚ʄɽʞÊʱ"ŁļËñ²ĴļñÕţİĴļĆ²čëŁ²ëÕʞËʱčĔñÕ²İõčëõČĭ²õİČÕčļʞÑʱ²ÊĆÕļĔĭĆ²Ř
ĔčļñÕŤĔĔİŖõļñĴČ²ĆĆĔÊāÕËļĴʣñÕİÕ²êļÕİʞĭ²İÕčļĴİÕËÕõŕÕÑõčêĔİČ²ļõĔč
letters and provided written informed consent. During data collection,
participants were informed they could withdraw from the study at any given
moment. The Social Sciences Ethics Committee of Radboud University gave
ethical approval for the present study, which is part of a larger research
project investigating the effect of sound-augmented toys on play.
Participants were then appointed to dyads using semi-random sampling
based on school type (special or mainstream), school location and age
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(special education: maximum age-difference of 2.5 years; mainstream
education: maximum age-difference of 1.5 years). Participants in special
education played together with another child with a VI, whereas participants
in mainstream education played with a sighted peer. For this purpose, 92
sighted classmates (at least 4 sighted children per child with a VI) were
approached with informed consent letters through their teachers, of whom
46% was allowed to participate. If multiple sighted classmates per child
with a VI were available, the researcher randomly assigned one of these
sighted children to the dyad. This led to 18 dyads in mainstream education
(M ²ëÕ˃˘˃ʄʣʂɾŘÕ²İĴʞ"ʲ˘˃ɿʣɾɾʱ²čÑɿʄÑŘ²ÑĴõčĴĭÕËõ²ĆÕÑŁË²ļõĔčʰM ²ëÕ˃˘˃ʆʣʀʄʞ
"ʲ˘˃ɿʣɽʆʱʣÕË²ŁĴÕļñÕËŁİİÕčļĴļŁÑŘêĔËŁĴÕÑĔčļñÕÕŗ²Čõč²ļõĔčĔêĭĆ²Ř
variation within the population of children with VIs, data of sighted children
are not discussed any further (see Verver et al., 2019b for more information on
play of children with VIs and sighted peers). See Table 1 for more information
on participant characteristics.
Parents of 42 participants (response rate of 60%) completed all questionnaires
assessing language ability and temperament (M²ëÕ˃˘˃ʅʣʄʅŘÕ²İĴʞ"ʲ˘˃ɿʣʁɿʨ
76.2% boys). Of these children, 73.8% attended special education. The
mean visual acuity of this group was .19 ("ʲ˘˃ʣɾʄʱʞõčËĆŁÑõčëʅËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ
blindness, 9 severe, 12 moderate and 13 with mild VIs.
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Table 1: Participant characteristics of the total group and per level of VI
N

Sex

Education

Age

Visual
acuity

N Boy/

% Boy N Special/

Girl
Total

%

Mainstream

Special

M (SD)

M (SD)

72

50/22

69.4

54/18

75.0

8.91 (2.25)

.20 (2.25)

Blind

12

7/5

58.3

12/0

100

9.88 (1.78)

.00 (0.01)

Severe VI

13

8/5

61.5

8/5

61.5

8.46 (2.60) .06 (0.01)

Moderate

24

16/8

66.7

18/6

75.0

8.89 (2.23) .19 (0.05)

23

19/4

82.6

16/7

69.6

8.67 (2.28)

group

VI
Mild VI

.38 (0.09)

Note. Normal visual acuity is referred to as 1.00 (6/6): a visual acuity of 0.10 (6/60)
would indicate the ability to see objects at a distance of 6 meter, which a person
with normal visual acuity would be able to see at a distance of 60 meter.

\²ļÕİõ²ĆĴ
Augmented Knight’s Castle
ñõĆÑİÕčŁĴÕÑ²ĭĆ²ŘĴÕļļñ²ļËĔčĴõĴļÕÑĔê²|Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆ˳SčõëñļʿĴ²ĴļĆÕĔč²
ĭĆŘŖĔĔÑÊ²ĴÕõčŖñõËñ²ÑõĔ:İÕįŁÕčËŘEÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčʰ:E"ʱİÕ²ÑÕİĴŖÕİÕ
õčļÕëİ²ļÕÑ²ļţŕÕÑõêêÕİÕčļĆĔË²ļõĔčĴʣñÕĭĆ²ŘĴÕļË²ČÕŖõļñɾʀÑõêêÕİÕčļ
ĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴļñ²ļŖÕİÕļ²ëëÕÑĴĔļñ²ļļñÕİÕ²ÑÕİĴËĔŁĆÑĭõËăŁĭļñÕõİĴõëč²ĆĴ
and generate 75 different sounds. Sound effects involved theme sounds
ʰÕʣëʣʞ²čõČ²ĆĴĔŁčÑĴĔİČŁĴõËʱʞĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕõÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčĴĔŁčÑĴʰÕʣëʣʞʾI am
the King’) and play proposals (‘The dragon is attacking the castle’). Sounds
ÑõêêÕİÕÑ²Ĵ²êŁčËļõĔčĔêĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕ²čÑĆĔË²ļõĔčʣñÕĴĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔč
could be switched off for children to use the play set without additional
features (for a more detailed description, see: Verver et al., 2019a; 2019b).
Social- and cognitive aspects of play
Play behaviours were coded using the mutually exclusive observation
schemes presented in Table 2. A distinction was made between cognitive
aspects of play (i.e., how a child uses play materials) and social aspects of
play (i.e., the extent to which a child involves others in play). To code social
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play, a 15-minute fragment of each video recording was randomly selected,
²čÑ ļñÕ ţİĴļ ɾɽ ČõčŁļÕĴ Ĕê ļñõĴ êİ²ëČÕčļ Ŗ²Ĵ ²ĆĴĔ ËĔÑÕÑ êĔİ ËĔëčõļõŕÕ
ĭĆ²Řʣ|İõĔİļĔÑ²ļ²ËĔĆĆÕËļõĔčʞļŖĔËĔÑÕİĴʰŖñĔŖÕİÕÊĆõčÑêĔİļñõĴĴļŁÑŘʿĴ
research objectives) received intensive training. Time sampling was used
as observational method. For each consecutive 10-second segment of the
videotape, the predominant types of social- and cognitive play were coded.
Inter-rater reliability for double-coding of 20% of the videos equalled an
²ëİÕÕČÕčļS²ĭĭ²ĔêʣʅɿêĔİĴĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²Ř²čÑʣʄʆêĔİËĔëčõļõŕÕĭĆ²Řʣ
Table 2: Social and cognitive play observation scales
Social aspects of play

Cognitive aspects of play

Disengagement

Manipulative play

The child is not focused on playing

1) Object exploration, 2) sound

but looks around or talks about

ÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔčÊŘĭŁļļõčëĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴĔč

subjects unrelated to play.

readers, 3) Listening to or observing
playmate during play.

Solitary play

Functional play

The child plays alone. He/she seems

Using play materials in ways they are

unaware of the playmate or may

supposed to be used (e.g., shooting a rock

deliberately choose not to engage

with the catapult).

with the playmate.
Parallel play

Functional play with pretence

Children are playing in close

Adding symbolic meaning to objects that

proximity of each other, look or

is highly related to the function of play

smile at each other, or imitate

materials (e.g., the swords of two knights

Õ²ËñĔļñÕİʿĴĭĆ²ŘʣñÕİÕõĴčĔËĆÕ²İ

are ticking together).

intention to play together.
Cooperative play

Symbolic play

Children are involved with each

1) An object is used as if it was

other and play together. They talk

another object, 2) Pretend play where

about play-related subjects, help

characteristics or roles are added to

each other, and actively try to reach

ĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑČÕ²čõčëêŁĆ²ËļõĔčĴ²İÕ

shared goals during play.

carried out.
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Table 2 (continued): Social and cognitive play observation scales
Social aspects of play

Cognitive aspects of play
Games with rules
A game is made up that has clear rules or
²ĴĭÕËõţËĴļİŁËļŁİÕļñ²ļõĴăčĔŖčļĔÊĔļñ
children in a dyad.

Note. A category was coded when the concurrent behaviour was dominant within
a 10-second interval. Social aspects of play are based on Parten (1932) and Farr et
al. (2012). Cognitive aspects of play are based on Belsky and Most (1981), Wolfberg
and Schuler (1993), and Van den Broek, Moleman, and Hellendoorn (2005). Games
with rules occurred so infrequently that it was not discussed in the current study.

Language ability
V²čëŁ²ëÕ²ÊõĆõļŘŖ²ĴČÕ²ĴŁİÕÑŖõļñļñÕ"ŁļËñŕÕİĴõĔčĔêļñÕñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ
Communication Checklist-2 (CCC-2-NL) by Geurts (2007). The CCC-2-NL
is a questionnaire for parents assessing communicative skills in children
aged 4 to 15 years. It measures language structure and pragmatic aspects of
communication and is used as a screening method for further assessment of
²ŁļõĴČĔİĴĭÕËõţËĆ²čëŁ²ëÕõČĭ²õİČÕčļĴʰVEʱʣ|²İÕčļĴ²čĴŖÕİÕÑįŁÕĴļõĔčĴ
İÕë²İÑõčëļñÕõİËñõĆÑʿĴËĔČČŁčõË²ļõŕÕĴăõĆĆĴʰÕʣëʣʞ‘He/she does not recognize
when others are upset or angry’) on a 4-point Likert scale (less than once
a week to more than twice a day). Answers can be transformed to normİÕêÕİÕčËÕÑĴļ²čÑ²İÑĴËĔİÕĴõčĔİÑÕİļĔËĔČĭ²İÕ²ËñõĆÑʿĴĭÕİêĔİČ²čËÕļĔļñ²ļ
of other children of similar ages. The General Communication Composite
(GCC) is used for identifying communication problems. GCC scores range
between 44 and 122, with higher scores indicating more communicative
ĭİĔÊĆÕČĴʰĴËĔİÕ˜ɾɽʁõčÑõË²ļÕĴĴõëčõţË²čļËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔčĭİĔÊĆÕČĴʱʣñÕ
Pragmatic Composite (PC) is used to identify pragmatic language problems
²čÑİ²čëÕĴêİĔČɾʆļĔʃʀʞŖõļñĴËĔİÕĴ˜ʂʀõčÑõË²ļõčëĴõëčõţË²čļĭİ²ëČ²ļõË
problems. The Social Interaction Deviance Composite (SIDC) helps identify
ËñõĆÑİÕč ŖñĔĴÕ ĭİ²ëČ²ļõË Ć²čëŁ²ëÕ ²ÊõĆõļŘ ÑÕŕõ²ļÕĴ ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ êİĔČ
their structural language. Reliability of the GCC, PC and SIDC is good, but
ËĔčĴļİŁËļ²čÑËİõļÕİõĔčŕ²ĆõÑõļŘ²İÕõčĴŁêţËõÕčļõčļñÕ"ŁļËñčĔİČëİĔŁĭ
(Egberink, de Leng, & Vermeulen, 2007).
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In addition, the Vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children–III (WISC-III) in the case of 6- to 12-year-olds or the Wechsler
Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence-III (WPPSI-III) in the case of 4to 6-year-olds was administered. The WISC-III and WPPSI-III are intelligence
ļÕĴļĴ²čÑļñÕ¤ĔË²ÊŁĆ²İŘĴŁÊļÕĴļ²ĴĴÕĴĴÕĴŖĔİÑăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕʞŕÕİÊ²ĆŤŁÕčËŘ
²čÑ ËĔčËÕĭļ êĔİČ²ļõĔč ʰAÕčÑİõăĴÕč ˯ AŁİăĴʞ ɿɽɽʆʨ SĔİļ Õļ ²Ćʣʞ ɿɽɽʂʱʣ
Standard scores range from 1 to 19 with a score of 10 ("ʲ˘˃ʀʣɽɽʱİÕĭİÕĴÕčļõčë
an average score in the Dutch norm population. Both intelligence tests have
ëĔĔÑļĔĴŁêţËõÕčļİÕĆõ²ÊõĆõļŘ²čÑËĔčĴļİŁËļŕ²ĆõÑõļŘʞŘÕļËİõļÕİõĔčŕ²ĆõÑõļŘõĴ
õčĴŁêţËõÕčļʰ&ëÊÕİõčăʞÑÕVÕčëʞ˯¤ÕİČÕŁĆÕčʞɿɽɽʂʱʣ]ĔļÕļñ²ļ²ļļñÕļõČÕĔê
the study the WISC-V was not yet available in Dutch and that the WISC-IV
was never translated and standardized for Dutch children.
Social competence
In order to assess social competence, a shortened version of the Social
Cognitive Skills Test was used (SCST; Van Manen et al., 2009). The SCST
administers social cognitive skills in 4- to 12-year-old children. Children
were presented with cartoons displaying short stories of social situations
in which a problem occurs. Children were then asked eight questions that
refer to several social competence skills (e.g., ‘How does the boy feel when his
brother takes away his toy?’). A standardized score of 10 (SD˃˘˃ʀʣɽɽʱİÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴ
average social competence in the Dutch norm population of children with
similar ages and gender. Reliability and construct validity of the total test
²İÕĴŁêţËõÕčļʣİõļÕİõĔčŕ²ĆõÑõļŘñ²ĴčĔļÊÕÕčļÕĴļÕÑʰ&ëÊÕİõčăʞÑÕVÕčëʞ˯
Vermeulen, 2009). This test could only be administered in children that had
some residual vision (čʲ˘˃ʂʄʱʞÊÕË²ŁĴÕËñõĆÑİÕččÕÕÑÕÑļĔÊÕ²ÊĆÕļĔĆĔĔă²ļ
cartoons. A comparable test for children who are blind and had norms for
Dutch children was not available. Given the availability of a test with norms
for Dutch children we decided to let psychometric quality prevail above
availability for all participants.
Temperament
Temperament was measured with Dutch versions of the Behavioral Style
Questionnaire (BSQ; McDevitt & Carey, 1978) and the Middle Childhood
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Temperament Questionnaire (MCTQ; Hegvik, McDevitt, & Carey, 1982), both
part of the Carey Temperament Scales (Carey & McDevitt, 1995). The BSQ is
developed for 3- to 7-year-olds and the MCTQ for 8- to 12-year-olds. These
parental questionnaires assess nine different temperament characteristics
which result in three temperament dimensions (easy, slow-to-warm-up,
ÑõêţËŁĆļʱÊ²ĴÕÑĔčñĔČ²Ĵ²čÑñÕĴĴʰɾʆʄʄʱʣ|²İÕčļĴİ²ļÕÑñĔŖêİÕįŁÕčļ
their child demonstrates certain behaviours (e.g., ‘Loses interest in a toy the
same day he/she gets itʿʱĔč²ʃʴĭĔõčļVõăÕİļĴË²ĆÕʰ²ĆČĔĴļčÕŕÕİļĔ²ĆČĔĴļ
always). Parent responses can be transformed to norm-referenced standard
scores using a scoring form. The questionnaires have a moderate validity
and moderate to good reliability (Carey & McDevitt, 1995).

|İĔËÕÑŁİÕ
Play sessions
The data regarding social- and cognitive aspects of play used in the current
study were part of a larger research project investigating the effect of
sound-augmented toys on play in 44 dyads of children with VIs and peers.
"²ļ²ËĔĆĆÕËļõĔčļĔĔăĭĆ²ËÕ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĴËñĔĔĆĴʣËĔŁčļÕİÊ²Ć²čËÕÑËİĔĴĴʴ
over repeated measures design was used, with all dyads playing with an
augmented toy (augmented condition or AC) and a non-augmented toy (nonaugmented condition or NC). In order to control for possible order effects,
starting condition was counterbalanced across participants, with 47.2% of
participants starting in the AC and 52.8% in the NC. Play sessions lasted 30
minutes (special education) or 20 minutes each (mainstream education) and
were videotaped. Observation time was equal for both groups since of each
ŕõÑÕĔʴİÕËĔİÑõčëʞ²ɾʂʴČõčŁļÕêİ²ëČÕčļŖ²Ĵİ²čÑĔČĆŘĴÕĆÕËļÕÑêĔİĔêŤõčÕ
observation of play behaviour. Children received no instructions other than
to play with the toys the way they wanted to. The AC was preceded by a brief
ÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļõĔčĴñĔŖõčëļñ²ļĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴĭİĔÑŁËÕÑĴĔŁčÑĴĔčţŕÕÑõêêÕİÕčļ
locations within a Playmobil® castle.
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Child characteristics
After parents gave informed consent for participation, they received
įŁÕĴļõĔčč²õİÕĴ ²ÊĔŁļ ļñÕõİ ËñõĆÑʿĴ Ć²čëŁ²ëÕ ²ÊõĆõļõÕĴʞ ļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļʞ ²čÑ
Ê²ËăëİĔŁčÑʣñÕĴÕįŁÕĴļõĔčč²õİÕĴŖÕİÕţĆĆÕÑõč²ļñĔČÕʣĔļñŕĔË²ÊŁĆ²İŘ
and social competence were assessed by a researcher with each child
individually at the school of the participants.

ļ²ļõĴļõË²Ć²č²ĆŘĴÕĴ
First, preliminary analyses were performed to examine within-group
variation for social- and cognitive play behaviours. Second, the effect of the
level of VI on social and cognitive play was examined in the whole participant
group using binomial logistic regression analyses as part of Generalized
Linear Models (GLM). These models are suitable for modelling proportional
data or mutually exclusive count data that consist of nonnegative integer
values with a maximum number of trials (in our case, social play behaviours
could not exceed a count of 90 and cognitive play could not exceed 60;
Cameron & Trivedi, 2013; White & Bennetts, 1996). GLM does not make
assumptions regarding normality, linearity or homogeneity of variances
(Hoffmann, 2004). Third, relationships between age, gender, language ability,
social competence, temperament and both symbolic and cooperative play
were investigated in subgroups of participants that had available data. In
order to identify which predictors to include in the regression models,
univariate analyses were performed. All factors that had a (marginally)
ĴõëčõţË²čļ İÕĆ²ļõĔčĴñõĭ Ŗõļñ ļñÕ ÑÕĭÕčÑÕčļ ŕ²İõ²ÊĆÕĴ ŖÕİÕ õčËĆŁÑÕÑ õč
multivariate binomial logistic regression models thereafter. As the N
ŕ²İõÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ²ËİĔĴĴĭİÕÑõËļĔİĴʰêİĔČʁɽļĔʄɿʱʞŖÕŁĴÕÑ²İ²ļõĔĔêĔčÕ
predictor per 10 participants as a rule of thumb for the multivariate model
(Babyak, 2004). Finally, the effect of sound-augmented toys on peer play
was investigated for children that demonstrated low (<33% of time, čʲ˘˃ɾʅʱʞ
moderate (66% - 33% of time, čʲ˘˃ɿɾʱĔİñõëñʰ˚ʃʃ˫ĔêļõČÕʞčʲ˘˃ʀɾʱĆÕŕÕĆĴ
of cooperative play with regular toys by means of Generalized Estimating
Equations (GEE), with the autoregressive correlation structure to correct
for autocorrelation due to the repeated measurements. A Sidak correction
for multiple comparisons was applied.
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Results
Two participants (a dyad of two girls with total blindness) could not
participate in the NC because of illness. Because only a few children with
blindness were part of this study, their data remained part of further analyses
ĔêĭĆ²ŘõčļñÕʣ"²ļ²ÑõĴļİõÊŁļõĔčĴ²čÑļñÕĭĔļÕčļõ²ĆõčŤŁÕčËÕĔêĔŁļĆõÕİĴ
were examined for all play behaviours. Since the play behaviours resembled
count variables, most variables had negative binomial distributions. Boxplots
of play behaviour for each level of the independent variables indicated the
presence of two extreme outliers for Disengagement in the AC and one for
solitary play in the NC. These were two children (one with blindness and one
with a mild VI) that interacted with the researcher frequently and one child
with blindness who actively refused interaction with his playmate because
ñÕŖ²čļÕÑļĔʼĭĆ²ŘõčĴõÑÕñõĴñÕ²ÑʽʞŖñõĆÕļ²ĭĭõčë²ĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕļĔñõĴñ²čÑĴ
and spinning in circles. Boxplots and standardized residuals were checked
ļĔÕŗ²ČõčÕŖñÕļñÕİļñÕĴÕË²ĴÕĴñ²Ñ²ĴõëčõţË²čļõčŤŁÕčËÕĔčİÕĴŁĆļĴĔê
group mean analyses of play, and this was indeed the case for the child that
refused interaction with his peer. Since this was the only participant that
displayed this kind of behaviour, it was decided to delete this case from
further analysis of solitary play in the NC.

ñÕÕêêÕËļĔê¤EĔčĴĔËõ²Ćʣ²čÑËĔëčõļõŕÕĭĆ²Ř
First, it was examined whether social and cognitive aspects of play differed
between children with varying levels of VI in the non –augmented setting with
regular toys. Mean proportions and standard deviations of demonstrated
play are presented in Figure 1 and 2. Binomial logistics were performed
with play categories as dependent variable and Level of VI as independent
dummy variable (with blindness as reference category). Results indicated
²ĴõëčõţË²čļÕêêÕËļĔêĆÕŕÕĆĔê¤EĔčĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²ŘʞWald χ² (1, ]ʲ˘˃ʄɽʱʲ˘˃ʅʣʂʄʞ
ĭʲ˘˃ʣɽʀʃʞõčÑõË²ļõčëļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñĴÕŕÕİÕ²čÑČõĆÑ¤EĴÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑ
more solitary play than in children with blindness. Furthermore, children
with blindness spent fewer time in functional pretend play than those with
some residual eyesight, Wald χ² (1, ]ʲ˘˃ʄɽʱʲ˘˃ʅʣɽʃʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽʁʂʣcļñÕİĴĔËõ²Ć²čÑ
cognitive aspects of play did not differ as a function of the level of VI.
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When participants used the sound-augmented toy, social play did not
vary between children as a function of the level of their VI (see Figure 1).
ñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴĴñĔŖÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆÕĴĴêŁčËļõĔč²ĆĭĆ²ŘʞWald χ² (1,
]ʲ˘˃ʄɿʱ˃˘˃ɾɿʣʅʅʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɽʂʞ²čÑêŁčËļõĔč²ĆĭİÕļÕčÑĭĆ²ŘʞWald χ² (1, ]ʲ˘˃ʄɿʱʲ˘˃ɾʀʣɾʁʞ
ĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɽʁʞļñ²čļñĔĴÕŖõļñĴĔČÕİÕĴõÑŁ²ĆŕõĴõĔčʰĴÕÕ:õëŁİÕɿʱʣĆĴĔʞËñõĆÑİÕč
Ŗõļñ ÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴ ĴĭÕčļ ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ ČĔİÕ ļõČÕ õč Č²čõĭŁĆ²ļõŕÕ ĭĆ²Ř ļñ²ļ
focused on sound exploration (\ʲ˘˃ʣʀʁʞ"ʲ˘˃ʣɿɽʱļñ²čËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ²ĴÕŕÕİÕ
VI (\ʲ˘˃ʣɾʀʞSD˃˘˃ʣɾʀʞp˃˘˃ʣɽɽɿʱʞ Wald χ² (1, ]ʲ˘˃ʄɿʱʲ˘˃ʆʣʀʄʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɿʂʣ
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Figure 1. \Õ²čĴ²čÑʆʂ˫ËĔčţÑÕčËÕõčļÕİŕ²ĆĴĔêĭİĔĭĔİļõĔčĴĔêÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑĴĔËõ²Ć
play behaviours during the non-augmented condition (NC) and the augmented condition (AC) for children with different levels of visual impairment and the total group.
* p < .05.
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Figure 2. \Õ²čĴ²čÑʆʂ˫ËĔčţÑÕčËÕõčļÕİŕ²ĆĴĔêĭİĔĭĔİļõĔčĴĔêÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑËĔëʴ
nitive play behaviours during the non-augmented condition (NC) and the augmented
condition (AC) for children with different levels of visual impairment and the total
group. * p < .05.

ĴĴĔËõ²ļõĔčĴÊÕļŖÕÕčËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴ²čÑĭÕÕİĭĆ²Ř
Figure 1 and 2 show that within-group variation was particularly high for
cooperative play and symbolic play, but that this could not be explained
by differences in the profoundness of the VI. Hence, associations with
child characteristics were further investigated for these particular play
ÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴʣ|Õ²İĴĔčËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔčËĔÕêţËõÕčļĴŖÕİÕË²ĆËŁĆ²ļÕÑļĔõčŕÕĴļõë²ļÕ
İÕĆ²ļõĔčĴñõĭĴ ÊÕļŖÕÕč ļñÕ ŕ²İõ²ÊĆÕĴ ʰĴÕÕ ²ÊĆÕ ʀʱʣ õëčõţË²čļ ĭĔĴõļõŕÕ
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correlations were found between symbolic play and cooperative play.
Visual acuity, pragmatic language ability and social competence were
unrelated to either of the play behaviours. Cooperative play showed small to
moderately high correlations with age, Vocabulary and structural language
ability (i.e., General Communication Composite or GCC). None of the child
Ëñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴŖÕİÕĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘËĔİİÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²ŘʣĆĴĔʞŕõĴŁ²Ć
acuity was not correlated to any other child characteristics. Preliminary
analysis of Temperament indicated that groups were unequal (easy: n˃˘˃ɾʄʨ
slow-to-warm-up: čʲ˘˃ɾɽʨÑõêţËŁĆļʝčʲ˘˃ɾʀʱʞ²čÑļñ²ļʂʁʣʅ˫ĔêļñÕêĔİļŘËñõĆÑİÕč
ñ²ÑČĔİÕËĔČĭİĔČõĴÕÑļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļʰõʣÕʣʞĴĆĔŖʴļĔʴŖ²İČʴŁĭĔİÑõêţËŁĆļʱʣ
In order to gain more insight into the child characteristics that are associated
with cooperative and symbolic play in a general setting, we focused on play
behaviour in the non-augmented condition (where children played with
a common set of Playmobil® toys without added sound). First, univariate
Binomial logistics were performed for each of the continuous predictors that
ŖÕİÕĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘËĔİİÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔÕõļñÕİËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĔİĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²ŘʰĴÕÕ²ÊĆÕ
2). Also, the effects of Temperament, Sex (boy or girl) and Education (special
or mainstream) on cooperative and symbolic play were examined. Results
of both univariate and the subsequent multivariate models are presented in
²ÊĆÕʁʣëÕ²čÑ¤ĔË²ÊŁĆ²İŘĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĭİÕÑõËļÕÑËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘʞŖñõËñ
õčËİÕ²ĴÕÑ²Ĵĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿ²ëÕ²čÑŕĔË²ÊŁĆ²İŘõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑʣĆĴĔʞ²Č²İëõč²ĆĆŘ
ĴõëčõţË²čļČ²õčʴÕêêÕËļĔêļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļõčÑõË²ļÕÑ²ļİÕčÑêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ
ĴĆĔŖʴļĔʴŖ²İČʴŁĭļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļļĔĴñĔŖĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆÕĴĴËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Ř
(M ĭİĔĭĔİļõĔč˃ ˘˃ ʣʁʀʞ "ʲ ˆʲ .30) than children with easy temperament (M
ĭİĔĭĔİļõĔč˃˘˃ʣʃɾʞ"ʲˆʲ.27), although this effect did not hold in multivariate
²č²ĆŘĴõĴʣ čõŕ²İõ²ļÕ ²čÑ ČŁĆļõŕ²İõ²ļÕ ČĔÑÕĆĴ ĴñĔŖÕÑ ĴÕŗ ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ
predicted symbolic play, with girls displaying a higher proportion of symbolic
play (\ʲ˘˃ʣʂʂʞ"ʲ˘˃ʣɿʁʞčʲ˘˃ɿɽʱļñ²čÊĔŘĴʰ\ʲ˘˃ʣɿʆʞ"ʲ˘˃ʣɿɿʞčʲ˘˃ʂɽʱʣļİÕčÑ
indicated a positive association between vocabulary and symbolic play, but
this effect disappeared in multivariate analysis.
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10 Social comp.
57

57

40
.02

42
.07

-.09

40

-.22

-.22

42

70

-.30†

.18

72

70

.17

.16

72

70

72
.06

.03

70

72
.09

.47**

70

72
.27*

.42**

1

2

.49**

72

.63**

1

1

57

.08

42

-.15

42

-.32*

72

.37**

72

.23†

72

.04

70

.56**

1

3

57

.02

40

-.10

40

-.18

70

.28*

70

.41**

70

.02

1

4

57

.24†

42

.01

42

.04

72

-.08

72

.02

1

5

57

57

31

-.15

42

42
.54**

-.25

.14
42

42

.00

.89**

-.36*

1

8

42

1

7

.09

72

-.16

1

6

31

.02

1

9

Communication Composite, a measure of structural language ability.

Note. † p < .10; * p < .05; ** p < .001. \ʲ˘˃ČÕ²čʨ"ʲ˘˃Ĵļ²čÑ²İÑÑÕŕõ²ļõĔčʣ&²ËñËÕĆĆĭİÕĴÕčļĴļñÕ|Õ²İĴĔčËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔčĴļ²ļõĴļõË
followed by the number of participants (Nʱʣ˃˘˃²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ]˃˘˃čĔčʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔčʨ;˃˘˃;ÕčÕİ²Ć

M (SD)

Variable

cooperative play.

1

10

Table 3: "ÕĴËİõĭļõŕÕĴļ²ļõĴļõËĴ²čÑ|Õ²İĴĔčËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔčËĔÕêţËõÕčļĴʰr) for child characteristics and proportions of symbolic and
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Next, it was checked whether similar associations between play and child
characteristics would be present when children used sound-augmented toys
instead of regular toys (See: Table 5). Results showed a positive relationship
ÊÕļŖÕÕč²ëÕ²čÑËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Řļñ²ļŖ²ĴČ²İëõč²ĆĆŘĴõëčõţË²čļʣĆļñĔŁëñ
Łčõŕ²İõ²ļÕ²č²ĆŘĴÕĴİÕŕÕ²ĆÕÑļñ²ļËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑ
²Ĵ ĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿ ŕĔË²ÊŁĆ²İŘ ²čÑ ĴļİŁËļŁİ²Ć Ć²čëŁ²ëÕ ²ÊõĆõļõÕĴ õčËİÕ²ĴÕÑʞ
this did not hold in multivariate analyses. Furthermore, girls demonstrated
ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ ČĔİÕ ĴŘČÊĔĆõË ĭĆ²Ř ļñ²č ÊĔŘĴ ²ËËĔİÑõčë ļĔ Łčõŕ²İõ²ļÕ ²čÑ
multivariate analyses. Univariate analyses showed a trend for children with
better structural language abilities to show more symbolic play. Also, a trend
indicated that children with VIs in mainstream education demonstrated
more symbolic play than those in special education. However, these
effects disappeared in multivariate analysis as sex appeared to be the only
ĴõëčõţË²čļĭİÕÑõËļĔİʣ

0.09

0.20

B

p

OR

3.88

0.49

.071

.073

0.05 0.03
vs. Special
Temperament 40 5.30
STWU - Easy
-0.71 3.22
Log Likelihood χ²

<.001

3

31.33

p

OR

N

B

3.98

6.51

.112

.137

.011

0.58

-

1.11

40 -

70 0.09

70 1.11

57 0.02

.092
.120
.686

<.001 3.03
.789
.628

2.85
2.42
0.16
16.5
0.07
2.60

-

1.10

1.02

0.98

1.07

1.08

.206

1.60

OR

p

χ²

Univariate Model

40 -0.02

70 0.07

18.61 <.001 1.30 70 0.08

χ²

-0.55 2.52

-

0.11

0.26

B

(N˃˘˃ʁɽʱ

Multivariate Model

<.001

2

19.73

1.09

0.06

B

p

15.7

1.06

OR

<.001 2.96

2.45 .118

χ²

(N˃˘˃ʄɽʱ

Multivariate Model

Symbolic NC

Noteʣ˹ļñÕĭİÕÑõËļĔİĔËõ²ĆËĔČĭÕļÕčËÕÑĔÕĴčĔļõčËĆŁÑÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴʣ;˃˘˃ëÕčÕİ²ĆËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔčËĔČĭĔĴõļÕʞ²
measure for structural language ability. ¥ʣ&²ĴŘʲ˘˃ĴĆĔŖʴļĔʴŖ²İČʴŁĭļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļŕĴʣÕ²ĴŘļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļĴļŘĆÕĴʣ

p

df

1.06

.857

0.09

0.09

1.09

.769

0.07

1.00

0.99

1.09

0.01

.790

.260

.049

24.46 <.001 1.36

χ²

40 -0.01 1.27

70

70

N

57
Girls vs. boys 70
Mainstream 70

Soc comp. †

GCC

Vocabulary

Age

Univariate Model

Cooperative NC

Table 4: |²İ²ČÕļÕİÕĴļõČ²ļÕĴ²čÑČĔÑÕĆţļêĔİčõŕ²İõ²ļÕ²čÑ\ŁĆļõŕ²İõ²ļÕČĔÑÕĆĴĔêËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘŖõļñİÕëŁĆ²İļĔŘĴʰ]ʱ
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57 0.03

72 0.08

72 0.17

Soc comp. †

Girls vs. boys

Mainstream
-

1.19

1.09

3
.027

p

OR

.112

B

72 0.07

72 0.04

N

42

72 0.62

72 0.87

57 0.03

0.99 42 -0.02

1.08

.080 1.11

2.68 .102

2.52

3.07

p

(N˃˘˃ʁɿʱ
χ²
p
.121

3.15

3.43
.533

.064

9.65 .002

0.38 .537

3.29 .070

2.41

0.45 .501

χ²

Univariate Model
B

1.86

3
.004

13.04

0.56

2.38 1.03

1.03

0.98 -0.16

1.07

1.05

OR

.101

p

0.99

OR

1.90

.169

1.75

8.33 .004 2.80

2.70

χ²

(]ʲ˘˃ʁɿʱ

Multivariate Model

Symbolic AC

Note. ˹ļñÕĭİÕÑõËļĔİĔËõ²ĆËĔČĭÕļÕčËÕÑĔÕĴčĔļõčËĆŁÑÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴʣ;˃˘˃ëÕčÕİ²ĆËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔčËĔČĭĔĴõļÕʞ²
measure for structural language ability. ¥ʣ&²ĴŘʲ˘˃ĴĆĔŖʴļĔʴŖ²İČʴŁĭļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļŕĴʣÕ²ĴŘļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļĴļŘĆÕĴʣ

9.15

.093 0.53

.222

.516

.738

0.07

0.99 -0.01

1.12

.558 1.03

.037

.001

0.10

B

df

-0.64 2.82

3.02

0.42

0.11

0.34

OR

.052 1.10

p

Multivariate Model

Log Likelihood χ²

STWU - Easy

Temperament 42 -

vs. Special

42 -0.02 4.36

GCC

10.34

72 0.11

Vocabulary

3.78

χ²

72 0.10

B

Age

N

Univariate Model

Cooperative AC

Table 5: |²İ²ČÕļÕİÕĴļõČ²ļÕĴ²čÑČĔÑÕĆţļêĔİčõŕ²İõ²ļÕ²čÑ\ŁĆļõŕ²İõ²ļÕČĔÑÕĆĴĔêĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²ŘŖõļñĴĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴʰʱ
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Finally, the effect of the sound-augmented toy on social aspects of play
(solitary, parallel and cooperative) was examined for children that showed
low, moderate, or high levels of cooperative play when they used nonaugmented toys. This will be referred to as baseline cooperative play. It was
checked whether the counterbalancing of conditions across participants
(start AC: čʲ˘˃ʀɿʨĴļ²İļ]ʝčʲ˘˃ʀʅʱÑõÑčĔļ²êêÕËļÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Řʞχ² (1,
]ʲ˘˃ʄɽʱ˃˘˃ʣɾɿʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʆɾɽʣ;&&²č²ĆŘĴÕĴŖÕİÕÕŗÕËŁļÕÑêĔİļñÕÑÕĭÕčÑÕčļŕ²İõ²ÊĆÕĴ
Solitary, Parallel and Cooperative play, with Condition, Baseline cooperative
ĭĆ²Ř²čÑļñÕõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčļÕİČ²Ĵê²ËļĔİĴʣñÕ²č²ĆŘĴÕĴİÕŕÕ²ĆÕÑ²ĴõëčõţË²čļ
Condition*Baseline cooperative play interaction-effect for solitary play,
Wald χ² (2, ]ʲ˘˃ʄɽʱʲ˘˃ʀɿʣʆʀʞp < .001, parallel play, Wald χ² (2, ]ʲ˘˃ʄɽʱʲ˘˃ɾʆʣʃɿʞ
p < .001, and cooperative play, Wald χ² (2, ]ʲ˘˃ʄɽʱ˃˘˃ʁʀʣɾɽʞp < .001. Figure
3 depicts the effects for the three different groups. Pairwise comparisons
õčÑõË²ļÕÑļñ²ļĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²ŘĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÑÕËİÕ²ĴÕÑŖñÕčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñĆĔŖ
baseline cooperative play used sound-augmented toys compared to non²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴʞŖñÕİÕ²Ĵĭ²İ²ĆĆÕĆĭĆ²ŘĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑʞ²čÑĆÕŕÕĆĴ
of cooperative play remained similar between conditions (Figure 3). In
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñČĔÑÕİ²ļÕĆÕŕÕĆĴĔêÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘʞčĔĴõëčõţË²čļ
differences were found between conditions. In children with high levels of
Ê²ĴÕĆõčÕËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘʞĴĔĆõļ²İŘ²čÑĭ²İ²ĆĆÕĆĭĆ²ŘĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑ
while using sound-augmented toys, whereas cooperative play decreased
compared to non-augmented toys.

4

< .001.

mented toys (AC) for children with VIs that engage in low, moderate, or high cooperative play at baseline. * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p

Figure 3. Differences in demonstrated social play behaviours between a play session with non-augmented toys (NC) and sound-aug-
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Discussion
The present study showed that social and cognitive aspects of peer play
ŕ²İõÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÊÕļŖÕÕčʁʴļĔɾɿʴŘÕ²İĔĆÑËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʞÕĴĭÕËõ²ĆĆŘ
in the case of cooperative and symbolic play. First, it was examined whether
social and cognitive play behaviours differed as a function of the level of
the VI in dyads of children. Second, it was investigated whether variation
õč ËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕ ²čÑ ĴŘČÊĔĆõË ĭĆ²Ř ËĔŁĆÑ ÊÕ ÕŗĭĆ²õčÕÑ ÊŘ ĴĭÕËõţË ËñõĆÑ
characteristics, namely language ability, social competence, age, gender
and temperament. Finally, it was explored whether these associations
between play and child characteristics differed when dyads used regular
Playmobil® toys or when they used sound-augmented toys, and whether
sound-augmentation was more effective for children that showed little
cooperative play with regular toys than for those who engaged in much
cooperative play already.

|Ć²Ř²čÑļñÕĆÕŕÕĆĔê¤E
Social and cognitive play behaviours were highly comparable between
children with different levels of VI, except for functional (i.e., using toys
according to their functions) and functional pretend play. Findings indicated
that children with blindness engaged in less functional pretend play than
those who had some residual eyesight. In line with previous studies, this
suggests that functional pretend play with objects (e.g., making walking
ČĔŕÕČÕčļĴŖõļñĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴĔİČĔŕõčë²Ñİ²ëĔčļñİĔŁëñļñÕ²õİ²ĴõêõļŖ²Ĵ
ŤŘõčëʱñ²ĴõČĭĔİļ²čļŕõĴŁ²ĆÕĆÕČÕčļĴļñ²ļ²İÕĆÕĴĴ²ËËÕĴĴõÊĆÕļĔËñõĆÑİÕč
with blindness in particular (Lewis et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 1998). Audio
feedback did not facilitate functional or functional pretend play (also see:
Verver et al., 2019a; 2019b), as children with blindness engaged in less
functional play than children with moderate and mild VIs when sounds were
available. As hypothesized, symbolic play (i.e., pretend play) did not differ as
²êŁčËļõĔčĔêļñÕĆÕŕÕĆĔê¤EʞŖñõËñËĔİİÕĴĭĔčÑĴļĔţčÑõčëĴõčĭİÕĴËñĔĔĆÕİĴ
with VIs (Ferguson & Buultjens, 1995; Hughes et al., 1998; Lewis et al., 2000).
The only social aspect of play that was associated with the level of VI was
solitary play, with children with blindness actually showing less solitary play

4
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than peers with severe or mild VIs. It could be that children with blindness
needed more assistance to understand how to use toys than children with
some remaining vision, or that they tried to be in proximity of their playmate
in order or to initiate or maintain contact with peers. However, this is highly
speculative and does not explain why their low levels of solitary play did not
differ from children with moderate VIs.

|Ć²Ř²čÑËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴ
Language ability
The large variation of symbolic and cooperative play (i.e., actively playing
together with peers) within our participant group could not be explained
ÊŘËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĆÕŕÕĆĔê¤EʞõČĭĆŘõčëļñ²ļĔļñÕİËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴŖÕİÕĆõăÕĆŘ
to play a role. Language ability was expected to be the most important
ĭİÕÑõËļĔİĔêÊĔļñĴŘČÊĔĆõË²čÑËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Řʣ¥ñõĆÕËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴŕĔË²ÊŁĆ²İŘ
was positively associated with cooperative play, their structural language
skills and pragmatic language use were not. Vocabulary was even only
marginally positively associated with symbolic play. This is unexpected,
since various studies have described associations between symbolic play
and both expressive and receptive language ability in children with VIs
(Ferguson & Buultjens, 1995; Hughes et al., 1998; Lewis et al., 2000; Pizzo
& Bruce, 2010; Rettig, 1994; Rogers & Puchalski, 1984) and sighted children
(Lillard et al., 2013). However, Doswell, Lewis, Sylva, and Boucher (1994)
reported these associations were particularly strong in children under 4
years of age. Indeed, most studies on language and play in children with
VIs and typically developing children focused on preschoolers (Greenaway
˯"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾʄʨVõĆĆ²İÑÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾʀʨ~ŁõččÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾʅʱʣcŁİţčÑõčëĴĴÕÕČļĔ
ËĔčţİČļñ²ļļñÕ²ĴĴĔËõ²ļõĔčÊÕļŖÕÕčĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²Ř²čÑĆ²čëŁ²ëÕÑÕËİÕ²ĴÕĴ
after the age of 4, also in the case of children with VIs. The result that
vocabulary was more strongly associated with cooperative play than with
symbolic play might be due to the fact that symbolic play communications
²İÕČĔĴļĆŘËĔčļÕŗļʴĴĭÕËõţËʰêĔİÕŗ²ČĭĆÕʞõčĔŁİĴļŁÑŘËñõĆÑİÕčĭĆ²ŘÕÑŖõļñ
²ăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕʱĔİĴĭÕËõţËêĔİĭİÕļÕčÑĭĆ²ŘĴËñÕČÕĴʞŖñÕİÕ²ĴËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕ
ĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčĴõčŕĔĆŕÕāĔõčļĭĆ²ččõčëʞčÕëĔļõ²ļõĔč²čÑËĔčŤõËļĴĔĆŕõčë
within and outside the pretend play context (Hoff, 2006; Roe, 2008). This
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õĴĭİÕĴŁČ²ÊĆŘČĔİÕÑÕČ²čÑõčëĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴŖĔİÑăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ²čÑŕÕİÊ²Ć
ŤŁÕčËŘʣÕČ²İă²ÊĆŘʞĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴñ²ÑʞĔč²ŕÕİ²ëÕʞĴļİŁËļŁİ²Ć²čÑĭİ²ëČ²ļõË
language abilities within the normal limit (as compared to a sighted norm
group with similar ages) and neither differed as a function of the level of VI.
Former studies reported children with more profound VIs were more prone
ļĔĴĔËõ²ĆËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʰ"²ĆÕ˯ĔčăĴÕčʞɿɽɽɿʨ;İÕÕč²Ŗ²Ř˯
"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾʄʨ\Łă²ÑÑÕĴʞSõĆõčË²ĴĆ²čʞSŁËŁăŘ²şõËõʞÕŕăÕļĔëĆŁʞ˯ŁčËÕİʞɿɽɽʄʱʣ
cŁİİÕĴŁĆļĴĴÕÕČļĔËĔčţİČļñÕčĔļõĔčļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴË²čĔŕÕİËĔČÕ
Õ²İĆŘĴĔËõ²ĆËĔČČŁčõË²ļõŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʰ;İÕÕč²Ŗ²Ř˯"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾʄʱʣ
Age and sex
ĴĔĭĭĔĴÕÑļĔĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²ÊõĆõļŘʞĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿ²ëÕŖ²ĴļñÕČ²õčĭİÕÑõËļĔİ
of cooperative play and sex of symbolic play. In line with other studies
ʰ:ÕİëŁĴĔč ˯ ŁŁĆļāÕčĴʞ ɾʆʆʂʨ ¤ÕİŕÕİ Õļ ²Ćʣʞ ɿɽɾʆÊʱʞ ţčÑõčëĴ Ĕê ļñõĴ ĴļŁÑŘ
showed older children with VIs spent more time playing cooperatively
ļñ²čŘĔŁčëÕİĔčÕĴʣ&ŕÕčļñĔŁëñĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿ²ëÕĴİ²čëÕÑêİĔČʁļĔɾɿʞ²ëÕ
appeared to be unrelated to time spent in symbolic play. This implies that
the ability to play cooperatively with peers is still developing in children
with VIs in the elementary school-period, while symbolic play does not
become more frequent once children have reached these ages. Conversely,
ĴÕŗÑõÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĭİÕÑõËļĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²Řʣ;õİĆĴŖõļñ¤EĴÕčë²ëÕÑõčĴŘČÊĔĆõË
play more often than boys, whereas they demonstrated equal amounts
ĔêËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘʣcŁİţčÑõčëĴİÕĭĆõË²ļÕļñĔĴÕĔêĭİÕŕõĔŁĴİÕĴÕ²İËñõč
typically developing dyads of school-aged children (Benenson et al., 1997;
Jones & Glenn, 1991). A possible explanation is that pretend play materials
might be more appealing to girls with VIs, whereas school-aged boys with
VIs might prefer other types of free play (e.g., rough-and-tumble play or
games-with-rules).
Temperament
Furthermore, temperament appeared to be associated with cooperative
play. Results indicated the expected trend for children with ‘slow-toŖ²İČʴŁĭʿļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļļĔÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕĆÕĴĴËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Řļñ²čļñĔĴÕ
ŖõļñÕ²ĴŘļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļʣñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñʾĴĆĔŖʴļĔʴŖ²İČʴŁĭʿļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļË²č
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be cautious in new situations and are slow to adjust to new experiences
(Thomas & Chess, 1977). These children apparently needed more time than
those with easy temperament to get used to the experimental setting and to
their playmate, as children in our study were randomly appointed to dyads.
Ĕčļİ²İŘļĔĔŁİÕŗĭÕËļ²ļõĔčĴʞËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ²ÑõêţËŁĆļļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļĴĭÕčļ
similar amounts of time playing cooperatively to participants with easy
temperament. Former research in typically developing children described
ļñĔĴÕ Ŗõļñ ÑõêţËŁĆļ ļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļ ÑõĴĭĆ²ŘÕÑ ČĔİÕ čÕë²ļõŕÕ õčļÕİ²ËļõĔčĴ
towards peers than those with easy temperament (Billman & McDevitt, 1980;
:²İŕÕİ˯İ²čĴļÕļļÕİʞɾʆʆʁʨSĔËñ²čĴă²ʞɾʆʆʄʨ§ĔŁčëÊĆ²ÑÕ˯\ŁĆŕõñõĆĆʞɾʆʆʅʱʣ
EčļÕİÕĴļõčëĆŘʞĔŁİţčÑõčëĴõčÑõË²ļÕÑʀɿʣʂ˫ĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴñ²ÑÑõêţËŁĆļ
temperament and 25% had slow-to-warm-up temperament, as opposed
ļĔ ²ĭĭİĔŗõČ²ļÕĆŘ ɾɽ˫ ʰÑõêţËŁĆļʱ ²čÑ ɾʂ˫ ʰĴĆĔŖʴļĔʴŖ²İČʴŁĭʱ Ĕê ļŘĭõË²ĆĆŘ
ÑÕŕÕĆĔĭõčë ËñõĆÑİÕč ʰñĔČ²Ĵ ˯ ñÕĴĴʞ ɾʆʄʄʱʣ "õêţËŁĆļ ļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļ ñ²Ĵ
often been associated with behavioural problems in typically developing
children and relations have been described between temperamental fearful
inhibition and later anxiety, negative affectivity and depression (Caspi,
AÕčİŘʞ\Ë;ÕÕʞ\Ĕêţļļʞ˯õĆŕ²ʞɾʆʆʂʨ;ŁÕİõčʞ;ĔļļêİõÕÑʞcĆõŕÕİʞ˯ñĔČ²Ĵʞ
1994; Posner & Rothbart, 2000; Rothbart, 2011). Since two previous studies
õčŘĔŁčëËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²ĆĴĔĴŁëëÕĴļÕÑļñ²ļÑõêţËŁĆļļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļČõëñļ
ÊÕČĔİÕËĔČČĔčõčļñõĴĭĔĭŁĆ²ļõĔčļñ²čõčĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʰ"ĔļÕʴSŖ²č˯
Chen, 2010; Plastonuva, 2002), additional research should examine whether
these behavioural patterns are (partly) a result of the lack of vision, or a
manifestation of personal traits, and how temperamental dispositions
õčŤŁÕčËÕĭÕÕİõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčʞĭĆ²Ř²čÑĭĴŘËñĔĆĔëõË²ĆêŁčËļõĔčõčëõčËñõĆÑİÕč
with VIs.
Social competence
Finally, it was hypothesized social competence would be positively associated
with both cooperative and symbolic play, but this did not appear to be
the case. Bishop and colleagues (2005) described teacher-reported social
competence was positively associated with symbolic play in children with
congenital blindness. The assessment of social competence used in our study
Ŗ²ĴčĔļĴŁõļ²ÊĆÕêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴʞČÕ²čõčëļñ²ļţčÑõčëĴĔêļñÕ
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present study represent social competence in children with low vision only.
It might be the case that social competence is associated with peer play
in children with blindness in particular, as the majority of these children
ÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĴĔËõ²ĆÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴİÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔļñÕõİÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴʰÕʣëʣʞČ²ččÕİõĴČĴ
and a lack of facial expressions; Galati et al., 2001; Roch-Levecq, 2006; Roe
& Webster, 2002). Notwithstanding, Bishop et al. (2005) examined symbolic
play in a solitary setting instead of a peer play setting and focused on play
complexity as opposed to play frequency. Research in typically developing
children also found a positive association between teacher-reported social
competence and solitary pretend play (McAloney & Stagnitti, 2009; Uren &
Stagnitti, 2009), but not when social competence was reported by parents
(Swindells & Stagnitti, 2006). As suggested by Lillard et al. (2013), the
measurement paradigm of both social competence and symbolic play most
ĆõăÕĆŘñ²Ĵ²čõČĭĔİļ²čļõčŤŁÕčËÕĔčļñÕ²ĴĴĔËõ²ļõĔčÊÕļŖÕÕčļñÕļŖĔ²čÑ
further research should take this into account.

ñÕÕêêÕËļĔêĴĔŁčÑʣ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñŕ²İŘõčë
ËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘĴăõĆĆĴ
"Ř²ÑĴĭĆ²ŘÕÑŖõļñÊĔļñ²ËĔČČĔč|Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆ˳ăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕ²ĴŖÕĆĆ²ĴĔčÕ
with additional auditory cues, because the sounds were expected to facilitate
social and cognitive play with peers. Previous studies indicated that the
auditory cues interfered with social play in the average group of children with
¤EĴʞŖñõĆĴļĴõëčõţË²čļõčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ćŕ²İõ²ÊõĆõļŘŖ²ĴĭİÕĴÕčļʰ¤ÕİŕÕİÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾʆ²ʨ
2019b). Based on this result, it was hypothesized that the effect of soundaugmented toys on social play would differ as a function of cooperative play
variability with regular toys. In other words, the availability of supportive
auditory cues during play was expected to be particularly facilitative of
social play in children who demonstrated low levels of cooperative play (i.e.,
< 33% of time) whilst using regular toys. In children who already engaged
in moderate (i.e., 33% - 66%) or high (i.e., > 66%) levels of cooperative play
with regular toys, auditory cues were expected to be less facilitative of social
play than in children who showed low instances of social peer play. Results
ĔêļñÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘČĔĴļĆŘËĔčţİČÕÑļñõĴñŘĭĔļñÕĴõĴʣ¥ñÕčËñõĆÑİÕčŖÕİÕ
already engaged in high levels of cooperative play with regular toys, the
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õčļÕčĴõţÕÑêĔËŁĴĔč²ŁÑõļĔİŘËŁÕĴĆÕÑļĔ²ÑÕËĆõčÕĔêËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²Ř²čÑ²č
increase of solitary and parallel play. In contrast, children who showed low
ĆÕŕÕĆĴĔêËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭĆ²ŘŖõļñİÕëŁĆ²İļĔŘĴÑÕČĔčĴļİ²ļÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆÕĴĴ
solitary play, more parallel play and similar levels of cooperative play when
they used sound-augmented toys. This play pattern is indicative of a shift
towards more socially inclined play, with an increasing focus on the playmate
and his/her play actions. As focusing on peers and sharing attention are
both precursors of social interaction (Mundy & Sigman, 2006; Robinson et
al., 2003), facilitating these behaviours will likely create more opportunities
êĔİõčļÕİ²ËļõĔč²čÑĭĆ²ŘÊÕļŖÕÕčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²čÑ
ĭÕÕİĴʣñÕÕ²İĆõÕİÑõĴËŁĴĴÕÑţčÑõčëĴİÕë²İÑõčë²ĴĴĔËõ²ļõĔčĴÊÕļŖÕÕčĭĆ²Ř
and child characteristics suggest that children who were less capable of peer
ĭĆ²ŘŖÕİÕĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘŘĔŁčëÕİ²čÑñ²ÑĆÕĴĴĴļİĔčëĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²ÊõĆõļŘļñ²č
children who already showed high levels of cooperative play with regular
toys. The social play behaviours of children who displayed moderate levels
of cooperative play with regular toys did not differ when auditory cues were
²ŕ²õĆ²ÊĆÕʣñÕĴÕţčÑõčëĴËĔčţİČļñ²ļ²ËÕõĆõčëÕêêÕËļĔËËŁİİÕÑêĔİĴĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²Ř
in the majority of children with VIs (Verver et al., 2019a; 2019b). In conclusion,
enriching play materials with auditory cues appears particularly facilitative
of social play in children with VIs that are less capable of peer play.

VõČõļ²ļõĔčĴ
The present study focused on multiple child characteristics to get a more
detailed understanding of possible associations with play behaviour in
children with VIs. About 33% of the parental questionnaires were incomplete
or missing, reducing the sample size and therefore also statistical power.
We believe this study provides a thorough picture of peer play variation in
school-aged children with VIs and more detailed insight in the potential of
ĴĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴļĔê²ËõĆõļ²ļÕĴĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²ŘŖõļñĭÕÕİĴʣţİĴļĆõČõļ²ļõĔč
of the present study is that convenience sampling had to be used to include
²ĴŁêţËõÕčļčŁČÊÕİĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʣñõĆÑİÕčŖÕİÕİÕËİŁõļÕÑŖñÕčļñÕŘİÕËÕõŕÕÑ
outpatient treatment and met the inclusion criteria for participation in the
present study, without taking the level of VI into account. Most participants
had a moderate VI (visual acuity between 6/60 and 6/18) or mild VI (visual
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acuity worse than 6/12) as a result, and only 12 children with blindness
participated. As we have no data on the distribution of level of VI in the
population, it is hard to say how representative the study sample was to the
general population of children with VIs. Second, it was not possible to take
the nesting of participants within dyads into account in the analysis of the
effects of sound-augmented toys for groups with varying cooperative play
ĴăõĆĆĴʣ]Ĕļ²ĆĆËñõĆÑİÕčõčļñõĴĴļŁÑŘʿĴĴ²ČĭĆÕŖÕİÕĭ²İļĔê²ÑŘ²ÑʞĴõčËÕļñÕ
ĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴõčČ²õčĴļİÕ²ČÕÑŁË²ļõĔčĭĆ²ŘÕÑŖõļñĴõëñļÕÑĭÕÕİĴŖñĔŖÕİÕčʿļ
included in the analyses. Since this led to a violation of the independence
assumption of GEE, the results should be interpreted with some caution
ʰ²ĆĆõčëÕİʞɿɽɽʁʨ¥²čëʞSĔčëʞVõʞ˯®ñ²čëʞɿɽɾʃʱʣV²ĴļĆŘʞļñÕĴÕĆÕËļÕÑČÕ²ĴŁİÕ
of social competence could not be used in children with blindness, reducing
the study sample. At the time, the SCST was the most appropriate test to
perform with standardized norms for Dutch children, but this is not the
case for children who are blind. It might have been more appropriate to
use a teacher-report in order to assess social competence in children with
blindness.

:ŁļŁİÕÑõİÕËļõĔčĴ
The current study sheds light on individual characteristics that explain
differences in peer play behaviour between children with VIs in the
elementary school-ages. However, it only focused on how often play
behaviours were demonstrated. Future studies could point out whether the
complexity of peer play might share different associations with individual
Ëñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴ Ĕê ËñõĆÑİÕč Ŗõļñ ¤EĴʣ :Ĕİ Õŗ²ČĭĆÕʞ ĔŁİ ţčÑõčëĴ õčÑõË²ļÕ
symbolic play did not become more frequent as age increased, but a study
of Howes and others (1992) showed symbolic play did become more complex
in 4- to 8-year old typically developing children. Furthermore, this study
was performed in a semi-structured play context with preselected toys that
children used in dyads. Playmobil® toys are mainly designed to encourage
pretend play, so it is likely that results of the present study are representative
for such play contexts only. In more challenging play contexts, such as free
ĭĆ²ŘõčĆ²İëÕĔĭÕčĴĭ²ËÕĴĔİŖõļñĭÕÕİëİĔŁĭĴʞõļ²ĭĭÕ²İĴļĔÊÕČĔİÕÑõêţËŁĆļ
ļĔËĔČĭÕčĴ²ļÕêĔİļñÕĆ²ËăĔêŕõĴõĔčʰSñ²Ñă²Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʨĔÕʞɿɽɽʅʱʞŖñõËñ
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ËĔŁĆÑÊÕČĔİÕÑÕČ²čÑõčëĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĴĔËõ²ĆĔİĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²ÊõĆõļõÕĴĔİêĔİ
children with certain personality traits. Future research should examine
whether these contexts have different or stronger effects on play and related
child characteristics in children with VIs.
From a practical perspective, this study emphasizes the importance of
adapting support or treatment plans for children with VIs to their individual
čÕÕÑĴʣEļ²ĭĭÕ²İĴļĔÊÕõčĴŁêţËõÕčļļĔĔêêÕİĭĆ²ŘõčļÕİŕÕčļõĔčĔİĴĔËõ²ĆĴăõĆĆĴ
training that only focuses on the fact that children have a vision impairment.
ñõĴĴļŁÑŘʿĴţčÑõčëĴõčÑõË²ļÕĭĆ²ŘõčļÕİŕÕčļõĔčĴĴñĔŁĆÑİ²ļñÕİÊÕ²Ñ²ĭļÕÑ
ļĔËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²ÊõĆõļŘʞ²ëÕ²čÑļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļõčĔİÑÕİļĔÊÕČĔİÕ
ÕêţËõÕčļ ²čÑ ÕêêÕËļõŕÕʣ \ĔİÕ İÕĴÕ²İËñ õĴ čÕËÕĴĴ²İŘ ļĔ õčŕÕĴļõë²ļÕ Ŗñ²ļ
effect these kinds of adaptations would have on the effectiveness of existing
interventions.

ĔčËĆŁĴõĔčĴ
Peer play behaviour of 4- to 12-year old children with VIs can vary
ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ²Ĵ²İÕĴŁĆļĔêĴĭÕËõţËËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴʣëÕ²čÑĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ
ability were positively associated with time spent in cooperative play.
Also, a trend indicated children with slow-to-warm-up temperament
engaged in fewer cooperative play than those with easy temperament.
Girls demonstrated more symbolic play than boys and a trend was found
for a positive association with language ability. Conversely, cooperative and
symbolic play did not differ as a function of the level of the VI. Embedding
play materials with technology that enables children to elicit supportive
auditory cues during play seems to be particularly facilitative of social play
õčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴŖñĔñ²ŕÕĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣñÕĴÕţčÑõčëĴŁčÑÕİĆõčÕ
the importance of taking individual characteristics into consideration when
examining and supporting developmental trajectories of children with VIs.
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Abstract
Sound-augmented toys producing factual knowledge were thought to
encourage incidental, playful learning in children with visual impairments
(VIs). A group of 15 children with VIs and 22 sighted controls played with a
sound-augmented savannah landscape and listened to an informative story
õč²ËĔŁčļÕİÊ²Ć²čËÕÑĔİÑÕİʣñõĆÑİÕčʿĴăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ²ÊĔŁļĴ²ŕ²čč²ñ²čõČ²ĆĴ
was assessed at baseline and after each condition in order to quantitatively
compare knowledge gains between conditions. Results indicated that
children with VIs gained more knowledge than sighted controls from playing
with the sound-augmented toy. Furthermore, offering both the augmented
toy and the informative story led to higher knowledge gains than a single
medium, especially in children with VIs. Sound-augmented toys could
therefore be a useful addition to the current curriculum in special education
for children with VIs.
SÕŘ ŖĔİÑĴʝ children with visual impairments; augmented toys; playful
learning; science education; factual knowledge learning
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Introduction
Nowadays, technology is often integrated in education in order to increase
ĴļŁÑÕčļĴʿĆÕ²İčõčëČĔļõŕ²ļõĔčĔİŤĔŖ²čÑļĔõčÑŁËÕĆÕ²İčõčëÊŘʾÑĔõčëʿʞêĔİ
example by means of serious games, augmented reality or technologyÕčñ²čËÕÑĆÕ²İčõčëÕčŕõİĔčČÕčļĴʰS²čë²ĴʞɿɽɾɽʨSõİİõÕČŁõİ˯\Ë:²İĆ²čÕʞ
2004; Squire, 2006; Squire, 2008). Although direct instruction is often
referred to as the most effective method to enhance learning (Chall,
2000; Hattie, 2008), a body of research also indicates that learning will
also take place during self-directed activities that allow for interaction,
ÕŗĭÕİõČÕčļ²ļõĔč²čÑËĔĆĆ²ÊĔİ²ļõĔčʰQĔč²ĴĴÕčʞɿɽɽɿʨS²čë²Ĵʞɿɽɾɽʨ\ĔİÕčĔ
& Mayer, 2007; Price, Rogers, Scaife, Stanton, & Neale, 2003; Sommerauer
& Muller, 2014). Game-based learning has been found to increase student
engagement and learning, both in typical learners as well as learners with
disabilities (Giannakos, 2013; Junco & Cole-Avent, 2008; McMahon et al., 2016;
Piki, Markou, & Vasiliou, 2016; Shin, Sutherland, Norris, & Soloway, 2012).
Furthermore, augmented reality games on mobile devices (e.g., smart phones
or tablets) enable students to learn outside the classroom, consequently
expanding the range of interactive learning opportunities (Huang et al.,
2016; Rogers et al., 2004; Sommerauer & Müller, 2014; Yoon, Elinich, Wang,
Steinmeier, & Tucker, 2012). However, children with visual impairments (VIs)
²İÕĔêļÕčËñ²ĆĆÕčëÕÑĔİŁč²ÊĆÕļĔÊÕčÕţļêİĔČë²ČÕʴÊ²ĴÕÑËĔčļÕŗļĴʞ²ĴļñÕĴÕ
ČĔĴļĆŘİÕįŁõİÕËñõĆÑİÕčļĔñ²ŕÕ²ÑÕįŁ²ļÕŕõĴŁ²Ć²ÊõĆõļõÕĴʰõÕĆõăĔŕ³ʞ"õŕÖăŘʞ
QŁİčÕÍă²ʞS²ā²čʞ˯cČÕĆõč²ʞɿɽɽʅʱʣ:ĔİĴļŁÑÕčļĴŖõļñ¤EĴʞļ²ËļõĆÕĔİ²ŁÑõĔ
experiences need to exceed visual information (Nees & Berry, 2013; Sahin
& Yorek, 2009). While several studies qualitatively examined instructional
ČÕļñĔÑĴêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʰSĔÕčõë˯AĔĆÊİĔĔăʞɿɽɽɽʨSŁČ²İʞ²Č²Ĵ²ČŘʞ
& Stefanich, 2001; Sahin & Yorek, 2009), studies examining how incidental,
exploratory learning during meaningful activities could be encouraged in
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²İÕĴË²İËÕʰQÕĔčÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɿʨ¥²ĆăÕİʞSõČʞ˯|ÕčÑĴÕʞɿɽɽʄʱʣ
Most studies that investigated the accommodation of effective learning in
ļñõĴĭĔĭŁĆ²ļõĔčêĔËŁĴÕÑĔčİ²õĆĆÕİÕ²ÑõčëʞļñÕČ²ëčõţË²ļõĔčĔêĆÕ²İčõčë
materials or synthetic speech (Hasselbring & Glaser, 2000). In the present
study it was explored whether sound-augmented toys can facilitate playful
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learning in children with VIs in special elementary education for the visually
impaired and the blind.
Augmented environments (i.e., tangibles) and mobile games combine
physical materials with technology, creating possibilities for increased
object interaction by enriching objects or toys with audio, tactual or visual
features. These novel possibilities for object interaction allow children to
relate newly discovered information to previous experiences or existing
knowledge (Marshall, 2007). Several studies described that augmented
toys and mobile games stimulated problem solving, cooperation and
exploration in typically developing children (Facer et al., 2004; Hinske et
al., 2010; Huang et al., 2016; Price et al., 2003; Spikol & Milrad, 2008; Yuill et
al., 2014). For example, in a study of Hinske and others (2010), 103 children
aged between 6 and 10 played in dyads or triads with a sound-augmented
ČÕÑõÕŕ²ĆË²ĴļĆÕʰõʣÕʣʞļñÕŁëČÕčļÕÑSčõëñļʿĴ²ĴļĆÕʱʞŖñõËñŖ²ĴÕčİõËñÕÑ
ŖõļñÊ²ËăëİĔŁčÑČŁĴõËʞŕÕİÊ²ĆËĔČČÕčļ²İŘĔêĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑÕÑŁË²ļõĔč²Ć
content. Results indicated that incidental learning occurred when children
ŁĴÕÑļñÕŁëČÕčļÕÑSčõëñļʿĴ²ĴļĆÕ²čÑļñ²ļČĔĴļËñõĆÑİÕčŖÕİÕ²ÊĆÕļĔ
reproduce the same information two months later (Hinske et al., 2010). Also,
the extended possibilities for object-interaction during play are thought
to make augmented materials accessible to young children and children
with disabilities (Lin et al., 2016; McMahon et al., 2016; Richard, Billaudeau,
Richard, & Gaudin, 2007; Zuckerman et al., 2005). For example, a similar
augmented castle was also found to facilitate peer play in children with
autism ((Farr, Yuill, & Hinske, 2012), and to encourage object exploration and
²êĔËŁĴĔčļñÕĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕʿĴ²ËļõĔčĴõčÑŘ²ÑĴĔêʁʴļĔɾɿʴŘÕ²İĔĆÑËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ
VIs (Verver et al., 2019a).
EčĔİÑÕİļĔļ²ăÕļñÕĴĭÕËõţËčÕÕÑêĔİ²ŁÑõļĔİŘõčêĔİČ²ļõĔčĔİñ²ĭļõËĴõčļĔ
²ËËĔŁčļʞČŁĆļõĭĆÕë²ČÕĴñ²ŕÕÊÕÕčÑÕĴõëčÕÑĴĭÕËõţË²ĆĆŘêĔİŁĴÕİĴŖõļñ¤EĴʞ
or in such a way that games with visual elements are accessible to users with
VIs (Buzzi et al., 2015; Drossos et al., 2015; Jeon et al., 2012; Lozano et al., 2018;
³čËñÕşÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɽʨĔčëÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɾʨļĔËăČ²čʞ²āëĔİʞ\Õļ²ļĆ²ʞ˯A²İİ²İʞ
ɿɽɽʄʨ¥õĆăÕİĴĔčʞSĔÕčõëʞ˯"²čõÕĆʞɿɽɾɽʱʣÕĆ²ļÕÑĴļŁÑõÕĴĭİõČ²İõĆŘêĔËŁĴÕÑ
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on examining the usability of these games for people with VIs, and only a
êÕŖĴļŁÑõÕĴõčŕÕĴļõë²ļÕÑļñÕõİĭĔļÕčļõ²ĆêĔİë²ČÕʴÊ²ĴÕÑĆÕ²İčõčëʣ³čËñÕş
²čÑ &Ć÷²Ĵ ʰɿɽɽʄʱ ĴñĔŖÕÑ ļñ²ļ ŁÑõĔĆõčăʞ ² ČŁĆļõČÕÑõ²ʴÊ²ĴÕÑ ²ŁÑõĔ ļĔĔĆʞ
encouraged problem solving and engagement during science education in
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʣĆĴĔʞS²Ê³ļĔŕ³²čÑĔļñÕİĴʰɿɽɾɿʱÑÕĴËİõÊÕÑļñÕĴŁËËÕĴĴêŁĆ
use of the so-called Bee-Bot, a toy that could memorize and produce 40
instructions and could be programmed to move across a grid mat as part
of educational robotics for children with VIs in special education. However,
both studies lacked a controlled experimental design, indicating the need for
additional research that investigates the potential of motivating and informal
learning environments to effectively encourage learning in children with VIs.

|İÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘ
This study examined whether a sound-augmented savannah landscape
encouraged school-aged children with VIs and a comparison group of
ĴõëñļÕÑ ËñõĆÑİÕč ļĔ ë²õč ËĔčļÕŗļ ĴĭÕËõţË ăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕʞ õč ļñõĴ Ë²ĴÕ ²ÊĔŁļ
savannah animals and their habitat. Biological knowledge as part of science
education was offered as an exemplar of the use of augmented toys. The
following research question was postulated: How effective are augmented
toys in facilitating factual knowledge learning in children with visual
impairments and a comparison group of sighted children? Both this playful
learning context and a more passive educational setting (i.e., listening to an
informative story) were offered to participants, in order to compare which
ËĔčļÕŗļŖ²ĴČĔİÕÕêêÕËļõŕÕʣ²ĴÕÑĔčĭİÕŕõĔŁĴĴļŁÑõÕĴĴñĔŖõčëļñÕÊÕčÕţļĴ
of augmented toys as learning environments (Facer et al., 2004; Hinske et
²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɽʨS²čë²ĴʞɿɽɾɽʨVõčÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾʃʱʞõļŖ²ĴÕŗĭÕËļÕÑļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčʰÊĔļñ
with a VI and sighted) would gain more knowledge from using the augmented
toy than from the informative story. We expected this to be similar for
both groups of children because augmented toys were found to stimulate
exploratory play in children with VIs and sighted children (Hinske et al., 2010;
Verver et al., 2019b). Moreover, the combination of both learning contexts
was hypothesized to lead to higher knowledge gains than participating in
only one learning context, because repeated exposure to factual knowledge
leads to better retention (Hulstijn, 2011). In this case, augmented toys could
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be a useful addition to the current curriculum of children with VIs in special
education in particular.

Method
|²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ
Parents of thirty children with a visual impairment as their primary disability
ŖÕİÕ ²ĭĭİĔ²ËñÕÑ êĔİ ËĔčĴÕčļ êĔİ ËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ ĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔč õč ļñÕ ĴļŁÑŘʣ
Parents received informed consent letters if their child: a) attended special
education for the visually impaired and the blind, b) was aged between 6 and
10 years old, c) had an intelligence score > 70 and d) did not have hearing
problems. Intelligence and hearing status were included because reduced
õčļÕĆĆõëÕčËÕ²čÑñÕ²İõčëËĔŁĆÑñ²ŕÕõčŤŁÕčËÕÑļñÕĭĔĴĴõÊõĆõļõÕĴËñõĆÑİÕčñ²Ñ
ļĔë²õčăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕêİĔČ²ŁÑõļĔİŘõčêĔİČ²ļõĔčʣñÕţč²Ćĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļëİĔŁĭ
consisted of 15 children (M ²ëÕ˃˘˃ʅʣʂʆŘÕ²İĴʞ"ʲ˘˃ɾʣɿʂʨʁʄ˫ëõİĆĴʱêİĔČļñİÕÕ
different special schools for the visually impaired. See Table 1 for details
regarding participant characteristics. Although all children were supposed
to participate in dyads to increase exposure to facts during play with the
augmented toy, one child with a VI participated alone in this study due to
the absence of the intended playmate.
Eč ĔİÑÕİ ļĔ ËĔČĭ²İÕ ļñÕ ţčÑõčëĴ êĔİ ËñõĆÑİÕč Ŗõļñ ¤EĴ Ŗõļñ ² ëİĔŁĭ Ĕê
ĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʞĭ²İÕčļĴĔêêĔİļŘţİĴļʴëİ²ÑÕİĴêİĔČ²ĴõčëĆÕČ²õčĴļİÕ²Č
elementary school received informed consent letters for participation
in this study. A total of 22 sighted children were allowed to participate
(M²ëÕ˃˘˃ʄʣɿʂʞ"ʲ˘˃ɽʣʀʁʨʂɽ˫ëõİĆĴʱõčÑŘ²ÑĴʣEļŖ²ĴÑÕËõÑÕÑčĔļļĔČ²ļËñ
children based on their chronological age, since children with VIs attending
special education often have accompanying learning, social-emotional or
behavioural problems that could cause developmental delays (Inspectie van
ñÕļcčÑÕİŖõāĴʞɿɽɾɽʱʣEčĴļÕ²Ñʞ²ĴČ²ĆĆĭõĆĔļĴļŁÑŘŖõļñļÕčĴõëñļÕÑţİĴļʴ²čÑ
second graders indicated that baseline knowledge about savannah animals
ĔêţİĴļëİ²ÑÕİĴŖ²ĴČĔĴļËĔČĭ²İ²ÊĆÕļĔļñ²ļĔêĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñ¤EĴʣ
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Table 1: |²İļõËõĭ²čļËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʟ]ʲˆʲɷɻʠ
Participant Dyad Age (in

Gender

years)
1

A

2

Visual

Aetiology

acuity

8.41

F

.09

Optic atrophy

8.48

F

.08

Enophthalmus; iris
coloboma

3

B

4
5

C

6

8.27

F

.10

Albinism

8.41

F

.07

Optic atrophy

9.11

M

.00

Retinopathy of prematurity

8.08

M

.32

Optic atrophy; Cerebral
Visual Impairment

7

D

8

880

F

.10

9.68

F

.00

Congenital nystagmus
Cerebral lymphoma; optic
atrophy

9

E†

10.30

M

.00

Congenital corneal opacity

10

F

7.18

M

.13

Retinitis pigmentosa

6.49

F

.10

Leber congenital amaurosis

6.16

M

.40

Hypermetropia

10.02

M

.00

Leber congenital amaurosis

9.48

M

.01

Optic nerve hypoplasia

9.92

M

.18

Congenital nystagmus

11
12

G

13
14
15

H

Note. Normal visual acuity is referred to as 1.00, suggesting a person with a visual
acuity of .10 has 10% residual vision (World Health Organization, 2018). † This child
participated in the experiment on its own instead of in a dyad.

\²ļÕİõ²ĆĴ
Sound-augmented savannah landscape
A miniature savannah landscape with several different toy animals was
ĔêêÕİÕÑļĔļñÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʰĴÕÕ:õëŁİÕɾʱʞÊÕË²ŁĴÕļñÕļĔĭõËʾ²čõČ²ĆĴʿŖ²Ĵ
expected to be engaging for most school-aged children. The toy consisted
Ĕê²Ć²İëÕĭĆŘŖĔĔÑÊ²ĴÕõčŖñõËñĴõŗ²ÑõĔ:İÕįŁÕčËŘEÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčʰ:E"ʱ
İÕ²ÑÕİĴŖÕİÕõčļÕëİ²ļÕÑʞĴõČõĆ²İļĔļñÕÑÕĴõëčĔêļñÕŁëČÕčļÕÑSčõëñļĴʿ
Castle (for more detailed information, see: Lampe & Hinske, 2007; Verver et
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al., 2019b). Twelve toy animals (3 lions, 3 zebras, 1 ostrich, 3 elephants and 2
crocodiles) were equipped with RFID-tags that were registered when placed
on one of the readers. As a result, sounds involving factual knowledge about
animal characteristics (e.g., ‘African elephants are the worlds’ largest and
heaviest land-living animals. They weigh up to 6000 kilograms and are very
strong’ʱ²čÑ²čõČ²ĆĴĔŁčÑĴʰÕʣëʣʞ²ĆõĔčʿĴİĔ²İʱŖÕİÕĭİĔÑŁËÕÑʣÕÕĭĭÕčÑõŗ
ɾêĔİļñÕê²ËļŁ²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕļñ²ļŖ²ĴĔêêÕİÕÑʣĔŁčÑĴŖÕİÕĴĭÕËõţËêĔİļñÕ
animal (e.g., toy lions only produced sounds and facts about lions). Each
²čõČ²ĆŖĔŁĆÑõčļİĔÑŁËÕõļĴÕĆêŁĭĔčļñÕţİĴļİÕëõĴļİ²ļõĔčĔêļñÕ:E"ļ²ë
ʰÕʣëʣʞʾñõĴõĴ²şÕÊİ²ʿʞ²êļÕİĭİĔÑŁËõčë²şÕÊİ²ĴĔŁčÑʱʣEčĔİÑÕİļĔĴļõČŁĆ²ļÕ
exploratory play, animals produced different sounds on each location on the
board. Animal sounds and factual knowledge sounds were spread as evenly
as possible across locations, without overloading children with facts. One of
the locations represented a feeding place, with all animals producing facts
about their diets on this location. In total, 15 sounds involving facts (3 facts
per animal type) and 14 different animal sounds were available. All sounds
involving facts were recorded with the same female voice. The augmented
ļĔŘ ĭİĔÑŁËÕÑ ² ĆĔë ţĆÕ ËĔčļ²õčõčë êİÕįŁÕčËõÕĴ Ĕê ļñÕ ĴĔŁčÑĴ ļñ²ļ ŖÕİÕ
produced during each play session.
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5

Figure 1. The augmented savannah landscape.

Informative story
A 15-minute fantasy story was recorded containing the same factual
knowledge as the augmented toy (see Appendix 1). The story was recorded
with the same voice as the sounds involving facts produced by the augmented
toy. It did not contain any sound-effects. An independent elementary school
teacher considered the story to be entertaining and age-appropriate for
children aged 6 to 9.
Questionnaire about savannah animals
In order to measure whether children gained knowledge about savannah
animals from the augmented toy or the informative story, a structured
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questionnaire was designed. The questionnaire consisted of 15 different
questions that measured the majority of the factual knowledge that would
be presented to the participants (e.g., What do elephants and their young
Õ²ļʤʱʣcčÕĔêļñÕįŁÕĴļõĔčĴʰõʣÕʣʞʾAĔŖÑĔşÕÊİ²ĴĆõŕÕʤʿʞ²čĴŖÕİʝʾõčëİĔŁĭĴ
Ë²ĆĆÕÑñ²İÕČĴʿʱñ²ÑļĔÊÕÕŗËĆŁÑÕÑÊÕË²ŁĴÕČ²čŘËñõĆÑİÕčĴļ²ļÕÑļñÕŘÑõÑ
not understand the question and only one child gave the correct answer.
ĴËĔİõčëêĔİČŖ²ĴÑÕŕÕĆĔĭÕÑŖõļñļñÕñÕĆĭĔêļŖĔ\²ĴļÕİĴʿĴļŁÑÕčļĴõč
Pedagogical and Educational Sciences and a research assistant. Children
received 0.5, 1 or 1.5 points for every correct answer (depending on the
ĴĭÕËõţËõļŘĔêļñÕ²čĴŖÕİʱʞŖõļñ²ļĔļ²ĆĭĔĴĴõÊĆÕĴËĔİÕĔêʁɿʣʂĭĔõčļĴʣÕÕ
Appendix 2 for an overview of the questions, the correct answers and scoring.

|İĔËÕÑŁİÕ
ñÕ ĴļŁÑŘ ļĔĔă ĭĆ²ËÕ ²ļ ļñÕ ËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ ĴËñĔĔĆĴ ÑŁİõčë ļŖĔ ËĔčĴÕËŁļõŕÕ
weeks. All children participated in a condition where they played with the
augmented savannah landscape (augmented condition or AC) as well as in
a condition where they listened to an informative story (story condition or
SC). The order in which conditions were offered was counterbalanced across
participants, who were randomly assigned either to start in the AC or in the
SC. See Figure 2 for an overview of the study design for each group.
ñÕţİĴļČÕ²ĴŁİÕČÕčļŖÕÕăĴļ²İļÕÑŖõļñ²čõčÑõŕõÑŁ²ĆÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕĴËİÕÕčõčë
ĔêļñÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ²ÊĔŁļĴ²ŕ²čč²ñ²čõČ²ĆĴʣñÕİÕĴÕ²İËñÕİĴ
verbally asked questions using the structured questionnaire and wrote down
the exact answers that were given. Additionally, verbal ability was assessed
with the Vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–
EEEʰ¥EʴEEEʨSĔİļÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʂʱʣ
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Figure 2. Diagram of the used study design.
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EčļñÕĴÕËĔčÑČÕ²ĴŁİÕČÕčļŖÕÕăʰčĔČĔİÕļñ²čţŕÕÑ²ŘĴ²êļÕİÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕ
screening), children participated in two experimental conditions. In the AC,
ļñÕĴ²ŕ²čč²ñĆ²čÑĴË²ĭÕŖ²ĴĭĆ²ËÕÑĔčļñÕŤĔĔİʞİÕ²ÑŘļĔĭĆ²ŘŖõļñ²ĴĴĔĔč
as a dyad entered the experimental room. Similar to the procedure of Hinske
et al. (2010), children were told they could play with the toys as they liked,
ŖõļñĔŁļëõŕõčë²ĴĭÕËõţË²ĴĴõëčČÕčļʣñÕŘŖÕİÕĴñĔŖčñĔŖļĔĭİĔÑŁËÕ
auditory feedback and it was pointed out animals would give information
about their diets at the feeding spot. Dyads had 15 minutes to play with the
toys and the play sessions were video-recorded. In the SC, both children
were seated behind a laptop. They were instructed to quietly listen to a story
about the savannah, which lasted for 15 minutes. Directly after the ending
of each of the conditions, two researchers took the children separately
apart for a post-test. The same questions were asked as during the baseline
ĴËİÕÕčõčëʞĔčĆŘõč²ÑõêêÕİÕčļĔİÑÕİʣŖĔÑ²ŘĴ²êļÕİļñÕţİĴļËĔčÑõļõĔčļĔĔă
place, children participated in the second experimental condition and posttest. After all measurements ended, participants were asked the following
įŁÕĴļõĔčĴʝɾʱʾ¥ñõËñĔêļñÕ²ËļõŕõļõÕĴÑõÑŘĔŁţčÑČĔİÕêŁčʞĭĆ²ŘõčëŖõļñļñÕ
²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĔİĆõĴļÕčõčëļĔļñÕĴļĔİŘʤ²čŘĔŁÕŗĭĆ²õčŖñŘʤʿʞɿʱʾ:İĔČ
ŖñõËñĔêļñÕĴÕ²ËļõŕõļõÕĴÑõÑŘĔŁĆÕ²İčČĔĴļʤ²čŘĔŁÕŗĭĆ²õčŖñŘʤʿʣ
Two different coders, one of whom was blind for the experimental conditions
that children participated in and one who was involved in data collection,
independently scored the answers of participants at baseline- and posttest measures using the scoring form. Inter-rater agreement was excellent
ʰE˃˘˃ɾʣɽɽʱêĔİÊĔļñļñÕĴËĔİÕĴĔêļñÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²ĴŖÕĆĆ²ĴļñÕĴõëñļÕÑ
children.

ļ²ļõĴļõË²Ć²č²ĆŘĴÕĴ
All the analyses described below were performed for both the group of
children with VIs and the sighted children. Per individual, the proportion
of correct answers was calculated for each of the three screening
measurements. Baseline knowledge was expected to vary within the group
of children with VIs, but also between groups of children with VIs and
sighted children. Therefore, normalized gains were calculated, which takes
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into account that it is easier for learners with low baseline scores to gain
knowledge than for learners with high baseline knowledge (Colt, Davoudi,
Murgu, & Rohani, 2011; Hake, 1998). The following formula was used (based
on Hake, 1998):
[(Post-test – Pre-test) / (1 - Pre-test)]
This resulted in three different relative gain scores: 1) Experiment 1 versus
baseline (GS1), 2) Experiment 2 versus baseline (GS2) and 3) Experiment
2 versus experiment 1 (GS-2vs1). The independent variables were Time
(experiment 1 or 2), Condition (AC or SC), Order (AC – SC or SC – AC) and
Group (VI or sighted). Gain scores vary from 0 (no gain) to 1 (maximum gain)
if knowledge increases. If a decrease of knowledge occurs, gain scores vary
from 0 to -1. Verbal ability (as a measure of cognitive performance) was
assessed as a covariate. Finally, descriptive analyses were performed on
frequency data regarding the use of the augmented toy, based on log data.
For each participant, sound production was examined in relation to their
performance on associated questions. We also examined for each child how
sound repetition related to their performance on associated questions.
Statistical analyses were performed in SPSS version 23. Despite the small
sample size, assumptions regarding normality of standardized residuals,
linearity and homogeneity of variances were not violated for gain score
variables in either of the participant groups. Since non-parametric tests lack
statistical power (Whitley & Ball, 2002) we decided to use parametric tests
to analyse these data. The following steps were taken for both participant
groups separately. First, a one-sample t-test was used to check whether
ËñõĆÑİÕčë²õčÕÑăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕêİĔČļñÕţİĴļËĔčÑõļõĔčËĔČĭ²İÕÑļĔļñÕÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕ
screening. Second, a One-way ANOVA was used to examine whether gain
scores differed between conditions. Third, it was investigated whether
participants gained more knowledge after both conditions compared to their
score after one condition, and if this differed as a function of order, using
a Repeated Measures ANOVA. Both the gain scores as well as the baseline
measures of the children with visual impairments were compared to that of
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the sighted children thereafter. Gain scores were compared between groups
using Multivariate and One-way ANOVA. Mann Whitney U tests were used to
compare the test scores at baseline measures between groups, since these
variables were non-normally distributed. Finally, descriptive analyses of
ĆĔëʴţĆÕĴĔêļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘŖÕİÕĭÕİêĔİČÕÑļĔĴÕÕñĔŖËñõĆÑİÕčŁĴÕÑ
the toy and whether participants with VIs learned facts they heard during
play. This was compared to knowledge gain after the story condition using
One-way ANOVA.

Results
In the sighted group, two children completed only one experimental
condition: one child missed the informative story and one child missed the
play session with the augmented toy. Furthermore, one participant with a VI
and one sighted participant played with the toys individually instead of in a
ÑŘ²ÑʣÕË²ŁĴÕÑ²ļ²İÕÑŁËļõĔčË²čñ²ŕÕ²ĴõëčõţË²čļõčŤŁÕčËÕĔčĴļ²ļõĴļõË²Ć
power in a small sample (Enders, 2010), it was investigated whether the data
of these participants could be kept in group-mean analyses. Inspection of
boxplots and standardized residuals did not reveal any outliers for either
of the conditions of all dependent variables. As such, it was decided that all
data remained part of the analyses. Table 2 presents means and standard
ÑÕŕõ²ļõĔčĴĔêļñÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿĴËĔİÕĴĔčê²ËļŁ²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕļÕĴļĴ²ļÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕ
and after two experiments and the accompanying gain scores for both the
VI group and the sighted group. Also, mean verbal ability scores for each
group can be found in Table 2.
|Õ²İĴĔčËĔİİÕĆ²ļõĔčĴĴñĔŖÕÑļñ²ļŕÕİÊ²Ć²ÊõĆõļŘŖ²ĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘËĔİİÕĆ²ļÕÑ
with knowledge gain in the children with VIs, GS1: r(13)ʲ ˘˃ ʣʃʂʞ ĭʲ ˘˃ ʣɽɽʅʨ
;ɿ˃˘˃r(13)ʲ˘˃ʣʃɿʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɾʀʱ²čÑõčļñÕĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʞ;ɾʝr(20)ʲ˘˃ʣʄʆʞp <
.001; GS2: r(18)ʲ˘˃ʣʂʀʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɾʄʱʣ\ĔİÕõčļÕİÕĴļõčëĆŘʞêĔİļñÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʞ
the association between verbal ability and knowledge gain was present if
children used the augmented toy (GS1 augmented toy: r(6)ʲ˘˃ʣʅɽʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɾʄʨ;ɿ
augmented toy: r(5)ʲ˘˃ʣʆɿʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɽʀʱÊŁļčĔļõêļñÕŘĆõĴļÕčÕÑļĔļñÕõčêĔİČ²ļõŕÕ
story (GS1 story: r(5)ʲ˘˃ʴʣɽɿʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʆʄʀʨ;ɿĴļĔİŘʝr(6)ʲ˘˃ʣɿʅʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʁʆʄʱʣñõĴ
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indicated that the higher the verbal ability, the greater the learning gain, but
only for the augmented condition. Although this did not lead to a violation of
the assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes, correcting dependent
variable means for verbal ability scores did cause heterogeneity of variances.
Together with the small sample size (N < 30) this reduced the reliability of
statistical results (Huitema, 2011), leading to the decision not to use verbal
ability as a covariate to correct the results.
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(1.52)

9.73

(4.67)

8.40

.17 (.09)
.15 (.08)

Start AC

Start SC

.16 (.08)

.06 (.04)

Start SC

Total

.11 (.10)

.09 (.08)

Start AC

Total

M (SD)

Baseline

.28 (.15)

.23 (.08)

.26 (.12)

.21 (.11)

.28 (.15)

.25 (.13)

M (SD)

PT1

.27(.14)

.32 (.14)

.30 (.14)†

.26 (.16)

.45 (.22)

.36 (.21)

M (SD)

PT2

.16 (.12)

.07 (.09)

.12 (.11)

.14 (.07)

.21 (.15)

.18 (.12)

M (SD)

GS1

.15 (.10)

.20 (.15)

.18 (.13)†

.22 (.16)

.38 (.20)

.31 (.19)

M (SD)

GS2

-.03 (.09)

.14 (.12)

.05 (.13)†

.20 (.27)

.12 (.15)

.16 (.21)

M (SD)

GS-2vs1

Note. † čʲ˘˃ɿɽʨ\ʲ˘˃ČÕ²čʨ"ʲ˘˃Ĵļ²čÑ²İÑÑÕŕõ²ļõĔčʨ|ɾ˃˘˃ĭĔĴļʴļÕĴļ²êļÕİţİĴļÕŗĭÕİõČÕčļʨ|ɿ˃˘˃ĭĔĴļʴļÕĴļ²êļÕİĴÕËĔčÑÕŗĭÕİõČÕčļʨ
;ɾ˃˘˃ÕĆ²ļõŕÕë²õčĴËĔİÕĔê|ɾŕĴʣÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕʨ;ɿ˃˘˃ÕĆ²ļõŕÕë²õčĴËĔİÕĔê|ɿŕĴʣÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕʨ;ʴɿŕĴɾ˃˘˃ÕĆ²ļõŕÕë²õčĴËĔİÕĔê|ɿŕĴʣ
|ɾʨĔļ²Ć˃˘˃Ñ²ļ²ĔêļĔļ²ĆëİĔŁĭʨļ²İļ˃˘˃ëİĔŁĭļñ²ļţİĴļŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘ²čÑĆõĴļÕčÕÑļĔ²čõčêĔİČ²ļõŕÕĴļĔİŘļñÕİÕ²êļÕİʨ
ļ²İļ˃˘˃ëİĔŁĭļñ²ļţİĴļĆõĴļÕčÕÑļĔļñÕõčêĔİČ²ļõŕÕĴļĔİŘ²čÑŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘļñÕİÕ²êļÕİʣ¤ÕİÊ²Ć²ÊõĆõļŘčĔİČĴËĔİÕĴ
range from 1 to 19 (with scores of 8 – 12 representing average scores in Dutch norm population).

Sighted group

VI group

M (SD)

ability

Verbal

²čÑĭĔĴļʣļÕĴļĴ²čÑİÕĆ²ļõŕÕë²õčĴËĔİÕĴêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļĴʟ¤EëİĔŁĭʘ]ʲˆʲɷɻʠ²čÑĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʟ]ʲˆʲɸɸʠ

Table 2: Means and standard deviations of verbal ability scores; the proportion correct answers on factual knowledge tests at baseline-
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SčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õčõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ
A one-sample t-test showed that knowledge about savannah animals after
ļñÕţİĴļËĔčÑõļõĔčʰõʣÕʣʞ;ɾʱŖ²ĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘëİÕ²ļÕİļñ²č²ļÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕʞM
differenceʲ˘˃ʣɾʅʞt(14)ʲ˘˃ʂʣʃɾʞp < .001, İʲ˘˃ʣʅʀʣcčÕʴŖ²Ř]c¤ŖõļñĔčÑõļõĔč
as within-subjects factor revealed no significant difference between
conditions for GS1, Fʰɾʞɾʁʱ˃˘˃ɾʣʂʆʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɿɿʆʞĴŁëëÕĴļõčëļñ²ļăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õč
ÑõÑčĔļÑõêêÕİĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÊÕļŖÕÕčĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖñĔŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ
toy and those who listened to the informative story (see Figure 3). In
addition, neither GS2 (i.e., gained knowledge after two conditions compared
to baseline) nor GS-2vs1 (i.e., gained knowledge after condition 2 versus 1)
ÑõêêÕİÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÊÕļŖÕÕčËĔčÑõļõĔčĴʞ;ɿʝFʰɾʞɾʁʱ˃˘˃ɿʣʆʀʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɾɾɽʨ;ʴ
2vs1: F(1, 14)ʲ˘˃ɽʣʂɽʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʂɽʂʣñõĴĴŁëëÕĴļĴļñ²ļļĔļ²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ²êļÕİļŖĔ
conditions did not differ as a function of the order in which the conditions
were offered to the participants. In order to examine whether children gained
more knowledge compared to baseline from participating in both conditions
than in one condition, a Repeated Measures ANOVA was performed with
Time as within-subjects factor and Order as between-subjects factor. Results
õčÑõË²ļÕÑ²ĴõëčõţË²čļČ²õčʴÕêêÕËļĔêõČÕʞFʰɾʞɾʁʱ˃˘˃ʄʣɽʂʞĭʲ˘˃ɽʣɿɽʞω²˃˘˃ʣɾɾʞ²
ČÕÑõŁČÕêêÕËļʰSõİăʞɾʆʆʃʱʞĴŁëëÕĴļõčëļñ²ļ;ɿŖ²ĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆ²İëÕİļñ²č
;ɾʣļİÕčÑļĔŖ²İÑĴĴõëčõţË²čļČ²õčʴÕêêÕËļĔêcİÑÕİʞFʰɾʞɾʀʱ˃˘˃ʀʣʃʀʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽʄʆʞ
suggested that the difference between knowledge gains after one or both
ËĔčÑõļõĔčĴļĔĔăĭĆ²ËÕŖ²ĴĆ²İëÕİêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖñĔţİĴļŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ
toy and listened to the story thereafter than vice versa. The interaction
effect Order x Time, Fʰɾʞɾʁʱ˃˘˃ɽʣʄɽʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʁɾʄʞŖ²ĴčĔļĴõëčõţË²čļʣ
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Figure 3. Mean knowledge gains after using the augmented toy and listening to
the informative story in children with visual impairments and sighted children.
* p <.05, ** p ˛ʣɽɾʨ;ɾ˃˘˃İÕĆ²ļõŕÕăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õč²êļÕİţİĴļÕŗĭÕİõČÕčļ²ĆËĔčÑõļõĔč
ŕÕİĴŁĴÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕʨ;ɿ˃˘˃İÕĆ²ļõŕÕăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õč²êļÕİĴÕËĔčÑÕŗĭÕİõČÕčļ²ĆËĔčÑõļõĔč
ŕÕİĴŁĴÊ²ĴÕĆõčÕʨļ²İļʰÊĆ²ËăÊ²İĴʱ˃˘˃ËñõĆÑİÕčŖñĔţİĴļŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘ
ʰ;ɾʱ²čÑĆõĴļÕčÕÑļĔ²čõčêĔİČ²ļõŕÕĴļĔİŘļñÕİÕ²êļÕİʰ;ɿʱʨļ²İļʰëİÕŘÊ²İĴʱ˃˘˃ËñõĆʴ
ÑİÕčŖñĔţİĴļĆõĴļÕčÕÑļĔļñÕõčêĔİČ²ļõŕÕĴļĔİŘʰ;ɾʱ²čÑŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘ
thereafter (GS2).

SčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õčõčĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕč
QŁĴļ²ĴõčļñÕ¤EëİĔŁĭʞ²cčÕʴ²ČĭĆÕļʴļÕĴļĴñĔŖÕÑļñ²ļ;ɾŖ²ĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ
larger than 0, M difference ˘˃ʣɾɿʞt(21) ˘˃ʁʣʄʆʞp < .001, İʲ˘˃ʣʄɿʣ|²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ
ë²õčÕÑăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕêİĔČļñÕţİĴļÕŗĭĔĴŁİÕļĔÕõļñÕİļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĔİļñÕ
story. Results from a One-way ANOVA revealed that knowledge did not differ
ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘÊÕļŖÕÕčļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑËĔčÑõļõĔč²čÑļñÕĴļĔİŘËĔčÑõļõĔčʞ;ɾʝ
Fʰɾʞɿɾʱ˃˘˃ʀʣʆɽʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽʃɿʣ]ÕõļñÕİÑõÑļĔļ²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ²êļÕİļŖĔÕŗĭĔĴŁİÕĴÑõêêÕİ
as a function of order, GS2: Fʰɾʞɾʆʱ˃˘˃ɽʣʆʃʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʀʁɽʣĴõëčõţË²čļÑõêêÕİÕčËÕ
between conditions was found for GS-2vs1, Fʰɾʞɾʆʱ˃˘˃ɾɾʣʂɽʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɽʀʞω²˃˘˃ʣʀʃʞ
a large effect, indicating that gain scores were higher after the second than
ļñÕţİĴļËĔčÑõļõĔčêĔİËñõĆÑİÕčļñ²ļţİĴļŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘʣĔčÕʴ
way Repeated Measures ANOVA was used to further investigate differences
ÊÕļŖÕÕč;ɾ²čÑ;ɿʣÕĴŁĆļĴİÕŕÕ²ĆÕÑ²ĴõëčõţË²čļõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčʴÕêêÕËļĔê
Time x Order, Fʰɾʞɾʅʱ˃˘˃ɾɾʣʀɽʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɽʀʞω²˃˘˃ʣɽʄʞ²ČÕÑõŁČÕêêÕËļʣĔČĭ²İÕÑļĔ
baseline, total knowledge after two conditions was higher than knowledge
after one condition only for the participants that started in the AC (see
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:õëŁİÕ ʀʱʣ |²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ ŖñĔ ţİĴļ ñÕ²İÑ ļñÕ ĴļĔİŘ ÑõÑ čĔļ ë²õč ²ÑÑõļõĔč²Ć
knowledge from using the augmented toy thereafter, Fʰɾʞʆʱ˃˘˃ʣʃʄʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʁʀʃʞ
ŖñÕİÕ²Ĵĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖñĔţİĴļŁĴÕÑļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘë²õčÕÑ²ÑÑõļõĔč²Ć
knowledge from listening to the story thereafter, Fʰɾʞʆʱ˃˘˃ɾɾʣʄʃʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɽʅʞ
İʲ˘˃ʣʄʂʞ²Ć²İëÕÕêêÕËļʣ

ĔČĭ²İõĴĔčÊÕļŖÕÕčĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñ¤EĴ²čÑĴõëñļÕÑĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴ
First, it was examined whether mean animal knowledge at baseline differed
between participant groups. A Mann Whitney U test showed that baseline
scores of children with VIs (\Ñčʲ˘˃ɿʣɽɽʱŖÕİÕĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆĔŖÕİļñ²čļñĔĴÕ
of sighted participants. \Ñčʲ˘˃ʃʣʄʂʨʲ˘˃ʄʀʣʂɽʞp˃˘˃ʣɽɽʁʞİʲˆʲ-.47. As can be
seen from Table 2, the proportion correct answers at baseline for children
with VIs and sighted children were .09 and .16 respectively, implying that
there still was enough room for both participant groups to gain knowledge
from the experimental conditions. Results from a One-way ANOVA revealed
that compared to baseline, participants with VIs gained more knowledge
than sighted children after using the augmented toy, GS1: Fʰɾʞɾʅʱ˃˘˃ʃʣʂʆʞ
ĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɿɽʞωʁʲ˘˃ʣɿʀʞŖñÕİÕ²ĴăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õčÑõÑčĔļÑõêêÕİÊÕļŖÕÕčëİĔŁĭĴ²êļÕİ
listening to the story, GS1: Fʰɾʞɾʄʱ˃˘˃ʣɿʄʀʞĭʲ˘˃ʣʃɽʅʣĔļ²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ²êļÕİļŖĔ
conditions was also higher for children with VIs than for sighted children,
ÊŁļļñõĴŖ²ĴĔčĆŘļİŁÕêĔİļñĔĴÕŖñĔţİĴļĭĆ²ŘÕÑŖõļñļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘ
and listened to the story thereafter, GS2: Fʰɾʞɾʅʱ˃˘˃ʁʣʆʁʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽʁɾʞωʁʲ˘˃ʣɾʅʰĴÕÕ
Figure 3). Total knowledge gain of children that started in the SC did not
differ between participant groups, GS2: Fʰɾʞɾʃʱ˃˘˃ɾʣʁʄʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɿʁʁʣ:õč²ĆĆŘʞİÕĴŁĆļĴ
of the ANOVA indicated that participants with VIs gained more additional
knowledge (\ʲ˘˃ʣɾʆʞ"ʲ˘˃ʣɿʄʱêİĔČĭĆ²ŘõčëŖõļñļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘ²êļÕİ
listening to the informative story than the sighted participants, \ʲ˘˃ʴʣɽʀʞ
"ʲ˘˃ʣɽʆʨFʰɾʞɾʃʱ˃˘˃ʃʣɽʃʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɿʃʞωʁʲ˘˃ʣɿʀʞ²Ć²İëÕÕêêÕËļʣ

ĴÕĔêļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘ²čÑļñÕÕêêÕËļĔčăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õč
In order to examine how participants used the augmented toys and how
ļñõĴİÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õčʞĆĔëʴţĆÕÑ²ļ²ŖÕİÕõčŕÕĴļõë²ļÕÑËĔčļ²õčõčë
frequencies of sound production in the AC. On average, children with VIs
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heard 45.8% of the 15 different sounds presenting factual knowledge. They
elicited an average of 35.8 sounds, of which 39.3% were factual statements.
As for the sighted children, they heard 44.2% of the 15 different facts. They
produced 29.6 sounds on average, of which 41.8% were factual knowledge
sounds. This suggests that both groups mainly heard animal sounds and only
half of the available facts while using the augmented toy.
As participants produced fewer than half of the available sounds containing
ê²ËļŁ²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕʞõļŖĔŁĆÑÊÕÑõêţËŁĆļêĔİļñÕČļĔİÕ²ËñļñÕļĔļ²ĆĭĔĴĴõÊĆÕ
factual knowledge score of 42.5 in the AC. We therefore examined the relation
between the factual information heard and the performance on associated
questions more closely and whether this was more or less effective than
õčêĔİČ²ļõĔčĔêêÕİÕÑõčļñÕĴļĔİŘʣ:Ĕİĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñ¤EĴŖñĔţİĴļŁĴÕÑ
the augmented toy (n˃˘˃ʅʱʞļñÕļĔļ²Ćê²ËļŁ²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕĴËĔİÕļñ²ļËĔŁĆÑÊÕ
reached was 21.88 on average ("ʲ˘˃ʃʣʅʂʱÊ²ĴÕÑĔčļñÕĴĔŁčÑĴļñ²ļŖÕİÕ
produced. When we related factual sounds that participants produced to the
questions they answered correctly, it appeared that participants remembered
47.4% of the knowledge they heard while using the toy. Compared to
knowledge at baseline, this corresponded to a mean relative gain of .40,
ŖñõËñ õĴ ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ ñõëñÕİ ļñ²č ļñÕ čĔčʴ²ÑāŁĴļÕÑ İÕĆ²ļõŕÕ ăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ
ë²õčĔêʣɿɾŖñÕčĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʿĴĔŁčÑĭİĔÑŁËļõĔčŖ²ĴčĔļļ²ăÕčõčļĔ²ËËĔŁčļ
ʰ®˃˘˃ʴɿʣʂɿʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɾɿʨĴÕÕ²ÊĆÕɿʝ;ɾļ²İļʱʣ|²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñ¤EĴŖñĔ
ţİĴļñÕ²İÑļñÕõčêĔİČ²ļõŕÕĴļĔİŘĴñĔŖÕÑ²İÕĆ²ļõŕÕë²õčĔêʣɾʁËĔČĭ²İÕÑļĔ
Ê²ĴÕĆõčÕʞŖñõËñõĴĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆĔŖÕİļñ²čăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕë²õčõčļñÕʞWelch’s
Fʰɾʞʅʣɿʆʱ˃˘˃ʆʣʃʆʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɾʁʰĴÕÕ²ÊĆÕɿʝ;ɿļ²İļʱʣ:ŁİļñÕİ²č²ĆŘĴõĴĔêļñÕ
effect of repeating sounds on learning showed that participants had higher
scores on the questions that related to sounds they repeatedly heard than
on those questions related to sounds they heard once (®ʲ˘˃ʴɿʣɿɽʄʞĭʲ˘˃ʣɽɿʄʱʣ

~Ł²Ćõļ²ļõŕÕõčêĔİČ²ļõĔčĔčĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴʮĔĭõčõĔčĴ
After children participated in both conditions, they were asked which of
the conditions they found more fun and from which of the conditions they
learned most (VI group: čʲ˘˃ɾʂʨĴõëñļÕÑëİĔŁĭʝčʲ˘˃ɾʆʱʣĆĆËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ
and 84.2% of the sighted participants experienced the augmented toy as
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more fun than the informative story. One sighted girl said she liked both
conditions equally. Children mentioned they enjoyed that animals were able
to produce sounds, that they were playing and learning at the same time
and that listening to the informative story could be boring or that it lasted
for too long. Of the children with VIs, 80% answered that they learned most
from the augmented toy, against 36.8% of the sighted participants. Sighted
children who favoured the informative story as learning context mentioned
that it contained more factual knowledge than the augmented toy, since
they did not hear some of the facts while playing with the toys. It was also
mentioned they forgot facts because they were playing. One of the children
with VIs stated that the augmented toy would be more suitable as learning
context for children who are really into playing with animals than for those
who are not.

5
Discussion
ñõĴõĴļñÕţİĴļĴļŁÑŘļñ²ļÕŗ²ČõčÕĴļñÕÕêêÕËļõŕÕčÕĴĴĔêĴĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ
toys to enhance implicit playful learning in school-aged children with VIs and
a sighted comparison group. Results revealed both sighted and VI participant
groups had comparable knowledge gains from the playful learning context as
from an informative story, even though participants only heard fewer than
half of the available factual knowledge while playing. A closer examination
of the extent to which children with VIs learned the facts they produced
during play revealed they remembered almost half of the facts they had
heard, which equalled a knowledge gain of 40% compared to baseline. This
implied the playful learning context was actually more effective than the
informative story after which children with VIs remembered 21% of the
facts, which equalled a knowledge gain of 14% compared to baseline. In
line with previous studies, these results indicate that the augmentation
of objects can encourage exploration and playful implicit learning during
meaningful activities (Facer et al., 2004; Hinske et al., 2010; Jonassen &
AÕİč²čÑÕşʴÕİİ²čĔʞɿɽɽɿʨS²Ê³ļĔŕ³Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʨS²čë²ĴʞɿɽɾɽʨVĔş²čĔÕļ
²Ćʣʞɿɽɾʅʨ|İõËÕÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʀʨ³čËñÕş˯&Ć÷²ĴʞɿɽɽʄʱʣĆļñĔŁëñËñõĆÑİÕčÑõÑčĔļ
hear all the factual knowledge that was presented in the story when they
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played with the augmented toy, they did have the opportunity to repeatedly
listen to facts they found interesting, which is known to be important for
retention (Hulstijn, 2011). The results indeed indicated participants with VIs
remembered more facts if they heard them repeatedly than if they heard the
information once. As hypothesized, a combination of both learning contexts
led to the highest knowledge gain in children with VIs. A tendency indicated
that the order in which conditions were offered might affect learning, since
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖñĔţİĴļŁĴÕÑļñÕĴĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘ²ĭĭÕ²İÕÑļĔĆÕ²İčČĔİÕ
from the story thereafter than children who participated in the conditions
õčļñÕĔĭĭĔĴõļÕĔİÑÕİʣĴõČõĆ²İÕêêÕËļŖ²ĴêĔŁčÑļĔÊÕĴõëčõţË²čļõčļñÕ
sighted comparison group. However, in both groups, the total knowledge
gains after both learning contexts took place did not differ as a function
ĔêĔİÑÕİʣ²ĴÕÑĔčĔŁİţčÑõčëĴõļË²čÊÕËĔčËĆŁÑÕÑļñ²ļĴĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ
toys have the potential to be a promising addition to the current curriculum
of children with VIs in special education, and that future research should
further investigate whether playful learning contexts are more effective
preceding or following instruction.
Even though it was hypothesized that both groups of children were equally
ĆõăÕĆŘ ļĔ ÊÕčÕţļ êİĔČ ļñÕ ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ ļĔŘʞ ĔŁİ İÕĴŁĆļĴ õčÑõË²ļÕÑ ËñõĆÑİÕč
with VIs learned more about savannah animals from the playful learning
context than sighted children did. This was not a consequence of toy use or
a ceiling effect, as both groups heard similar amounts of factual knowledge
and remembered no more than 39% of the total knowledge offered (see:
²ÊĆÕɿʱʣ¥ñÕčĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖõļñ¤EĴĭĆ²ŘÕÑŖõļñļñÕļĔŘĴţİĴļ²čÑĆõĴļÕčÕÑ
ļĔļñÕĴļĔİŘļñÕİÕ²êļÕİʞļñÕŘ²ĆĴĔĆÕ²İčÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕļñ²čĴõëñļÕÑ
children who received knowledge in this same order. Furthermore, sighted
ĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļĴŖñĔţİĴļĆõĴļÕčÕÑļĔļñÕĴļĔİŘÑõÑčĔļë²õč²ÑÑõļõĔč²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ
from playing with the augmented toy thereafter, whereas children with VIs
did. This suggests that both a single opportunity to play with the augmented
toy as well as the combination of the two learning contexts were more
effective for children with VIs than for sighted children. One explanation
is that audio is a strong attention-getter (Yuill et al., 2014) and probably the
best (in the case of children with blindness) or second-best (in children with
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low vision) way to access information for children with VIs (Bishop, 2004).
There are indications that individuals with VIs show auditory processing
that is superior to sighted individuals, also in the context of a noisy room
(Edmonds & Pring, 2006; Muchnik, Efrati, Nemeth, Malin, & Hildesheimer,
1991; Röder, Rösler, & Neville, 2000). The participants with VIs might have
been better able to selectively focus their attention to the auditory stimuli
than the sighted children, especially in the augmented condition that was
presumably more demanding for selective attention than the informative
ĴļĔİŘʣ:ŁİļñÕİČĔİÕʞËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴČõëñļÊÕčÕţļ²ÑÑõļõĔč²ĆĆŘêİĔČļñÕ
repetition of knowledge in different sensory modalities, which could explain
why the augmented toy (which offers visual, auditory and tactile information)
has greater impact on them than on the sighted comparison group. The
õčŕÕĴļõë²ļõĔčĔêĭĔļÕčļõ²ĆÊÕčÕţļĴĔêČŁĆļõĴÕčĴĔİŘĴļõČŁĆ²ļõĔčĔčĆÕ²İčõčë
in children with VIs would be an interesting topic for further research.
Finally, in the absence of vision, children with VIs often need more time
and repetition to learn than sighted children do (Sahin & Yorek, 2009), which
might explain why the combination of both learning contexts was more
effective than only one medium, especially in the VI group.

VõČõļ²ļõĔčĴ²čÑêŁļŁİÕÑõİÕËļõĔčĴ
Some limitations should be mentioned regarding the design of the
augmented toy. First of all, due to the small sample size, especially in the
case of children with VIs, we decided to keep children who used the soundaugmented toy individually instead of in a dyad in the analyses. The main
reason for participation in dyads was to increase the exposure to factual
information: two children were likely to elicit more factual knowledge sounds
ļñ²č²ĴõčëĆÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļʞÕĴĭÕËõ²ĆĆŘĴõčËÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴčÕÕÑ²ĴõëčõţË²čļ
amount of time to explore novel objects before they understand how to use
them (Roe & Webster, 2002). It was carefully checked whether the data of
these individuals did not involve any outliers that might have had a strong
õčŤŁÕčËÕĔčļñÕİÕĴŁĆļĴʣñÕËñõĆÑİÕčļñ²ļĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļÕÑ²ĆĔčÕʰĔčÕËñõĆÑêİĔČ
the VI group and one from the sighted group) did not elicit fewer factual
knowledge sounds than the dyads, and their knowledge gains also did not
differ from other participants. We therefore assumed that their data would
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not bias group mean analyses. Similarly, we decided to analyse the data
of two children who participated in only one of both learning conditions,
because each child represented a different condition and their data did not
involve outliers. However, this implied that the subsequent analyses were
performed on 20 instead of 22 children. We emphasize once again that the
current study had an exploratory character and that the effectiveness of
augmented toys as motivating learning environments warrants further
õčŕÕĴļõë²ļõĔčõčĴļŁÑõÕĴŖõļñĴŁêţËõÕčļĆŘĆ²İëÕĴ²ČĭĆÕĴʣ
Second, both the groups of children heard fewer than half of the available
facts when using the augmented toy, which could be viewed as a limitation
ĔêļñÕĭĆ²ŘêŁĆĆÕ²İčõčëËĔčÑõļõĔčʣ¥õļñļñõĴĴļŁÑŘʿĴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘʞĴĔŁčÑĴ
ŖÕİÕĴĭÕËõţËêĔİÕ²ËñĆĔË²ļõĔč²čÑêĔİÕ²ËñļĔŘ²čõČ²ĆʣñõĴŖ²ĴÕŗĭÕËļÕÑ
to encourage participants to actively explore different locations, and factual
knowledge and animal sounds were programmed as evenly as possible across
the landscape. However, participants predominantly listened to animal
sounds instead of factual knowledge. As we did not want to overload children
with facts, approximately three different facts were available per location,
which might have been too few. Also, other than the feeding spot, there
were no meaningful locations that were easy to recognize and that provided
ĆĔË²ļõĔčʴĴĭÕËõţËăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕʞĴŁëëÕĴļõčëļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčñ²ÑļĔÑõĴËĔŕÕİŖñÕİÕ
ļĔţčÑÑõêêÕİÕčļĴĔŁčÑĴŖõļñĔŁļ²čŘËĆŁÕĴʣcčļñÕĔčÕñ²čÑʞļñõĴËĔŁĆÑõČĭĆŘ
that factual knowledge sounds should have been easier to access in the
current setup. For example, in the study of Hinske et al. (2010), most sounds
were played randomly, meaning that a larger variety of sounds was available
²ļÑõêêÕİÕčļĆĔË²ļõĔčĴʣcčļñÕĔļñÕİñ²čÑʞļñÕţčÑõčëļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčñÕ²İÑ
half of the available facts and elicited more animal sounds might actually
İÕŤÕËļñĔŖËñõĆÑİÕčŁĴÕ²ĭĆ²ŘêŁĆĆÕ²İčõčëÕčŕõİĔčČÕčļʣ|Ć²ŘŖ²ĴļñÕËÕčļİ²Ć
element of this setting, and animal sounds might have been more attractive
to children than facts and more supportive of play. Participants were free to
play and explore the savannah landscape without further instructions. Since
playing itself is characterized by high engagement through which learning
²čÑÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔčĔËËŁİĴõČĭĆõËõļĆŘʰS²čë²ĴʞɿɽɾɽʱʞļñõĴõĴĆõăÕĆŘ²čõČĭĔİļ²čļ
effective element of the playful learning environment. When the focus shifts
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from play to learning, for example by (implicitly) encouraging children to
continue exploring factual knowledge when they are playing, this could
also reduce the effectiveness of the playful learning context. In addition,
children might have been exposed to less facts in the playful learning
ËĔčļÕŗļʞÊŁļļñÕŘİÕČÕČÊÕİÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕĔêļñÕê²ËļĴļñÕŘÑõÑñÕ²İ
when their sound production was taken into account. It is emphasized that
a combination between playful learning and instruction is likely to lead to
the highest learning outcomes. Furthermore, as children in our study only
had one short opportunity to play with the augmented toy and explore the
available sounds, multiple sessions with the toy could give a better idea of
the potential for audio-augmentation and playful learning. Finally, future
research is necessary to examine whether improving the accessibility of
factual knowledge might foster learning, for example by playing sounds
randomly or by designing more meaningful locations.
Furthermore, results showed a relationship between verbal ability and
learning in the playful learning context, but not in the story condition. As
the same knowledge was offered in both conditions, this seems to be a result
ĔêļñÕĆÕ²İčõčëËĔčļÕŗļİ²ļñÕİļñ²čļñÕÑõêţËŁĆļŘĔêļñÕõčêĔİČ²ļõĔčļñ²ļŖ²Ĵ
offered. As was stated earlier, it is probably more challenging for children to
concentrate their attention on verbal information during play (when learning
occurs implicitly) than in a passive instruction context. However, verbal
ability was assessed using only a single subtest of a standardized intelligence
test, indicating that this relationship should be investigated more closely
using more extensive measurement methods. Future research should focus
on the possible effects of cognitive ability in general on the effectiveness of
playful learning in children with VIs, as former research showed cognitive
performance to predict learning outcomes (Alloway & Alloway, 2010). In
²ÑÑõļõĔčʞļñõĴĭõĆĔļĴļŁÑŘêĔËŁĴÕÑĔč²ĴĭÕËõţË²İÕ²ĔêĴËõÕčËÕÕÑŁË²ļõĔč
for children with VIs. In order to be a valuable addition to the existing
curriculum of special education, future studies should also investigate the
usefulness of augmented toys in other domains than science education. For
example, Hinske et al. (2010) showed typically developing children learned
historical knowledge in a playful learning context with sound-augmented
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toys. Another important theoretical implication is to examine possibilities
for encouraging collaborative learning in children with VIs. Even though the
children in this study participated in dyads, our objective did not involve
promoting collaboration between children. Our study mainly focused on
information acquisition, whereas collaboration involves shared knowledge
construction in an attempt to solve problems together (Harasim, 2017). Using
sound augmented toys in triads of typically developing children certainly
increases collaborative social play (Yuill et al., 2014) and recent work of
Thieme, Morrison, Villar, Grayson, and Lindley (2017) reveals how game-based
learning environments, in this case a programming game, could be designed
to effectively facilitate collaboration between children with VIs. Future
studies should investigate how sound-augmented learning environments
could be designed to encourage collaborative learning between children
with VIs and (sighted) classmates, possibly using a framework such as that
by Yuill and Rogers (2012).

|İ²ËļõË²ĆõČĭĆõË²ļõĔčĴ
An important advantage of sound-augmented toys is that children can
use the toys by themselves and together with peers, without the need for
adult assistance. This allows children with VIs to explore and interact with
objects by themselves or together with peers. Teachers could pre-program
İÕĆÕŕ²čļê²ËļŁ²ĆăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ²čÑËñÕËăļñÕĆĔëţĆÕ²êļÕİËñõĆÑİÕčŁĴÕÑļñÕļĔŘ
to keep track of the factual knowledge they listened to. Another advantage
of this learning context is that children primarily experienced it as fun.
Participants mentioned that they enjoyed the fact that animals were able
to produce sounds, that they were playing and learning at the same time
and that listening to the informative story could be boring or that it lasted
for too long. This suggests that the playful context can be a motivating
addition to formal educational methods. One of the children remarked
ļñ²ļļñÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘŖĔŁĆÑÊÕČĔİÕĴŁõļ²ÊĆÕ²ĴĆÕ²İčõčëËĔčļÕŗļʼêĔİ
children who are really into playing with animals than for those who are not”.
Technological possibilities for augmenting materials need to be developed
further so they are adjustable to different materials and educational topics,
before they can be used adequately in special education.
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ĔčËĆŁĴõĔčĴ
ÕĴŁĆļĴĔêļñÕĭİÕĴÕčļĴļŁÑŘõčÑõË²ļÕļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴË²čÊÕčÕţļêİĔČ
incidental playful learning with sound-augmented toys. Augmented toys
offered children with VIs increased possibilities for object-interaction by
enhancing play materials with audio-feedback. Participants with VIs who
used the augmented toy learned comparable knowledge as participants
who listened to an informative story, despite not hearing as many facts.
Furthermore, participants with VIs learned more from the augmented toy
than a sighted comparison group. Whereas sighted children learned more
effectively from listening to the story only, children with VIs learned most
when both the augmented toy and the story were offered to them. This
underlines the usefulness of sound-augmented toys as additional learning
tools in special education for children with VIs.

5
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Children with visual impairments (VIs) are challenged to play and interact
with peers due to a lack of visual access to social information and to
information about their surroundings. Their development of social and
cognitive aspects of play shows considerable differences compared to that
of sighted peers (Bishop et al., 2005; Celeste, 2006; Ferguson & Buultjens,
1995; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Tröster & Brambring, 1994). The lack of
visual access to non-verbal interactions or gestures of others reduce shared
attention and reciprocity during interaction, which makes it challenging
to join peer activities and maintain peer interaction and restricts early
Theory of Mind (ToM) understanding (Brambring & Asbrock, 2010; Dale &
Salt, 2007; Green et al., 2004; Peterson et al., 2000; Roe & Webster, 2002).
Aberrant behaviour such as echolalia (i.e., the non-meaningful repetition of
language utterances) and mannerisms have been observed in pre-schoolers
ŖõļñÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴõčĭ²İļõËŁĆ²İʞŕÕİŘĴõČõĆ²İļĔÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİ²ĆÑÕţËõļĴĔÊĴÕİŕÕÑ
in children with autism (Brown et al., 1997; Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Hobson
˯õĴñĔĭʞɿɽɽʀʱʣñõĴËĔŁĆÑÊÕ²ĴŁĭÕİţËõ²ĆļĔĭĔĆĔëõË²ĆĴõČõĆ²İõļŘʞÊÕË²ŁĴÕ
the underlying causes are different for children with blindness and autism
spectrum disorders (Pérez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden, 1999; Pring, 2005). Still,
ļñÕĴÕŕõĴõĔčʴİÕĆ²ļÕÑÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²čÑĭĆ²ŘÑÕĆ²ŘĴČõëñļİÕĴļİõËļĔĭĭĔİļŁčõļõÕĴ
to practice skills important for social communication, language ability, or
perspective taking (Bishop et al., 2005; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Roe, 2008;
Roe & Webster, 2002; Warren, 1994). Consequently, children with VIs are at
İõĴăêĔİĴĔËõ²Ćĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣĔčļÕŗļŁ²Ćê²ËļĔİĴİÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔļñÕ
ĭĆ²ŘÕčŕõİĔčČÕčļñ²ŕÕ²čõČĭĔİļ²čļõčŤŁÕčËÕĔčĔĭĭĔİļŁčõļõÕĴêĔİËñõĆÑİÕč
with VIs to play, learn and interact with peers. For example, structured
environments and materials with tactile and auditory features were found
to encourage exploration and peer play, whereas large, unstructured play
areas and adult scaffolding restricted peer interaction (Roe, 2008; Tröster &
Brambring, 1994; Sahin & Yorek, 2009). In order to maximize opportunities
for peer interaction and social participation, the ţİĴļ²õČ of this thesis was to
facilitate peer play in school-aged children with VIs by creating a supportive
environment. This was done by enriching play materials with auditory cues
involving information about object characteristics, music and narratives. To
be able to offer successful and tailored interventions or support to children
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with VIs, it is important to examine developmental variation within the
population and the potential causes of this variation. As such, the second aim
Ŗ²ĴļĔë²õčČĔİÕõčĴõëñļõčõčÑõŕõÑŁ²ĆËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴļñ²ļČõëñļõčŤŁÕčËÕ
opportunities for peer play in children with VIs. Additionally, the lack of
visual access to object characteristics and functions is thought to hinder
concept development and learning in children with VIs (Lewis, Boucher,
et al., 2000; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Rettig, 1994). Sound-augmented
learning environments could offer children with VIs hands-on activities
in a meaningful context that encourages exploration, collaboration and
engagement (Dourish, 2001; Hinske et al., 2010; Lozano et al., 2018; McMahon
et al., 2016; Price et al., 2003; 2004; Zuckerman et al., 2005). The ţč²Ć²õČ
of this thesis was therefore to facilitate exploration and playful learning by
means of audio-enhanced play materials.
The ţİĴļ ĭ²İļ Ĕê ļñõĴ Ëñ²ĭļÕİ ²ÑÑİÕĴĴÕĴ ļñÕ ČĔĴļ õČĭĔİļ²čļ ţčÑõčëĴ
regarding the facilitation of peer play and developmental variation within the
population. Furthermore, implications for augmented toys will be discussed
in light of a theoretical framework of social participation. The second part of
this chapter discusses opportunities for playful learning in children with VIs.
Finally, theoretical and practical implications for peer play, playful learning
and the use of sound-augmented toys will be considered.

ñÕÕêêÕËļĔêĴĔŁčÑʣ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴĔčĭÕÕİĭĆ²Ř
Play is a naturalistic setting that promotes inclusion and that allows children
ļĔ ĭİ²ËļõËÕ ĴĔËõ²Ć ËĔČČŁčõË²ļõŕÕ ĴăõĆĆĴ ʰ"ʿĆĆŁİ²ʞ ɿɽɽɿʨ VõêļÕİʞ \²ĴĔčʞ ˯
Barton, 2011). For children with VIs, support during peer interaction should
be embedded in daily activities and take place in an organized context with
various peers (Roe, 2008). In the absence of vision, children with VIs miss out
on information regarding the lay-out of a play area, the availability of toys
²čÑļñÕõİĴĭÕËõţËêŁčËļõĔčĴʞĔİļñÕŖñÕİÕ²ÊĔŁļĴĔêĔļñÕİËñõĆÑİÕč²čÑļñÕõİ
actions (Roe, 2008). In order to provide a supportive play context, a soundaugmented play set was designed similar to that of Lampe & Hinske (2007).
Sound-augmented toys provide novel possibilities for object-interaction
through auditory cues that offer additional information regarding play
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ţëŁİÕĴ²čÑļñÕĭĆ²ŘļñÕČÕʰ:²İİÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʨV²ČĭÕ˯AõčĴăÕʞɿɽɽʄʨAõčĴăÕ
et al., 2010; Yuill et al., 2014). Chapter 2 described how sound-augmented toys
affected social and cognitive aspects of play in dyads of two children with
VIs in special education. Likewise, Chapter 3 focused on the effect of these
same toys on social and cognitive play of children with VIs playing with a
sighted peer in a mainstream school setting. Insights from both chapters
indicate auditory cues coordinated the attention of children with VIs to
ĔÊāÕËļĴ²čÑļĔļñÕ²ËļõĔčĴĔêĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕĴÑŁİõčëĭ²İ²ĆĆÕĆĭĆ²ŘʣţİĴļÕčËĔŁčļÕİ
with the sound-augmented toy led children to actively explore the variety
ĔêĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑļñÕõİ²ËËĔČĭ²čŘõčëĴĔŁčÑĴʣñõĴŖ²Ĵĭ²İļĆŘ²čÕêêÕËļĔê
čĔŕÕĆļŘİÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔļñÕê²Ëļļñ²ļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴčÕÕÑÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļļõČÕ
to explore new materials and familiarize themselves with toys (van den
Broek et al., 2005; Roe & Webster, 2002). However, the children kept on
eliciting sounds when the augmented toys were offered repeatedly. This
suggests that auditory cues are an important source of information for
children with VIs (Bishop, 2004; Lozano et al., 2018; Robb, 2003; Sahin &
Yorek, 2009). Especially when play sets contain a multiplicity of toys that
tactually show little distinction, such as Playmobil® or miniature objects,
ļñÕĆ²ËăĔêŕõĴŁ²Ć²ËËÕĴĴļĔĔÊāÕËļËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴĆõČõļĴļĔŘõÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔč
(Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000). Auditory cues provide information about play
materials that children with VIs normally would need to remember from
êĔİČÕİĔÊāÕËļʴÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĴʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞţčÑõčëĴêİĔČñ²ĭļÕİɿ²čÑʀõčÑõË²ļÕ
a more elaborate understanding of the context did not facilitate, but rather
reduce the quantity of functional or symbolic play instances. Likewise,
²ŁÑõļĔİŘËŁÕĴõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴêĔËŁĴĔčļñÕõİĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕʿĴ²ËļõĔčĴÑŁİõčë
parallel play, but this resulted in a concomitant decrease of cooperative play
compared to sessions with non-augmented toys. Chapter 3 even showed
ĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²ŘõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑŖñÕčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ²čÑĴõëñļÕÑĭÕÕİĴţİĴļŁĴÕÑ
the sound-augmented toy. Cooperative play and symbolic play, and especially
a combination of the two (i.e., social pretend play), are positively associated
to the development of social-cognitive skills (Lillard et al., 2011). Based on the
notion that these types of play are less frequently observed in pre-schoolers
with VIs than in sighted children of similar ages (Celeste, 2006; Ferguson
& Buultjens, 1995; Hughes et al., 1998; Lewis, Norgate, at al., 2000), the
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ţčÑõčëļñ²ļ²ŁÑõļĔİŘËŁÕĴÑõČõčõĴñÕÑËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕ²čÑĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²ŘĴÕÕČĴ
ñõëñĆŘŁčÑÕĴõİ²ÊĆÕʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞļñõĴõĴčŁ²čËÕÑÊŘļñÕţčÑõčëļñ²ļʞĔč²ŕÕİ²ëÕʞ
children already spent over half of their playtime playing cooperatively when
they used non-augmented toys, whilst solitary play occurred less than 5%
of time. This suggests children with VIs displayed play patterns that were
actually more adequate than expected, which raises the question whether
support during peer play was even necessary. However, considering that
the development of social communication and play in children with VIs is
Ëñ²İ²ËļÕİõşÕÑÊŘĴõëčõţË²čļõčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ćŕ²İõ²ÊõĆõļŘʰõĴñĔĭÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʂʨ"²ĆÕ
˯ĔčăĴÕčʞɿɽɽɿʨ;İÕÕč²Ŗ²Ř˯"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾʄʨ|İÕõĴĆÕİʞɾʆʆʀʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɽʨ
Warren, 1994), it would be presumptuous to conclude that sound-augmented
toys are not facilitative of peer play in children with VIs without taking
potential individual differences into account. Former studies reported
ĴĔČÕ ËñõĆÑİÕč Ŗõļñ ¤EĴ ÑĔ ÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕ ĴĔËõ²Ć ËĔČČŁčõË²ļõŕÕ ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ
persisting in the school-ages (Bishop et al., 2005; Greenaway & Dale, 2017).
Therefore, Chapter 4 looked into the nature of peer play variability and
examined whether sound-augmented toys had a different effect on play of
children that were most likely to need additional support: those who showed
below-average cooperative play when using regular toys without auditory
cues. Findings indicated sound-augmented toys did facilitate peer play in
children that showed infrequent cooperative play with regular toys (< 33% of
time). When auditory cues were available, these children were increasingly
êĔËŁĴÕÑ Ĕč ĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕĴ ÑŁİõčë ĭ²İ²ĆĆÕĆ ĭĆ²Ř ²čÑ ĴñĔŖÕÑ ĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘ ĆÕĴĴ
solitary play, whereas their levels of cooperative play were similar to the
session with non-augmented toys. This is consistent with the effect that
sound-augmented toys had on peer play in children with autism, who also
ñ²ŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴĴñ²İõčëÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĴ²čÑõčļÕİ²ËļõčëŖõļñĔļñÕİĴʰ:²İİÕļ
al., 2012). Since focus on peers and joint attention are both prerequisites
for social interaction and peer-group entry (Dodge, Schlundt, Schocken, &
Delugach, 1983; Mundy & Sigman, 2006; Robinson et al., 2003), facilitating
ļñÕĴÕÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴõĴĆõăÕĆŘļĔĭİĔŕõÑÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴČĔİÕ
opportunities for interaction. Similarly, peer play is more likely to occur when
children with VIs get a more coherent sense of the play context through
²ŁÑõļĔİŘõčêĔİČ²ļõĔč²ÊĔŁļļñÕĭĆ²ŘļñÕČÕ²čÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴĔêĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ
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(Roe, 2008). In children with VIs that already played cooperatively most of
the time, an increased focus on auditory cues interfered with social play:
in these children, playing with sound-augmented toys led to a decrease
of cooperative play and an increase of solitary and parallel play. Children
with VIs that show peer play competence appear to have developed ways
to compensate for the lack of visual access to social information and to
characteristics the play context.
From these collective results it can be concluded that enhancing play
materials with auditory information is supportive of peer play in school-aged
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴļñ²ļñ²ŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴĭĆ²Řõčë²čÑõčļÕİ²ËļõčëŖõļñĭÕÕİĴʣ
As the majority of school-aged children with VIs seems to demonstrate
adequate peer play patterns, it appears that most children with VIs overcome
Õ²İĆŘÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļ²ĆÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞŖñÕčĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõĔč²čÑĭĆ²Ř
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴÑĔĭÕİĴõĴļ²êļÕİļñÕĭİÕʴĴËñĔĔĆŘÕ²İĴʞļñõĴČ²ŘÊÕ²čõčÑõË²ļõĔč
of pathological development that is likely to be caused by factors additional
to the VI (Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Molloy & Rowe, 2011). In order to provide
these children adequate support, it is necessary to understand the nature
and the potential causes of developmental variation within the population
(Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Warren, 1994). This matter will be addressed in the
following paragraph.

EčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ćŕ²İõ²ļõĔčõčĭÕÕİĭĆ²Ř²čÑ²ĴĴĔËõ²ļõĔčĴŖõļñËñõĆÑ
Ëñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴ
Most of our current knowledge about the development of social
communication and play in children with VIs is based on a comparison with
developmental trajectories of sighted children (Celeste, 2006; Hughes et al.,
1998; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000; Tröster & Brambring, 1994). An important
pitfall of this comparative approach is that it assumes all deviations from
ʾčĔİČ²ĆʿÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļ²İÕ²İÕĴŁĆļĔêļñÕĆ²ËăĔêŕõĴõĔčʞËĔčĴÕįŁÕčļĆŘõëčĔİõčë
potential variation within the population of children with VIs (Warren, 1994).
The fact that the population of people with VIs is heterogeneous regarding
visual functioning, causes of the VI and co-occurring disabilities suggests
developmental variation is to be expected (Hatton, Bailey, Burchinal, &
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Ferrell, 1997; Roe & Webster, 2002). Warren (1994) therefore emphasized the
õČĭĔİļ²čËÕĔêļñÕĴĔʴË²ĆĆÕÑʾÑõêêÕİÕčļõ²Ć²ĭĭİĔ²ËñʿʞĔİ²êĔËŁĴĔčļñÕč²ļŁİÕ
and potential causes of variation within the population. A more detailed
understanding of the dynamic interplay between child characteristics and
environmental circumstances assists the adaptation of interventions to
individual needs, which is crucial to optimally support children with VIs.
ñ²ĭļÕİʁÑÕĴËİõÊÕÑļñ²ļĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİŕ²İõÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘŖõļñõč
the population of school-aged children with VIs, particularly in the case of
cooperative and symbolic play. In order to get insight in factors that might
explain this variation, this thesis examined associations with the level of
visual functioning and with additional child characteristics that have been
linked to play behaviour, including age, gender, language ability, social
competence and temperament (Benenson et al., 1997; Bishop et al., 2005;
Celeste, 2006; Ferguson & Buultjens, 1995; Hughes et al., 1998; Lewis, Norgate,
et al., 2000; Pizzo & Bruce, 2010; Youngblade & Mulvihill, 1998). Although
previous research suggests that children with more profound VIs generally
ñ²ŕÕëİÕ²ļÕİÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖõļñĴĔËõ²ĆËĔČČŁčõË²ļõŕÕĴăõĆĆĴʞʰ;İÕÕč²Ŗ²Ř˯"²ĆÕʞ
2017), this does not seem to be the case for most play behaviours. Children
ŖõļñÊĆõčÑčÕĴĴÑõÑÑõĴĭĆ²ŘĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘĆÕĴĴêŁčËļõĔč²ĆĭĆ²Ř²čÑêŁčËļõĔč²Ć
pretend play than children with some residual vision, which supports the
assumption that the lack of visual access to object characteristics restricts
the ability to use objects according to their functions (Lewis, Norgate, et al.,
2000; Roe & Webster, 2002). However, the profoundness of the VI did not
ÕŗĭĆ²õčļñÕĴõëčõţË²čļŕ²İõ²ļõĔčõčËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕ²čÑĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²ŘʞŖñõËñ
õĴËĔčĴõĴļÕčļŖõļñţčÑõčëĴĔêĭİÕŕõĔŁĴĴļŁÑõÕĴĔčĭĆ²ŘÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİʰAŁëñÕĴ
et al., 1998; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000). As opposed to visual functioning,
ËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ²ëÕ²čÑĴļİŁËļŁİ²ĆĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²ÊõĆõļŘŖÕİÕĭĔĴõļõŕÕĆŘ²ĴĴĔËõ²ļÕÑŖõļñ
the amount of cooperative play instances. This implies that the children who
were helped by the sound-augmented toys were younger and had weaker
ĴļİŁËļŁİ²ĆĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ²ÊõĆõļŘļñ²čļñĔĴÕŖñĔÑõÑčĔļĭİĔţļêİĔČļñÕ²ŁÑõļĔİŘ
cues. Additionally, a trend indicated children with easy temperament (e.g.,
positive mood, easy adaptation to novel situations) were more inclined to
show cooperative play than those with slow-to-warm-up temperament
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(e.g., needs time to adapt to novel experiences, somewhat negative mood).
¥õļñİÕë²İÑļĔĴŘČÊĔĆõËĭĆ²ŘʞëõİĆĴĴĭÕčļĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕļõČÕĭĆ²Řõčë
symbolic than boys and a trend implied higher structural language ability
predicted more symbolic play. Interestingly, none of the above-mentioned
child characteristics were associated with visual functioning, suggesting that
it is not the VI per se that explains variability regarding socio-communicative
skills development within the population of school-aged children with VIs
ʰ|õāč²ËăÕİÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɿʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɽʱʣ
In sum, it appears that developmental variability within the population
of children VIs can be explained by a multitude of individual factors. Our
ţčÑõčëĴõČĭĆŘļñ²ļõčĴËñĔĔĆʴ²ëÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʞËñõĆÑËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴ²ÑÑõļõĔč²Ć
ļĔļñÕ¤E²İÕČĔİÕõČĭĔİļ²čļõčÑõË²ļĔİĴĔêĭĔļÕčļõ²ĆĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴļñ²č
the profoundness of the VI. Although cooperative play still increases with
age during the elementary school period, opportunities for social interaction
²čÑĭĆ²Ř²ĆĴĔ²ĭĭÕ²İļĔÊÕõčŤŁÕčËÕÑÊŘĴļ²ÊĆÕļİ²õļËñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴʰÕʣëʣʞ
temperament) or by the development of other skills (e.g., language abilities).
This emphasizes the necessity of interventions that are adapted to and
supportive of the individual needs of children with VIs. An in-depth
examination of the effectiveness of interventions in individuals with VIs
might therefore be more informative than a general investigation of group
means (Gary, 2011; Hatton et al., 1999). Notwithstanding, longitudinal analysis
ĔêÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĔİĴăõĆĆĴÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļõč²ĴŁêţËõÕčļĴ²ČĭĆÕĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴ
is relevant to gain insight in developmental trajectories that are common
õč ļñõĴ ĭĔĭŁĆ²ļõĔčʣ Ĕ ëÕļ ² ËĆÕ²İÕİ ŁčÑÕİĴļ²čÑõčë Ĕê ļñÕ ĴõëčõţË²čËÕ Ĕê
variability of various developmental domains and to adapt interventions
accordingly, both types of research should receive more attention within
the population of children with VIs.

|ÕÕİĭĆ²ŘË²ĭ²ÊõĆõļõÕĴĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴõčļñÕÕĆÕČÕčļ²İŘ
ĴËñĔĔĆʣ²ëÕĴ
Previously reported delays of social interaction and play behaviour and signs
of pathology, mostly observed in pre-schoolers with VIs, were the premise
ĔêļñõĴļñÕĴõĴʿĔÊāÕËļõŕÕļĔĔêêÕİĴŁĭĭĔİļõčļñÕĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘËĔčļÕŗļʣĆļñĔŁëñ
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few studies focused on play and interactive abilities of children with VIs
in the elementary-school ages, they all expressed concerns about limited
play capabilities and infrequent interaction with sighted children (Bishop et
al., 2005; Hestenes & Carroll, 2000; Lewis, Norgate, et al., 2000). However,
insights from the current thesis make us reconsider how problematic peer
play really is for school-aged children with VIs. The play patterns reported
in Chapter 2 and 3 indicate peer play of most children with VIs was socially
inclined and characterized by adequate toy use, as children mostly engaged
in symbolic play with pretend play materials. This suggests children with
VIs are able to display play patterns that are likely to facilitate interaction
and participation. In line with this, Chapter 3 showed neither play behaviour
nor interactive behaviours of children with VIs differed from sighted
children. This further indicates children with VIs generally overcome early
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖõļñĭĆ²Ř²čÑĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčʞŖñõËñõĴõč²ËËĔİÑ²čËÕŖõļñ
previous research on social communicative skills and Theory of Mind (ToM)
understanding in this population (Brambring & Asbrock, 2010; Greenaway
& Dale, 2017; Pijnacker et al., 2012). Compared to the pre-school period,
ËñõĆÑİÕčõčļñÕĴËñĔĔĆʴ²ëÕĴñ²ŕÕõčËİÕ²ĴõčëĆŘĭİĔţËõÕčļĴļİŁËļŁİ²ĆĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ
abilities and more abstract thought processes, which fosters interaction
with the environment and compensates for the lack of visual information.
As such, language is thought to be of special importance for individuals with
VIs (Greenaway & Dale, 2017). Former studies reported school-aged children
with VIs to have superior structural language abilities and verbal memory
ËĔČĭ²İÕÑļĔĴõëñļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʰ|õāč²ËăÕİÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɿʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɽʱʣĆĴĔʞ
even though early ToM understanding can develop up to 19 months later
than in sighted children (Brambring & Asbrock, 2010), no indications for
a delay in advanced ToM understanding were found in 6- to 13-year-olds
(Pijnacker et al., 2012).
ĆļñĔŁëñÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖõļñĭİ²ëČ²ļõËĆ²čëŁ²ëÕŁĴÕʰõʣÕʣ²ĭĭİĔĭİõ²ļÕĆ²čëŁ²ëÕ
use in social contexts) can be persistent, the frequently described behavioural
ĔŕÕİĆ²ĭÊÕļŖÕÕčĴĔËõ²ĆËĔČČŁčõË²ļõŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²čÑĭĆ²ŘĔêĭİÕʴĴËñĔĔĆÕİĴ
with VIs and children with autism becomes less evident in the school-ages
(Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Hobson & Lee, 2010; Molloy & Rowe, 2011; Pijnacker
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Õļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɿʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɽʱʣĴĔĭĭĔĴÕÑļĔËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ²ŁļõĴČʞËñõĆÑİÕč
with VIs are socially engaged and intrinsically motivated to play and interact
with others. However, the lack of visual access to non-verbal cues and to the
ËñõĆÑʿĴĴŁİİĔŁčÑõčëĴŁčÑÕİČõčÕĴ²ļñĔİĔŁëñŁčÑÕİĴļ²čÑõčëĔêļñÕËĔčļÕŗļʞ
the directedness of interaction bids and the use of non-verbal communication
(Brown et al., 1997; Peterson et al., 2000; Roe, 2008). Unlike autistic children,
children with VIs can learn nonverbal social behaviour (Gense & Gense,
2005). Also, aberrant behaviours such as repetitive behaviour and echolalia
might be pathological in children with autism, but functional in children with
VIs (Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Pérez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden, 1999). Echolalia
can be considered a different way of language practicing for children
whose communicative ability is lacking compared to verbal memory and
speech imitation ability, which is often the case in children with VIs (Hull &
Mason, 1995; Pérez-Pereira & Conti-Ramsden, 1999). Repetitive behaviour or
mannerisms are thought to act as modulators that either increase or reduce
the level of stimulation in order for children with severe VIs or blindness to
reach an optimal state of arousal despite their suboptimal sensory input
(Fazzi et al., 1999; Molloy & Rowe, 2011; Tröster, Brambring, & Beelmann,
1991). Consequently, mannerisms manifest themselves in typical situations:
ñ²čÑŤ²ĭĭõčë²čÑÊĔÑŘİĔËăõčëŖÕİÕĔÊĴÕİŕÕÑĴĭÕËõţË²ĆĆŘŖñÕčËñõĆÑİÕč
were excited, whereas other mannerisms were demonstrated when arousal
was lacking or when something was required of the child (Fazzi et al., 1999).
The frequency of both mannerisms and echolalia were found to decrease
as children with VIs grow older and have more opportunities to regulate
their levels of stimulation or to verbally express themselves, which suggests
these behaviours are attributed to adaptations to the visual impairment in
early childhood. When these behaviours persist in the school-ages, this is a
sign that the behaviours are actually pathological and potentially caused by
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴĔļñÕİļñ²čļñÕ¤Eʰ;İÕÕč²Ŗ²Ř˯"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾʄʨ\ĔĆĆĔŘ˯ĔŖÕʞɿɽɾɾʱʣ
In the play context, increased solitary play is often considered a marker
of problematic social development, whereas this likely has a different
implication for children with VIs than for children with autism. In children
Ŗõļñ ²ŁļõĴČʞ ĴĔĆõļ²İŘ ĭĆ²Ř İÕŤÕËļĴ ĴĔËõ²Ć ÑõĴõčļÕİÕĴļʞ ² ÑÕţËõļ ļĔ Ĵñ²İÕ
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experiences with others or the need to retreat from an overstimulating
environment (Jordan, 2003). In children with VIs, increased solitary play
ËĔŁĆÑİÕŤÕËļĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʞÊŁļõļËĔŁĆÑ²ĆĴĔÊÕêŁčËļõĔč²Ć²čÑ
demonstrated voluntarily: it allows children to explore, play, or master skills
at their own pace and according to their own needs, most likely fostering
object-interaction, engagement and a deeper understanding of the play
ËĔčļÕŗļʣEčļñõĴİÕĴĭÕËļʞļñÕţčÑõčëļñ²ļĴĔĆõļ²İŘĭĆ²ŘõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑõčËñõĆÑİÕč
with VIs as a group due to the sound-augmented toys can be interpreted as
functional, because children were deliberately focused on eliciting auditory
information with the augmented toy while their play remained peer-directed
for the majority of time (Chapter 2 and 3). It might not be the demonstration
of solitary play in itself, but rather the amount of solitary play relative to
ĆÕŕÕĆĴĔêĴĔËõ²ĆĭĆ²Řļñ²ļõčÑõË²ļÕĴ²İõĴăêĔİĴĔËõ²ĆõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴõč
school-aged children with VIs. When solitary play prevails over parallel or
cooperative play in a peer play setting, this seems an indication of social
õčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣ
In conclusion, insights from previous studies and the current thesis imply
that altered behaviours and distinctive developmental trajectories observed
in pre-schoolers with VIs can largely be explained by adaptations to the
lack of visual input. In the school-ages, children become better able to
compensate for the lack of visual information, and many of the early social
ËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔč²čÑĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴÑõČõčõĴñ²Ĵ²İÕĴŁĆļʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞËÕİļ²õč
contexts or activities remain challenging for children with VIs, which can
restrict their opportunities for participation. This will be elaborated upon
in the next paragraph.

ñÕõČĭĔİļ²čËÕĔêĴŁĭĭĔİļõŕÕËĔčļÕŗļĴêĔİĭÕÕİĭĆ²Ř²čÑĴĔËõ²Ć
ĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔč
Insights from the current thesis implicate that most school-aged children
with VIs show peer play competence in a semi-structured setting, namely
a context in which children use a particular set of toys together with a
single playmate. This is in accordance with work of Roe (2008) showing that
ĴļİŁËļŁİÕÑĴÕļļõčëĴĔİĭĆ²Ř²İÕ²ĴʞĴŁËñ²ĴļñÕʾñĔČÕËĔİčÕİʿõčŖñõËñËñõĆÑİÕč
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play with miniature objects to represent daily situations at home, supported
interaction between children with VIs and other children. In the absence of
vision, it is more likely that children reach a coherent understanding from
a structured and organized play context than from unstructured play areas
with multiple other children (Roe, 1998; 2008; Warren, 1994). During dyadic
play, communicative bids are directed to or coming from one playmate,
suggesting it will be easier for a child with a VI to successfully interact with
one peer or to follow and interpret his/her actions than with multiple peers.
Nonetheless, most school-related activities or break times take place in large
play areas with many different children, especially in mainstream education.
Results from research studies and clinical reports indicate social integration
of children and adolescents with VIs in inclusive educational settings can be
challenging, especially for those who have additional disabilities (de Verdier,
ɿɽɾʃʨ A²ÑõÑõ ˯ Ć Sñ²ļÕÕÊʞ ɿɽɾʀʨ A²ļĆÕčʞ ɿɽɽʁʨ QÕĴĴŁĭʞ ŁčÑŘʞ İĔĔČʞ ˯
Hancock, 2017; McGaha & Farran, 2001; Roe, 2008). Interview studies in 5- to
18-year old children with VIs revealed that social activities involving physical
activity are particularly challenging to engage in for school-aged children
²čÑ ²ÑĔĆÕĴËÕčļĴ Ŗõļñ ¤EĴ ʰSñ²Ñă² Õļ ²Ćʣʞ ɿɽɾɿʨ ²ÑõÌ Õļ ²Ćʣʞ ɿɽɾʂʱʣ "Łİõčë
these kinds of activities, children with VIs stated the lack of vision restricts
their orientation and mobility, challenging their ability to participate. Also,
the inability to recognize the faces of peers was reported as an important
reason to refrain from social interaction or activities with sighted peers.
Children with VIs mentioned they avoided certain social situations and
spent more time on indoor and individual activities than sighted children,
ŖñĔ Ĵļ²ļÕÑ ļñÕŘ ĭİÕêÕİİÕÑ ĔŁļÑĔĔİ ëİĔŁĭ ²ËļõŕõļõÕĴ ʰSñ²Ñă² Õļ ²Ćʣʞ ɿɽɾɿʨ
²ÑõÌÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾʂʱʣĆĴĔʞļñÕõİŖÕĆĆÊÕõčë²čÑįŁ²ĆõļŘĔêĆõêÕ²ËİĔĴĴČŁĆļõĭĆÕ
domains (physical, social, school and emotion) were rated lower than in
sighted peers (Bathelt et al., 2019; Chadha & Subramanian, 2011). As results of
a longitudinal study showed that physical activity positively predicted wellbeing and psychological functioning in adolescents with VIs, this emphasizes
the importance of participation in physical leisure activities with sighted
peers (Brunes, Flanders, & Augestad, 2015; Houwen et al., 2009).
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ĔËõ²Ć ĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔč ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ õč ĭñŘĴõË²Ć ²čÑ ëİĔŁĭ ²ËļõŕõļõÕĴ ²İÕ čĔļ
merely a result of the impaired visual functioning, but also of factors
related to the context itself. A lack of opportunities to participate in these
contexts alongside a lack of adequate teacher support limits school-aged
children with VIs to engage in physical activities (Cervantes & Porretta,
2013; Haegele & Porretta, 2015; Skellenger et al., 1997). Adults were found
to prevent children with VIs from participating due to low expectations
²ÊĔŁļļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴĭÕİêĔİČ²čËÕʞĔİİÕĴļİõËļĭÕÕİʴõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÊŘËĔčļİĔĆĆõčë
²ËļõŕõļõÕĴ Ĕİ õĴĔĆ²ļõčë ËñõĆÑİÕč Ŗõļñ ¤EĴ êİĔČ ĭÕÕİĴ ʰSñ²Ñă² Õļ ²Ćʣʞ ɿɽɾɿʨ
Papadopoulos, Metsiou, & Agaliotis, 2011; Roe, 2008; Sacks & Wolffe, 2006;
Stuart, Lieberman, & Hand, 2006). Research indicates the social context
(e.g., parents or teachers) often hinders self-determined behaviour and
independent decision-making in children and adolescents with VIs, which
Ë²čñ²ŕÕ²čÕë²ļõŕÕõČĭ²ËļĔčĴĔËõ²ĆÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļ²čÑŖÕĆĆÊÕõčëʰSñ²Ñă²
Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʨĔÊõčĴĔč˯VõÕÊÕİČ²čʞɿɽɽʁʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾʂʱʣñÕÕêêÕËļĔê
supportive or thwarting environmental conditions on positive developmental
tendencies has been a major focus of the Self-Determination Theory (SDT;
Deci & Ryan, 2004). According to the SDT, all children are born with the
same urge to seek out novelty, to explore, and to master new skills, which
is referred to as intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation and feelings of
ĴÕĆêʴÑÕļÕİČõč²ļõĔčŖõĆĆŤĔŁİõĴñÑÕĭÕčÑõčëĔčļñÕÕŗļÕčļļĔŖñõËñĴĔËõ²Ć
ÕčŕõİĔčČÕčļĴ ĴŁĭĭĔİļ ļñÕ ËñõĆÑʿĴ čÕÕÑĴ êĔİ ²ŁļĔčĔČŘʞ ËĔČĭÕļÕčËÕ ²čÑ
İÕĆ²ļõĔčʰQĔŁĴĴÕČÕļʞV²čÑİŘʞ˯SĔÕĴļčÕİʞɿɽɽʅʱʣEčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñÑõĴ²ÊõĆõļõÕĴʞ
ļñÕİÕ²ĭĭÕ²İĴļĔÊÕ²ļñõčĆõčÕÊÕļŖÕÕčČÕÕļõčëļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴčÕÕÑêĔİĴŁĭĭĔİļ
²čÑ ²ĴĴõĴļ²čËÕ ²čÑ ËĔčļİĔĆĆõčë ļñÕ ËñõĆÑʿĴ ²ËļõĔčĴ Ĕİ Č²ăõčë ÑÕËõĴõĔčĴ
for him/her (Humphrey & Lewis, 2008). Parents can be overprotective
Ĕİ ŁčÑÕİÕĴļõČ²ļÕ ļñÕõİ ËñõĆÑʿĴ ²ÊõĆõļŘ ļĔ ñ²čÑĆÕ čĔŕÕĆ ĴõļŁ²ļõĔčĴ Ĕİ ËĔĭÕ
with tasks themselves (Papadopoulos et al., 2011). Especially children with
blindness seem to have few opportunities to make decisions in the school
context (Robinson & Lieberman, 2004). Limited self-determination is likely
to reduce involvement during activities and can therefore be thwarting of
successful participation (Imms et al., 2017).
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Findings regarding the effectiveness of sound-augmented toys to facilitate
play in a semi-structured pretend play context allow us to contemplate
what implications augmented play materials have for social participation of
ËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴõčëÕčÕİ²ĆʣñÕõčŤŁÕčËÕĔêļñÕõčļÕİĭĆ²ŘÊÕļŖÕÕčËñõĆÑʴ
related factors and the environment on social participation underpins the
Family of Participation-Related Constructs framework (fPRC; Imms et al.,
2017). In this framework, participation is characterized by attendance and
involvement: a child with a VI can attend mainstream education with sighted
peers, but not be involved in peer play activities, suggesting he/she does
not genuinely participate. Involvement includes elements of motivation,
engagement, social connection or levels of affect (Imms et al., 2016). The
fPRC framework describes how relationships between person-related
ê²ËļĔİĴ Ĵñ²ĭÕÑ ÊŘ ĭ²Ĵļ ĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔč ²ĆĴĔ õčŤŁÕčËÕ êŁļŁİÕ ĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔčʣ
Person-related factors that are important for participation are activity
competence, sense of self and preferences. Activity competence refers to
ļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴ²ÊõĆõļŘļĔÕŗÕËŁļÕ²ËļõŕõļõÕĴ²ËËĔİÑõčëļĔļñÕÕŗĭÕËļÕÑĴļ²čÑ²İÑʞ
for example by using objects according to their functions or by completing
²ļ²ĴăõčÑÕĭÕčÑÕčļĆŘʣÕčĴÕĔêĴÕĆêËĔčËÕİčĴļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴĭÕİĴĔč²ĆĭÕİËÕĭļõĔčĴ
İÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔĴÕĆêʴÑÕļÕİČõč²ļõĔčʞĴÕĆêʴÕĴļÕÕČʞËĔčţÑÕčËÕ²čÑĴ²ļõĴê²ËļõĔčʣñÕ
ËñõĆÑʿĴĭİÕêÕİÕčËÕĴõčŕĔĆŕÕļñÕõİõčļÕİÕĴļĴĔİ²ËļõŕõļõÕĴļñ²ļ²İÕŕ²ĆŁÕÑ²ÊĔŕÕ
ĔļñÕİĔĭļõĔčĴʣñÕĴÕĭÕİĴĔčʴİÕĆ²ļÕÑê²ËļĔİĴ²İÕÊĔļñõčŤŁÕčËÕÑÊŘĭİÕŕõĔŁĴ
experiences with involvement or past performance as well as predictive
of future participation. According to the fPRC, there is a transactional
relationship between the person and its context, which suggests that both
the individual as well as the context change over-time through participation.
Participation is therefore seen as an entry point for changes at the activity
level and the body function/structure level (Imms et al., 2017).
ĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴË²čÊÕÕĴĭÕËõ²ĆĆŘê²ËõĆõļ²ļõŕÕĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĴÕčĴÕĔê
self. By enriching play materials with auditory cues, children with VIs are
able to reach a more detailed understanding of the play context. Children
can gather information about object characteristics and functions, the play
theme, or how different materials are related to each other. This information
can be discovered by the child itself, increasing feelings of autonomy and
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self-determination. Auditory cues that are elicited by a playmate also draw
the attention of a child with a VI and increase his/her awareness of the
ĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕʿĴ²ËļõĔčĴʣÊÕļļÕİŁčÑÕİĴļ²čÑõčëĔêļñÕĭĆ²ŘËĔčļÕŗļ²čÑļñÕ²ÊõĆõļŘ
to autonomously gather novel information will foster perceptions of control
ĔŕÕİļñÕĴõļŁ²ļõĔčʣ¥ñÕİÕ²Ĵ²ËñõĆÑČõëñļñ²ŕÕñ²ÑÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴļĔêŁčËļõĔčõč
ËÕİļ²õčĭĆ²ŘËĔčļÕŗļĴĔİļĔŁĴÕĴĭÕËõţËĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕİõ²ĆĴõčļñÕĭ²ĴļʞļñÕčĔŕÕĆ
possibilities for object-interaction and access to information will encourage
feelings of competence in that context. This fosters involvement during play,
which in turn facilitates present and future participation.
ñÕ ËñõĆÑʿĴ ĭİÕêÕİÕčËÕĴ ²ĆĴĔ õčŤŁÕčËÕ ļñÕõİ ĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔč õč ²ËļõŕõļõÕĴʣ
Preferences can both be a precursor or a consequence of participation. Some
children might prefer to engage in social pretend play, whereas others favour
ë²ČÕĴŖõļñİŁĆÕĴʣñõĴČõëñļÊÕÊ²ĴÕÑĔčļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴõčļÕİÕĴļĴʞÊŁļ²ĆĴĔĔč
past experiences of success or enjoyment. Research indicates individuals
are likely to choose contexts in which they feel competent over contexts
that do not match their competencies (Wachs, 2000). For example, children
with VIs reported they felt incompetent and embarrassed while playing
ball sports, because they were unable to keep up with the speed of the
game. Even though they liked sports the most, they preferred indoor and
individual activities, most likely because they felt more competent during
ļñÕĴÕ²ËļõŕõļõÕĴʰSñ²Ñă²Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʱʣĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļ²ļõĔčË²čČ²ăÕĭĆ²Ř
materials more accessible to children with VIs, supporting successful use of
these materials and, consequently, feelings of involvement and enjoyment.
When a child with a VI uses a ball that is enriched with sound cues that help
locate the ball or that signal when it is in reach of the child, he/she might
êÕÕĆõčËİÕ²ĴõčëĆŘËĔČĭÕļÕčļĭĆ²ŘõčëĴĔËËÕİʞŖñõËñŖõĆĆ²ĆĴĔõčŤŁÕčËÕļñÕ
ËñõĆÑʿĴĭİÕêÕİÕčËÕĴ²čÑļñÕĔĭĭĔİļŁčõļŘļĔČ²ăÕËñĔõËÕĴ²ËËĔİÑõčëĆŘʣÕõčë
able to choose and have control over participation is deemed important
(Imms et al., 2017). In the studies presented in the current thesis, children
lacked the opportunity for choice, as they were told to use a preselected
type of toys that merely encouraged pretend play. Children who preferred
other types of play might have been less involved in this particular play
context than those who preferred role enactment. This likely explains some
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of the individual variation regarding toy use and social play described in
Chapter 4. In order to facilitate involvement and participation, children with
VIs should be able to choose sound-augmented play materials according to
their preferences and in a variety of contexts. Experiencing a greater range
of contexts fosters the development of different skills, which might in turn
increase the probability that a child will participate in activities in the future
(Imms et al., 2017). An advantage of sound-augmented play materials over
ĴĭÕËõţËõčļÕİŕÕčļõĔčĴĔİļİÕ²ļČÕčļĴʰÕʣëʣʞĴĔËõ²ĆĴăõĆĆĴļİ²õčõčëʱõĴļñ²ļļñÕ
focus is not solely on improving functioning, but on providing different and
more elaborate experiences that create opportunities for participation and
higher involvement during activities. To study the transactional process of
how a variety of augmented play environments affects social participation
and the development of related skills over time, future research with a
longitudinal design is warranted.

|Ć²ŘêŁĆĆÕ²İčõčëŖõļñĴĔŁčÑʣ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴ
Play is considered a context where exploration and learning occurs
implicitly and that is characterized by high engagement (Lifter, Mason, et
²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɾʨ¥ĔĔÑ˯ļļţÕĆÑʞɿɽɽʂʱʣñÕİÕõĴ²čõčËİÕ²ĴõčëÕČĭñ²ĴõĴĔčļñÕ
development of educational games (so called serious games) that combine
learning with the interactive features and appeal of computer games,
in order to keep children engaged and motivated to learn (Backlund &
Hendrix, 2013; Piki et al., 2016). However, most of these serious games are
čĔļ²ËËÕĴĴõÊĆÕļĔËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñÑõĴ²ÊõĆõļõÕĴʰõÕĆõăĔŕ³Õļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʅʨ|õăõÕļ²Ćʣʞ
2016). In addition to traditional classroom instruction and computer-based
learning, augmented learning environments (i.e., tangibles) are primarily
designed to offer children hands-on activities that encourage exploration,
collaboration and engagement (Dourish, 2001; Hinske et al., 2010; Lin et al.,
2016; Price et al., 2003; Zuckerman et al., 2005). Augmented environments
also appear to have positive effects on engagement and learning in children
ŖõļñÑõĴ²ÊõĆõļõÕĴʰõÕĆõăĔŕ³Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɽʅʨñÕčʞVÕÕʞ˯Võčʞɿɽɾʃʨ\Ë\²ñĔč
et al., 2016; Richard et al., 2007). Furthermore, augmented reality games
on mobile devices (e.g., smart phones or tablets) enable learning to take
place outside the classroom, offering children and adults a broader range
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of interactive learning opportunities (Huang et al., 2016; Rogers et al., 2004;
Sommerauer & Müller, 2014; Yoon et al., 2012). Children with VIs are often
ĆÕĴĴ²ÊĆÕļĔÊÕčÕţļêİĔČĴÕİõĔŁĴë²ČÕĴ²čÑ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑİÕ²ĆõļŘë²ČÕĴʞĴõčËÕ
these games primarily contain visual content. We therefore aimed to offer
school-aged children with VIs an engaging learning environment comprising
of both auditory and tactile experiences.
In this respect, Chapter 5 described the effectiveness of sound-augmented
toys to encourage factual knowledge learning as part of natural science
education in children with VIs and a sighted comparison group. In this
playful learning context, children could elicit auditory cues containing
factual knowledge about Savannah animals by placing toy animals on various
locations within a miniature Savannah landscape. It appeared children with
VIs remembered a similar amount of facts after playing with the augmented
landscape as when they listened to an informative story about Savannah
animals. The sound-augmented toys enabled interactive learning, suggesting
ļñ²ļ ļñÕ ĭİÕĴÕčļ²ļõĔč Ĕê ê²ËļŁ²Ć ăčĔŖĆÕÑëÕ ÑÕĭÕčÑÕÑ Ĕč ļñÕ ËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ
actions (Moreno & Mayer, 2007). Consequently, children only elicited
approximately half of the available facts. When the number of facts children
actually elicited was taken into account, they learned more information
from the playful learning context than from the informative story. One of
the advantages of sound-augmented toys over the informative story was
that children could repeatedly elicit information they found interesting. This
indeed supported the retention of facts, which is in line with the effect
ĔêİÕĭÕļõļõĔčİÕĭĔİļÕÑêĔİĆ²čëŁ²ëÕĆÕ²İčõčëʰAŁĆĴļõāčʞɿɽɾɾʱʣcŁİţčÑõčëĴ
ËĔčţİČļñ²ļĆÕ²İčõčëļ²ăÕĴĭĆ²ËÕõčõčêĔİČ²ĆʞČÕ²čõčëêŁĆĴÕļļõčëĴŖñÕİÕ
children have opportunities to interact with the environment (Hinske et al.,
2010; Huang et al., 2016; Rogers et al., 2004). Children with VIs learned most
from a combination of both the playful learning environment as well as the
informative story, irrespective of the order in which the learning contexts
were offered. Interestingly, a group of sighted children gained less knowledge
from the playful learning environment than the children with VIs, whereas
both groups of children learned comparable knowledge after listening to the
informative story. Qualitative results indicated all children with VIs and most
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sighted children favoured the sound-augmented toys over the informative
story, which seems to indicate that the playful learning context was more
engaging to them than the passive (information driven) learning context.
Sound-augmented toys thus offer children with VIs a hands-on learning
activity that has the potential to be an effective addition to traditional and
computer-based learning in primary education.
The question that remains is what features of augmented learning
environments encourage learning in children with VIs and how this relates
to the type of knowledge that is learned or to individual characteristics of
learners (Squire, 2008). One explanation for the positive effect of serious
games or augmented learning environments on learning can be found in the
modality principle of instructional design, also referred to as the cognitive
theory of multimedia learning or CTML (Antle et al., 2011; Giannakos, 2013;
Moreno & Mayer, 2007; Sommerauer & Müller, 2014). According to the modality
principle, an interactive multimodal learning environment that combines
verbal content (e.g., printed or spoken words) and non-verbal content is the
most effective learning environment (Clark & Mayer, 2016; Low & Sweller,
2005; Mayer, 2002; Moreno & Mayer, 2007). In typical learners, a mixedmodality presentation of information primarily comprises the combination
between the auditory and visual modalities, by offering pictures, animations
or video to support verbal instruction (Moreno & Mayer, 2007; Paivio, 1990).
EļõĴ²ĴĴŁČÕÑļñ²ļĔčÕʿĴËĔëčõļõŕÕË²ĭ²ËõļŘõĴĆõČõļÕÑļĔ²ËÕİļ²õč²ČĔŁčļĔê
information, suggesting that the presentation of too much information in
a single modality leads to cognitive overload (Low & Sweller, 2005; Sweller,
2011). Because children with VIs lack access to visual information, the soundaugmented toys were designed to combine verbal content with tactile
experiences and to enable interactivity by controlling the auditory cues. It
can be hypothesized that the distribution of information across tactile and
²ŁÑõļĔİŘČĔÑ²ĆõļõÕĴ²ĆĴĔÕčËĔŁİ²ëÕĴ²ČĔİÕÕêţËõÕčļËĔëčõļõŕÕĭİĔËÕĴĴõčëĔê
information in persons with VIs. Future research is warranted to investigate
whether an interactive mixed-modality presentation of information indeed
facilitates learning in children with VIs.
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Chapter 5 showed one of the many possible interfaces of augmented learning
environments that could support playful learning in children with VIs. The
primary focus of the current thesis was on informal information acquisition
during play in a meaningful context, which should be distinguished from
knowledge construction from a constructivist perspective on learning
(Moreno & Mayer, 2007). During knowledge construction, children are
actively involved in the selection, regulation and evaluation of their learning
process, which is also an important aspect of self-regulated learning (Bada &
Olusegun, 2015; Mayer, 2005; Zimmerman & Schunk, 2001). Previous studies
showed that augmented learning environments can be designed in such a
way that interactivity promotes learner creativity trough problem solving,
İÕŤÕËļõĔč²čÑêÕÕÑÊ²ËăʰčļĆÕÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɾʨS²čë²Ĵʞɿɽɾɽʨ|İõËÕÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʁʱʣ
Furthermore, the current thesis did not focus on possibilities for collaborative
learning with sound-augmented materials, even though children used the
sound-augmented landscape in dyads (Chapter 5). The main reason for
having children participate in dyads was to increase their exposure to
ê²ËļŁ²ĆõčêĔİČ²ļõĔčʞĴõčËÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴčÕÕÑ²ĴõëčõţË²čļ²ČĔŁčļĔê
time to explore novel objects before they understand how to use them (Roe
& Webster, 2002). Collaboration involves shared knowledge construction in
an attempt to solve problems together, which is known to encourage the
ČĔļõŕ²ļõĔčļĔĆÕ²İčʰ²Ñ²˯cĆŁĴÕëŁčʞɿɽɾʂʨĆŁČÕčêÕĆÑʞSÕČĭĆÕİʞ˯Sİ²āËõăʞ
ɿɽɽʃʨA²İ²ĴõČʞɿɽɾʄʨS²čë²ĴʞɿɽɾɽʱʣĴĴŁËñʞõčŕÕĴļõë²ļõčëĭĔĴĴõÊõĆõļõÕĴêĔİ
collaborative knowledge construction with sound-augmented materials in
children with VIs could be an important future direction for the design of
playful learning environments for children with VIs.

VõČõļ²ļõĔčĴ²čÑêŁļŁİÕĭÕİĴĭÕËļõŕÕĴ
Insights from the current thesis should be considered in light of several
limitations, some of which share implications for future research. First
of all, participants were recruited using convenience sampling, which
was necessary to maximize the number of children with VIs that could
participate in the different studies. Children with VIs were approached if
they received outpatient treatment and the profoundness of the VI was not
part of the inclusion criteria. As a result, participants with moderate or
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mild VIs were overrepresented and only a small number of children with
blindness participated. As former research indicates children with more
profound VIs are more likely to experience persisting social communicative
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʰ;İÕÕč²Ŗ²Ř˯"²ĆÕʞɿɽɾʄʱʞţčÑõčëĴĔêļñÕËŁİİÕčļĴļŁÑŘČõëñļ
be less representative of children with severe VIs or blindness. Conversely,
Chapter 4 showed that the profoundness of VIs was hardly associated to
peer play behaviour or to other child characteristics. Despite the fact that
convenience sampling was used, our studies consisted of small samples,
especially in the case of the study on playful learning described in Chapter
5. Due to the relatively low incidence of blindness and low vision in children
in the Western world, small sample sizes are often a problem in research
focused on persons with VIs (Augestad, 2017; Elsman et al., 2019). Along with
the heterogeneity of this population, this reduces the generalizability of
ţčÑõčëĴļĔļñÕĭĔĭŁĆ²ļõĔčĔêËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʣļļñÕĴ²ČÕļõČÕʞļñÕĴļŁÑŘ
sample in Chapter 2 represents a reasonable proportion of children with a
VI in Dutch special elementary education.
Second, the small number of dyads that participated in the studies
investigating the effect of augmented toys on peer play might have caused
bias to random variance estimates in multilevel analysis (Clarke & Wheaton,
2007; Heck et al., 2013; Mok, 1995). Since interaction is a dyadic process,
individual data should not be viewed as independent observations: the play
behaviour and interaction observed in one child depends on that of the other
child. Not to take the nesting of observations in higher-level groups into
account means a violation of the independence assumption for parametric
²č²ĆŘĴÕĴʞŖñõËñË²ŁĴÕĴõčŤ²ļÕÑŘĭÕʴEÕİİĔİİ²ļÕĴʰS²ĴñŘ˯SÕččŘʞɿɽɾɾʨ
SÕččŘʞS²ĴñŘʞ˯ĔĔăʞɿɽɽʃʨ\Ë]ÕõĴñ˯ļ²ĭĆÕļĔčʞɿɽɾʃʱʣļõĆĆʞŕ²İõĔŁĴĴļŁÑõÕĴ
that focused on interaction or play between children in a dyad or in groups
ignored the fact that individual observations were nested, or only considered
the nesting of individuals in classrooms while observing dyadic teacher-child
interaction (Cadima, Verschueren, Leal, & Guedes, 2016; Radesky et al., 2015;
Williford et al., 2017; Yuill et al., 2014). In Chapter 2 and 3, the hierarchical
data structure was taken into account by including the dyad variance as
random intercept in multilevel analysis. However, the number of higher-
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level units (i.e., dyads) was small (<30), especially in the case of the dyads in
mainstream education (Chapter 3), which might have caused Type 1 errors
(Heck, et al., 2013; McNeish & Stapleton, 2014). Although it is argued that the
use of multilevel models is preferred even in small samples with nested datastructures, particularly when datasets contain missing values (Gonzalez
˯;İõêţčʞɿɽɾɿʨS²ĴñŘ˯SÕččŘʞɿɽɾɾʨ\ŁĴË²Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɾʱʞļñõĴĴŁëëÕĴļĴļñÕ
results on the effectiveness of augmented toys must be interpreted with
some caution. Another possibility to examine interaction and peer play
more closely stems from the dynamic systems approach (Steenbeek & van
Geert, 2005, 2008; van Geert, 2011). This approach models how one state of
²ËĔČĭĆÕŗĴŘĴļÕČʰÕʣëʣʞÑŘ²ÑõËĭĆ²Řõč²ĴĭÕËõţËËĔčļÕŗļŖõļñŕ²İõĔŁĴļĔŘĴʱ
changes into another state over time, which provides a detailed image of
the development of interaction patterns (van Geert, 2011). This could be an
interesting way to longitudinally examine how and why peer interaction
changes through interventions within the play context.
A strength of the current thesis was that it used a counterbalanced crossover
repeated measures design in studies described in Chapter 2, 3 and 5. Because
ŖÕŖÕİÕÑÕ²ĆõčëŖõļñ²ĴČ²ĆĆİÕĴÕ²İËñĭĔĭŁĆ²ļõĔčʞõļŖ²ĴČĔİÕÕêţËõÕčļļĔ
opt for a design in which children were their own controls and played with
both sound-augmented and normal toys (Chapter 2 and 3) or in a playful
learning environment and an instructional setting (Chapter 5). However,
the main disadvantage of crossover designs is the risk for carryover effects,
implying that behaviour observed in condition B might be biased by the
effect of condition A (Piantadosi, 2017). We have attempted to take this into
account by counterbalancing the order of conditions across participants
and by the incorporation of washout periods of at least two days between
the moments that different conditions were offered to participants, and
of at least one week before the same conditions were offered repeatedly.
Also, statistical examination of the effect of separate conditions on play and
learning took within-person variability or autocorrelation over the various
measurements into account.
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Finally, conclusions regarding the effectiveness of sound-augmented toys to
facilitate peer play are based solely on observations of the frequency with
which certain play behaviours were demonstrated. It remains unclear how
children integrated the auditory information in their play and whether this
might have affected the quality of their play-related interaction bids or the
elaborateness of their play schemes. Research indicates that social pretend
play becomes increasingly complex in sighted children aged 6 to 8, as children
use richer texts, and formulate more coherent and organized scripts than 4to 6-year-olds (Fromberg & Bergen, 2012). Informal observations during data
ËĔĆĆÕËļõĔčĔêļñÕËŁİİÕčļĴļŁÑŘĴŁëëÕĴļÕÑļñ²ļļñÕÕĆ²ÊĔİ²ļÕčÕĴĴĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ
symbolic play differed substantially, with some children inventing diverse
and comprehensive stories and impersonations of characters, while others
İÕĭÕ²ļÕÑ²ĴõČĭĆÕĭĆ²ŘĴËñÕČÕĔŕÕİ²čÑĔŕÕİʣčõčŕÕĴļõë²ļõĔčĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ
verbatims during play would clarify how additional auditory information
about characters, the play theme or propositions for play schemes is used
by children with VIs. This would provide a more detailed understanding of
the type of auditory cues that have a facilitative or an unfavourable effect
on play and interaction.

|İ²ËļõË²ĆõČĭĆõË²ļõĔčĴ
Findings of the current thesis have important practical implications for
teachers, support staff and clinicians working with children with VIs. First,
this thesis underlines the relevance for 4- to 12-year old children with
VIs to regularly play and interact with another peer in a semi-structured
context, as results indicated dyadic play was characterized by high social
involvement of both children. Whereas school-related or leisure activities
that involve physical activity with a multitude of peers are often challenging
êĔİËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʰSñ²Ñă²Õļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɿʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾʂʱʞļñÕÑŘ²ÑĴÕļļõčë
appears to be supportive of peer play and interaction. Results presented
in Chapter 2 and 3 indicated children adapt their play behaviour to their
playmate. Interdependence between children within a dyad was particularly
strong for solitary and symbolic play. From a Vygotskian viewpoint, this
is an implication that play and interaction could be encouraged when
a less skilled child plays with a child that is more skilled in this domain.
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According to Vygotsky (1987), interaction or collaboration with more capable
ĭÕÕİĴ ĭİĔŕõÑÕĴ ² ʾşĔčÕ Ĕê ĭİĔŗõČ²Ć ÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļʿ ļñ²ļ ĴŁĭĭĔİļĴ ĆÕ²İčõčë
and development in a child. In accordance with Roe (2008), we argue that
children with VIs should have frequent opportunities embedded in daily
activities to play and interact with varying peers, so they can further develop
social communicative skills and establish and maintain peer relationships.
Previous research showed friendships are preventive of adjustment
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²čÑĴĔËõ²ĆõĴĔĆ²ļõĔčʰŁăĔŖĴăõʞV²ŁİĴÕčʞ˯AĔş²ʞɿɽɾɽʨ&čëĆÕʞ
McElwain, & Lasky, 2011; Laursen, Bukowski, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2007) and
êĔĴļÕİĭĔĴõļõŕÕõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčĴļñ²ļÕčñ²čËÕļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴĭĔĴõļõĔčõč²ĭÕÕİëİĔŁĭ
(Berndt, 2004). It is therefore likely that successful participation in a certain
context, in this case during dyadic play, also facilitates participation in other
contexts that are more challenging for children with VIs (Imms et al., 2017).
EļõĴÕČĭñ²ĴõşÕÑļñ²ļļÕ²ËñÕİĴĴñĔŁĆÑĭİĔŕõÑÕĴŁêţËõÕčļĔĭĭĔİļŁčõļõÕĴêĔİ
children with VIs to participate in various contexts, even in ones where
they feel incompetent about themselves or in which teachers or parents
Čõëñļñ²ŕÕĆĔŖÕŗĭÕËļ²ļõĔčĴĔêļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴĴŁËËÕĴĴʞĴŁËñ²ĴÑŁİõčëĭñŘĴõË²Ć
²ËļõŕõļõÕĴʰSñ²Ñă²Õļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɿʨ|²ĭ²ÑĔĭĔŁĆĔĴÕļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɾʨļŁ²İļÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʃʱʣ
This encourages children to make independent choices according to their
ĔŖčĭİÕêÕİÕčËÕĴʞŖñõËñõĴÊÕčÕţËõ²ĆêĔİļñÕÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļĔê²ŁļĔčĔČŘ²čÑ
self-determination, a relevant issue for children with VIs (Engel-Yeger &
A²ČÕÑʴ"²ñÕİʞɿɽɾʀʨSñ²Ñă²Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɾɿʨĔÊõčĴĔč˯VõÕÊÕİČ²čʞɿɽɽʁʨļŁ²İļ
Õļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɽʃʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾʂʱʣ
ÕËĔčÑʞËñõĆÑİÕčļñ²ļÑĔÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴÑŁİõčëÑŘ²ÑõË
play need additional support. Sound-augmented play materials have the
potential to provide these children a supportive play context. We showed
ļñ²ļ²ŁÑõļĔİŘËŁÕĴõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑĔÊāÕËļʴõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčʞÑõİÕËļÕÑËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ²ļļÕčļõĔč
to playmates and fostered joint attention during parallel play, while solitary
play decreased concomitantly. The mutual awareness and shared attention
that characterizes parallel play are important precursors of social interaction
and cooperative play (Dodge et al., 1983; Howes & Matheson, 1992; Robinson
Õļ²ĆʣʞɿɽɽʀʱʣÑÑõļõĔč²ĆĆŘʞĭ²İ²ĆĆÕĆĭĆ²Řñ²Ĵ²ĴõëčõţË²čļļİ²čĴõļõĔč²ĆêŁčËļõĔč
and serves as a bidirectional crossroad between other social aspects
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of play (Robinson et al., 2003). As such, sound-augmented toys optimize
opportunities for social play and interaction to occur in children with VIs
that generally engage in low levels of cooperative play. Conversely, our
ţčÑõčëĴõčÑõË²ļÕÑļñÕõčËİÕ²ĴÕÑêĔËŁĴĔčÕĆõËõļõčë²čÑĆõĴļÕčõčëļĔĴĔŁčÑĴ
occurred at the expense of social pretend play in children that already played
cooperatively for the majority of time. Although auditory cues might still
provide these children with additional information about the play context,
this does not facilitate the demonstration of social play any further.
Furthermore, this thesis underlines that persistent social interaction and
ĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ²İÕĆõăÕĆŘË²ŁĴÕÑÊŘê²ËļĔİĴ²ÑÑõļõĔč²ĆļĔļñÕ¤EʞŖñõËñ
ÕČĭñ²ĴõşÕĴļñÕõČĭĔİļ²čËÕĔêÕ²İĆŘõÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčĔêİõĴăê²ËļĔİĴʣEčĆõčÕŖõļñ
ĭİÕŕõĔŁĴİÕĴÕ²İËñʞĔŁİţčÑõčëĴõčÑõË²ļÕČĔĴļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴĔŕÕİËĔČÕ
Õ²İĆŘĭĆ²Ř²čÑõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴŖñÕčļñÕŘİÕ²ËñļñÕĭİõČ²İŘĴËñĔĔĆʴ
ages (Bishop et al., 2005; Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Lewis, Norgate, et al.,
ɿɽɽɽʨ|õāč²ËăÕİÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɿʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɽʱʣ"õêţËŁĆļõÕĴļñ²ļÑĔ²İõĴÕÑŁİõčë
play and interaction are a direct consequence of the lack of visual access
ļĔļñÕÕčŕõİĔčČÕčļİ²ļñÕİļñ²čĴĔËõ²ĆÑÕţËõļĴʞČĔĴļĆŘİÕĆ²ļÕÑļĔČĔÊõĆõļŘʞ
Ĵĭ²ļõ²ĆĔİõÕčļ²ļõĔčĔİê²Ëõ²ĆİÕËĔëčõļõĔčʰSñ²Ñă²Õļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾɿʨ²ÑõÌÕļ²Ćʣʞ
2015). When school-aged children with VIs experience persisting social
ËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴļñ²ļ²İÕĭÕİŕ²ĴõŕÕõčŕ²İõĔŁĴÑ²õĆŘʴĆõêÕĴÕļļõčëĴʞ
screening should focus on child-related and context-related factors that
restrict successful adaptation to the lack of visual input (Greenaway &
Dale, 2017). For example, results of the present thesis revealed that children
with VIs were more likely to show low levels of cooperative peer play when
they had poorer language ability, or when they had slow-to-warm-up
ļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļõčĴļÕ²ÑĔêÕ²ĴŘļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļʣËĆĔĴÕČĔčõļĔİõčëĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴ
development throughout the pre-school years accompanied by early support
ČõëñļİÕÑŁËÕļñÕİõĴăêĔİĴĔËõ²ĆËĔČČŁčõË²ļõŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʰ"²ĆÕÕļ²Ćʣʞɿɽɾʁʱʣ
The infancy and pre-school periods appear to be particularly vulnerable
periods in which children with VIs need support to optimally adapt to the
lack of vision. Early support should therefore be aimed at promoting social
development, communication, and language abilities by regularly informing
caregivers how to offer stimulating experiences to their child with a VI
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(Dale et al., 2014; Greenaway & Dale, 2017; Roe, 2008; Warren, 1994). Recent
research shows that the Developmental Journal for babies and children
Ŗõļñ¤Eʰ"Q¤Eʱʞ²ñĔČÕʴÊ²ĴÕÑÕ²İĆŘõčļÕİŕÕčļõĔčʞĭĔĴõļõŕÕĆŘõčŤŁÕčËÕĴļñÕõİ
developmental outcomes and could improve the screening of risk factors
ĔİĭĔļÕčļõ²ĆÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļ²ĆÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴõčŘĔŁčëËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴʰ"²ĆÕÕļ
al., 2018). The DJVI requires a license for professionals and can be obtained
online (https://xip.uclb.com/i/healthcare_tools/DJVI_professional.html).
Sound-augmented toys could also be a useful tool to encourage object
exploration and joint attention between infants or toddlers with VIs and
caregivers or peers. Since young children with VIs are limited in their ability
to independently discover their surroundings, sound-augmented toys
could increase the awareness of infants with VIs of the presence of objects,
consequently stimulating explorative behaviour and object manipulation.
In addition, sound-augmented toys could provide verbal information about
object characteristics that can be adapted to the developmental level of the
child, which may contribute to the development of conceptual knowledge.
Finally, our results indicated that sound-augmented play materials promote
object exploration in particular and have the potential to offer children
with VIs effective, hands-on learning experiences. Since children learned
most from a combination of playful learning and instruction, soundaugmented materials could be offered to consolidate knowledge that was
offered during instruction, or to informally introduce a new educational
theme preceding instruction. During playful learning, children can discover
novel information in collaboration with peers, which could foster effective
learning and concomitantly have positive implications for peer relationships
²čÑĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔčʰS²čë²ĴʞɿɽɾɽʱʣÑÑõļõĔč²ĆĆŘʞËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴË²čŁĴÕļñÕ
sound-augmented learning environment without teacher support. Having
²č²ËļõŕÕİĔĆÕõčĔčÕʿĴĔŖčĆÕ²İčõčëĭİĔËÕĴĴêĔĴļÕİĴÕčë²ëÕČÕčļ²čÑČõëñļ
also be supportive of self-determination in children with VIs. It is therefore
argued that such learning environments would be an interesting addition
to the current curriculum of children with VIs, and that further possibilities
for the effective use of sound-augmented materials should be investigated.
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ĔčËĆŁĴõĔč
To conclude, results of the present thesis provide insights in the type of
play and interaction that school-aged children with VIs demonstrate during
dyadic play with peers, how this varies between children and which child
characteristics explain this variability, and how enriching play materials
with auditory cues affects peer play and playful learning. The majority
of school-aged children with VIs demonstrated social pretend play while
ŁĴõčë ² |Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆ˳ ăčõëñļʿĴ Ë²ĴļĆÕ ļĔëÕļñÕİ Ŗõļñ ² ĭÕÕİʞ õčÑõË²ļõčë ļñ²ļ
ČĔĴļËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴĔŕÕİËĔČÕÕ²İĆŘĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞĴõëčõţË²čļ
individual variation was observed, implying that some children with VIs did
ÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĭÕİĴõĴļÕčļĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣñÕĴÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖÕİÕŘĔŁčëÕİ
and had poorer language abilities than children who were more capable of
playing with peers. Sound-augmented toys were found to facilitate social
ĭĆ²ŘĭİõČ²İõĆŘõčËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴļñ²ļÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣ
Furthermore, sound-augmented toys promoted object interaction through
õčËİÕ²ĴÕÑÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔčĔêĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑ²ËËĔČĭ²čŘõčë²ŁÑõļĔİŘËŁÕĴʣñÕ
current thesis indicates that sound-augmented toys also have the potential
to be an effective learning environment that offers children with VIs
opportunities for hands-on learning in a meaningful context. As such, this
ļñÕĴõĴõĴ²ţİĴļĴļÕĭļĔŖ²İÑĴļñÕ²ĭĭĆõË²ļõĔčĔêĴĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴļñ²ļ
could provide supportive play and learning contexts for children with VIs.
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Research materials
ĭĭÕčÑõŗɷ
Factual knowledge that was presented by the augmented toy as audiofragments and as part of the informative story in Chapter 5.
Zebras
•

Zebras are relatives of horses and donkeys, but they are the only
members living on the African savannah. You can recognize zebras by
the black and white stripes on their bodies.

•

A baby zebra is called a foal, just like the baby of a horse. The foals can
walk and run immediately after they are born. This is important, because
lions that live on the savannah are hunting zebras! So, the zebra foals
must be able to run away quickly.

•

Zebras love to eat tall grasses and leaves. They eat all day long. The
young drink milk from their mother.

Ostriches
•

Ostriches are the largest and heaviest birds in the world. Because they
²İÕĴĔñÕ²ŕŘʞļñÕŘË²ččĔļŤŘʣcĴļİõËñÕĴñ²ŕÕĆĔčë²čÑĴļİĔčëĆÕëĴʞŖõļñ
which they can run very fast. They also lay the largest eggs of all birds.

•

Ostriches have a long, bare neck. Their body is covered with large
feathers. You can recognize the male from its black feathers. The female
is slightly smaller and has brown feathers.

•

Ostriches like to eat grass and fruit, but they also enjoy insects and
Ćõş²İÑĴʣñÕËñõËăĴÕ²ļļñÕĴ²ČÕ²ĴļñÕ²ÑŁĆļĔĴļİõËñÕĴʣñÕŘÑĔčʿļñ²ŕÕ
any teeth in their beak, so they swallow their food all at once.
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Elephants
•

African elephants are the largest and heaviest animals on land. They can
weigh 6000 pounds and are very strong.

•

Elephants have a trunk. That is a very long nose with which they smell
and grasp things. Next to the trunk are the tusks. With the tusks,
ÕĆÕĭñ²čļĴË²čţëñļŖñÕčļñÕŘ²İÕõčÑ²čëÕİʣñÕŘË²č²ĆĴĔĭŁĴñ²Ŗ²Ř
heavy logs with them.

•

Elephants eat all day and even part of the night. They love leaves,
Êİ²čËñÕĴʞëİ²ĴĴÕĴ²čÑêİŁõļʣñÕÊ²ÊŘÕĆÕĭñ²čļĴĴļõĆĆÑİõčăļñÕõİČĔļñÕİʿĴ
milk.

Crocodiles
•

Crocodiles have a long snout and a mouth full of sharp teeth. Their skin
is covered with hard bony scales. The scales protect them when they
are attacked by other animals.

•

The baby crocodiles hatch from eggs that are laid on land. The mother
crocodile carries the babies in her mouth towards the water. They can
swim immediately.

•

İĔËĔÑõĆÕĴĆõăÕļĔÕ²ļţĴñ²čÑË²ļËñ²čõČ²ĆĴļñ²ļÑİõčăêİĔČļñÕĆ²ăÕʣ
They swim underwater towards the drinking animals and quickly jump
out of the water to grab them. The baby crocodiles like to eat frogs,
õčĴÕËļĴĔİĴČ²ĆĆţĴñʣ

Lions
•

Male lions are recognized by their mane, which is a large amount of hair
around the head of the lion. Females do not have mane, they have short
hairs all-over their body, just like cats do.
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•

Baby lions are called cubs. Often, four cubs are born at the same time.
Eê²ËŁÊñ²ĴāŁĴļÊÕÕčÊĔİčʞñÕË²čʿļĴÕÕ²čŘļñõčëŘÕļ²čÑñÕË²čʿļŖ²Ćă
either. So, the female lions have to take care of the cubs very well.

•

Lions are mostly asleep during the day, while the cubs play with each
other. When it becomes dark, the female lions are going for a hunt. Lions
have very good eyesight in the dark. They are predators, so they eat
ČÕ²ļʣVõĔčʿĴÑĔčʿļĆõăÕĭĆ²čļĴĔİêİŁõļʣ
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ĭĭÕčÑõŗɸ
Questions and scoring of factual knowledge about savannah animals
described in Chapter 5
Question

Answers and scoring

Maximum
score

What do ostriches and

Grass and fruit, insects and lizards

their young eat?

(1 point per correct answer; If children

4

mention both young and adult animals eat
grass, still give 1 point)
A) What do lions do

A) Sleep (1) The young play with each other

most of the day?

(1)

3.5

B) And what do they do B) Hunt (1; If a child mentions that the
at night?

female lions are the ones hunting, give 0.5
points extra)

Which animals are

Horse (1) and donkey (1)

2

A) What do you call a

A) Cub (1)

2

baby lion?

B) Four (1)

family of the zebra?

B) And how many baby
lions are often born at
the same time?
What do crocodiles

Fish and other animals/meat. Baby

and their young eat?

crocodiles eat frogs and insects

4

(1 point per correct answer)
What can elephants do

A) With the trunk: smelling (1) and grasping 4

with their trunk and

things (1)

their tusks?

ʱ¥õļñļñÕļŁĴăĴʝţëñļõčëʰɾʱ²čÑĭŁĴñõčë
logs/heavy things away (1)

What is the difference

Male has mane/long hair all around his

between a male lion

head, and females do not/females have

and a female lion?

short hairs (1; If children only mention
that males have mane without making a
comparison with females, give 0.5 points).

1
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Question

Answers and scoring

Maximum
score

How much does an

6000 kilos (1)

1

A) How are baby

A) From eggs (1)

2

crocodiles born?

B) The mother carries her babies in her

B) And what does the

mouth towards the water (1; If children just

mother do after the

Ĵ²ŘʼĴñÕÊİõčëĴļñÕČļĔļñÕŖ²ļÕİʽʞëõŕÕɽʣʂ

baby crocodiles are

points)

elephant weigh?

born?
Why are ostriches a

They are the largest/heaviest birds in the

special kind of birds?

ŖĔİĆÑʰɾʱʨļñÕŘË²ččĔļŤŘʰÊÕË²ŁĴÕļñÕŘ²İÕ

4

too heavy) (1); they lay the largest eggs of
all birds (1); they can run really fast (1; If
ËñõĆÑİÕčāŁĴļČÕčļõĔčʝʼļñÕŘ²İÕŕÕİŘÊõëʩ
very heavy/they have strong legs”, give 0.5
points)
What do zebras and

Grasses (1) and leaves (1). The young drink

their young eat?

milk from their mother (1)

A) What kind of skin

A) (Hard and bony) scales (1; if children

does a crocodile have?

ĔčĆŘĴ²Řʝʼñ²İÑĴăõčʽʞëõŕÕɽʣʂĭĔõčļĴʱ

B) Why is that

B) the scales offer protection (when

important?

attacked) (1)

What is the difference

Males have black feathers and females

between a male and a

have brown feathers (1; If children just

female ostrich?

mention that their feathers have different

3

2

2

colours, give 0.5 points) and females are
slightly smaller/males are larger (1)
A) What are baby

A) walk (1) and run (1)

zebras able of right

B) because the foals are able to run away

after they are born?

if they are chased by predators/they can

B) Why is that

escape from predators (1)

important?

3
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Question

Answers and scoring

Maximum
score

What do elephants and Leaves, branches, grasses and fruit. The
their young eat?

5

Ê²ÊŘÕĆÕĭñ²čļĴÑİõčăļñÕõİČĔļñÕİʿĴČõĆă
(1 point per good answer)

Note The answers to the questions correspond to the factual knowledge that is
offered in the experimental conditions.
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Summary
:ĔİËñõĆÑİÕčʞĭĆ²ŘõĴ²êŁč²ËļõŕõļŘļñ²ļõĴ²ĆĴĔÊÕčÕţËõ²ĆļĔļñÕõİÑÕŕÕĆĔĭČÕčļʣ
During play, children practice their language ability, various social skills,
²čÑļñÕŘÑÕŕÕĆĔĭêİõÕčÑĴñõĭĴŖõļñĭÕÕİĴʣAĔŖÕŕÕİʞĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘË²čÊÕÑõêţËŁĆļ
for children with a visual impairment (VI). Young children with a VI often
experience a delayed or altered play development compared to sighted
children. Because of the lack of vision, children with VIs are challenged
to reach a full and coherent understanding of their surroundings and of
toy characteristics and functions, which limits them to use toys or objects
appropriately. In addition, they often miss out on what their playmates are
doing and do not see their facial expressions or other non-verbal interactions.
Ĵ²İÕĴŁĆļʞĴĔČÕËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ²ŕõĴŁ²ĆõČĭ²õİČÕčļñ²ŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴļĔāĔõč
play groups and to interact and play together with their peers. When children
Ŗõļñ¤EĴĭĆ²Ř²ĆĔčÕĔêļÕč²čÑñ²ŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴČ²ăõčëêİõÕčÑĴʞļñõĴË²čĆÕ²Ñ
ļĔĭİĔÊĆÕČĴŖõļñĴĔËõ²Ćĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõĔč²čÑõčŤŁÕčËÕļñÕËñõĆÑʿĴŖÕĆĆʴÊÕõčëʣEļ
is therefore important to support children with VIs during interaction and
play with peers.
In this dissertation, we aimed to facilitate peer play by providing a supportive
context that is embedded in daily situations, such as the school environment.
In addition, we intended to create a supportive context that children can use
without the need for adult assistance, because adult scaffolding can be overly
controlling in peer play situations. In the present study, sound-augmented
toys were offered as supportive medium during play. Augmented toys (also
İÕêÕİİÕÑ ļĔ ²Ĵ ʾļ²čëõÊĆÕĴʿʱ ËĔČÊõčÕ ĭñŘĴõË²Ć Č²ļÕİõ²ĆĴ Ŗõļñ ļÕËñčĔĆĔëŘʞ
prompting digital events such as sounds, vibrations or visual effects. This
ËİÕ²ļÕĴčĔŕÕĆĭĔĴĴõÊõĆõļõÕĴêĔİĔÊāÕËļʴõčļÕİ²ËļõĔč²čÑĭĆ²Řʣ|İÕŕõĔŁĴĴËõÕčļõţË
studies showed that augmented toys stimulated exploration, collaboration,
and informal learning in typically developing children and in children
with disabilities. We assumed that the enrichment of toys with auditory
cues would provide children with VIs more detailed information about toy
Ëñ²İ²ËļÕİõĴļõËĴʞļñÕĭĆ²ŘļñÕČÕʞ²čÑ²ÊĔŁļļñÕõİĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕʿĴ²ËļõĔčĴʣñõĴ
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was expected to increase their opportunities to share experiences and play
together.
EčļñÕţİĴļĴļŁÑŘʰChapter 2), we investigated whether sound-augmented
toys were able to facilitate peer play in 4- to 12-year old children with a VI.
All participants attended special education for children with blindness and
low vision. In dyads, children played with an augmented toy that consisted of
²Ć²İëÕ|Ć²ŘČĔÊõĆ˳ăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕõčŖñõËñĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴŖÕİÕ²ÊĆÕļĔĭİĔÑŁËÕ
² ŕ²İõÕļŘ Ĕê ĴĔŁčÑĴʣ ¥ñÕč ËñõĆÑİÕč ĭĆ²ËÕÑ ļñÕ ĭĆ²Ř ţëŁİÕĴ Ĕč ÑõêêÕİÕčļ
ĆĔË²ļõĔčĴŖõļñõčļñÕË²ĴļĆÕʞļñÕŘËĔŁĆÑÕĆõËõļČŁĴõËʞļĔŘõÑÕčļõţË²ļõĔčĴĔŁčÑĴʞ
or theme sounds. In order to investigate the effect of these auditory cues
on play, all dyads played three times with the augmented castle and three
times with a non-augmented castle (the same toys without sounds). The
results indicated that children were increasingly focused on the auditory
ËŁÕĴ²čÑĴĭÕčļČĔĴļĔêļñÕõİĭĆ²ŘļõČÕÕŗĭĆĔİõčëļñÕĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴ²čÑļñÕ
variety of sounds that could be elicited with the augmented toy. The auditory
ËŁÕĴÑİÕŖļñÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²čļʿĴ²ļļÕčļõĔčļĔļñÕļĔŘĴ²čÑļĔļñÕ²ËļõĔčĴĔêļñÕõİ
playmate. However, children within a dyad spent less time actively playing
and interacting with each other (which is referred to as cooperative play)
when they used the sound-augmented toys compared to non-augmented
toys. Although it was expected that most children with VIs would have
ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ ĭĆ²Řõčë ļĔëÕļñÕİʞ ļñÕŘ ²ËļŁ²ĆĆŘ ĭĆ²ŘÕÑ ËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĆŘ ČĔĴļ Ĕê
the time with either of the toys. Because children were busy exploring and
Č²čõĭŁĆ²ļõčëļñÕĴĔŁčÑĴ²čÑĭĆ²ŘţëŁİÕĴʞļñÕŘ²ĆĴĔĴĭÕčļĆÕĴĴļõČÕõčĭİÕļÕčÑ
play (also referred to as symbolic play) with the augmented toy versus the
non-augmented toy. In conclusion, it appeared that for the average group
of children with VIs, the auditory cues encouraged object exploration and a
êĔËŁĴĔčĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕĴʿ²ËļõĔčĴʞÊŁļõčļÕİêÕİÕÑŖõļñĴĔËõ²ĆĭİÕļÕčÑĭĆ²Řʣ
In the second study (Chapter 3), we examined whether sound-augmented
toys were able to facilitate peer play in dyads of 4- to 11-year-old children
with a VI and sighted classmates. All children with a VI attended mainstream
ÕÑŁË²ļõĔčʣĴõČõĆ²İĭİĔËÕÑŁİÕ²čÑļñÕĴ²ČÕ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑăčõëñļʿĴË²ĴļĆÕŖÕİÕ
ŁĴÕÑ²ĴõčļñÕţİĴļĴļŁÑŘʞ²ĆļñĔŁëñÑŘ²ÑĴõčļñÕĴÕËĔčÑĴļŁÑŘĭĆ²ŘÕÑļŖĔ
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times with the augmented toy and two times with the non-augmented toy.
The results were mostly comparable to those found in dyads of children
with a VI in special education. On average, children showed increased object
ÕŗĭĆĔİ²ļõĔč ²čÑ êĔËŁĴ Ĕč ļñÕõİ ĭĆ²ŘČ²ļÕʿĴ ²ËļõĔčĴʞ ÊŁļ ÑÕËİÕ²ĴÕÑ ĴĔËõ²Ć
pretend play when using the augmented toy versus the non-augmented
ļĔŘʣ]ĔĴõëčõţË²čļÑõêêÕİÕčËÕĴŖÕİÕêĔŁčÑÊÕļŖÕÕčļñÕĭĆ²ŘÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴĔê
children with a VI and sighted peers other than a trend for children with
VIs to engage in more sound exploration than sighted peers. Because the
play behaviour of this group of children was also socially inclined for the
majority of time, just as in the dyads in special education, it appears that a
ceiling effect occurred that made it impossible for the augmented toys to
further facilitate peer play. In other words, most school-aged children with
VIs demonstrated adequate peer play behaviour and did not need soundaugmented toys to further increase the amount of peer play. However, the
İÕĴŁĆļĴÑõÑõčÑõË²ļÕĴõëčõţË²čļõčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ćŕ²İõ²ÊõĆõļŘŖ²ĴĭİÕĴÕčļŖõļñõčļñÕ
group of children with VIs.
In the third study (Chapter 4), play variability within the group of children
with VIs was further examined. Also, potential associations with individual
characteristics were investigated, such as the profoundness of the VI,
Ć²čëŁ²ëÕ ²ÊõĆõļŘ Ĕİ ļÕČĭÕİ²ČÕčļʣ õëčõţË²čļ õčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ć ŕ²İõ²ÊõĆõļŘ Ŗ²Ĵ
present for cooperative play and pretend play in particular. Whereas most
children with VIs engaged in social pretend play for the majority of time,
²ËĔčĴõÑÕİ²ÊĆÕëİĔŁĭĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʰ²ÊĔŁļɿɽ˫ʱ²ĭĭÕ²İÕÑļĔñ²ŕÕÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴ
engaging in peer play. These children were younger and had less strongly
developed language skills than the children who did show high amounts of
peer play with regular toys. Also, results indicated that children with easy
temperament were more likely to engage in cooperative play with peers
than those with slow-to-warm-up temperament, and that girls were more
likely to show pretend play than boys. Conversely, the profoundness of the
VI was associated to neither cooperative nor pretend play. This suggests
that individual characteristics of school-aged children with VIs affect their
capabilities to play and interact with peers, and support during play should
be adapted to these individual needs or characteristics. Because of the high
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cooperative play variability within the group of children with VIs, we decided
to re-examine the effect of sound-augmented toys on peer play for children
who demonstrated high, moderate, or low levels of cooperative play with the
regular Playmobil® castle. Results suggested that sound-augmented toys are
ÊÕčÕţËõ²ĆļĔËñõĆÑİÕčŖñĔĴļİŁëëĆÕŖõļñËĔĔĭÕİ²ļõŕÕĭÕÕİĭĆ²Řõčĭ²İļõËŁĆ²İʣ
For children with a VI who are already competent in playing together, sounds
might be fun and provide more information about the play context, but they
can also interfere with pretend play and peer interaction.
EčļñÕţč²ĆĴļŁÑŘʰChapter 5), the potential for sound-augmented toys to
facilitate playful learning in school-aged children with VIs and a sighted
comparison group was examined. Both groups of children played with a
sound-augmented Savannah landscape and a variety of Savannah animals.
The toy animals produced sounds containing factual knowledge when placed
within the landscape. Participants also listened to an informative story about
Savannah animals that contained the same factual knowledge as the toy.
Results indicated that children with VIs showed similar knowledge gains
from the informative story as from the augmented toy. Because participants
were not given any assignment when they used the augmented toy other
than to play with the toys, they heard about half of the available factual
knowledge. When this was taken into account in the statistical analyses, it
was found that children with VIs remembered about half the information
they had heard with the augmented toy, while remembering about 20% of
the information after listening to the story. An advantage of the augmented
toy was that children had the opportunity to repeat information as often
as they wanted to. This proved to promote learning: children with VIs were
better able to remember the facts that they had heard more frequently than
facts they heard only once. In addition, most children with a VI mentioned
they enjoyed playing with the augmented toy and that they thought they
had learned more from the toy than from listening to the informative story.
The combination of both the augmented toy and the story turned out to
encourage learning most. It did not appear to matter whether children
Ŗõļñ ¤EĴ ţİĴļ ĭĆ²ŘÕÑ Ŗõļñ ļñÕ ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑ ļĔŘ ²čÑ ļñÕč ĆõĴļÕčÕÑ ļĔ ļñÕ
story or vice versa. Interestingly, the augmented toys appeared to lead to
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higher learning outcomes in students with a VI than in sighted students.
ĆĴĔʞËñõĆÑİÕčŖõļñ¤EĴĆÕ²İčÕÑĴõëčõţË²čļĆŘČĔİÕêİĔČļñÕËĔČÊõč²ļõĔčĔê
both learning contexts than sighted children did. This is an indication that
meaningful learning environments, in which children can independently
acquire information through object exploration and auditory experiences,
are particularly motivating for children with VIs.
In sum, this thesis provides insights in the potential of sound-augmented
toys to facilitate peer play and playful learning in school-aged children
with VIs. As most children were already found to show adequate peer
play behaviours while using regular toys, it appears that children with VIs
ëÕčÕİ²ĆĆŘĔŕÕİËĔČÕÕ²İĆŘĭĆ²Ř²čÑõčļÕİ²ËļõĔčÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʞŖñõËñõĴêŁİļñÕİ
discussed in Chapter 6. However, some children with VIs do experience
ĭÕİĴõĴļÕčļ ĭÕÕİ ĭĆ²Ř ²čÑ ĴĔËõ²Ć ËĔČČŁčõË²ļõĔč ÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʣ EčÑõŕõÑŁ²Ć
characteristics, such as age or language ability, can partly explain why some
children with VIs are challenged during interaction and play with peers,
whereas others appear highly capable of peer play. For those children that do
ÕŗĭÕİõÕčËÕĭÕİĴõĴļÕčļĭÕÕİĭĆ²ŘÑõêţËŁĆļõÕĴʞĴĔŁčÑʴ²ŁëČÕčļÕÑļĔŘĴË²čĔêêÕİ
a supportive context to practice social interaction in. We emphasize that
play support needs to be adapted to the individual needs and characteristics
of children with VIs. Furthermore, augmented toys have the potential to
be an effective learning tool for children with visual impairments, through
which they can acquire knowledge in a playful and exploratory manner.
ñõĴÑõĴĴÕİļ²ļõĔčĭİĔŕõÑÕĴ²ţİĴļĴļÕĭļĔŖ²İÑĴļñÕõČĭĆÕČÕčļ²ļõĔčĔêĴĔŁčÑʴ
augmented toys as supportive play and learning contexts for children with
VIs in the school environment.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Spelen is leuk en belangrijk voor de ontwikkeling van kinderen. Tijdens
het spelen oefenen kinderen hun taalvaardigheden, sociale vaardigheden
en ontstaan vriendschappen met leeftijdsgenoten. Voor kinderen met een
visuele beperking kan spelen met leeftijdsgenoten lastig zijn. Bij jonge
kinderen met een visuele beperking is vaak sprake van een vertraagde
spelontwikkeling ten opzichte van ziende leeftijdsgenoten. Vanwege
het gebrek aan visuele input hebben deze kinderen vaak moeite om een
volledig en coherent beeld van hun omgeving te vormen en om kenmerken
en functies van speelgoed te begrijpen. Dit maakt het ingewikkeld voor hen
om (spel)materiaal op een adequate manier te gebruiken. Ook ontgaat hen
soms wat leeftijdsgenoten aan het doen zijn en missen zij sociale informatie
zoals gezichtsuitdrukkingen of non-verbale communicatie van anderen.
Sommige kinderen met een visuele beperking hebben dan ook moeite om
contact te maken met leeftijdsgenootjes en samen met hen te spelen. Dit
ă²čĆÕõÑÕčļĔļĭİĔÊĆÕČÕčČÕļĴĔËõ²ĆÕĭ²İļõËõĭ²ļõÕʞĔêļÕŖÕĆñÕļʾČÕÕÑĔÕčʿČÕļ
andere kinderen, en een negatief effect hebben op het welzijn van kinderen
met een visuele beperking. Het is daarom belangrijk om deze kinderen te
ondersteunen tijdens het interacteren en spelen met leeftijdsgenoten.
Het doel van dit proefschrift was om samenspel met leeftijdsgenoten te
stimuleren door een ondersteunende context aan te bieden die deel
uitmaakt van dagelijkse situaties, zoals de schoolcontext. Daarnaast wilden
we ondersteuning bieden die toegankelijk is voor kinderen zonder hulp
van volwassenen, omdat volwassenen vaak te veel controle uitoefenen
in spelsituaties met leeftijdsgenoten. Daarom werden in het huidige
onderzoeksproject augmented toys aangeboden als ondersteunend middel
tijdens spel. Augmented toys bestaan uit een combinatie tussen spelmateriaal
en technologie, waardoor geluiden, vibraties of visuele effecten kunnen
worden geproduceerd tijdens het spelen. Hierdoor krijgt het spelmateriaal
nieuwe functies en ontstaan nieuwe spelmogelijkheden. Uit wetenschappelijk
onderzoek blijkt dat augmented toys effectief zijn in het stimuleren van
exploratie, samenwerking en spelenderwijs leren bij normaal-ontwikkelende
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kinderen en kinderen met beperkingen. Onze aanname was dat kinderen
met een visuele beperking gedetailleerdere informatie zouden opdoen over
het speelgoed, het spelthema en over het spelgedrag van leeftijdsgenoten
wanneer spelmateriaal verrijkt zou zijn met geluiden. We verwachtten dat
dit meer mogelijkheden zou creëren om ervaringen te delen en om samen
te spelen met leeftijdsgenoten.
De eerste studie (hoofdstuk 2) onderzocht in hoeverre augmented toys
effectief waren om 4- tot 12-jarige kinderen met een visuele beperking te
stimuleren om met leeftijdsgenoten te spelen. Alle participanten kregen les
ĔĭÕÕčĴĭÕËõ²ĆÕĴËñĔĔĆŕĔĔİăõčÑÕİÕčČÕļÕÕčŕõĴŁÕĆÕÊÕĭÕİăõčëʣSõčÑÕİÕč
speelden in tweetallen met een augmented toy, een groot Playmobil®
ridderkasteel waarin de spelfiguren verschillende geluiden konden
ĭİĔÑŁËÕİÕčʣ ¥²ččÕÕİ ăõčÑÕİÕč ÕÕč ĴĭÕĆţëŁŁİ Ĕĭ ÊÕĭ²²ĆÑÕ ĭĆÕăăÕč õč
het kasteel neerzetten, klonk er muziek, geluiden die informatie over een
ĴĭÕĆţëŁŁİë²ŕÕčʞĔêļñÕČ²ļõĴËñÕëÕĆŁõÑÕčʣcČļÕĔčÑÕİşĔÕăÕčŖÕĆăÕêêÕËļ
deze geluiden hadden op het spelgedrag van de kinderen, speelden alle
tweetallen driemaal met de augmented toy en driemaal met een normaal
ridderkasteel (hetzelfde speelgoed zonder de toegevoegde geluiden). De
onderzoeksresultaten toonden dat kinderen voornamelijk gefocust waren op
ñÕļĔčļÑÕăăÕčŕ²čÑÕĴĭÕĆţëŁİÕčÕčÑÕëÕĆŁõÑÕčÑõÕşõāăĔčÑÕčĭİĔÑŁËÕİÕč
wanneer zij de augmented toy gebruikten. De geluiden zorgden ervoor
dat kinderen hun aandacht op het spelmateriaal en op hun spelgenootje
richtten. Tegelijkertijd leidde dit ertoe dat kinderen minder vaak actief samen
ĴĭÕÕĆÑÕčÕčõčļÕİ²ËļÕÕİÑÕčʰĔĔăŖÕĆʾËĔĝĭÕİ²ļõÕêĴĭÕĆʿëÕčĔÕČÑʱ²ĆĴşõāÑÕ
augmented toy gebruikten dan wanneer zij met het gewone kasteel speelden.
Hoewel we verwachtten dat de meeste kinderen met een visuele beperking
moeite zouden hebben om met elkaar te spelen, bleken zij het grootste deel
van de tijd coöperatief te spelen met beide soorten speelgoed. Doordat de
kinderen met name gefocust waren op het ontdekken van en luisteren naar
alle verschillende geluiden, vertoonden zij ook minder vaak fantasiespel (ook
wel symbolisch spel genoemd) wanneer zij de augmented toy gebruikten
dan met het gewone kasteel. Er kan daarom geconcludeerd worden dat
het toevoegen van geluiden aan speelgoed er gemiddeld voor zorgt dat
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kinderen met een visuele beperking meer gefocust zijn op het ontdekken van
materiaal en op het spel van hun leeftijdsgenoten. Tegelijkertijd interfereren
de geluiden met samenspel en fantasiespel.
Met de tweede studie (hoofdstuk 3) onderzochten we in hoeverre augmented
toys samenspel stimuleerden tussen 4- tot 11-jarige kinderen met een visuele
beperking en ziende klasgenoten. Alle deelnemers met een visuele beperking
gingen naar het regulier onderwijs. Bij deze studie werden een vergelijkbare
onderzoeksprocedure en hetzelfde speelgoed gebruikt als in de eerste
studie. De augmented toys bleken een vergelijkbaar effect te hebben op het
spel van tweetallen in het regulier onderwijs als op het spel van tweetallen
in het speciaal onderwijs. Gemiddeld lieten de tweetallen meer exploratie
van spelmateriaal zien en was hun aandacht vaker gericht op het spelgedrag
van hun spelmaatje tijdens het spelen met de augmented toy. Dit zorgde
tevens voor een afname van actief samenspel en fantasiespel ten opzichte
van het normale speelgoed. Het spelgedrag van kinderen met een visuele
beperking was vergelijkbaar met dat van de ziende kinderen. Er werd enkel
een trend gevonden dat kinderen met een visuele beperking meer gefocust
waren op het exploreren van de geluiden dan de ziende kinderen. Omdat
de tweetallen het grootste deel van de tijd actief samen speelden met beide
soorten speelgoed, net zoals in de eerste studie gevonden werd, was er
Ŗ²²İĴËñõāčĆõāăĴĭİ²ăÕŕ²čÕÕčʾĭĆ²êĔčÑʴÕêêÕËļʿÑ²ļñÕļčõÕļČĔëÕĆõāăČ²²ăļÕ
om samenspel nog verder te stimuleren met augmented toys. Met andere
woorden: het spelgedrag dat de meeste kinderen met een visuele beperking
lieten zien was dusdanig adequaat en gericht op leeftijdsgenoten dat het
niet nodig was om dit verder te verbeteren door ondersteunende geluiden
toe te voegen aan het speelgoed. De resultaten lieten echter wel zien dat
er aanzienlijke individuele verschillen waren binnen de groep kinderen met
een visuele beperking.
De derde studie (hoofdstuk 4) was gericht op het nader onderzoeken van
individuele variatie wat betreft spel binnen de groep kinderen met een
visuele beperking. Daarnaast onderzochten we mogelijke relaties tussen
het spelgedrag dat kinderen vertoonden en persoonlijke kenmerken van
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de kinderen, zoals de ernst van de visuele beperking, taalvaardigheid en
temperament. Met name de mate waarin kinderen samen (coöperatief)
speelden en fantasiespel vertoonden varieerde sterk tussen kinderen
onderling. Alhoewel de meeste kinderen met een visuele beperking samen
speelden met hun spelmaatje en fantasiespel vertoonden, was er een
aanzienlijke groep (ongeveer 20% van de kinderen) die moeilijkheden leek te
ervaren met samenspel. Deze kinderen bleken jonger te zijn en minder sterke
taalvaardigheden te hebben dan kinderen die veel met leeftijdsgenootjes
speelden. Daarnaast bleken kinderen met een makkelijk temperament meer
samen te spelen dan kinderen met een slow-to-warm-up temperament
ʰʾĆ²čëş²ČÕĴļ²İļÕİĴʿÑõÕļõāÑčĔÑõëñÕÊÊÕčĔČļÕŖÕččÕč²²ččõÕŁŖÕĴõļŁ²ļõÕĴʱʣ
Ook vertoonden meisjes meer fantasiespel dan jongens. De ernst van de
visuele beperking was daarentegen niet geassocieerd met de hoeveelheid
samenspel of fantasiespel. Deze bevindingen impliceren dat persoonlijke
kenmerken van kinderen met een visuele beperking een rol spelen tijdens
het spelen en interacteren met leeftijdsgenootjes. Het is daarom van
belang dat spelbegeleiding wordt afgestemd op de individuele behoeftes
en persoonlijke kenmerken van kinderen met een visuele beperking. Omdat
de hoeveelheid coöperatief spel zo sterk varieerde tussen de participanten,
besloten we het effect van de augmented toys opnieuw te onderzoeken voor
kinderen die veel, middelmatig of weinig samen speelden met het normale
speelgoed. Uit de resultaten kan geconcludeerd worden dat augmented toys
wel ondersteunend werken voor kinderen met een visuele beperking die
moeite hebben met het spelen met leeftijdsgenootjes. Voor kinderen die al
regelmatig met leeftijdsgenootjes spelen, kan het toevoegen van geluiden
aan spelmateriaal plezier geven en meer informatie verschaffen over het
speelgoed. Tegelijkertijd kunnen de geluiden actief samenspel en fantasiespel
remmen.
In de laatste studie (hoofdstuk 5) is onderzocht in hoeverre augmented
toys spelenderwijs leren kunnen stimuleren bij kinderen met een visuele
beperking en bij ziende kinderen. Beide groepen kinderen speelden met een
augmented Savanne landschap met bijbehorende Savanne dieren. De dieren
produceerden geluiden met feitenkennis wanneer zij op bepaalde plekken in
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het landschap geplaatst werden. Deze leercontext werd vergeleken met een
situatie waarin deelnemers naar een informatief verhaal over Savannedieren
luisterden waarin dezelfde kennis werd aangeboden als door het speelgoed.
Uit de resultaten bleek dat kinderen met een visuele beperking evenveel
feitenkennis leerden van het speelgoed als van het verhaal. Omdat er bij de
augmented toy ëÕÕčĴĭÕËõţÕăÕĔĭÑİ²ËñļëÕëÕŕÕčŖÕİÑ²čÑÕİĴÑ²čČÕļñÕļ
speelgoed te spelen zoals de kinderen zelf leuk vonden, bleken kinderen
slechts de helft van de beschikbare informatie te horen. Wanneer dit werd
meegenomen in de statistische analyses bleek dat kinderen ongeveer de
helft van de door hen geluisterde informatie onthielden bij het spelen met
de augmented toy, terwijl zij ongeveer 20% onthielden na het horen van
het verhaal. Een van de voordelen van de augmented toy was dat kinderen
de mogelijkheid hadden om informatie zo vaak te herhalen als zij wensten.
Dit had een positief effect op leren: kinderen met een visuele beperking
onthielden feitjes die zij herhaaldelijk hadden geluisterd beter dan feiten
die zij eenmaal hoorden. De meeste kinderen met een visuele beperking
vonden de augmented toy leuker en leerzamer dan het informatieve verhaal.
De combinatie van zowel het spelen met de augmented toy als het luisteren
naar het verhaal bleek het positiefste effect te hebben op leren. Het leek
hierbij niet uit te maken of kinderen met een visuele beperking eerst met het
speelgoed speelden of eerst naar het verhaal luisterden. Een interessante
bevinding was dat kinderen met een visuele beperking meer leerden van de
augmented toy dan ziende kinderen. Daarnaast leerden zij ook meer van de
combinatie van beide leercontexten dan de ziende kinderen. Dit impliceert
dat betekenisvolle leeromgevingen, waarin kinderen zelfstandig informatie
kunnen opdoen door middel van exploratie en auditieve stimuli, met name
motiverend zijn voor kinderen met een visuele beperking.
Concluderend biedt dit proefschrift inzicht in nieuwe mogelijkheden om
kinderen met een visuele beperking in de basisschoolleeftijd te ondersteunen
tijdens het spelen met leeftijdsgenoten en tijdens spelenderwijs leren.
Aangezien het merendeel van de kinderen in deze leeftijdsgroep adequaat
spelgedrag vertoonde, lijken de meeste kinderen met een visuele beperking
over vroege moeilijkheden met spel en interactie heen te komen, wat
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verder bediscussieerd wordt in hoofdstuk 6. Sommige kinderen met een
visuele beperking blijken echter moeite te houden met het spelen en
interacteren met leeftijdsgenoten. Persoonlijke kenmerken, zoals leeftijd
of taalvaardigheid, lijken deze verschillen tussen kinderen met een visuele
beperking (gedeeltelijk) te verklaren. Voor kinderen die moeite hebben met
samenspel kunnen augmented toys een ondersteunende context bieden
om sociale interactie in te oefenen. We willen hierbij benadrukken dat
spelbegeleiding afgestemd dient te worden op de individuele behoeftes en
persoonlijke kenmerken van kinderen met een visuele beperking. Augmented
toys zouden daarnaast ingezet kunnen worden als effectief leermiddel
waarmee kinderen met een visuele beperking op speelse en exploratieve
wijze kennis opdoen. Dit proefschrift is derhalve een eerste stap in de
richting van het inzetten van augmented toys als ondersteunend middel voor
kinderen met een visuele beperking tijdens het spelen en leren.
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Dankwoord
Onderzoek doen en hierover artikelen schrijven en publiceren is een
langdurig proces waar ontzettend veel mensen bij betrokken zijn. Ik wil dit
dankwoord dan ook gebruiken om aan zoveel mogelijk betrokkenen te laten
weten wat hun ondersteuning voor mij betekend heeft.
Uiteraard wil ik alle kinderen en ouders die meegedaan hebben aan dit
onderzoeksproject hartelijk bedanken voor hun inzet en de tijd die zij in
dit project geïnvesteerd hebben! Hetzelfde geldt voor de leerkrachten, de
schoolleiding, en ambulant begeleiders die hielpen met het maken van soms
ingewikkelde planningen. Dankzij hun hulp was ik in staat om het onderzoek
ĴŁËËÕĴŕĔĆŁõļļÕŕĔÕİÕčʣcĔăŖõĆõăÕÕč²²čļ²ĆČÕÑÕŖÕİăÕİĴŕ²čSĔčõčăĆõāăÕ
Visio en Bartiméus bedanken. Sanny van der Steen en Marissa Smis, jullie
ñÕÊÊÕčČõāŕ²čŁõļÑÕĔčÑÕİşĔÕăĴ²êÑÕĆõčëS&EĔčÑÕİĴļÕŁčÑÊõāñÕļÊÕč²ÑÕİÕč
van deelnemers, en ik heb onze samenwerking als erg prettig ervaren. Remko
van Brussel, dankjewel dat je bereid was om te helpen bij de werving en het
ŕÕİĴĭİÕõÑÕčŕ²čõčêĔİČ²ļõÕÊõččÕčÑÕcʣ§ŕĔččÕSİŁõļñĔêʞĔĔăāĔŁŖõĆ
ik hartelijk bedanken voor je hulp bij het benaderen van deelnemers, het
plannen van onderzoeksmomenten en het meedenken over het spelmateriaal.
Als speltherapeut heeft Yolanda Moleman mij getraind in het observeren van
spelgedrag van kinderen met een visuele beperking en het in kaart brengen
van hun spelontwikkeling. Dit was ontzettend leerzaam en hier heb ik
gedurende het hele project veel aan gehad, dankjewel.
Dan wil ik mij nu richten tot mijn supervisors. Mathijs, als dagelijks begeleider
was jij degene bij wie ik terecht kon met vragen, mededelingen, frustraties,
of gewoon voor een praatje. Je liet mij erg mijn eigen gang gaan tijdens mijn
project, maar je deur stond altijd open als ik je nodig had. Ik heb het erg
gewaardeerd dat we ons overleg altijd begonnen met een gezellig kletspraatje
over van alles en nog wat. Met een kritische blik hield je niet alleen mijn
werkzaamheden in de gaten, maar ook hoe het met mij persoonlijk ging.
ʼ;²²ļ ñÕļ ŖÕĆ ëĔÕÑ ČÕļ āÕʞ āÕ şõÕļ Õİ ČĔÕ Łõļʣʽʟ ļā²ʞ Ñ²²İ ăŖ²Č õă čõÕļ
onderuit. Ik heb veel geleerd van jouw expertise wat betreft de ontwikkeling
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van kinderen met een visuele beperking, en hoe deze beperking het dagelijks
functioneren van deze kinderen kan beïnvloeden. Ook heb ik veel gelachen
om je sarcastische opmerkingen en grappen, die je zelfs in je presentaties
op congressen of seminars verwerkte (iets met een plaatje van Trump). Bert,
met name bij het schrijven van mijn artikelen heb ik veel gehad aan jouw
feedback wat betreft schrijfstijl, structuur en het bewaken van de grote
lijnen. Terwijl Mathijs veel op inhoudelijk gebied kon toevoegen, keek jij naar
ČõāčĴļŁăăÕčʾÑĔĔİñÕļĔĔëŕ²čÑÕİÕŕõÕŖÕİʿʞŖ²ļČõā²ĆļõāÑñõÕĆĭĔČş²ăÕč
op te helderen en de leesbaarheid van mijn stukken te verbeteren. Ook wist
je met je nuchterheid en relaxte houding eventuele zorgen bij me weg te
nemen. Ik vond jullie een heel prettig team om mee te werken en wil jullie
daar hartelijk voor bedanken!
Dear Nicola, I still have good memories of my visit to the Chatlab of Sussex
University at the very beginning of my PhD research. Thank you for
õčļİĔÑŁËõčëČÕļĔļñÕŁëČÕčļÕÑSčõëñļʿĴ²ĴļĆÕ²čÑêĔİŘĔŁİ²ÑŕõËÕĔč
ļñÕËĔÑõčëĔêËñõĆÑİÕčʿĴĭĆ²ŘÊÕñ²ŕõĔŁİĴʣEŖ²ĴŕÕİŘëĆ²ÑļĔñ²ŕÕŘĔŁËĔʴ
authoring the paper on playful learning and learned a lot from your feedback
on my writing!
Daarnaast is er een ander team dat heel belangrijk is geweest voor het
succesvolle verloop van mijn dataverzameling: de mannen van de Technische
Dienst van Sociale Wetenschappen, en dan in het bijzonder Pascal en
Mark. Door de jaren heen hebben jullie meegedacht over het ontwerpen
en bouwen van de verschillende speelsets, deze ontwikkeld en de software
geprogrammeerd. Hier zijn steeds mooiere producten uitgekomen, waar
veel kinderen met plezier mee hebben gespeeld (en het een en ander hebben
gesloopt). Ook hebben jullie heel succesvol deelgenomen als ridders bij het
opnemen van de geluiden voor het speelgoed. Genoeg reden dus om jullie
hartelijk te bedanken voor jullie hulp! Daarnaast heb ik dankzij jullie ook een
hele gezellige tijd gehad op de Uni en natuurlijk in de sportschool. Pascal, jij
Ŗ²ĴČʿčê²ŕĔİõÕļÕăĔêţÕÑİõčăČ²²ļʰÊõāëÕÊİÕă²²čÕÕčÊĔİİÕĆʱʞŖ²ļñÕÊÊÕč
wij oneindig lang zitten praten over van alles en nog wat, en wat vond ik dat
gezellig.
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Mijn dank gaat uiteraard ook uit naar de masterstudenten en studentassistenten die geholpen hebben bij de dataverzameling. Laurie en Alysha,
jullie wil ik heel hartelijk bedanken voor alle tijd die jullie in dat kleine
kamertje in het BSI-lab hebben doorgebracht om het spelgedrag van de
deelnemers te coderen. Dat was een enorme klus (met meer dan 230 videoopnames), ik ben ontzettend blij dat jullie mij daarbij konden helpen! Mijn
complimenten voor de nauwkeurigheid waarmee jullie te werk gingen en
voor het doorzettingsvermogen dat jullie getoond hebben. Laura, jou wil
ik graag bedanken voor de ondersteuning die je me hebt geboden bij het
bezoeken van verschillende scholen om kinderen te toetsen en met het
Savannelandschap te laten spelen. Daarna heb je ook geassisteerd bij het
scoren van vragenlijsten die feitenkennis maten. Niet alleen waardeerde ik
je hulp en betrokkenheid bij het onderzoek, ook het reizen naar de scholen
was een stuk gezelliger!
VõÕŕÕ cVcʴËĔĆĆÕë²ʿĴʞ Ñ²čăşõā āŁĆĆõÕ Ŗ²Ĵ Õİ ļõāÑÕčĴ ŖÕİă ĔĔă ļõāÑ ŕĔĔİ ÕÕč
ĭİ²²ļāÕʞ ĆŁčËñʞ ăĔêţÕ Ĕê Ŗ²čÑÕĆõčë Õč Ĕĭ şʿč ļõāÑ ÕÕč ÕļÕčļāÕ Ĕê êÕÕĴļāÕ
(bijvoorbeeld tijdens de Vierdaagse, want een beter moment voor een feestje
bestaat niet). Ik kon altijd wel iemand om hulp of informatie vragen over
onderzoeksdesigns en analysemethodes, al ging het gelukkig vooral over
andere dingen dan onderzoek. Ik heb veel plezier beleefd aan de gezellige
en ontzettend productieve schrijfweken. En niet te vergeten het uitje naar
de Efteling! Christel en Lanneke, bedankt dat jullie altijd bereid waren om
te helpen of advies te geven als er iets geregeld moest worden, en om even
ëÕşÕĆĆõëļÕăĆÕļĴÕčʣS²ļā²ʞŖ²ļñÕÊõăëÕčĔļÕčŕ²čÑÕĆÕăăÕİÕËİÕ²ļõÕĴÑõÕāõā
meebracht naar werk (met als hoogtepunt natuurlijk de zuurkoolpannenkoek)
en van je vrolijkheid. Nogmaals bedankt voor de kaas!! Helen, Jolique, Evelien
en Iris, vooral in het laatste jaar dat ik op de Radboud Uni rondliep ben ik
veel met jullie opgetrokken en heb ik veel steun en gezelligheid aan jullie
beleefd. Dat maakte het leuk om naar werk te gaan, zelfs als ik alleen maar
met schrijven bezig was. Iris, je was een lief, betrokken kamergenootje met
ook nog eens superhandige kennis van statistiek, beste combinatie ooit!
Bedankt dat jij en Evelien mijn paranimfen zijn, trek jullie glitterpakken maar
uit de kast!
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Papa, mama en Nicky, jullie zijn mijn grote steun en toeverlaat bij alle
onderdelen van mijn leven, zo ook mijn promotie. Niemand reageert zo blij,
verrast, trots en enthousiast op het behalen van kleine en grote mijlpalen
²ĆĴāÕê²ČõĆõÕʣ&čÊõāčõÕČ²čÑ²čÑÕİĴăĔčõăşĔĆÕăăÕİČʿčêİŁĴļİ²ļõÕĴŁõļÕč
over het onderzoek doen. Jullie zijn altijd bereid om naar me te luisteren,
spreken me moed als ik dat nodig heb, helpen me nadenken over twijfels
of overwegingen, en houden me eens in de zoveel tijd een spiegel voor.
Daarnaast heb ik het geluk om ook een fantastische schoonfamilie te hebben,
waardoor ik nu twee keer zoveel blijheid, enthousiasme, steun en luisterende
oren om mij heen heb! Daar ben ik jullie allemaal heel dankbaar voor. Jullie
zijn mij ontzettend dierbaar, iets dat ik mij nog meer ben gaan realiseren
door de tijd dat Reinier en ik jullie moesten missen.
En dan mijn lieve vriendinnen. Wat voel ik mij gelukkig met zulke mooie,
slimme, lieve mensen om mij heen. Mensen die onvoorwaardelijk voor me
klaarstaan, met wie ik alles kan bespreken, en die een enorme hoeveelheid
plezier in mijn leven brengen. Met wie ik lekker NIET met mijn onderzoek en
proefschrift bezig hoefde te zijn, maar die ook altijd informeerden hoe het
ëõčëÕčŖ²²İõăČÕÕÊÕşõëŖ²ĴʣEăŕĔčÑñÕļñÕÕĆţāčÑ²ļāŁĆĆõÕ²ĆļõāÑŕĔĆĆÕÑõë
vertrouwden op mijn vermogen om het succesvol af te ronden.
Jon en Leen, ik kan me geen betere drie-eenheid voorstellen dan die van ons:
drie levensgenieters uit Utrecht die niets liever doen dan borrelen, lunchen,
of dineren in ons stadsie of lekker met elkaar koken. Food is life voor ons, en
werken is bijzaak. Ik ben heel blij dat wij elkaar gevonden hebben en dat ik
met jullie de goede dingen in het leven kan delen. Mar, wat geniet ik ervan
om lekker met jou op de bank thee te drinken, liefst onder een dekentje,
en te praten over alles wat in ons opkomt. Als orthopedagoog ben jij mijn
grote voorbeeld en ook als mens heb ik een hoop van jou kunnen leren.
Juul, Li, Do en Do, wat heb ik altijd een hoop lol met jullie, en wat hebben
we een idiote dingen met elkaar meegemaakt! Het lijkt me verstandiger om
niet op de details in te gaan, maar Booze en Paula weten ons altijd weer te
vinden… Zonder jullie zou ik natuurlijk nooit Dr. Mus geworden zijn! Marie
en Peet, sinds ik me kan herinneren zijn jullie al onderdeel van mijn leven, en
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voor mij is onze vriendschap daardoor heel bijzonder. We kwamen onze hele
kindertijd bij elkaar over de vloer, gingen naar dezelfde middelbare school,
kenden elkaars eerste vriendjes, zagen elkaar steeds weer naar andere
plekken verhuizen en vierden afstudeerfeestjes en een huwelijk met elkaar. Ik
kijk uit naar de volgende mijlpalen die we met elkaar gaan meemaken. Gaay,
Ñ²čăşõāāĔŁñÕÊõăÕÕčñÕÕĆţāčļñŁõĴëÕñ²ÑĔĭÑÕQŁĴļŁĴʣÕÑ²čăļÑ²ļāÕČõāč
nachtelijke angstaanvallen, spinnenfobie en de frequente zombiegeluiden
vanuit mijn kamer hebt getolereerd (en alle andere dingen die ik nu even
vergeet). Ik bewonder jouw positieve, creatieve en ludieke kijk op het leven,
ÑõÕŕĔĔİČõāŕ²²ăÕÕčÕŘÕĔĭÕčÕİõĴʣSõČʞŖõāĆÕÕİÑÕčÕĆă²²İăÕččÕčļõāÑÕčĴ
onze onderzoeksstage op het babylab en raakten al snel bevriend. Ik kan met
āĔŁĔčļşÕļļÕčÑţāčĔŕÕİŖÕİăëÕİÕĆ²ļÕÕİÑÕÕčĭÕİĴĔĔčĆõāăÕÑõčëÕčĭİ²ļÕčʞ
en ik ben natuurlijk heel blij met jou als mede-horrorfan! Beba, ondanks de
fysieke afstand die er steeds tussen ons is, voelt het vaak alsof jij heel dichtbij
ČÕÊÕčļʣQõāÊÕčļşĔʿčŖõāĴĭÕİĴĔĔčʞÑõÕÕËñļĆŁõĴļÕİļÕčČõāĭİÕËõÕĴÊÕëİõāĭļʣ
Bedankt voor de energie die je mij altijd geeft.
Lieve Marleen, jou wil ik om verschillende redenen nog even in de spotlights
zetten. Allereerst heb jij een hele praktische bijdrage geleverd aan het
onderzoek over spelenderwijs leren. Met je mooie voorleesstem heb je allerlei
feitjes en een verhaal over Savannedieren ingesproken, zodat kinderen deze
tijdens het spelen zouden horen. Een hele klus, waarbij we gelukkig ook heel
veel gelachen hebben. Ik was en ben natuurlijk enorm blij dat je dit voor me
wilde doen, dus daar wil ik je graag voor bedanken. Maar het meest dankbaar
ben ik voor de steun, liefde en gezelligheid die je bood toen Reinier naar het
buitenland vertrok. Een periode die voor mij soms heel moeilijk kon zijn,
werd door jouw aanwezigheid en betrokkenheid een stuk draaglijker. Je was
er om oneindig lang te kletsen, te eten, Jane te kijken, te feesten, te lachen,
te huilen, en af en toe ook nog om te sporten. Je was er dus eigenlijk gewoon
altijd, precies toen ik het nodig had! Ik kan daarom met zekerheid stellen
dat het succesvolle verloop van mijn onderzoek ook aan jou te danken is. Je
bent voor mij een heel speciale vriendin en familielid. Bij deze dus een special
thanks en heel veel liefde voor jou!
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De laatste alinea heb ik uiteraard voor jou gereserveerd Reinier. Wat is er de
afgelopen 5 jaar veel gebeurd in ons leven! We hebben supermooie reizen
gemaakt; we zijn gaan samenwonen in ons heerlijke huisje in Utrecht, om
daarna twee jaar te latten tussen Boston en Utrecht; we zijn getrouwd; en nu
wonen we al ruim een jaar samen in Boston. En straks zijn we ook nog allebei
gepromoveerd! Ik ken niemand die zo gedreven, gedisciplineerd, intelligent
en creatief is als jij. Je wilde altijd meedenken over onderzoeksideeën,
hypotheses, data-analyse en de interpretatie van resultaten, iets waar ik
ontzettend veel aan heb gehad. Je motiveerde me om door te pakken als ik
geen zin meer had en vierde iedere overwinning met me mee (meestal nog
enthousiaster dan ikzelf). Ik heb grote bewondering voor jou en ik ben heel
dankbaar dat ik mijn leven met je kan delen.
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